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PREFACE

For some 200 years, society has vigorously exploited fossil fuels for electricity, heat,
transport, food and water. This is a short period in human history; but it is one in which
our lives and living standards have been transformed. We are now faced with
fundamental challenges. Not only must we recognise the risk that rising greenhouse gas
emissions in our atmospheremayhavemajor and costly impacts onhuman society, butwe
must also recognise that fossil fuels are not a limitless resource.

As awareness of the nature and urgency of the challenges grows, so does the realisation
that the transition to a low-carbon society can bring opportunities at both global and local
level. Theworld is likely to be on the verge of a new formof industrial revolution, and it is
one that has the potential to bring about a better, aswell as amore sustainable,world.

The Royal Society of Edinburgh launched its Inquiry Facing up to Climate Change in
October 2009, with the aim of identifying both the opportunities for Scotland and the
barriers that currently prevent us from advancing towards a prosperous and fairer
low-carbon society. Bringing together some of the best intellectual talent in academia,
the professions and business, and across the sciences, technologies, humanities and arts,
the RSE is uniquely placed to enhance understanding of such nationally- and globally-
important issues. The RSE’s strengths are its diversity, independence and impartiality.
I hope this report will stimulate and inform public debate, and also provide an analysis
uponwhichpolicy can be based anddecisions taken.

The key message of this report is of fundamental importance to both policy makers and
society. Climate change is not simply an environmental problem. It is a challenge to the
ways in which we organise society, use our resources and live our lives. It is only through
real public engagement and the involvement of all sectors of society thatwewill be able to
make the step changeneeded to reap the benefits of a low-carbon society.

Finally, I would like to thank Professor Sugden for so ably leading the Committee
through the extensive process of collecting evidence and writing the report. My thanks
also to all the committee members for taking on this sizeable task and freely giving their
time, effort and expertise to producewhat is a comprehensive and timely report.

LordWilson of Tillyorn, KTGCMGPRSE
President, The Royal Society of Edinburgh
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FINANCIAL SUPPORT AND THANKS

The Royal Society of Edinburgh is a wholly independent body and the funding for the
Inquiry therefore had to be raised from a variety of sources. The Society received a ready
response from all those listed below. Without their help, this Inquiry could not have been
undertaken and to all of them we are most grateful.

British Council Scotland

BP
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FOREWORD

The Royal Society of Edinburgh’s Inquiry Facing up to Climate Change began to take evidence in
October 2009. This Report, published in March 2011, sets out the recommendations that have
arisen from the extensive evidence-gathering process. Both this Full Report and the Summary
Report are available online atwww.achangingclimate.co.uk

In view of the challenge that climate change poses, we focused on the barriers that aremaking it
so difficult for Scotland to achieve a low-carbon society. Our Committee is interdisciplinary and
inter-institutional and spans the natural and social sciences, business, policy and education. The
Inquiry heard and saw a wealth of evidence from over 110 organisations, more than 40
individuals and from six public meetings around Scotland, involving some 400 people. The
Committee also visited exemplar case studies, hosted or took part in over 30 seminars and
conferences, and carried out a schools’ competition.

A special vote of thanks goes to those who submitted written evidence and those who spoke to us
about it. It was impressive and humbling to see how many people and organisations responded.
Also we are indebted to those who helped us on field visits around the country. It was
enormously helpful to see what worked on the ground and to be welcomed into local seminars,
and into homes, with such generous hospitality. Many others helped in arranging and
publicising the public meetings which were invaluable in gaining a wider local view. The
schools’ competition gave us the opportunity to meet the generation who will grow up in the
newworld.

As Chair of the Inquiry I am able to thank Alan Werritty, Deputy Chair, and all of the
Committee for their hard work. Everyone has spent far more time than they reasonably could
have been expected to in listening, thinking, discussing and writing the report. They have taken
time out from busy lives to complete this Inquiry and I know that long-suffering families have
become involved and have lived with the project for far too long! A list of individuals who
helped us would run to many pages, but there are those who have helped us in specific ways:
Heather Reid for help with the schools’ competition, and Professors Roger Crofts, Gavin
McCrone, David McCrone, and Pete Smith for expert advice. And all the committee members
are indebted to all those who helped in the Royal Society of Edinburgh, but especially Marc
Rands and Susan Lennox who guided us so expertly andwith such patience and good humour at
different stages of the Inquiry.

Finally, we are grateful to those organisations whose initial faith and support made the Inquiry
possible. Many organisations, listed above, provided the financial support for the administrative
costs of the Inquiry, involving collecting evidence, publicmeetings, travel, and production of the
report and film. The breadth of the support gave us the precious ability to be independent.

David Sugden,
Chair
5th February, 2011
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Facing up to Climate Change:
breaking the barriers to a low-carbon Scotland
Executive Summary

In view of the challenge posed by climate change and the need to reduce dependency on fossil
fuels, the Inquiry examines the barriersmaking it difficult for Scotland to change to a low-carbon
society. We took evidence across Scotland and our single most important finding is that change is
held back by the lack of coherence and integration of policy at different levels of governance.
There is activity at the level of the EU, the UK Government, the Scottish Government, local
authorities, local communities, households and civil society. But there is often a disconnection
betweenpolicies at different levels. This impedes progress to a low-carbon society and also leads to a
lack of trust among the general public. The ten Primary Recommendations address these barriers.
In addition, we make 30 Supplementary Recommendations which are relevant to specific policy
makers, which can be found in Chapter 10. The take-home message is that it is important to take
coherent action at all levels if Scotland is to reap the benefits of a low-carbon society. Everyone has
a part to play in seizing a once-in-a generation opportunity.
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Box 1 Primary Recommendations

1 TheUKGovernment should urgently improve the infrastructure andmanagement
of the electricity grid in Scotland to optimise the development of renewable energy
and to permit the export of surplus renewable energy.

2 TheScottish andUKGovernments need to retrofit existing regulation to achieve a
balancewith theneed to reduce carbon emissions.

3 TheScottishGovernment shouldworkwith local authorities and businesses to align
and sharpen regulation in order to achieve a step change in energy efficiency in
buildings and transport.

4 TheScottishGovernment and local authorities should jointly introduce truly integrated
polices in order to achieve effective reductions in emissions at a regional level.

5 TheScottishGovernment should develop a spatially-referencednational landuse plan
integratedwith regional strategic plans in order to optimise carbon sequestration.

6 The finance industry should take a lead andworkwith government to create the
business environment thatwillmobilise private finance in support of a
low-carbon society.

7 All organisations should appraise their goals andpractices in the light of the urgency
to achieve a low-carbon society.

8 Local authorities should integrate and embed their low-carbonpolicies across all
their various functions.

9 TheScottishGovernment and local authorities should actively assist local
communities to introduce low-carbon initiatives.

10 Closer engagement is needed betweenpeople, civil society,market and state
in the pursuit of Scotland’s low-carbon vision.



Facing up to Climate Change:
breaking the barriers to a low-carbon Scotland
Full Report

CHAPTER 1 THE LOW-CARBON VISION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
ON HOW TO GET THERE

Introduction: the low-carbon vision

Scotland has an iconic landscape and coast of high scenic quality. Its terrestrial resources of
agriculture and forestry and richmarine resources support an uncrowded rural population. It
has compact cities within easy reach of the countryside and with more than the average UK
share of universities. Scotland has gained from the UK petroleum industry and is home to
international financial institutions. It has the benefit of rich wind and marine energy
resources and is close enough to the core areas of demand in Europe to be able to export its
surplus. It has empty oil and gas fields that can be used to store carbon dioxide gas from
Europe’s fossil-fuel power stations. This is a powerful platform from which the UK and
Scotland can view the opportunities presented by the global shift from fossil to renewable
energywhich is now in full swingworldwide. Indeed, renewable energy offers not only a new
wave of sustainable prosperity but also can contribute to a secure, distributed energy supply
that opens up opportunities for local communities of all sizes throughout the land. We are at
the start of a new renewable industrial revolution and can use it to power a sustainable future
for everyone in both urban and rural areas. Economic and social wellbeing, sustainability,
and strengthened local communities arewithin our grasp.

The above does not come from a public relations company but is a distillation of viewswe heard
during the course of the Inquiry, from communities and individuals in business, the voluntary
sector and the public sector. Without doubt, the most encouraging aspect of our Inquiry
activities was listening to the way a variety and breadth of groups and individuals held such a
positive vision of what the UK and Scotland could achieve if we got organised. However, there
were many who were unconvinced and who doubted our capacity to implement the necessary
changes successfully. They told of howmultiple barriers sapped enterprise and how the overall
uncertainty justified delay inmaking any serious changes.
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The Inquiry Facing up to Climate Change decided to focus on this gap between the measures
necessary to move to a low-carbon society and those currently accepted by the public. Time
and again we were struck by the gulf between the aspiration and the reality on the ground.
Scotland has high aspirations, but is behind many European countries in implementation.
Why is this? We decided to engage with the public and explore both the barriers to change and
the opportunities arising from a low-carbon society. Our hope is that our report and its
recommendations will help policy makers to integrate their response to an overriding problem.
We highlight possible barriers to change at the national, regional and local levels and also at the
level of a single citizen. Our recommendations are based on evidence collected in Scotland and
are directed at policy makers within Scotland. However, we encountered many issues that are
likely to be relevant to other countries and perhaps some of the recommendations will have
wider reach. The take-home message is that everyone has a part to play in seizing a once-in-a-
generation opportunity.

The Inquiry heard and saw a wealth of evidence from over 110 organisations, more than 40
individuals and from six public meetings around Scotland, involving some 400 people. The
Committee also visited exemplar case studies, hosted or took part in over 30 seminars and
conferences and carried out a national schools’ competition. The overwhelming impression is the
need to make a low-carbon society, and its social and economic advantages, “real” for people. In
other words, whilst we have a clear political direction and intent around climate change, many
of the practical issues concerning energy use or coping with weather impacts are perceived by
individuals and communities as having little to do with this broader agenda, and especially the
vision of a prosperous future. The priority is to ground the debate and bring it into everythingwe
do. Removal of as many barriers to change as possible will not only have immediate practical
benefits, but will also remove the contradictions that give life to cynicism among the public. Our
ten first-order recommendations are targeted at these barriers and are structured according to
scale fromnational to local concern (Box 1).

Werecommend:

1 TheUKGovernment shouldurgently improve the infrastructureandmanagement
of theelectricitygrid inScotlandtooptimise thedevelopmentofrenewableenergy
andtopermit theexportof surplus renewableenergy.

A strategy for the development of the grid tomaximise energy production from renewables and
its link to potential EU export markets needs wider debate and urgent action if Scotland is to
fully exploit the benefits of its renewable resources. The wide range of views we heard about the
future of renewables in Scotland suggests lack of strategic clarity. For example, the Inquiry heard
the following from different stakeholders: (a) investment in renewables is a temporary fix until
the UK has a centralised grid poweredmainly by nuclear energy; (b) the huge resources of wind,
tidal and wave energy in Scotland are needed if the UK is to meet its carbon-reduction targets;
(c) no long-term development of renewables will occur in Scotland without a direct grid
interconnection to continental northwest Europe; (d) the focus within Scotland should be on
building a smart, distributed grid and developing storage facilities. On the groundwe heard how
renewable schemes in remote areas can find it difficult to get efficient access to the grid.

The optimal exploitation of renewables in Scotland chimes with the priorities of the EU, the UK
(DECC is responsible for energy generation), the Scottish Government and the National Grid,
but we are unconvinced that the different perspectives are integrated effectively. There is need
for a coherent and agreed plan.
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2 TheScottishandUKGovernmentsneed toretrofit existingregulation toachieve
abalancewith theneed toreducecarbonemissions.

We noted on many occasions and in different circumstances that existing legislation designed
for particular purposes was preventing or delaying moves to cut carbon. Examples are: (a)
existing water standards inhibit catchment-scale initiatives bringing wider environmental and
low-carbon advantages; (b) conflicts between river quality standards and micro-hydro schemes;
(c) classification of substances as waste rather than by-product, which adds cost and complexity;
(d) UK standards affecting transmission of electricity on the grid that limit capacity. Changes
will involve reviewing cross-cutting regulations at EU,UK and devolved levels, but there is scope
for changes in implementationwithin Scotland and, of course, influence atUK andEU levels.

3 TheScottishGovernment shouldworkwith localauthorities andbusinesses toalign
andsharpenregulation inorder toachievea stepchange inenergyefficiency
inbuildingsandtransport.

Radically reducing emissions from buildings, transport, electricity, agriculture and waste, is
critical if Scotland is to achieve its carbon reduction targets. Effective energy-efficiencymeasures
would have the advantages of (a) cutting emissions in the short term; (b) providing local skills
and employment; and (c) supporting community-based initiatives. Most powers required to
implement such policies are already devolved toHolyrood.

Given the importance of reducing emissions from buildings, the Inquiry team noted the need
for: (a)measures to add long-termvalue to energy-efficient housing; (b)measures to upgrade the
insulation of rented buildings; (c) tighter enforcement of building standards on energy use in
new build; (d) modification of the certification scheme for insulation contractors in order to
support community businesses (especially in rural areas); and (e) improving the insulation of
public buildings as exemplars of good practice.

Current transport investment plans in roads will increase car use. Urgent policies are needed on
smart road-use pricing, links to other forms of travel, especially involving travel to and from
work, and at work, with the overall aim of reducing car and van use, whilst meeting the travel
needs of people effectively and efficiently. The policy of concessionary bus fares is a good
example of the latter in that it improves travel options, minimises car emissions and has the
additional advantage of supporting rural bus routes.

4 TheScottishGovernmentand localauthorities should jointly introduce truly
integratedpolices inorder toachieveeffectivereductions inemissionsata
regional level.

The actions of local authorities, working at the scale most relevant to people’s lives, will largely
determine whether or not Scotlandmeets its carbon targets. The big surprise to the Inquiry team
was themismatch between national policy andwhat could be achieved on the ground.We noted
many examples where national planning goals conflict with regional attempts to reduce carbon.
Examples are: (a) national rail priorities to reduce intercity times conflict with the commuter
needs of the main city regions; (b) Transport Scotland’s priorities (such as trunk roads) do not
necessarily match regional priorities; (c) national grant schemes for investment in heating based
on postcodes deter District Heating or CombinedHeat and Power (CHP) schemes; (d) developers
play off councils against each other to lower heating standards on new housing (so-called
‘fringe’ effects); (e) insulation standards lowered to increase the number of new houses; (f) an
inability to enforce heat efficiency gains in the rented sector.
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5 TheScottishGovernment shoulddevelopa spatially-referencednational landuse
plan integratedwithregional strategicplans inorder tooptimise carbonsequestration.

Land use and soils can be managed in such a way as to sequester carbon quickly and effectively.
Adjustments to the CAP regime will be one way of linking land use to ecosystem services more
effectively. But there are also issueswithin Scotland. At present it is difficult to integrate separate
initiatives, especially in forestry and agriculture, which are served by separate institutions and
cultures, but also in the wider environment and recreation. Without integration it will be
difficult to optimise results. For example, the Inquiry heard that there is almost a one-for-one
overlap between land used for beef production and that needed for growing additional forest.
Again, the Inquiry team were struck by the way estate owners, who take a long-term view by
nature, were uncertain how best to balance requirements for recreation, agriculture and forestry
in the future. Indicative land-use plans would help land use to be integrated within regional
strategic plans and would be a way of incentivising the sequestration of carbon. These issues
should be central to the land use strategy currently being discussed by the ScottishGovernment.

6 Thefinance industry should takea leadandworkwithgovernment tocreate
thebusiness environment thatwillmobiliseprivate finance in supportofa
low-carbonsociety.

Given the confluence in Scotland of both leading financial institutions and the huge potential
for energy-efficiency measures and renewables, there is a clear opportunity for the finance
industry. There are two particular bottlenecks: (a) the need for instruments to finance the small-
scale improvements in energy efficiency for households, returns on which may take a decade or
more; and (b) investments tailored for renewables which involve high start-up costs and
relatively low running costs, and take up to a decade to bring financial returns. The new Green
Deal and the reforms to the Electricity Market that are currently under consultation at UK level
could be a step in the right direction in addressing these problems.

Importantly, given the state of national finances, we suggest that public finance is best used to
lever additional private finance, rather than for multiple, short-term and small-scale grant
schemes, which add complexity. We look forward to proposals being brought forward by the
Finance Committee of the 2020Group.

7 Allorganisations shouldappraise theirgoals andpractices in the lightof theurgency
toachievea low-carbonsociety.

This recommendation follows the Inquiry’s experience that the existing priorities and traditions
of many public sector and voluntary organisations were often unintentionally discouraging a
change to a low-carbon society. The forthcoming Public Sector duties under the Climate Change
(Scotland) Act 2009 will require public bodies to comply and report on their trajectories to a
low-carbon future. This is commendable, but the challenge is to make it work on the ground.
Other organisations, including environmentalNGOs, civil society groups, the professions such as
planning and law, business, and academic institutions who can teach professional skills, will also
need support as they reconsider their priorities. The guiding principle should be how best a
certain organisation or charity can help wider society to promote a step change towards a
low-carbon society.
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8 Localauthorities should integrateandembedtheir low-carbonpolicies across all
theirvarious functions.

The Inquiry team concluded that, in general, no single person within a local authority ‘owned’
the problem of transition to a low-carbon/sustainable society. Instead there was a tendency
to excuse inaction by blaming a lack of leadership shown by other departments, the lack of
powers, or the low priority in practice given to climate changemitigation and/or energy saving.
We noted actions to reduce carbon within sectors such as transport, health, education, housing
and fuel poverty, but these initiatives were rarely integrated, leading to delay, lack of action
or even conflicting outcomes. Examples are: (a) delay in introducing district heating schemes
in Edinburgh; (b) the continued building of out-of-town shopping centres; (c) new
environmentally-commended public buildings located out of town; (d) the Clyde Gateway
project, which could achieve greater cuts in emissions if it had been developed as a whole rather
than sub-zone by sub-zone.

A surprise was that the role of planning officers seemed sidelined. The Inquiry team expected
planners to be playing a leading role in creating and implementing strategic regional plans.
Thought should be given to the best way of achieving effective leadership within local authority
regions.

As a matter of urgency the Scottish Government should integrate into the terms of reference of
the Commission on Public Services (due to report in 2011) the requirement to recommendmeans
of restructuring public services to integrate action on energy efficiency, carbonmanagement and
the low-carbon transition.

9 TheScottishGovernmentand localauthorities shouldactivelyassist local
communities to introduce low-carbon initiatives.

Our overwhelming discovery was evidence of local communities bursting with energy and
local solutions that felt unsupported and impeded by the complexity of local government
administrative procedures and financial arrangements. Since effective solutions require local
knowledge and local buy in, there is a case for sweeping away tiers of regulation and episodic
grant schemes and instead introduce policies to release private initiative and finance. On the basis
of our discoveries, there are clear opportunities for communities to take a lead in: (a) installing
community wind turbines; (b) housing improvement; (c) local transport; (d) school energy
savings; (e) micro-hydro; (f) bio-fuel heating; (g) waste recycling; (h) building local businesses;
and (i) growing local food and plantingwoodlands.

The risk is that Scotland is missing an opportunity to use the move to a low-carbon society to
invigorate local communities. Policies could be designed which, at a relatively low cost, bring
both carbon reductions and increased local prosperity. Effective policies would remove local
resistance to large outside schemes, bring profits of wind energy to local communities and help
finance improvements in housing, schools and other community assets. Above all, the cost of
such policieswould bemodest if the power of private finance is harnessed.
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10 Closerengagement isneededbetweenpeople, civil society,marketandstate in
thepursuitofScotland’s low-carbonvision.

Civil society (ordinary people, their organisations, neighbourhoods and communities of interest)
is potentially a powerful force for change. At present, however, concern about climate change
and understanding of the relationship between routine consumption and carbon emissions is
patchy. Every activity, at home, at work, travelling, shopping, holiday-making or volunteering,
affects our carbon footprint, and many people would welcome clear and consistent leadership
from their elected political representatives about how they can best contribute to the transition to
a low-carbon society. Most people want to understand the reasons for change, to be sufficiently
informed to act knowledgeably and to act with others as part of a bigger social change with a
meaningful impact. They alsowant to see politicians and business leading by example.

One important step forward will be achieved when business, NGOs, faith groups, other
voluntary bodies and public bodies, are all focused on the central issue of how best to change
society to achieve sustainable wellbeing for all. A priority would seem to be an open andmature
debate to build support for joined-up policies, openly grasping such awkward nettles as the
balance between economic growth, wellbeing and the environment, and how best to ensure that
travel needs of people and communities are met effectively and efficiently. Progress would be
aided by building community partnerships, access to predictable, efficient finance, and strong
political leadership.

The role of the Inquiry
The overwhelmingmessage from the above recommendations is that there ismuch to do in order
to benefit from a low-carbon future. Society is not ready for the step changes required. We
thought it important to engage with the public andmet with a wide variety of organisations and
people in many locations throughout Scotland (Appendix 1). At all stages we discussed our
preliminary findings as an aid to discussion. In addition, several members of the committee have
been involved in workshops with policy makers and the finance industry. We involved the
younger generation via the schools, and produced a short film urging action by everyone. This
report is one outcome and attempts to cover a full sweep of public life. Itwas tempting to focus on
the lessons to be learned from a few selected fields, where we could be confident that we had
mastered the detail. But the nature of the problem is that all activities interactwith each other in a
complex system, and this interaction can have unforeseen and unexpected outcomes. It is these
interactions that can lead to perverse outcomes from a particular policy. It seemed worthwhile to
grasp thenettle and attempt as comprehensive a coverage as possible.

We realise that wemay have been over ambitious, but nonetheless, we hope that these views from
what is a cross-disciplinary and independent committee will prove helpful. After all, we have
collected amass of evidence identifying some of the actual or perceived barriers to change among
the wider population. We hope that our recommendations stimulate action by all organisations
and all individuals.
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Report Structure
In the first part of the Facing up to Climate Change Full Report we try to provide insight and
coherence to arguments that are well known to different groups of specialists in the wider
low-carbon field, but difficult to appreciate together. Thus there is coverage of climate change,
sustainability and the new industrial revolution (Chapter 2) and the science of climate change and
its implications at both a global and Scottish scale (Chapter 3). We then outline the underpinning
economic, social and environmental issues insofar as they affect Scotland: the economics of
climate change (Chapter 4), the interrelationships between climate change and society (Chapter 5)
and the interaction of bothwith landuse (Chapter 6).

The second part of the Report deals with the findings of the Inquiry and assesses the views of a
wide range of respondents on progress in delivering a low-carbon society.We focus on the barriers
to change and possible ways of overcoming them. Thus we include Chapter 7 on public bodies
(local authorities, education, water), Chapter 8 on economic sectors (finance, energy, other
industry, heating, transport, landuse), andChapter 9 on civil society.

Finally, in the third part of the Full Report (Chapter 10), we look at the pervasive challenges
arising frommulti-level governance and how they may be addressed. It is the analysis in this last
chapter that forms the basis for our ten Primary Recommendations that are summarised in Box 1.
Chapter 10 also includes 30 Supplementary Recommendations relevant to specific sectors of
activity. The intention here is to highlight possible action points by policymakers in specific fields
of expertise.

We held a Schools Competition which ran in parallel with the Inquiry and was designed to
explore the role that schools can play in raising awareness around the issue of climate change and
a low carbon future. The responses from school pupils and their teachers is summarised in
Chapter 11.

Further information
The Summary Report and Full Report can be obtained on www.achangingclimate.co.uk.
There is also a short film challenging us to remove the barriers and achieve a prosperous
low-carbon society.
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CHAPTER 2 CLIMATE CHANGE, SUSTAINABILITY
AND THE NEW INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
Key findings
• Climate change is inextricably linked towellbeing, security and sustainability.

• Rising levels of CO2 in the atmosphere, linked to burning fossil fuels and land use,
present amajor risk of climate changewith challenging regional impacts.

• Anew industrial revolution is underway to achieve energy security and to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, with energy efficiency and energy production emitting low
or noCO2 at its heart.

• Scotland hasmuch to gain economically and socially from this revolution.

• Scotland’s ambitious emission reduction targets (42% cut by 2020 and 80%by 2050)
are achievable but requiremajor commitment and resources.

• Despite success in cutting emissions fromactivitieswithin Scotland, Scotland’s
consumption-based emissions rose by 11% in 1996–2004.

Introduction
It is helpful to set Scotland’s move to a low-carbon society in a wider global context. There are
close links between the mitigation of climate change and the wellbeing of global populations,
which demonstrate that climate change can no longer be regarded as a discrete ‘environmental
problem’ but is fundamental to the way society works. Human security and prosperity depends
on the inextricable connections between environment, economy and society. The use of fossil
fuels can be curtailed by increasing energy efficiency andmoving towards renewable energy and
this is fuelling a new global industrial revolution. Scotland is fortunate to be rich in renewable
resources and the skills to develop them. This report is concerned with the actions needed for
Scotland to participate in and benefit from this global revolution.

The impact of climate change
The underlying reason for this Inquiry is that the risks posed to the world by climate change are
so large as to challenge the way humankind lives and exploits the planet’s resources. It is asking a
lot for society to implement the massive changes involved and thus it is important to explore the
dimensions of the challenge. In so doingwe address a question frequently raised as wemet people
around Scotland, namelyWhy change our way of life when there is so much uncertainty about the
science? The level of doubtmeant that in January 2010, in themidst of our Inquiry, an IpsosMori
poll showed that climate change was included in their top three concerns by only 17% of voters in
theUK. This reflects a level of doubt about the science, which is amajor barrier to change.

The Climate Change 2007 report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change showed
how global mean temperatures have been rising since themiddle of the 20th Century. There are
strong theoretical and observational grounds for predicting that this trend brings regional
changes in climatewith a greater likelihood of heatwaves, heavy precipitation events and floods,
an increase in the frequency and extent of drought, and an overall rise in global sea level1. Such
changes have implications for water supply, ecosystems, food, health and coastal flooding from
which social, political and economic problems will rapidly escalate. Indeed these are the basis of
the Chief Scientific Advisor’s (UK) warnings that we could face the ‘perfect storm’ when a series
of climatically-induced events conspire to produce a global crisis in either energy, food or water
or all three together, leading to regional starvation,migration and political instability2.

Climate change is linked to depletion of theworld’s ecological resources, population increase and
to economic growth based on fossil fuels and exploitation of forests, land and oceans. In
2000–2010, 13 million hectares of forest globally were converted to agriculture or other uses
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3 Food and Agriculture Organisation of the UN, 2010, The Global Forest Resources Assessment 2010, Rome
4 Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity, 2010, Global Biodiversity Outlook 3, Montréal
5 Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005, Ecosystems and HumanWell-being: Desertification Synthesis, World Resources Institute, Washington, DC
6 World Bank, 2010,World development report 2010: development and climate change
7 Le Quéré et al., 2009, Trends in the sources and sinks of carbon dioxide, Nature Geoscience 2, pp 831–836

every year3. Biodiversity is declining at an unprecedented rate and the deadline set in 2002 by the
UN to reduce the rate of loss of species by 2010 has been missed4. In addition, 10–20% of dry
lands, mainly in the sub-Sahara and central Asia, have been degraded and millions of people
are at risk from climate change5. The fate of the oceans is a concern. Climate change, coastal
development and overfishing threaten marine biodiversity as well as fisheries critical to food
security and livelihoods. Warming and the increased acidification of the oceans threaten coral
reefs and marine biodiversity. A move towards economic sustainability would help to mitigate
the effects of climate change and would place value on ecosystem services which are
fundamental to our human life-support system.

The rise in global mean temperatures since the middle of the last century coincides with a rise in
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. The trend is clearly demonstrated by the rise in CO2 in the
atmosphere asmeasured inHawaii since the 1960s (Fig. 2.1a). The increase correlates with a rise in
the production of CO2 from industry, the burning of fossil fuels and deforestation (Fig 2.1b). The
main gases involved are shown in Figure 2.2 where they are compared to pre-industrial levels. For
convenience, the various gases are referred to in terms of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e). In
2005 the average greenhouse gas pollution per person per year was 5.5 tCO2e, ranging from four
times the average in high-income countries inNorthAmerica andAustralia, to twice the average
in high-income Europe. Middle-income countries Brazil and Russia were between twice and
three times the average, while China was around the average and India half the average6. The
trend of the graphs in Figure 2.1 and the apparent increase in recent decades is a reflection of our
exploitation of fossil fuels to power development around the world. But the trends in climate
change and increasing pressure on ecological resources point to the risks of carrying on as usual.
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Figure 2.1
The rise in atmospheric CO2 (parts per million)
compared to the rise in CO2 produced by
human activities. (a) The rise in CO2 as
measured in Hawaii from 1960–2010.
Such an island location in the midst of the
Pacific Ocean and distant from industrial
activity is representative of global trends.
The annual fluctuations, superimposed
on the overall rise, reflect the seasonal
fluctuations caused by vegetation growth
in the land-dominated northern hemisphere.
(b) The rise in emissions resulting from
human activities from 1960–2010, calculated
from statistics of production and deforestation.
PgC yr-1. = One petagram = one Gigatonne (Gt).
LUC = land use change.
Source: Le Quéré et al. 2009.7

Figure 2.1a

Figure 2.1b



8 IPCC, 2007, Climate Change 2007: Contribution of Working Group I: The Physical Science Basis, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom
and New York, NY, USA

9 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Earth SystemResearch Laboratory, 2010, Trends in Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide December 2010.

There are two ways in which societies can respond to the challenge of climate change. One is to
focus on adaptation. This recognises that the concentrations of CO2 already in the atmosphere are
leading to changes in climate and that resources will need to be focused on making society
resilient to such changes. Many of the worst impacts will bear on poorer countries, especially
those in the arid subtropics, which are predicted to experience more droughts, and the low-lying,
densely populated deltaic areas of south-east Asia which are vulnerable to sea-level rise. There are
additional impacts for Scotland (Chapter 3) but these direct impacts are likely to be minor in
comparison. There is a global inequality in that the richest countries, mostly lying in temperate
mid latitudes,will be less affected by theneed for adaptation thanmanypoorer countries.

The second response is to focus on mitigation. Such an approach recognises the link between
CO2 and rising global temperatures and aims to reduce the amount of CO2 added to the
atmosphere as rapidly as possible commensurate with economic growth. The pre-industrial
level of CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere was 280 parts per million (ppm), while in
November 2010 it had risen to 389 ppm9 with recent annual rises of ~2 ppm (Fig. 2.1). At what
level are we likely to be able to stabilise emissions? The nature of the risk is illustrated in
Figure 2.3. A level of 550 ppm is likely to cause a best-estimate warming of nearly 30C but with
an uncertainty that ranges from 2.40C to 5.50C. A level of 750 ppm is estimated to increase
global temperatures by 4.30C with a range of uncertainty of 2.8–6.40C. Such changes in global
temperature would change the physical geography of the world. For perspective, these changes
are approaching the magnitude of change that, in the opposite direction, brought us the last
Ice Age and sea-level lowering of 120m.
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Figure 2.2
The concentration of the main greenhouse gases in the atmosphere compared to pre-industrial times (ppm = parts per million, ppb =
parts per billion). Greenhouse gases are conventionally expressed as equivalent amounts of CO2 where equivalent means having the same
warming affect over 100 years. One ton of carbon-dioxide equivalent is abbreviated as 1tCO2e and one thousand million tons as 1GtCO2e.
Source of data: IPCC 20078

Concentration Concentration % increase
in atmosphere in atmosphere since pre-industrial
– pre-industrial – 2005

Carbon dioxide 280 ppm 379 ppm 35

Methane 715 ppb 1774 ppb 148

Nitrous oxide 270 ppb 319 ppb 18

Sources of emissions:
CO2: fossil fuels, cement production, land use change
CH4: rice, livestock, landfill, natural gas production
N2O: fertiliser, biomass, agriculture, industry



Box 2.1Quotations fromMargaretThatcherandDesmondTutu

MargaretThatcher.Speech toUnitedNations, 8thNovember, 1989
“Whatwe are nowdoing to theworld, by degrading the land surfaces, by polluting the
waters and by adding greenhouse gases to the atmosphere at anunprecedented rate –
all this is new in the experience of theEarth. It ismankind andhis activities that are
changing the environment of our planet in damaging anddangerousways…The evidence
is there. The damage is being done. Every countrywill be affected andno one can opt out.
Those countrieswho are industrialisedmust contributemore to help thosewho are not.”

ArchbishopDesmondTutu.Speech toUnitedNationsDevelopment Programme, 2007
“Of course, rich countries canuse their vast financial and technological resources to protect
themselves against climate change, at least in the short term– that is one of the privileges of
wealth. But as climate change destroys livelihoods, displaces people andundermines entire
social and economic systems, no country –however rich or powerful –will be immune to
the consequences. In the long run, the problems of the poorwill arrive at the doorstep of the
wealthy, as the climate crisis givesway to despair, anger and collective security threats.”

10 IPCC, 2007, Climate Change 2007 Synthesis Report, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom and New York, NY, USA

A long-term aim of reducing levels to 400 ppmwould be the safest option since it brings levels
below those of the present and closer to the envelope in which humans evolved. In Climate
Change 2007 the IPCC recommended a 50–85% cut in global carbon emissions in order to
maintain a level of 450 ppm in 2050. Bearing in mind the trajectory of change, stabilising
levels at 500 ppm is already a challenging prospect.

Climate change and global societies
Climate change is intimately related to the issue of human wellbeing (or economic and social
prosperity) as recognised over 20 years ago by Margaret Thatcher and subsequently by the
eloquent Archbishop Tutu (Box 2.1). The poorest nations are doubly disadvantaged since they
were neither the cause of the problem nor do they have sufficient resources and economic
resilience to deal with its impacts. The joint problems of social injustice and climate change need
to be tackled together. Attempts to combat climate change without addressing problems of
wellbeing will prevent the global collaboration and effort that will be necessary to lower CO2
concentrations. Alternatively, tackling global wellbeing without dealing with climate change
will risk evenmore serious disruption and starker inequality as climate change bites.
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Figure 2.3
Predictions of the rate (black line) and uncertainty (red and blue lines) of global warming forced by rising concentrations of CO2e in the
atmosphere. The categories I-VI represent forcing by scenarios of increased levels of greenhouse gases. The implication is that the average
climate is likely to stabilise at a warmer level, but of course this does not take into account regional variations. Source: IPCC, 200710.

GHG concentration stabilisation level (ppm CO2 -eq)

Equilibrium global
mean temperature
increase above
pre-industrial (0C)



The strength of the link between climate change and global economic wellbeing is important to
emphasise. There has been a tendency to regard climate change as an environmental problem
and this has left environmental organisations to take the lead in making the case for action.
However, it is clear that the scale of the problem is such that it requires a change in the
organisation of society, particularly in the way we use resources. After all, the effects of climate
change depend on the response of society to the changes. The implication is that there is a broad
cross-section of society that needs to be represented, a situation encapsulated by Tony Kendle
who writes: “There are people who are vitally important for finding good solutions who
currently are not engaged – George Marshall coined the termMINGO to represent the missing
NGOs in the debate.” 11 12. A solution requires political leadership, including leading by example,
and systematic, broadly-based public engagement, using and building on existing institutions of
states, markets and civil society, from government bodies, through business and industrial
associations to voluntary groups.

The Stern Review13 andABlueprint for a safer planet14mark amajor step forwards in integrating
the problem of climate change and global wellbeing. In common with the IPCC15, Stern makes
the case for global action tomove to a low-carbon society (Box 2.2).

The crux is to recognise that the rich countries have prospered because they have undervalued the
cost of burning fossil fuels since the industrial revolution. It follows that a way forward is to
restrict the use of and/or raise the cost of fossil fuels while investing strongly in energy efficiency
and renewable energy (see Chapter 4 for further discussion). The use of economic mechanisms
such as carbon quotas and trading is one way of encouraging the flow of funds from rich to
poorer countries. The cost of carbon must include not only direct emissions but also those
embedded in imported goods, again facilitating a trans-national flowof funds.

This latter point is of crucial importance, since themagnitude and direction of flows of embedded
carbon into rich countries are striking and some account of these is essential to a long-standing
solution (Fig. 2.4). In the case of Scotland in the years 1995–2004 territorial emissions reduced by
13%, while consumer emissions grew by 11% over the same period16. An effective strategymoving
from fossil to renewable fuels, including additional investment in adaptation in poorer countries,
might involve investment by rich countries of ~2% of GDP. Stern (2010)

14 notes that this
investment in climate security is far less than that in defence security for most rich countries.

11 Kendle, Tony, 2010, Creating a climate for social justice, Carnegie Trust UK, 66
12 Marshall, G., 2007. Asleep on their watch: Where were the NGOs? In Eds. Cromwell, D., Levene, M., Surviving Climate Chaos, Pluto Press, London
13 Stern, N. 2007, The Economics of Climate Change, Cambridge University Press
14 Stern, N. 2010, A blueprint for a safer planet, Vintage Books
15 IPCC, 2007, Climate Change 2007: Contribution of Working Group III: Mitigation of Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,

United Kingdom and New York, NY, USA
16 Stockholm Environment Institute, 2009, The need for sound carbon accounting in Scotland, York Centre. Territorial emissions are emissions arising directly

from activities that take place within Scotland; consumer emissions, however, take into account emissions embedded in imports and exports, even where
the direct emissions occur in the country of origin.
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Box 2.2 NicholasStern.A Blueprint for a safer planet, 2010,p. 207–8

“It shouldnowbe clear thatweunderstand enoughof the science to see themagnitude
of the risks and the scale of the actionnecessary to reduce them.We can recognise the
technologies that can take us both to amore energy-efficient economyand to energy
sourceswhich are low-carbon, andwe are constantly developingmore.We can see howwe
can stop deforestation. Thusweunderstand the practicalities ofwhat to do andhow to do
it; and, givenhow that understandinghas deepened so quickly over the last fewyears,we
can be confidentwewill learnmuchmore, and reduce costs, along theway.

We also understand the economic policies that candeliver thenecessary action in an
effective, efficient and equitableway. The costs of thenecessary actions are acceptable
andmanageable in relation to the reduction in risks they bring.”



17 Davis, S.J. and Caldeira, K. 2010, Consumption-based Accounting of CO2 Emissions, Proceedings National Academy of Science, Vol 107, no 12, 5687–5692.

18 David Cameron, The Observer, 28/11/10

19 EU AtomiumCulture, High Level Workshop, Living in a Low-Carbon Society, November 2010
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The UK Government Office for Science web site (2010) suggests that reducing all greenhouse
gases (including aviation) by up to 42%by 2020would cost less than 1%ofnationalGDP.

Anew industrial revolution

The investment in energy efficiency and energy with no emissions is nothing short of a new
industrial revolution with significant advantages for both the developed and developing world.
The low-carbonmarket worldwide is already worth £3.2 trillion and forecast to grow at around
4% per year18. Energy efficiency brings immediate and short-term gains in reducing carbon,
reducing waste and saving costs. Renewable energy can substitute for fossil fuels over decades
and has widespread potential inmost countries, with the particular advantage that it can provide
localised power in countries with andwithout centralised electricity grids. The opportunities and
scale of development ofwind turbines is remarkable (Box 2.3)19.

Investment provides the economic growth with which poorer countries have the potential to
raise their standard of living. Countries can play to their advantages and, as has happened with
the waymobile phones have substituted for land lines in parts of the world, it should be possible
for countries to leap-frog fossil fuels and yet grow effectively. Reliance on renewables will result
in a cleaner, healthier, biologicallymore diverse environment. Moreover, the field of renewables
tends to be labour intensive and thus, in those countries experiencing the hangover of a recession,
such as Scotland, is a cost-effectiveway of introducing stimulus spending.

Figure 2.4
The flow of embedded
carbon incorporated in
imported goods.
The scale of the flow to
the USA and Europe is
striking and a measure
of how much the richest
countries have exported
their CO2 emissions to
other countries.
Source Davis and
Caldeira, 201017.

Box 2.3 ConnieHedegaard,
EuropeanCommissioner forClimateAction, 2010

“I come froma country (Denmark)where it took 30 years to build aworld brand inwind;
ten years agoChina didnot have onewindmanufacturer; today theyhave three in the
global top 10, They say themselves that theywill have two in the global top 5within 5 years.
In less than ten years they came fromzero to 50%of the globalmarket.”



20 International Energy Agency, 2009,World Energy Outlook 2009

21 Jackson, T., 2009 Prosperity without growth? The transition to a sustainable economy. Sustainable Development Commission, 136.

Box 2.4 TimJackson.Prosperity without growth?
SustainableDevelopmentCommission, 2009,p.102

“For at the end of the day, prosperity goes beyond fleetingmaterial pleasures…
It resides in the quality of our lives and in thehealth andhappiness of our families.
It is present in the strength of our relationships and our trust in the community. It is
evidenced by our satisfaction atwork and our sense of sharedmeaning andpurpose.
It hangs on our potential to participate fully in the life of society. Prosperity consists
in our ability to flourish as humanbeings –within the ecological limits of the planet.”

Box 2.5 Attributed to JamesHansenandheardduring the Inquiry:

Twoplanetsmet in space. Earth said “Howare you?”

“Verywell thank you.Howare you?” replied the other planet.

“I fear I’ma little under theweather just now. I have been infectedwithHumanitis.”

“Oh!” replied the other planet “Don’tworry! It doesn’t last long.”
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In the next few decades fossil fuels will remain the dominant source of energy worldwide,
accounting for 77% of the overall increase in energy demand in 2007–2030 (oil 24%, coal 53%, gas
42%)20. This points to the importance of developing and employing carbon capture and storage
(CCS)which is thought to have the potential to reduce these fossil fuel emissions by 10–14%.

Sustainability

How sustainable is the emphasis on economic growth in a planet with finite limits on resources?
Assuming a global population stabilises at 9 billionwith a standard of living equivalent to that in
the OECDnations, theworld’s economywould need to grow by 15 times by 2050 and 40 times by
the end of the century. This is an issue much debated in professional circles and also among the
public we met during the course of the Inquiry. Many of the latter are concerned about the
viability of our current rich-country lifestyle and the overwhelming emphasis on growth,
especially prominent as a means of kick starting the economy since the financial crisis of 2008.
In Prosperity without Growth? 21 Jackson suggests that, above a certain threshold, there is little
correlation between income and ‘happiness’ and that we should also include as a measure of
prosperity such factors as health, family, relationships and trust in the community (Box 2.4). An
implication is that the richer world could consume less whilst still improving prosperity in this
wider sense. Such an outcome would require radical changes in outlook, governance and our
respect for ecological limits.

The debates outlined above confront difficult problems but they have in common one optimistic
view. It is that there is a way forward that can cut carbon emissions while at the same time
improving the wellbeing of peoples around the world. The implication is that all countries will
need to play a role. Moreover, the sooner wemake substantive changes the easier the task and the
less the cost, since every delay means that we start with a higher concentration of CO2 in the
atmosphere and the task becomes evermore challenging (Box 2.5!).



22 Mackay, D.J.C. 2009, Sustainable Energy – without the hot air, UIT, Cambridge, 11

23 Professor Jacqueline McGlade, EU Environment Agency, 2010, oral evidence to the Inquiry
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The human response and the Scottish context
During the course of the Inquiry the Committee often heard the much debated argument that,
given the uncertainty, we can afford to wait before taking action. But the converse argument is
stronger. It is because of the uncertainty, and because of the magnitude of the risk affecting the
future of the planet, that it is more important than ever to act quickly. This precautionary
principle is one well known to the insurance industry. Mackay (Chief Scientific Advisor, DECC)
compares it to riding a fast motorbike in the fog near a cliff edge without a map. He writes
“would the lack of amap justify not slowing down?”22

During the 18-month course of the Inquiry there has been a remarkable shift in the debate. We
began in an atmosphere of optimism inOctober 2009, before theUNmeeting in Copenhagen in
December 2009. There was the public disappointment at the limited progress at the meeting,
scepticism about the science of climate change, subsequent restoration of its importance in the
summer of 2010, and nowwe are aspiring to create a new industrial revolution. Commitments at
the UN Cancún meeting of 2010 suggest that many countries (and states within the US) are
beginning to implement the low-carbon agenda, even while there is no binding international
treaty. In retrospect Copenhagen may have marked the moment when the countries of the
world bought into the seriousness of the problem. Stern makes the point that international
interest was low at the time of the G8 (+5) meeting in Gleneagles in 2005 and that the change at
the top is recent14. The vision of the opportunities of a prosperous low-carbon future is shared by
many political leaders. In the words of Connie Hedegaard (2010), European Commissioner for
ClimateAction:

“Butmany leaders realise that only the regions that would become themost energy efficient and
most resource efficientwill be best suited to takemarkets, to create jobs, to have sound economics
in the future. I think that is one thing that has changed quite a bit.”19

During the Inquiry we heard from the EU Environment Agency how the EU is introducing
ways in which the progress of states towards sustainable economies will be measured and
monitored23. It is significant that future environmental legislation will require states to report
on five indicators of environmental quality and societal well-being; in addition to GDP, there
will be analyses of resource efficiency (including water, natural capital, forests, agriculture and
biodiversity, environmental clean technologies), greenhouse gas emissions, poverty, and
employment. This agenda closely matches the vision of a low-carbon Scotland in that it
integrates environmental, social and economic affairs.

WhyScotland should act
A common question during the course of the Inquiry was:How can a small country like Scotland
make a difference to such a big global problem? In a sense the question has been overtaken by events
in that it should be reworded in terms of:How can Scotland use the opportunity?Nevertheless it is
useful to respond to the original question and there are three responses to such questions: ethical,
practical and visionary.



Figure 2.5
The Pumpherston shale-oil works in 1941. The shales in the central lowlands of Scotland were mined and processed to produce diesel
oil/paraffin, the beginnings of the global petroleum industry. Right James (Paraffin) Young, the chemist and entrepreneur and Fellow
of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.

24 Hansen, J., 2009. Storms ofmy grandchildren. The truth about the coming climate catastrophe and our last chance to save humanity.
Bloomsbury, London, 303.

25 Scottish Government, 2010, Low-Carbon Scotland: the Draft Report on Proposals and Policies

26 Scottish Government 2010, A Low-Carbon Strategy for Scotland
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The ethical point is that everyone on Earth shares the same atmosphere and we in Scotland and
the UK have helped cause the rise in CO2. Indeed, the UK is estimated to have produced more
CO2 emissions per person in the years 1751–2008 than any other country24. The UK’s
contribution of over 300 tonnes of carbon per person is marginally above, or similar to, that of
the USA. Scotland can lay claim to a further contribution in that James “Paraffin” Young
(1811–1883) created the oil-shale petroleum industry, marked today only by the remain of conical
hills (bings) of waste material in the central lowlands of Scotland (Fig. 2.5). In an interesting
twist it was a protest against institutions investing in a similar industry in Canada that led to the
demonstrations in Scotland inAugust 2010 against the Royal Bank of Scotland.

The practical point is that no country will be immune to the natural, social and economic
problems caused or aggravated by climate change. Rises in sea level, droughts, floods and storms
will affect food and energy prices, increasemigration and add to political tensions. The eruption
of Eyjafjällajøkull in Iceland in April 2010, although not climatic in origin, was a dramatic
illustration of how a relatively minor local event had an immediate and widespread effect on
global activity. If much larger events associated with climate change as, for example, the Indus
floods of 2010 or the Queensland floods of 2010/11, increase in frequency, we can look forward to
a century of increased disturbance and cost.

The visionary point is that a new industrial revolution could power a richer, more equal and
sustainable world. Scotland is blessed with abundant renewables and located close to the
populated heartlands of Europe. It has 25% of Europe’s wind and tidal resource and 10% of
Europe’s potential for wave power 25. Given this optimal location and the high concentration of
research institutions, surely we could be among the early movers in the new renewables
industrial revolution?We are late in the terrestrial windmarket, but themarine wind, wave and
tidal energy markets beckon. In addition, carbon capture and its storage in former oil and gas
fields offers potential not only as a repository for carbon extracted from coal-fired power stations
in Europe, but also as a possible long-term technology with global reach. Altogether, Scotland’s
low-carbonmarketwasworth £8.5 billion in 2007–08 and is forecast to rise to around £12 billion
by 2015–1626.



27 UK Committee on Climate Change, 2010, The Fourth Carbon – Reducing emissions through the 2020s

Figure 2.6
Possible cuts in emissions by sector to be achieved in 2030 en route to the 2050 reduction targets. The different levels of reduction in
different sectors reflects what is most feasible. Source: Committee for Climate Change, 2010227.
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Scotland can also learn from northern Europe the lessons of more efficient ways of heating
buildings, combining heat networks with flexible sources of heat and high standards of
buildings insulation, to increase local, sustainable employment and affordable heating.

Current UK/Scottish policy framework
The UK Government has set a 2050 target of reducing emissions of all Kyoto greenhouse gases
by 80% compared to 1990 levels. The Committee on Climate Change was set up as an
independent statutory body under the Climate Change Act (2008) to advise UK and devolved
administration governments on setting and meeting carbon budgets and preparing for climate
change. The Committee is required to report annually to Parliament on progress in meeting
targets. The Fourth Carbon Budget, dealing with emissions budgets in the 2020s, was published in
December 201027. The Committee’s advice is that it is necessary to accelerate the pace of change –
and introduce new policies – if the UK is to meet its carbon budget in the 2020s and hit its
2050 target.

The gist of the Committee’s advice is that it is necessary to largely decarbonise electricity
production by 2030, while at the same time meeting increased demand for electricity in the
transport and heating sectors, in order to put the UK on a low-carbon trajectory. Drawing on
what is technically and economically feasible, the Committee outlines scenarios in which
different sectors deliver different emission reductions by 2030 (Fig. 2.6). The largest emission
reductions are required in the power generation sector (over 90%), with over 50% emission
reductions from buildings, over 40% from surface transport and nearly 30% from industry.
Energy generation, the sector with the most challenging targets, is a reserved UK responsibility.
The Inquiry was advised by officials at DECC that the virtual decarbonisation of electricity
generation by 2030 required the UK to invest on a massive scale in three technologies, namely
renewables, nuclear power and carbon capture and storage (CCS). Amessage permeating the last
Committee report is that the sooner we make serious cuts in the power generation sector, the
easier it will be tomeet the emission targets in 2050.



Figure 2.7
The CO2e emissions targets arising from
the Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009.

Figure 2.8
Historical Scottish emissions and
their main sources: The four main
sources in order of magnitude
are: electricity generation and
energy-intensive industry,
transport, agriculture and related
land use, and heating buildings,
followed by smaller contributions
from waste, aviation, and others.
Source: Scottish Government,
2010.25
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Scotland has legislation with clear targets for cutting greenhouse gas emissions (Fig 2.7). The
Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009 requires Scotland to meet annual targets to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, with headline reduction figures of 42% by 2020 and 80% by 2050 from
the baseline level of ~70.2 million tonnes carbon dioxide equivalent (MtCO2e). The Act provides
comprehensive enabling powers to the Scottish Government, through the development of
secondary legislation, which can be used to create or tighten regulations in order to meet
emission targets. The Climate Change Delivery Plan (2009), and themore recentReport on Proposals
and Policies (2010), add detail to the overall targets by outlining the sectors and policies for
delivering the emissions reductions (Figs. 2.8 and 2.9). These documents separate out the emission
reductions which will be delivered by the EU Emissions Trading Scheme – denoted as the
“traded sector” and overwhich Scotland has no control – fromother sectors.

The challenge of these targets is clear. The target for provision of 80% net electricity consumption
from renewables by 2020 is set against a predicted rise in electricity consumption, for example to
power electric cars. The 30% cut in emissions from heating domestic buildings will involve a
massive programmeof retrofitting existing buildings,whilemaintaining their cultural value. The
required cut in road transport emissions is set against a background of increasing car ownership
and indeed of increased road building in Scotland. The 10% cut in land use emissions is to be
achievedwhile increasing production of food andbiofuels.



Figure 2.9
Abatement potential in different
sectors to 2020. Source:
Scottish Government, 2010.25

28 AEA Energy & Environment, 2010, Greenhouse Gas Inventories for England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland 1990–2008

2010 55,913,000

2011 55,633,000

2012 55,355,000

2013 50,301,000

2014 48,903,000

2015 47,495,000

2016 46,117,000

2017 44,747,000

2018 43,384,000

2019 42,012,000

2020 40,607,000

2021 39,388,000

2022 38,206,000

Box 2.6 Revisedannual targets for the reduction inemissions (tCO2e)
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The latest emissions inventory for Scotland provides data for the production of greenhouse gases
from Scottish territory over the period 1990–2008. These data suggest total net greenhouse gas
emissions (excluding aviation and shipping) of 53.7MtCO2e in 2008, a 21.2% reduction from base
year levels28. This reduction in net emissions from 1990 reflects the overall outcome of different
actions over 20 years, namely: the reduction in carbon dioxide emissions from the closure of
industry and steelworks such as Ravenscraig; from the increased sequestration from forests
planted in previous decades; and from emission reductions from more energy efficient
households. Reductions have been partially offset by rising emissions from road transport and
power generation activities. The recession of 2008/09 is also expected to have had a tangible
effect on emissions.

Under the 2009 Act, annual emissions targets must be set through secondary legislation. As
required by the Act, proposed annual targets to 2022 were laid before Parliament in summer
2010 but were rejected. Revised annual targets were laid before Parliament and represent a
trajectory that starts gently and ramps up after 2012. The targets were passed in September 2010
(Box 2.6).



At the end of 2010 the Scottish Government published a suite of reports setting out its strategy
and its vision for a low-carbon society. These included: Scotland – a Low Carbon Society; the
statutoryReports on Proposals and Policies (RPP), which lays out the detailed policies for delivering
the targets; the Energy Efficiency Action Plan and a forthcoming report on public engagement.
The reports describe the necessary actions, as well as the benefits and opportunities, of delivering
a low-carbon Scotland. The Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009 provides legislative teeth, since it
enables the specification of duties that are to be carried out by certain authorities and the public
sector to support delivery of emission reduction targets (Box 2.7).

Several reservations emerge from these reports. The first is that in the absence of the EUmoving
to a policy of reducing emissions by 30% relative to 1990 levels, the current policies specified in
the draft Report on Proposals and Policies (2010)25 are expected to achieve a reduction in emissions
of 38% by 2020. This is short of the target of 42% and leaves little room for manoeuvre unless
new – and potentially unpopular – policies are introduced. A second reservation is that evidence
from previous emission projections suggests that governments are typically over-optimistic
about the abatement potential and underplay the likelihood of baseline emissions rising bymore
than expected29. The third is that slow progress has beenmade on potential emission reductions
that lie within the powers of the Scottish Government, for example in transport and residential
heating. Indeed, it has been difficult to achieve change even when, as in the case of heating,
household energy efficiency could save consumers a cumulative £8.5 billion on their fuel bills24.

The conclusion that meeting the targets is possible, but will be hugely challenging to achieve, is
confirmed by a report of the UKCommittee on Climate Change in response to advice sought by
the ScottishGovernment (2010)30. The report notes that Scottish targets are higher than those for
the UK as a whole and, unlike the UK, have the added burden of: including emissions from
international aviation and shipping; not being conditional to the EU agreeing to higher targets
as part of an international agreement; and setting annual targets which reduces flexibility. The
overall conclusion of the Committee on Climate Change is that there is scope for tighter controls
on emissions from the non-traded sector, within the control of the Scottish Government. The
report recommends “strengthening of existing policies to drive the required step change in
reducing emissions from buildings, transport, electricity, agriculture and waste. Given a new
policy framework, the opportunities are there for the Scottish people and businesses to drive
down emissions and build a low-carbon economy.”

Box 2.7 Examplesof thedutiesonpublic bodiesenshrined
in theClimateChange (Scotland)Act, 2009.

Section 44 of theClimateChange (Scotland)Act 2009 places duties on Scottish public
bodies in relation to climate change.Apublic bodymust, in carrying out its functions, act:

• In away best calculated to contribute to the delivery of theAct’s emission reduction
targets;

• In theway best calculated tohelp deliver any statutory programme for adapting
to the impacts of climate change; and

• In away that it considersmost sustainable.

29 Kerr, A. et al. (2003), Policy Audit of UK Climate Change Policies and Programmes, UK Sustainable Development Commission, London.

30 UK Committee on Climate Change, 2010, Scotland’s Path to a Low-Carbon Economy
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Finally, it is important to realise that this focus on production emissions ignores the embodied
carbon (“consumption emissions”) imported to Scotland, for example in services or goods
manufactured or supplied from outside the country (Fig. 2.4). There are ongoing efforts to
measure emissions from “consumption” in the UK and Scotland, but it remains a complex task.
Nonetheless the take-home message is that emissions from the consumption of goods and
services in Scotland and the UK has risen since 1990, despite the encouraging fall in emissions
fromactivitieswithin the country16.



31 IPCC, 2007, Contribution of Working Group 1 of the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK.

32 Petit, J.R., Jouzel, J., Raynaud, N., Barkov, N.I., et al., 1999. Climate and atmospheric history of the past 420,000 years from the Vostok ice core, Antarctica.
Nature, 399, 429-436.

Figure 3.1
Temperature and CO2 variations over the last 420,000 years from the initial Vostok Antarctic ice core, showing the amplitude of
temperature and CO2 changes during four Ice Age cycles. There is a match between temperature and CO2 variations, although
moderated by feedback mechanisms within the Earth’s system. Present levels of CO2 (389 ppmv in 2010) are higher than has
occurred during the course of most human evolution. Vertical axis (CO2): ppmv = parts per million by volume, temperature in degrees
Celsius. Horizontal axis; years BP = years before present. Source: Petit et al. (1999)32.
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CHAPTER 3 CLIMATE CHANGE AND SCOTLAND:
RECENT TRENDS AND IMPACTS

Key findings
• Human activity is causing a rise in atmospheric CO2 concentrations; there is little doubt

that this is contributing to globalwarming.

• There is some uncertainty as to how thiswill affect regional climate patterns.

• Scotland’s climate has recently proved to bewetter (especially in thewest) andwarmer
and this is expected to continue throughout the 21st Centurywith, on average, hotter
and drier summers andmilder andwetterwinters.

• Sea levelswill continue to rise,most rapidly in theOuterHebrides andNorthern Isles.

• Extremeweather eventswill continue to affect Scotland, as they have always done;
the severity and frequency of these eventsmay increase.

Introduction
In this chapter we cover the key evidence for global climate change and then outline the trends
of climate change in Scotland, the potential impacts and the implications for policymakers.

Global climate change
The Inquiry Committee supports the views of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) Report in 200731 that there is a powerful scientific case to show that climate is changing,
that human activities are contributing to the rise in CO2 in the atmosphere, and that this is a
major cause of the global warming of the last 50 years. Feedback from our public meetings
suggested that there is intense interest in the science andwewere encouraged to explain why the
Inquiry Committee agrees with conclusions of the IPCC. We also discovered that people
welcomed easy access to certain critical graphs andwe reproduce themhere.



33 EPICA Community, 2004, Eight glacial cycles from an Antarctic Ice Core,Nature v. 429

34 Tyndall, J., 1863, On radiation through the Earth’s atmosphere, Philosophical Magazine, Series 4, Volume 25, Issue 170, 200 – 206; Arrhenius, S., 1896,
On the influence of Carbonic Acid in the air upon the temperature of the ground, Philosophical Magazine, 41 237 – 275.

35 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Authority (2010) Annual mean CO2 data at Mauna Loa, Hawaii, Earth SystemResearch Laboratory,
Monitoring Division http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/. Last accessed 6 December 2010.
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Ice cores
The results of analysis of ice cores on the ice sheets of Antarctica and Greenland have been
pivotal in showing just how far humankind has increased greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.
Snow accumulating on the centre of an ice sheet retains a record of climate change, so far
extending back 740,000 years33. The oxygen isotopes in the ice tell of the temperature at the time
of deposition, while gases retained in bubbles in the ice are samples of the atmosphere at the
time. Figure 3.1 shows the results of an Antarctic core extending back 420,000 years32. It reveals
the typical saw-tooth pattern of temperature fluctuations of around 80C as theworld experiences
four Ice Ages, each terminated abruptly by an interglacial, such as our present one which spans
the last 10,000 years. Similar relationships exist in both hemispheres and research has established
that the records are representative of the world as a whole, although average global temperature
changeswere nearer to 50C.

The tempo of the large scale fluctuations in climate is determined by variations in the receipt of
solar energy on the Earth surface as a result of Croll/Milankovitch orbital cycles (predictable
wobbles as the Earth orbits the sun), which take place on timescales of between 20,000 and
100,000 years. Scotland can be proud that the first person to demonstrate this relationship was
James Croll (1821–1890) who worked in the universities of both Glasgow and Edinburgh.
However, these variations are insufficient to account for the magnitude of the 50C global
temperature change. It is believed that the solar variations are amplified by CO2 released from or
dissolved in the oceans as Croll/Milankovitch cycles initiate warming or cooling trends. CO2 in
the atmosphere varies broadly in line with temperature, with concentrations falling in Ice Ages
and rising in interglacial periods between Ice Ages. Such a link between global temperature and
atmospheric CO2 has been accepted since the 19thCentury34.

Because of the role of both solar cycles and CO2, the relationship between temperature and CO2
is complex. In warming parts of the record, the rise in temperature leads the rise of CO2 by about
800 years. This is because when a Croll-Milankovitch warming starts to warm the oceans, they
take hundreds of years to respond fully, due to their enormous volume, and it is only as they
warm that they release CO2. But as they release CO2, it warms the Earth even more. Such
complexity is typical of the many interactions between the atmosphere, oceans and the land
surface, with leads and lags between different components of the system and feedback effects
amplifying or suppressing changes. Without the modern computer, it would be extremely
difficult to understandmany of these changes. Finally, the analysis in Fig. 3.1 shows how current
levels of CO2 are higher than in previous interglacials. Indeed, since publication in 1999, levels
rose to 389 ppmv in 2010 (i.e. off the vertical axis)35.

There are two important points raised by the ice core results. First, the current levels of
atmospheric CO2 are higher than they have been for 740,000 years. Indeed, the human species
now faces CO2 levels never experienced before. We are embarking on an experiment with no
certainty in the outcome. Secondly, some short-term fluctuations are abrupt. Some Greenland
Ice Sheet records with layers that can be counted on an annual basis show abrupt local
temperature changes of around 50C within time spans as short as two years. These remarkable
changes, often regional in extent, are vivid evidence of tipping points which can be activated
when some threshold within the climate system is crossed. At present, our knowledge of the
causes of abrupt changes is poor and the present models predicting climate change do not take
account of them. The implication is that rising CO2 levels could trigger abrupt regional changes
in climate, but that at present the nature and level of such thresholds are unknown.



Directmeasurement of CO2 and global temperatures
Direct measurements show that atmospheric CO2 has been rising and at an increasing rate since
1960 (Chapter 2, Fig. 2.1a). Annual measurements in Hawaii since 1958 show a year-on-year rise
in CO2, averaging 2.0 ppmv per year over the period 2005–1034. Sadly, the Kyoto protocol of 1997
has had minimal effect on the trend. Much of the rise in CO2 can be directly linked to human
activity, with isotope analysis revealing that the carbon source is from fossil fuels. Further, the
rising trend since 1960 caused by burning fossil fuels, making cement and land use change (Fig.
2.1b), is based on statistics of production. The contribution of deforestation to the rise in CO2 has
persisted at a lesser rate for the same period. Given the rising trend of both CO2 in the
atmosphere and the production of CO2, it is difficult to escape the conclusion that human
activity is involved in changing the composition of the atmosphere.

Observations around the world show rising temperatures, especially in the last half century (Fig.
3.2). The observations of global temperature are based on measurement at numerous sites and
assembled by different organisations. The results show a rising trend punctuated by oscillations,
probably ocean-driven, on time scales of 5–11 years, the latter often linked to ocean/atmosphere
changes such as ElNiño.

The nature of the link between the rise in atmospheric CO2 and temperature is well illustrated by
two graphs comparing the observations of climate change in the 20th Century with predictions
based on an ensemble of theoretical models36. In one scenario the models are forced by natural
factors alone, such as insolation (solar energy) and volcanic eruptions (affecting the transparency
of the atmosphere) (Fig 3.3a); in the other, the effect of rising CO2 is also included (Fig. 3.3b). The
range of predictions of the different models is shown along with the mean trend. In the
uppermost graph (Fig. 3.3a) the models driven by natural factors alone match the trend of the
early 20th Century well, but after 1960 they diverge from observations and predict a decline.
However, global temperature continued to rise. In the lower graph (Fig. 3.3b), the rise in CO2 is
also included in the models and in this case the predictions closely simulate the observed rise in
global temperature to the present day. The important implication is that both natural forcing and
human forcing are necessary to explain the rise in global temperature in the last half century. This
match betweenmodels and observations suggests considerable progress in understanding how the
world’s climate works. It implies that human activities are involved in the rise in CO2 and the
warming of the atmosphere.

Figure 3.2
The close agreement between three
different temperature records of
global temperature rise from the UK
Meteorological Office, NASA and NOAA.
Also shown is the 95% confidence level.
Such records are assembled from
data from 5,000 land stations, 1,200
freely-floating buoys, ships and moored
buoys. Source: UK Meteorological
Office, Dec 2009.
©Crown Copyright, the Met Office.

36 Hegerl, G.C., Zwiers, F. W., Braconnot, P., Gillett, P.N.P., Luo, Y., Marengo Orsini, J.A., Nicholls, N., J.E. Penner, J.E. and Stott, P.A. 2007, Understanding
and Attributing Climate Change. In: IPCC: Climate Change 2007: Contribution of Working Group I: The Physical Science Basis. Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, United Kingdom and New York, NY, USA.
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Credibility of climate change science

It is important to stress that the scientific basis for the above has survived unprecedented scrutiny
in 2009–2010. Reviews of the case of the hacked emails by scientists from the Climate Research
Unit at the University of East Anglia revealed that the data showing trends in climate change
remain substantiated. Indeed the data are replicated by other organisations (Fig. 3.2). The
unsupported statements about the rate of retreat ofHimalayan glaciers in theWorkingGroup II
contribution to the IPCC’s Report on Climate Change 200737 were corrected by peers within the
scientific community, and it remains a fact that the glaciers are in retreat. Finally, as noted later
in this chapter, the cold winters of 2009/10 and 2010/11 in Scotland, northwest Europe and
north-eastern USA, which rekindled doubts about the science case, occurred while the Arctic,
and indeed the rest of theworld, experiencedwarmer than usual temperatures.

37 IPCC, 2007, Climate Change 2007: Contribution of Working Group II: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK.

Figure 3.3
Observations of global temperature rise and
theory agree and demonstrate the role of
CO2 in raising global temperatures.
(a) The observed rise in global temperature
since 1900 (black) compared with the range of
different model predictions of climate change
due to natural variations, including insolation
and volcanic eruptions (blue). Natural forces
predicted a decline in global temperature since
1960, whereas temperature has continued to
climb. (b) The same comparison but with the
effect of rising atmospheric CO2 also taken into
account. In this case the models simulate the
rise in observed temperatures closely.
From Hegerl et al., IPCC, 2007 35
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38 Barnett, C., Hossell, J., Perry, M., Procter C. and Hughes G., 2006, A handbook of climate trends across Scotland, SNIFFER project CC03,
Scotland and Northern Ireland Forum for Environmental Research.

39 Jenkins, G., Perry M. and Prior M., 2008, The climate of the United Kingdom and recent trends, Met Office Hadley Centre, Exeter, UK.

40 Lowe, J. A., Howard, T. P., Pardaens, A., Tinker J., Holt, J., Wakelin, S., Milne, G., Leake, J., Wolf, J., Horsburgh, K., Reeder, T., Jenkins, G., Ridley, J.,
Dye, S., and Bradley, S. (2009) UK Climate Projections science report: Marine and coastal projections, Met Office Hadley Centre, Exeter, UK.
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The conclusion to be drawn from the science is that the rise in atmospheric CO2 to unprecedented
levels in human experience presents risks for the human world. The strongest conclusion with
minimal uncertainty is that the rise in CO2 will cause global warming and that it is related to
human activity. Further conclusions such as the rate of change, the probability or otherwise of
breaching a threshold of abrupt change, and the way climate change will play out on a regional
scale, involve greater uncertainty. The nub of the problem is that science hasmade good progress
in understanding how the climate system works and in identifying the complexity of factors
that are involved. However, science is not yet able to predict the future behaviour of a complex
and chaotic system like the Earth’s climate at a regional level with sufficient confidence and
resolution to be convincing towider society. A further problem is that, whereas the science case is
persuasive at a global scale, individuals are influenced by climate and weather at the local scale,
where themodels are least certain. Both these difficulties need to be borne inmind in discussion
about the causes of climate change.

Recent trends in the climate of Scotland
In general, Scotland’s weather is warm and temperate and avoids the extremes of hot or cold and
wet or dry found in many other parts of the world. This is not to say that over short periods of
days or even weeks, Scotland does not often suffer from extremes (as evidenced by prolonged
cold spells in the winters of 2009 and 2010), but over time these average out to give a mean
temperature of 4–90C and amean annual rainfall of between 600 and 3000mm.

Scotland’s mid-latitude and maritime location means that its climate has been subject to recent
latitudinal warming trends and changes in rainfall, reflecting the frequency with which rain-
bearing storms are driven in from the Atlantic31. One of the key determinants of Scotland’s
weather day-by-day is the difference in atmospheric pressure between Iceland and the Azores.
When this is strong, awesterly circulation tends to dominate (oftenwith increased rainfall in the
west). But when this pressure difference is weak, high pressure often builds over Europe and
Scotland experiences colder and drier conditions. During the last 40 years or so, this pressure
difference (called the North Atlantic Oscillation) steadily increased from the early 1960s and
peaked in the early 1990s, since when it has steadily declined to slightly above average in 2004.
The trends in precipitation 1961–2004mirror these changes in atmospheric circulation.

Climate comprises the long-term average of daily and weekly weather. Since weather is highly
variable, it is often difficult to separate out climate change from natural variability. The most
recent and authoritative attempt to characterise the trends in Scotland’s climate is A handbook of
climate trends across Scotland 38, in part updated by The climate of the UK and recent trends39 and
Marine and coastal projections40, both outputs of the UK Climate Change Projections (2009)
programme. Recent trends within Scotland’s climate must, of course, be seen in relation to
planet-wide patterns in which global temperatures have risen by 0.80C since the late 19th
Century and sea levels have risen by 1.8 mm per year since 1961 and by around 3 mm per year
since 199331.



41 The partition of Scotland intoWest, East and North in terms of climate trends is depicted in Figure 3.10.

1914 – 2004 1961 – 2004

North East West North East West
Scotland Scotland Scotland Scotland Scotland Scotland Scotland Scotland

Spring 0.59 0.83 0.66 0.69 1.03 1.23 1.20 1.14

Summer 0.50 0.59 0.43 0.51 1.06 1.12 1.08 1.08

Autumn 0.46 0.85 0.68 0.64 0.64 0.68 0.66 0.66

Winter 0.02 0.45 0.33 0.24 1.03 1.39 1.31 1.22

Annual 0.37 0.66 0.51 0.50 0.92 1.08 1.04 1.00

Table 3.1
The changes in average temperature in °C 1914–2005 (left) and 1961–2004 (right). Values in bold show a 95% confidence (statistically)
that the change is part of a measurable trend Source: Barnett et al., 200638.

Figure 3.4
The average temperature (in °C)
each year for Scottish regions
1914–2004 with smoothed curves
showing a running average across
a record with marked year-on-year
variation. The vertical dashed line
marks 1961. Source: Barnett et al.,
200638.
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Credibility of climate change science
Since 1914, Scottish regional temperature has broadly followed global trends, with an increase in
the first half of the century followed by a decrease in the 1950s and 60s, followed by a steady
increase to 2004 (Fig. 3.4). Throughout this period, West Scotland41 has been consistently milder
than the other two regions, but all three regions report marked year-on-year variation. The
trends become more complex when broken down by season and by region, with East Scotland’s
average temperature rising from approximately 6.70C to 7.50C andWest Scotland’s from 7.80C to
8.30C over the period 1914–2004 (Table 3.1). These statistics back up the significance of the rising
temperature trends revealed by 30-year moving averages in all three regions in the period
1961-2004 (Fig. 3.4). Analysis of the longer average annual temperature record for Scotland for
the period 1800–200639 confirms the above findings and emphasises the significance of the
upward trend since the early 1970s.

An important consequence of these increases in annual temperature has been the lengthening of
the growing season across Scotland by 33 days38, which is already impacting on agriculture both
in terms of choice of crops and their seasonalmanagement.
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Rainfall and snow
Scotland’s rainfall displays a strong spatial pattern, with the highest annual values locally
exceeding 3000 mm in the mountainous areas of the west and a rapid decrease to around
500–800 mm in the south and east (Fig. 3.5). The most remarkable rainfall trend since 1961 has
been the significant increase inwinter rainfall of 68.9% inWest Scotland and 21.1% for thewhole
of Scotland (Table 3.2), equivalent in the latter to an increase of 240 mm of rainfall a year.
However, for summer rainfall, there has been little change apart from a slight increase in West
Scotland and a similar decrease inNorth Scotland (neither ofwhich is significant).

Extending the record back to 1914 highlights the potential pitfalls of trend analysis applied to
short records (Fig. 3.6). As is evident from Table 3.2, many of the 1914–2004 trends are less well-
established. In part, this reflects the high level of statistical significance specified42. Given this
qualification, the only significant long-term trends are the 19% reduction in summer rainfall in
East Scotland and the 22% increase in spring rainfall in West Scotland. The increases in winter
rainfall in both West and North Scotland, whilst still apparent, are much weaker than over the
period 1961–2004. The conclusion drawn byBarnett and his co-authors is suitably cautious – “It is
not possible to say definitively at this time whether there is a trend of long-term drying in east
Scotland andwetting over the rest of Scotland”43. However, thesemore equivocal trends over the
long term do not necessarily undermine the stronger trends over the period 1961-91. But they do
highlight the need to locate short-term trends within longer-term natural variability and for
care in selecting appropriate probability levels and the risks of getting the trendswrong.

42 The probability set by Barnett et al., 2006, is relatively high and implies a robust result (the likelihood of the trend not being present is only 1 in 20).
However, a probability level is amatter for personal judgment and if set at lower level (say 1 in 10) indicates a willingness to accept a higher risk of being wrong.

43 Barnett, C., Hossell, J., Perry, M., Procter C. and Hughes G., 2006, A handbook of climate trends across Scotland, SNIFFER project CC03, Scotland and
Northern Ireland Forum for Environmental Research, 25.

Figure 3.5
Annual Rainfall Scotland: 1961–90.
Source: UK Meteorological Office.
©Crown Copyright, the Met Office.
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The strong increase in rainfall, especially pronounced in West and North Scotland from the
early 1960s to the early 1990s, mirrors the period during which the atmospheric pressure
difference between Iceland and theAzores was strongly positive, bringing frequent rain-bearing
storms from the Atlantic. The reduction in rainfall in these two regions since the early 1990s
reflects a change in the pressure difference bringing more rain-bearing winds from the north
and east, resulting in a small increase in rainfall to East Scotland (Fig. 3.6).

However, turning to changes in heavy rainfall (number of days with more than 10 mm) over
1961–2004, there has been a consistent and significant increase in the number of days with heavy
rainfall across all Scottish regions in the winter (Table 3.3). In particular for both north and west
Scotland there was an eight-day increase in days of heavy winter rain associated with years with
high winter rainfall. The spatial pattern in changes in the number of heavy rainfall days is
broadly similar to that for total rainfall across Scotland (Fig. 3.5) with a strongwest–east gradient
in thewintermonths.

1914 – 2004 1961 – 2004

North East West North East West
Scotland Scotland Scotland Scotland Scotland Scotland Scotland Scotland

Spring 13.9 6.1 22.0 14.3 16.2 9.4 17.3 14.8

Summer -12.7 -18.9 -7.5 -12.7 -7.0 0.2 7.3 -0.6

Autumn 13.6 0.7 15.6 11.1 5.3 22.2 5.9 9.1

Winter 20.9 -0.8 9.0 11.6 36.5 36.5 61.3 58.3

Annual 9.6 -3.5 9.5 6.2 21.0 18.4 23.3 21.1

Table 3.2
Changes in average rainfall totals (as %) 1961–2004 and 1914–2004. Values in bold show a 95% confidence (statistically) that the change
is part of a measurable trend. Source: Barnett et al., 200638.

Figure 3.6
Rainfall total in mm for each year
for Scottish regions 1914–2002 with
smoothed curves to show a running
average across a record with marked
year-on-year variation. The vertical
dashed line marks 1961. Source:
Barnett, et al., 200638.



North Scotland East Scotland West Scotland Scotland

Spring 1.8 1.0 1.6 1.5

Summer -1.4 -0.5 0.9 -0.4

Autumn -0.2 2.3 0.1 0.7

Winter 8.3 3.5 8.2 6.7

Annual 8.2 6.2 10.6 8.3

Table 3.3
Changes in days of heavy rain (equal to or more than 10 mm) in days, 1961–2004. Values in bold show a 95% confidence (statistically)
that the change is part of a measurable trend. Source: Barnett et al., 200638.

44 NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies. http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/

45 http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/NaturalHazards/view.php?id=47880

Figure 3.7
Temperature anomalies in the Northern
Hemisphere for 3–10 December 2010.
Source: NASA, 201045.

The number of days of snow cover has reduced in all seasons and across the whole of Scotland
during the 20th Century, significantly so for North and West Scotland38. But set against this
overall decline is amarked year-on-year variation, with extremes of 72 and 12 days of snow cover
(1962/3 and 1991/2 respectively) in East Scotland. The winter decreases of more than 25% are
equivalent to the loss of seven snow days. Significant decreases in spring and autumn point to a
reduction in the length of the snow season.

Coldwinters across Europe
The severe cold spells in the winters of 2005/6, 2009/10 and 2010/11 appear to add weight to the
arguments of the climate sceptics and contradict the summary of recent trends in temperature
and snowfall. But Figure 3.7 shows how the cold spell in December 2010 took place at a time
when Greenland and the eastern Canadian Arctic were unusually warm. This reflected a
particular configuration of the jet stream which resulted in strong easterly and northerly
airflows bringing below-freezing temperatures to much of northern Europe. The important
point to bear in mind is that this occurred when NASA44 reported that 2010 tied with 2005 as
globally the warmest years on record. Thus the recent cold winters across Europe do not conflict
with globalwarming, but rather point to the importance of regional variability.
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46 Bindoff, N.L., et al., 2007, Observations: Oceanic Climate Change and Sea Level, in IPCC: Climate Change 2007: Contribution of Working Group I: The Physical Science
Basis, Cambridge University Press, United Kingdom and New York, NY, USA.

47 Ball, T., 2009,Update to Project FRM10: Coastal Flooding in Scotland: A Scoping Study, in the light of the UK Climate Change Projections (2009) report,
Scottish and Northern Ireland Forum for Environmental Research, Edinburgh.

48 Shennam, L. and Horton, B., 2002,Holocene land- and sea-level changes in Great Britain, Journal of Quaternary Science, 17, 511-526.

49 Ball, T., Werritty, A., Duck, R., Edwards, A., Booth, L. and Black, A., 2008, Coastal Flooding in Scotland: A Scoping Study, Project FRM19.
Scotland and Northern Ireland Forum for Environmental Research. Edinburgh.

Wind andGales
Theseweather phenomena are only reported for a small number of places, and the resultant data
are less representative than temperature and rainfall. With these reservations, there has been a
weak trend of decreasing averagewind speed over the last 40 years for Leuchars and Tiree and an
increase for Lerwick38. Unlike the findings for wind speed, there are no clear trends in terms of
the number of days with gales. This lack of trend is confirmed in a decadal analysis of storminess
around the UK. Whereas the 1920s and 1990s recorded more than 12 severe storms per decade,
thiswas reduced to less than eight severe storms in all the intervening decades39.

Summary
The key findings in terms of recent trends in Scotland’s climate are:
• increase in average temperature since 1914 of 0.50C, with North Scotland warming
at a slower rate;

• average spring, summer andwinter temperatures increased bymore than 10C since 1961;

• the whole of Scotland wetter since 1961 with North and West Scotland recording increases
of around 60% in averagewinter rainfall;

• average summer rainfall little changed since 1961, apart fromNorth andWest Scotland
where up to a 45% reduction in some areas;

• frequency of heavy rainfalls increased since 1961, especially inNorth andWest Scotland;

• snow season shortened since 1961, especially in north and west Scotland, number of days
with frost reduced by 25% and growing season lengthened;

• averagewind speed slightly declined since 1957 for inland sites and increased in island sites;

• no clear trend innumber of dayswith gales since 1957, and thehigh frequency of severe storms
in the 1990s not consistentwith earlier decades until similarly high frequency in the 1920s.

As already noted, climate data vary markedly year-on-year and decade-on-decade, making it
difficult to separate out long-term change from natural variation. On the one hand, short-term
trends (such as the marked recent increase in rainfall in West Scotland) are already having an
impact on society in terms of changing flood risk. But on the other hand, natural variation and
the incidence of high and low extremesmust be taken into account alongside trends andmoving
averages. Each time a temperature or rainfall record is broken, it reminds us ofwhat is physically
possible in terms of Scotland’s weather; and in terms of a risk assessment, due regard should be
given to such extremes.

Recent trends in sea level rise
Global sea-level rise in the 20th Century has been around 1.8mmper year since 1961, increasing to
around 3.1 mm per year since 199246. In Scotland this has beenmoderated by the continued uplift
of the land surface following themelting of the last icesheet 10,000 years ago – an effect which is
strongest around Loch Lomond and RannochMoor and weakest in the Outer and Northern Isles
and the Solway Firth40. Current estimates of recent sea-level change around Scotland are 1.2 mm
per year (Aberdeen) and 2.2 mm per year (Stornoway)47. These values are higher than those
reported elsewhere48 and reflect a recent downward revision of the contribution of continued land
surface uplift. The Aberdeen record is long enough to sub-divide it into a period of minimal
change from 1946 to 1980, followed by 2 mm per year thereafter, giving an overall average of 1.2
mm per year. Trends derived from other Scottish tidal gauges are more difficult to assess because
records are too short or have toomanygaps. These rates of recent sea-level rise aremuch lower than
those reported for southernEngland and imply a lower level of coastal flood risk in Scotland49.
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In addition to the tidal cycle, water levels around the coast can also be affected by surges (initiated
by storms), which can produce significant increases in water level at the head of an estuary, and
bywave height. There is no evidence over the recent past that surges have becomemore frequent
or thatwave heights have increased as a result of changes in storminess48.

Future climates
The most recent predictions of what Scotland’s climate might look like later this century can be
found in UK Climate Change Projections50. This is based on the latest global circulation models
developed by the Meteorological Office’s Hadley Centre for three emission scenarios and across
three time periods spanning the 21st Century. For the first time, the forecasts are probabilistic in
nature, enabling users to specify the degree of probablility they wish to adopt in selecting a
forecast. This places the risk assessment in the hands of end users of the forecast. As with previous
models of this kind, it is important to understand that each of the emission scenarios is a potential
future and not a prediction. It is also important to note that the global circulation models upon
which these forecasts are based cannot provide definitive estimates of future climate, especially at
a regional level – hence the decision to report the findings in terms of subjective probabilities.
This branch of climate science is still relatively young and, whilst the direction of change is likely
to be accurate, the precise value attached to any forecast is subject to considerable uncertainty.

UK Climate Change Projections is a highly interactive web-site from which the user can customise
future climate projections, mostly across a 25-km grid for the whole of the UK. The three
emissions scenarios (low, medium and high) can be projected forwards to the 2020s, 2050s and
2080s for a wide range of climate variables, and across probabilities of occurrence ranging from
10% (‘very unlikely to be less than’) through 50% (central estimate) up to 90% (‘very unlikely to be
greater than’). All of these variables relate to climate at the yearly, seasonal or daily rate. Sub-daily
estimates can also be obtained via aWeatherGenerator also available from theUKClimate Change
Projectionsweb-site.

Temperature, rainfall, wind speed and snow fall
Figure 3.8 provides an illustration of the outputs fromUKClimate Change Projections for Scotland
in terms of mean seasonal rainfall and mean seasonal temperature across all three probabilities
under the Medium emissions scenario for the 2080s. The central estimate for mean winter
temperature is +20C for thewhole of Scotland and +30C for summer temperatures acrossmost of
Scotland except the far north. Formost of Scotland, the central estimate forwinter rainfall is +0-
10%, rising to +10-20% along the coasts, but up to -10% in the central Grampians. In the summer,
rainfall is generally up to -10% and in a few places at least -20%. Predictions at the 10% (‘very
unlikely to be less than’) and 90% (‘very unlikely to bemore than’) levels can also be derived from
the maps flanking the central estimate and report the much wider range of values which have
beenmodelled.
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Figure 3.8
10%, 50% and 90% probability levels
of changes to the average daily mean
temperature (°C) of the winter (first
row) and summer (second row) and
mean rainfall (mm) in winter (third row)
and summer (fourth row) by the 2080s
under the Medium emissions scenario.
Source: Jenkins et al., 200951.

© UK Climate Projections, 2009.
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Especially of note is the change in direction of summer rainfall at the 90% level – an increase of
+10%, contrasting with a decrease of -10% at the 50% probability level. In sum, by the 2080s,
Scotland is set on average to become much wetter in the winters (especially in western coastal
areas) slightly drier in the summers and warmer by +20C in the winter and +30C in the summer.
But in any risk assessment, due regard should also be given to the 10% and 90% probability levels
which capture some of the uncertainty associatedwith these predictions.

Other climatic variables with especially significant impacts include maximum summer daily
temperature, winter wind speed and snow fall. Maximum daily summer temperatures by the
2080s, under the Medium emissions scenario, are very unlikely to be less than +1.50C (10%) and
very unlikely to be more than +70C (90%). Winter wind speed is predicted to fall slightly when
compared with 1961–90: counter to the recent trend of a slight increase for inland sites. Snow
fall is predicted to fall dramatically bymore than 60% across the whole of Scotland and bymore
than 80% across most of Scotland. This accelerates the recent trend of a steady reduction in snow
fall but, as recentwinters have demonstrated, should not rule out individual yearswithmarkedly
higher snow falls.

Future sea levels

TheMarine and coastal projections report40withinUKClimate Change Projections provides themost
recent predictions of changes in sea-level, surgeheights andwaveheights during the 21stCentury.

In terms of sea-level rise by 2095, the latest estimate for the whole of the UK based on the
Medium emissions scenario is shown in Figure 3.9, with Scotland reporting much lower values
than the rest of the UK as a result of continued uplift of the land. The lowest predicted sea-level
rise of around 20–25 cm is at the centre of an ellipse centred over Rannoch Moor (close to the
area of maximum uplift). Moving out from this centre point, the Clyde estuary reports values of
25–30 cm, increasing to 30–35 cm for Inverness, Aberdeen, Edinburgh and Dumfries and to
40–45 cm for the Outer Hebrides and the Orkney Isles. Shetland, far removed from continued
uplift of the land surface, reports the highest predicted sea-level rise for Scotland at 50–55 cm,
close to values for much of the rest of the UK. Operating outside this suite of models, and in
response to user demand, the Marine and coastal projections report also includes an H++ model
based on the worst-case predictions of ice sheet melting (mainly Greenland) in the 21st Century,
which predicts sea level rise in the range 80–190 cm.However, this prediction is currently seen as
extremely unlikely.

Modelling future surge risk in the Marine and coastal projections report suggests only a slight
increase, well within the range of natural variability. Future wave energy and wave height may
increase in spring and autumn, but still water levels could decline in winter resulting in lower
wave heights near the coast. Given minimal change in surge behaviour and wave heights, the
dominant determinant for future coastal flood risk in Scotlandwill be sea-level rise.

The Scottish Climate Change Impacts Partnership also provides regional projections of
temperature and rainfall (Fig. 3.10) from which it can be seen that mean temperatures and mean
winter rainfall increaseswill be highest in thewest andmean summer rainfall decreases highest in
the east. But as with other projections, due regardmust also be given to the associated uncertainties
at the 10% and90%probability levels.
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Figure 3.9
Relative sea level change (cm) around
the UK by 2095 based on absolute sea
level change, adjusted for vertical land
movement under the Medium emission
scenario. Source: Lowe et al., 200940.

© UK Climate Projections, 2009.

Figure 3.10
Regional estimates of future temperature and rainfall across Scotland 2050 under the medium emissions scenario.
10% probability (very unlikely to be less than), mean (50% probability – central value), 90% probability
(very unlikely to be more than). Source: SCCIP, 201052.

52 Based on Scottish Climate Change Impacts Partnership, 2010, Adapting to Climate Change: A Guide to Business, Figure 2.2.
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In general, the projections inUKClimate Change Projections (2009) amplify the existing trends noted
earlier. In particular, the projection for wetter winters and an increase in the frequency and
intensity of rainfall confirms the short-term trend since 1961. Although it would be unwise to
attribute any individual rainfall event and associated flooding to climate change, the recent
increased frequency of such events is consistentwith climate changemodels.

Despite the associated uncertainties surrounding these climatemodels, the projections (Fig. 3.8) need
to be taken seriously in any robust risk assessment. For the first time, the projections are probabilistic
and provide the end user with a choice of outputs. Stakeholders should use the full range of
projections provided and not default to the 50% probability level (comparable with the UK Climate
Change Projections published in 1998 and 2002). This is important, as extreme events can have an
impact out of all proportion to their frequency. Thus, farmers concerned about drought might
focus on 10% seasonal rainfall probabilities; whereas engineers concerned with floodingmight use
the 90% probabilities. Each organisation making use of these projections should determine what
level of risk is appropriate for their activities and operations.

Potential impacts and consequences of climate change for key sectors
in Scotland’s economy, society and environment.
Climate change will have profound impacts on Scotland’s economy, its society and environment.
Although some of these impacts will be negative and costly, others will be positive and, if
appropriately harnessed, beneficial to Scotland. In the rest of this section, the potential impacts and
consequences for key sectors in Scotland’s economy, society and environment are outlined in
anticipation of detailed analysis of sector responses in later chapters.

The findings are largely derived from the draft findings of the UK Climate Change Risk
Assessment Scottish Workshop held in Glasgow in September 2010 – a contribution to the wider
UK Climate Change Risk Assessment due to report in a wider review in January 2012. Whilst a
major effort was made to ensure that the sector returns were broadly representative of the
stakeholders involved, the quality and quantity of responses varied markedly across sectors.
Furthermore, respondents may have overlooked the full range of probabilities provided in the new
UK Climate Change Projections. Inevitablymissing in the analysis are future technological and social
adjustments which can convert a predicted negative impact into a positive opportunity. The
findings reported in Boxes 3.1 and 3.2 should be read with all these reservations in mind. Also, as
many respondents noted, it is extremely difficult simultaneously to take into account climate
change and other exogenous changes likely to impact on a sector many decades into the future and
this should also be borne inmind.

Here, only impacts relevant to Scotland are itemised and these have been restricted to those which
can be directly attributed to future climate change.Adaptation strategies designed to address specific
impacts are examined in detail in the following chapters.

Cross-sectoral general impacts
Impacts not covered by the above sectors mainly relate to opportunities and threats arising from
global climate and economic change. Opportunities will be generated in the tourism sector by
Scotland becoming climatically a more favoured destination, although this could be offset by the
degradation or loss of key facilities (e.g. coastal golf courses). Changing patterns of customer demand
(renewable energy, high-quality, well-insulated buildings, and resilient infrastructure) will provide
new opportunities for manufacturing, engineering and the built environment sectors. Changes in
crop production around the world will impact on Scotland’s pattern of overseas trade with some
opportunities for product substitution (e.g. selected food products). The increased incidence of
extreme events (floods, landslides andwild fires) will place extra demands on the emergency services
both in the planning and execution of their duty to protect human lives and to preserve Scotland’s
cultural and natural heritage. Although it is unlikely that the UK will see a major influx of
environmental refugees from around the world this century, the return of British emigrants from
areas suffering severe climatic stress is a potential threat.Whilst in the short term such in-migration
could enhance the current demographic profile of Scotland, if sustained in the longer term, the
resulting population could result in social stress and anunacceptable ecological footprint.
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Box 3.1Potential impacts of climate change inScotland1
Agriculture
Positive changeswithin the agricultural sector include a lengthened growing season and increased
yields, plus anupward trend in the proportion of land capable of growing crops. But this could be offset
nationally by a greater prevalence in indigenous and exotic pests anddiseases affecting both crops and
livestock; changes in seasonal livestockmanagement as a result ofwater logging and flooding; and
higher soil erosion and leaching of soils,with decreased productivity and offsite impacts. Societal
impacts include the loss of particular landscapes and associated rural lifestyles (previously dependent
on livestockmanagers) and a greater reliance onhuman food supply fromdomestic producers.

Biodiversity
The impacts on biodiversity are generally negative.Most significantwill be the inability of species
to track climate change as habitats evolve (some, such as alpinemontanehabitatsmay completely
disappear) resulting in a loss of key species and reduction in ecosystem services. Also nationally
importantwill be an increasingnon-synchronicity betweenbreeding cycles and food supplies and the
increased risk frompests anddiseases.More localised impacts from severe droughts and increased
drying of soils in the summerwill include aheightened risk ofwild fires, changes in soil organic
carbon anddamage to peatlands. Sea-level risemay result in the loss ofmachair habitat in the
Hebrides andmore generally a reduction in the inter-tidal zone (eg grazingmarshes formigrant
birds). A challenge for societywill be the compromised status of existing protected areas (SSSIs,NNRs
SACs andSPAs) and theneed to designate new sites in anticipation of habitat change.

Builtenvironment
Increased temperatureswill trigger a reduction in the demand for heating, otherwise the impacts are
largely negative, increased rainfall being a key driver in this sector. Thiswill bemost obvious via
increased flood damage to buildings (and especially the cultural heritage). Less obviouswill be the
impact of coastal erosion on the cultural heritage and archaeological sites.More localised impacts at the
scale of individual buildings includewater penetration (wind-driven rain), condensation, dampand
mould; allwith implications for future building standard regulation. Societal impacts include a greater
demand for “green” and “blue” spaces for recreation inurban areas, especially duringwarmer summers.

Business, industryandservices
Amajor concern for the business, industry and services sector is the risk of increased flooding from
overtopped rivers, sea-level rise and surges round the coast and failures in urbandrainage. Collectively
these pose threats in terms of damage to fixed assets (especially coastal assets such as hotels and golf
courses) plus goods temporarily stored inwarehouses (e.g. bondedwhisky). Short-term impactswill
include increased disruption of the supply chain anddelays in service delivery. The insurance and
re-insurance sectorwill recalibrate its flooding and stormdamage portfolios, resulting in increased
costs for these products. A contrastingwater-driven impact, especially in the summer,will be shortages
or increased costs caused by competing demands forwater used in industrial processing. By contrast,
therewill be newbusiness opportunities andnewmarkets for Scottish business and industry –
insulation of buildings and relocation of selected ICTuserswithhigh cooling costs.

Energy
Electricity andgas infrastructure located adjacent to rivers or along the coastwill become increasingly
vulnerable to flooding. The electricity infrastructure could also be degraded byhigher temperatures
affecting transmission capacity, further exacerbated byhigher demands for cooling in the summer.
Other impacts aremore difficult to assess, although an indirect consequence of climate change in
Scotlandwill be expanding commercial opportunities in renewables, (especiallywind,marine and
hydro-power), carbon-capture and storage and off-shore engineering. In turn, these opportunities
will requiremajor investment in training and education to ensure the availability of an
appropriately-skilledwork force.

Flooding
All forms of flooding (river, coastal and surfacewater in urban areas)will result in increased damage
to residential and commercial properties, aswell as to critical infrastructure. Locally thiswillmake
flood insurancemore expensive,more difficult to purchase andpotentially result in planning blight.
More frequent high flows in rivers andmore coastal stormswill result in accelerated erosion and
localised transfer of sedimentwithin river catchments and along shorelines. Other impacts of
increased flood riskhave already beennoted for the built environment andbusiness, industry and
services sectors and transport.
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Conclusion
This chapter has laid out the scientific case for taking climate change seriously, but has also stressed
the uncertainty attached to forecasts of possible future climates. Although this is likely to persist for
the foreseeable future, somemodel uncertainty has been captured in the probabilistic outputs of the
UK Climate Change Projections 2009. And, for the first time, this will enable stakeholders to make
more informed risk assessments than hitherto. Consensus on the most likely impacts of climate
change across Scotland is still fragile and a more robust methodology is needed to sharpen up
current findings. Despite this, it is likely that climate change will bring opportunities as well as
many challenges to Scottish society.

Box 3.2 Potential impacts of climate change inScotland2
Forestry
Overall, climate changewill produce changes in the tree species that can be planted commercially.
Thiswill be exacerbated by drought damage (duringwarmer anddrier summers) and reduced
productivity andwind throwassociatedwith increasedwater logging (duringwetterwinters).
The incidence of pest anddiseases is predicted to increase further, impacting onproductivity.

Health
The increased incidence of storms and floodswill impact on the physical andmental health of
individuals (increases inmortality, injuries, gastroenteritis, depression, anxiety) and of communities
(damage tohospitals andnursinghomes).Water-borne diseasewill becomemore prevalent, aswill
allergic reactions to vector-borne diseases. Domestic dwellingswill becomemore prone to
algal/fungal growth, resulting in a greater incidence of respiratory diseases.

MarineandFisheries
Sea surface temperatures aroundScotlandwill increase,with associated changes in the stratification
of oceanwaterswhichwill becomemore acidic. This, in turn,will cause changes in the introduction
of newmarine species into Scottishwaters and changes in the location of tradition fishery grounds.
Seasonal blooms of algae and jellyfish and the arrival of newdisease hosts andpathogenswill
accompany these changes, threatening the overall productivity of themarine ecosystem. In shallow
marine andnear-shore zones, cultivated fisheries (especially salmonids)will be threatened and
shorelines physically damaged by rising sea-levels and storm surges.

Transport
The increased incidence of floods and landslideswill have severe impacts on Scotland’smain arterial
road and rail networks. Landslideswill provide themajor threat in the uplands and floods in the
lowlands;with bridges and culverts often destroyed and roads and railway lines blocked by debris.
Where roads and railway lines runparallel and close to the coastline, landslides, erosion and flooding
will pose localisedhazards. For local authorities these additional costswill be partly offset by reduced
expenditure on coldweathermaintenance (ice and snow) and less disruption to transport systems
in thewinter.

Water
Bothwater quality andwater quantitywill alter due to climate change. Flow regimes in riverswill
adjust, typicallywithhigher flows inwinter and lower flows in summer. Thiswill result inhigher
sediment loads inwinter andhigher dissolved loads in summer– both yielding an overall reduction
inwater quality.More intense summer storms inurban areaswill increase the frequency of sewer
flooding and spills fromcombined sewer-outflows,with locally severewater quality impacts.Major
droughtswill reduce recharge of groundwater and impact on licensed abstractions for publicwater
supply, agriculture and industry. Increasing demand forwater, especially in the summer,will stress
water supply systems.
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CHAPTER 4 THE ECONOMICS OF A LOW-CARBON SOCIETY
Key findings
• Carbon taxes and pollution permits put a price on carbon and operate best in an unfettered

market. Policies for reducing emissions should focus onmarketmechanisms that permit
flexibility in response on the part of polluters.

• The cost of reducing emissions by one additional unit (e.g. onemore tonne per year) varies
bothwithin and across sectors. Understanding these different costswill allow quickwins to
be identified.

• Introducing additional targets is likely to increase the costs of achievingCO2 reduction
targets, by reducing the flexibilitywithwhich these targets can bemet.

• Governments should introduce temporary subsidies to clean technologies to promote
emission reductions.

• Since it is not possible to predict future economic growth, emission levels or impacts
of climate change,major risks and uncertainties remain in determining costs and benefits
ofmitigation and adaptation.

• InScotland the benefits of adaptation can be realisedmore quickly than those formitigation.

This chapter sets out some of the economic factors underpinning Scotland’smove to a low-carbon
society. Economics matters, since it addresses the costs of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, the
costs of climate change impacts, and the economic factors whichmotivate individuals’ behaviour
and the behaviour of businesses. All of these are important in understanding the barriers tomeeting
targets and to successful adaptation, and in thinking about how these barriers can be lifted.

Froman economics viewpoint, we ask three questions:
1. HowcanScotland’smitigation targetsbestbemet?
2. HowshouldScotlandadapt to the impactsof climatechange?
3. Whatare the incentives forbehavioural change towardsa low-carbonsociety?

Weconclude by offering a series of recommendations to policymakers.

How can Scotland’smitigation targets best bemet?
The Scottish Government has set ambitious targets for reducing greenhouse gas emissions. These
include a 42% reduction by 2020 relative to 1990 levels and 80% of electrical energy from
renewables by 2020.

Economic theory
Economists have long argued that society can achieve emission targets at lower cost if some
allowance is made for themarginal abatement costs (MACs) varying across pollution sources. By
“marginal”, wemean the costs of reducing emissions by one additional unit (e.g. onemore tonne
per year). Figure 4.1 illustrates the concept of marginal abatement curves. Major sources of
greenhouse gas emissions in Scotland are the energy supply sector, other industrial sources,
transport, agriculture and heating of people’s homes. Reducing emissions from the energy sector
would be very unlikely to cost the same, per additional tonne, as reducing emissions from
households. Moreover, the costs of reducing emissions vary within a particular sector, so that, for
example, reducing emissions is more costly for some businesses than for others, due to
differences in production activities. Thus we expectmarginal abatement costs to vary both across
sectors and within sectors and some evidence on this for Scotland is presented later. For some
mitigation options, marginal abatement costs may be negative. For example, many instances
have been notedwhere businesses can both reduce carbon emissions and savemoney by investing
in energy efficiency. In answering the third question we note some reasons why such negative
cost optionsmay not be taken up by businesses and households.
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Why does this variation in marginal abatement costs across polluters matter? By re-allocating
abatement from high-cost sources to lower-cost sources, a given total emission reduction can be
achieved at lower total costs; or, put another way, a greater total emission reduction can be achieved
for a given total cost. The lowest costway of achieving a given target reduction requires thatmarginal
abatement costs be equalised across sources53 and itmakes sense to opt for policies which can get close
to such outcomes. As targets become tougher over time, the costs of meeting targets can rise, and so
saving costs becomes evenmore important. But howcan such a “least cost” outcomebe achieved?

Market mechanisms, which include pollution taxes and tradeable pollution permits, have emerged
from economic theory as a potential means of achieving target pollution reductions at least cost.
These mechanisms work by incentivising polluters to reduce emissions up to the point where
marginal abatement costs are equal to the “price of pollution”. In a pollution tax system, this price is
equal to the tax rate. In a tradeable permit scheme, the price is equal to the current price of permits.
Hybrid schemes also exist54, whilst pollution reduction subsidies can also be considered as economic
instruments. The ability of businesses to set their own emission reduction levels relative to this
uniform price is key, since it encourages those with the lowest marginal abatement costs to
undertake the greatest degree of emission reductions. So long as the pollution tax rate is set high
enough, or the total supply of tradeable permits set low enough, then the target pollution reduction
is achieved – in theory, at least cost to the economy as a whole. Marketmechanisms can also provide
greater incentives for businesses to innovate and invest in cleaner technologies than regulatory
alternatives which either specify what technologies must be adopted (e.g. house construction
standards) or how much emissions are permitted for certain activities (e.g. EU emission limits for
new cars). Evidence gathered from finance and industry during the Inquiry recognises the role
marketmechanisms play in incentivising investment in low-carbon technologies and the additional
economic benefits this will bring to Scotland. Market mechanisms can be applied to any type of
polluter, including households. Thus, higher fuel prices provide incentives to reduce CO2 emissions
from driving, whilst per kg rubbish collection charges would reduce solid waste generation by
households.

The main benefit of carbon taxes and tradeable pollution permits is that they put a price on carbon.
Putting a price on pollution is vital to efficient public policy, since it provides an on-going incentive
to reduce carbon emissions in every sphere of economic activity. Market mechanisms can achieve a
given reduction in emissions at a lower cost to society than standards and regulations because they
provide greater flexibility in themeans by which emissions are reduced, through setting such a price
on pollution. However, a carbon tax cannot guarantee a certain level of emissions and tradeable
pollution permits suffer from initial distributional consequences and price volatility, making
accurate estimation of the total cost of compliance difficult55. Furthermore, policy predictability is
essential, since to influence behaviour, investors and consumers must believe a given policy will be
maintained into the future53. Given these drawbacks it has been suggested that regulations are more
appropriate than market mechanisms because regulations provide certainty about emission levels54.
Regulations appeal because they provide clear guidance and reduce uncertainty for investors and are
preferablewhere informational barriers prevent businesses and households from responding to price
signals54 orwhen the carbon price is too low to have a significant effect53. However, regulations need
to be enforced, which is costly, whilst they impose excessive costs on society of meeting pollution
reduction targets. SeeBox 4.1 for further discussion ofmarketmechanisms.
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Figure 4.1
Illustration of a Marginal Abatement Cost curve. MACs
vary both across sectors and within sectors and, in most
cases, costs of abatement will rise as emissions decrease
and targets become tougher.

53 Baumol, W., and Oates, W., 1988, The Theory of Environmental Policy, Cambridge University Press.
54 Office of Climate Change, 2009, CarbonMarkets in Space and Time, Report by Vivid Economics to the Office of Climate Change.
55 IPCC, 2007, Climate Change 2007: Contribution of Working Group III: Mitigation, Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press.
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The EUEmissions Trading Scheme (ETS) provides a good example of regulating emissions using a
marketmechanism. But is important to understand the distinction between the ETS and non-ETS
sectors within the EU, and that there are limited opportunities for trading emissions control
responsibilities across these two sectors. It has been estimated that restricting trading between ETS
and non-ETS sectors raises the costs of meeting the EU’s 20% target reduction by 2020 by between
14% and 53%56. If no trading is allowed, costs rise by a further 40% over the period 2013–2020. These
results show the importance of allowing flexibility in emission reductions, the desirability of a single
(implicit) carbon price ruling throughout the EU and the importance of allowing asmany emission
sources as feasible to take part in carbon trading, for cost savings to bemaximised.

Governments are now making increased use of market mechanisms to control pollution57. For
air quality, evidence suggests that significant cost savings have been generated by such schemes,
relative to more regulatory approaches58. Transactions costs of trading59 in pollution trading
schemes can significantly eat into potential cost savings, yet the EU ETS is still estimated to have
reduced the EU-wide costs of meeting Kyoto targets by 24–60% over a base case of equal
allocation of control responsibility. Despite recent challenges to the US sulphur trading scheme,
the scheme has been deemed a success, having reduced SO2 emissions by half during its lifetime
at a significantly lower cost than regulatory alternatives.

Actual choice across policy instruments is, however, more a matter of political expediency than
economic argument and one of the main reasons why the EU chose a cap-and-trade system for
CO2 control rather than a carbon tax60. Indeed, the lack of political will to attempt to control
energy use by imposing higher costs on local people is understandable. Industrial sources of
pollution have long been regulated, thus the setting up of a cap-and-trade system was relatively
straightforward. Imposing a carbon taxwould have beenmore difficult politically. Policy options in
such sectors formitigation thus tend to depend on voluntary participation in subsidy-based schemes
rather than cap-and-trade. During the Inquiry it was suggested that politicians need to work
together tomake the unpopular choices that are necessary for transition to a low-carbon society.

56 Bohringer, C,. Rutherford, T. and Tol, R., 2009, The EU 20/20/2020 targets: an overview of the EMF22 assessment Energy Economics, 31, S268-S273

57 A full listing of all these is provided in the OECDs data base on environmental policy instruments: http://www2.oecd.org/ecoinst/queries/index.htm

58 Carlson, C., D. Burtraw, M. Cropper, and K. Palmer, 2000, Sulfur Dioxide Control by Electric Utilities: What Are the Gains from Trade?Discussion Paper 98-44-REV.
Washington, DC: Resources for the Future.

59 Transactions costs are “the costs of gathering information, making decisions/contracting, and controlling/policing”. (OECD, 2001)

60 Convery, Frank J., 2009, Origins and Development of the EU ETS, Environmental and Resource Economics

Box 4.1 Criticismsofmarketmechanisms

In addition to the limitations ofmarketmechanisms outlined above, there are other
arguments againstmarketmechanisms,many ofwhichwere highlighted during the Inquiry.

Themain challenge of a carbon tax is implementing it at country level because of the impact
thismight have on the international competitiveness of some sectors. For example, the road
haulage industry in theUK is already among themost taxed inEurope and additional
financial constraintswould impact on their ability to operate competitivelywith their
European counterparts, challenging in particular the economic survival of smaller businesses.
Carbon taxes are also likely to impact on the agricultural sectorwhich lacks the ability to raise
prices in response to higher costs. Itwas stated during the Inquiry that a taxwhich crosses
national and international borders is desirable.However, taxes encourage investment
in cleaner technologieswhich over timewould be likely to limit negative impacts on
competitiveness. Carbon taxes also have distributional consequences,with poorermembers
of societymore likely to suffer because they spend a greater proportion
of their incomeon electricity andheating.

Tradeable pollution permit systems canmeangreater administrative burdens for businesses.
This issuewas raised during the Inquiry,with particular concern for smaller businesseswho
maynot have the staff resources to dealwith additional bureaucratic hassle.



61 Davis, L. and Balistreri, E., 2010, “Interactions between state-level emissions reduction policies”, paper toWorld Congress of Environmental
and Resource Economist, Montreal, June 2010.

62 Acemoglu, D., Aghion, P., Bursztyn, L. and Hemous, D., 2010, “The environment and directed technical change”Working Paper, Economics Department, MIT.

Box 4.2 Useof subsidies toencourage cleaner technology–evidence fromthe Inquiry

The consensus view from the Inquiry is that subsidies are needed in order to kick-start parts of the
renewable energy industry because the economic benefits are not obvious or sufficiently certain in the
short run. This creates problems in raising funds for some renewable investments, particularly those in
newer technologies.However, it is cautioned that such subsidies need to reflect the long-term,whole-
systembenefits and avoid creating perverse incentives thatwill distort themarket.
Adisincentive in the development ofmarine energy in particular is the lack of available insurance
for prototype recovery shouldnew technologies not succeed at the testing stage.Apossible solution
to this is public provision of such insurance. It is argued thiswould come at a relatively small cost to the
government and remove someof the risk involved in developingnew technologies, hence encouraging
innovation.
Another viewexpressedby thepublic is that aheavily subsidised renewable energy industrymight create
public resentment if public finances arenot available to fundother local services like roads and schools.

Multiple targets
Adding additional targets without adding additional policy mechanisms can increase the costs
of meeting carbon targets, by imposing restrictions on how these are met. Two examples are the
EU target of 20% penetration of renewable energy by 2020, and an EU aspiration for a 20%
improvement in energy efficiency by 2020. Introducing such additional constraints raises the costs
ofmeetingCO2 reduction targets substantially, by up to 90% over the “no renewable standard” case
for 2013–202055. However, there are possible off-setting benefits from a separate renewable target
if, for example, this is achieved by renewable portfolio standards (e.g. the requirement that at least
x% of electricity consumption is met from renewable sources). Such schemes are now common
world-wide, and can reduce carbon leakage associated with tradeable emission permit markets.
Carbon leakage can arise, for instance if EU consumption of carbon-intensive consumption goods
ismet by production outwith the EUETS area61.

Carbon reduction targets could be set in terms of the carbon embodied in consumption goods, rather
than the carbon involved in production (Fig 2.4). This would counter the leakage problem noted
above. However, such a move would impose considerable monitoring problems on regulators
(measuring the carbon flows in consumption), and might also logically lead to the imposition of
import taxes levied on the carbon content of goods. This would be unlikely to be popular with
developing and transition economies, andmightwell be counter to currentWTOagreements. Evidence
collected during the Inquiry shows that some stakeholders view multiple targets as a barrier to
mitigation because having to comply with a variety of schemes makes the regulatory environment
more complex.

Encouraging cleaner technology
Directed technical change can reduce the costs of future cuts in greenhouse gas emissions by
gradually replacing “dirty” technology with “clean” (i.e. low-carbon) technology. Acemoglu (2010)62
has recently argued that such innovation results in two externalities: one is a reduction in pollution,
and the second is to make future innovations more profitable. This means that a government needs
to introduce two instruments: a carbon tax and an innovation subsidy. This needs to happen as soon
as possible due to rising costs of climate change and current over-investment in dirty technologies.
However, the innovation subsidy should be temporary, since as soon as clean technology establishes a
technical lead over dirty technology, businesses can be relied on to invest in further clean innovations
without the subsidy. The short-run cost of the technology subsidy will depend on the current gap
between clean and dirty technologies, whilst the magnitude of the optimal innovation subsidy
depends on the elasticity of substitution between clean and dirty technologies. Using a carbon tax
alone will mean higher costs over time, where such “innovation externalities” are present. Table 4.1
illustrates the range of costs of different forms of electricity generation. Box 4.2 reports evidence
presented during the Inquiry on the use of subsidies to promote cleaner technology.
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The UK Government is committed to supporting a more stable environment for investment in
low-carbon electricity generation63, arguing that, to encourage investment in renewable energy,
the electricity market must be reformed64. Reform proposals include carbon price support. The
electricity generation sector faces a carbon price through the EUETS scheme. However the carbon
price has not been stable and reform of fuel duty and the climate change levy in relation to fossil
fuels used in the generation of electricity is proposed to provide greater support to the carbon price
and greater certainty regarding costs and benefits of alternative investments63. Carbon price
support increases the cost of fossil fuel generation relative to renewable energy generation, thus
incentivising investment in low-carbon technology63.

The carbon price used in policy appraisal, the shadow price of carbon, is distinct from that faced by
electricity producers. A new approach to carbon valuation was outlined in 2008–2009 by the
Department of Energy andClimate Change65which has brought the shadowprice of carbonmore
in line with that faced by the electricity sector. This approach distinguishes between a ‘traded price
of carbon’ and a ‘non-traded price of carbon’ for use in the short term. The ‘traded price of carbon’
is based on estimates of the future price of EU emissions allowances and will be used in appraising
those policies that reduce/increase emissions in sectors covered by the EU ETS. The ‘non-traded
price of carbon’ is based on estimates of the marginal abatement cost required to meet specific
emission reduction targets and will be used in appraising those policies that reduce/increase
emissions in sectors not covered by the EU ETS. In the long term (i.e. from 2030 onwards), a single
traded price of carbon, based on estimates of future global carbonmarket prices, will be used65.

The short-term carbon values were revised in June 2010. The 2011 short-term traded price of
carbon is estimated at £14.3 per tonne CO2e, with a range of £7.4–£18.1, and the short-term non-
traded price of carbon is estimated at £52.5 per tonneCO2e, with a range of £26.2–£78.766. In 2030,
the long-term traded price of carbon is estimated at £70 per tonneCO2e, with a range of £35–£105,
and in 2050, the long-term traded price of carbon is estimated at £200 per tonne CO2e, with a
range of £100–£30065.

63 HM Treasury, 2010, Carbon Price Floor: support and certainty for low-carbon investment: consultation document
64 Department for Energy and Climate Change, 2010a, Electricity Market Reform: consultation document
65 DECC, 2009, Carbon Valuation in UK Policy Appraisal: A Revised Approach
66 DECC, 2010b, Updated Short Term Traded Carbon Values for UK Public Policy Appraisal.

Table 4.1 gives the most up-to-date estimates of the relative costs of electricity generation from conventional and renewable sources in the
UK. Sources of data:
1DECC (2010), UK Electricity Generation Costs Update. 2Carbon Trust (2006) Future Marine Energy. Results of the Marine Energy Challenge:
Cost-competitiveness and growth of wave and tidal energy. 3IEA/NEA (2010) Projected Costs of Generating Electricity 2010 Edition.

Energy Source Average cost (p/kWh)

Gas fired plant 1 8

Coal fired plant 1 10.5

Onshore wind 1 9.4

Offshore wind 1 15.7 – 18.6

Offshore wave 2 12 – 44 (with central estimates of 22 – 25)

Tidal stream 2 9 – 18

Nuclear 3 7.12p central and 5.6p – 9.2p range.
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Summary
Other things being equal, policy design for reducing greenhouse gas emissions should focus on
market mechanisms that permit flexibility in response on the part of polluters, whether
households, local authorities or businesses. This is particularly important when differences in
marginal abatement costs across sources are large. Introducing additional targets is likely to
increase the costs of achieving CO2 reduction targets, by reducing the flexibility with which
these targets can be met. There may also be an important role for state under-writing of
investments in new low-carbon technologies, and providing temporary innovation subsidies for
new technologies.

Delivering reductions in greenhouse gas emissions
In terms of delivering reductions in emissions, two challenges arise: are differences in MACs
sufficiently large and do current policies promote cost-effective responses?

Currentmarginal abatement costs
Two questions arise:

• Whatestimatesofmarginalabatementcosts (MACs)areavailable for themain
economic sectors?

• Dothese showpotential forcost-savings fromtheflexiblepolicies itemisedabove?

In terms of the first question, the evidence is patchy, both in terms of control options and sectors
(Table 4.2). Point estimates exist for some sectors/control options, but few data exist on MAC
functions. In general, MACs rise for a given sector as the degree of emission reductions increases
(Fig. 4.1). However, MAC curves for any sector will shift as technology changes and the shape of
futureMAC curves is also important, butwe know even less about this.

Since 2007, somenewdata have become available. Progress has been patchy, but includes:

• NewUKdata for agriculture (ScottishAgricultural College, 2008)with cost saving options
(Figure 4.2)

• NewUK forestry datawith cost effectiveness depending on the types of forest and yield class
(Figure 4.3)

Table 4.2
Estimates of relative abatement costs for Scottish sectors. Source: Hanley, 2007 67. This demonstrates that (i) costs varied substantially
across and within sectors; (ii) there were important gaps in the data (e.g. transport sector); (iii) relatively low-cost options seemed to exist in
the land use sectors; (iv) for housing, measures were available to cut emissions that reduce costs; and (v) cutting CO2 by investing in some
forms of wind energy was a relatively expensive way of reducing emissions.

Sector Costs per tonne Comments
CO2 eq.

Industry £14 Current (October 2007) EU ETS price.

Housing Negative Based on UK wide data

Transport Not known No Scottish research available

Renewables £11–£49 Depends on whether on- or off-shore wind
and whether replaces coal or gas

Agriculture £10 Can deliver up to 1 Mt/yr.,
but based on US/EU data

Forestry £4–£12 Assumes additionality

67 Hanley, N., 2007, The Economics of Climate Change Policy in Scotland. Hume Occasional Paper No. 73.
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68 Scottish Agricultural College, 2008, UKMarginal Abatement Cost Curves for the Agriculture and Land Use, Land-Use Change and Forestry Sectors
out to 2022, with Qualitative Analysis of Options to 2050. Final report to Committee on Climate Change.

Figure 4.2
Marginal Abatement Cost curve for UK farming. Source: SAC 200868. Key below.
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Figure 4.3
Costs of reducing net emissions by forest planting. Source: Forestry Commission 200969.

69 Forestry Commission, 2009, Combating climate change – a role for UK forests, London, TSO.
70 Scottish Government, 2010, Low Carbon Scotland: the Draft Report on Proposals and Policies

Table 4.3 Sample information from Scottish Government costing of mitigation options, 201070.

Option Possible degree of Cost-effectiveness
abatement (ktCO2e) in 2020 (£/tCO2e reduced)

Energy efficiency schemes 319 -155 to -80
Reduce 70mph speed limit to 60mph 35 -119
Encourage freight efficiencies 109 -89
Active traffic management 10 1194
Cycling and walking infrastructure investments 104 345
Rail investments incl. high speed link to England 10 55,818
Grant funding of anaerobic digesters for farms
to process animal wastes 16 21
“farming for a better climate” advice campaign 319 -117
Increase woodland planting to 15,000 ha./yr. 454 20

More recently, the Scottish Government has issued a listing ofmitigation options70whichmight
meet the target of reducing Scotland’s emissions by 42% by 2020. Their projections show that
current policies will only achieve a 38% reduction relative to 1990 by this date, and thus that new
policies and emission reduction options are needed. These cost figures are considered to be
“indicative and preliminary”. The figures omit electricity generation on the grounds that
emissions from this sector will be measured by allocated emission permits, rather than actual
emissions, and because the Scottish Government feels that sufficient mechanisms are in place in
the electricity sector to achieve (a different) target in terms of renewable penetration.

For some options in transport, waste, housing and other sectors, estimates are given in terms of
cost-effectiveness (£/tCO2e reduced). However,many of the options considered are not costed (for
example, waste). There is still much missing data on costs. Some illustrative options are shown
below inTable 4.3.

We are unclear about the data behind Table 4.3 which only records averages and does not show
how costsmight alter as emissions change. It is also unclear whether offsetting benefits have been
included, but the data do show the variability in positive marginal cost options and reveals some
cost-saving options, most notably in energy efficiency, speed limits and farming. Thus a market
mechanism-based scheme could deliver large cost savings and, in practice, we know that many
schemes overlap with co-benefits: incentives for renewable energy generation, landfill taxes,
EU-ETSprices, agricultural policies and fuel taxation toname a few.
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Are current policies efficient?
The imposition of a carbon tax and any changes in the EU-ETS scheme are both outwith the
powers of the Scottish Government and many incentives which impact on behaviour (such as
fuel taxes) are set at UK levels. Furthermore, as SEPA reported to the Inquiry, although they are
responsible for regulating the emissions of businesses and organisations, they have little or no
power to enforce any reductions. Given limited evidence on the wide range of marginal
abatement costs across Scotland, current policy imposes excessive costs in terms of how cheaply
targets could be achieved. This is due to a piecemeal approach, multiple targets and the low level
of use of economic instruments.

Setting annual targets for CO2 reductions clearly increases the costs of meeting a 2020 or 2050
target, since it imposes restrictions on the trajectory of emission reductions, which is unlikely to
be consistent with the least-cost path. As technology embodied in the economy evolves (through
carbon-intensive technology depreciating and being replaced by less carbon-intensive
technology) and the structure of the economy changes, and as technological options for
mitigation improve, the costs of emission reduction falls over time. This suggests a “start shallow,
finish deep” strategy for minimising the costs of emission reductions. Scottish Government
officials could, of course, seek to recognise this in determining the trajectory of annual targets.
But this line of argument could also be used as a justification for doing nothing now.

However, this discussion does not reflect what is happening to the marginal damage costs of
current-period emissions as the stock of greenhouse gases rises over time. As emissions increase,
the stock of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere increases, with each additional unit imposing
greater damage at the margin than previous emissions. This favours earlier mitigation.
Furthermore, the delay ofmitigation efforts could lead to investments that lock inmore carbon-
intensive technologies, which limits the possibility of achieving lower stabilisation levels in the
future and intensifies the risks associatedwith climate change55.

As part of climate policy, Scotland subsidises the expansion of renewable energy capacity in order
to reach renewable targets. A frequently heard argument is that such subsidies can lead to long-
term job creation by creating a new industrial export base. But subsidising renewable
manufacturing capacity development in Scotland only makes sense in terms of developing an
industrial base in renewable production if Scotland can impose trade barriers. Otherwise,
businesses will always import turbines from the cheapest source world-wide. For example,
current expansion of wind energy in Texas is being achieved with turbines manufactured in
China. However, whilst it is true that without trade barriers wind turbines will most likely be
purchased from abroad, there still exists considerable potential for job creation in the area of
maintenance of renewable energy infrastructure, or in the production of jackets for off-shore
turbines. Furthermore, business areas other than technology could generate high value in the
renewable energy sector, including design, systems integration and marketing. In addition, the
transition to electric cars will require an infrastructure of charging points throughout the
country, which offers further potential for job creation.

Howshould Scotland adapt to the impacts of climate change?
Chapter 3 outlined some potential impacts of climate change across Scotland. Here we examine
economic theory underpinning adaptation policy.

“Adaptation” is deliberate investment which reduces the costs or increases the benefits of climate
change. In the language of IPCC (2007)55, it includes actions which “reduce harm or exploit
opportunities”. Adaptation actions might involve preventing losses (e.g. by investing in new flood
defences), spreading losses (e.g. through insurance), changing activities (e.g. altering what crops are
grown), changing locations of activities and restoring damages. Adaptationmeasuresmight include
so-called “soft”measures such as improving planning procedures, or improving the efficiencywith
which resources are currently allocated for example by proper pricing ofwater resources.
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71 World Bank, 2010, The Economics of Adapting to Climate Change, Washington DC: World Bank.

72 For example, health costs related to climate change are exacerbated by poverty: “In the health sector analysis, allowing for development reduces the number
of additional cases of malaria, and thereby adaptation costs, bymore than half by 2030 andmore than three-quarters by 2050” (World Bank 2010,
The Economics of Adapting to Climate Change. Washington DC: World Bank page 15).

Popular attention has recently been focused on the likely global costs of adaptation to climate
change by publication of the World Bank’s 2010 assessment for a range of case study countries71.
This put the global costs of adaptation (for 20C of warming up to 2050) at around $70–100 billion
per year for developing countries compared with an earlier UNCCC, 2007 estimate of $27–66
billion (but only up to 2030). The OECD estimates that the Indian subcontinent and sub-Saharan
Africa will shoulder the greatest adaptation costs (in % GDP terms), followed by low and middle
income countries and Western Europe. In contrast, Japan, the US and China will have the lowest
adaptation costs. It is important to note that studies on the likely costs of adaptation are in their
infancy. Estimates of the costs of adaptation are fraught with difficulty and should be treated with
caution, because accurate estimates require knowledge on future climate change and its likely
impacts on the economy, the environment and responses to it, all ofwhich are difficult to predict67.

Economic analysis of adaptation investments suggests:

• Some adaptationwill happendue tomarket forces: people and businesses anticipate future
costs or benefits, and take actionswhichmaximise their expected profits or expected utility.

• However, the degree of adaptation occurring in thiswaywill be less than the socially optimal
amount of adaptation. This is due tomarket failure (e.g. for some ecosystem services),
government intervention in existingmarkets, constraints on ability to adapt (for example due
to capital constraints, or informationdeficiencies), differences in risk perception and the costs
of risk bearing betweenpublic andprivate sectors; and the partial failure of insurancemarkets,
since risks of climate changemay be correlated across parties.

• As adaptation investments are costly (e.g. re-locating transport links, buildingnew flood
defences), an individual investment should be undertaken only up to the pointwhere the
marginal benefits of reductions in expecteddamages are equal to themarginal costs of investment.

• Benefits (pay-offs) fromadaptation are uncertain, since the impacts of climate change are
uncertain and future prices not known. This suggests the need for “robust” adaptation strategies
which offer net benefits in awide range of circumstances.

• The impacts of climate change are inter-generational, but future generations are not
represented in current climate change policy decisions. In the economic theory ofwelfare,
increases in current consumption areworthmore than increases in future consumption, i.e.
future consumption is discounted. The rate atwhich future consumption is discounted is
crucial for calculating the expected costs and benefits associated with adaptation, and there
is no clear agreement onwhat the correct rate of discount should be for public policy appraisal.

• The expected benefits of adaptation are likely to be significant ifwe get it right. Scotland
capturesmuchof the benefits of its own investments in adaptation; this is in stark contrast to
howmuchof the benefits of investments inmitigation accrue to the country. This is because
Scotland’s national emissions are a tiny share of global emissions, yet Scotland is affected by
changes in global greenhouse gas levels.

• Timescales for a return on investments inmitigation and adaptation differ. Scotlandwill
capturemuchof the benefit of adaptation investments in the short termand at the local level.
But the expected benefits ofmitigation investments are only likely to accrue over the long term.

• Reducing global poverty is a keymeans of adaptation, since poverty increases people’s exposure
to climate change damages by reducing their ability to “self-protect”. A further implication
is that as countries get richer, the relative costs of climate change to themfall72.
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73 Sorrell, S. and Dimitropoulos, J., 2007,UKERC Review of Evidence for the Rebound Effect: Technical report 2: Econometric Studies. UK Energy Research Centre.

74 Oxera, 2006, Policies for energy efficiency in the UK household sector, report to DEFRA

75 Allan, G., Hanley, N., McGregor, P., Swales K. and Turner, K.., 2007, “The Impact of Increased Efficiency in the Industrial Use of Energy: A Computable General
Equilibrium Analysis for the United Kingdom” Energy Economics, Volume 29, Issue 4, July 2007, 779-798.

What are the incentives for behavioural change towards a low-carbon society?

Action on climate change depends on people altering their behaviour; whether they are the
managers of transport businesses, building companies deciding where to build new homes,
commuters travelling to work, or families deciding how to heat their houses. Much of the evidence
submitted during the Inquiry recognises that changing behaviours is a key obstacle to tackling
climate change. Economics has developed standard theoretical understandings of what motivates
the behaviour of individuals and businesses, although some of these “standard theories” are now
being amendeddue to insights frombehavioural economics.

Traditionally, prices are seen as the main incentives guiding behaviour. Thus, in thinking about
how to encourage people tomove away from using cars to travel to work and towards using public
transport, an economist thinks first about changing the relative prices of these two options, by
introducing higher car parking fees or subsidising bus fares, or by introducing road pricing.
Similarly, if we want to encourage businesses to reduce carbon emissions, we think first about
increasing the price of energy, or of subsidising low-carbon energy alternatives whilst taxing high-
carbon options. There is good evidence that prices do, indeed, matter for decision making73. For
example, prices are among the most important factors determining households’ willingness to
invest in more energy efficient appliances (such as fridge freezers74). So it is important that the
market rewards energy efficiency improvements in order to encouragemore widespread uptake of
energy efficient strategies. But other factors also drive behaviour. Below, we briefly review these
factors, and comment onwhich of these could be seen as “barriers” to behaviour change in Scotland,
in terms of bothmitigation and adaptation.

Businesses
Businesses use energy and generate greenhouse gases in many ways. What determines their
decisions over howmuch andwhat energy to use, and howmuch to invest in energy saving?

• In combining energywith other business inputs (labour, capital andmaterials), the optimal
mix for a given level of output depends on their productivity and their relative prices.
As energy increases in price relative to other factors, it will be partially substituted for.
Moreover, as energy prices rise, businessesmay change their decisions over howmuch
output to produce. Changes in productivity of inputs can also change how energy is used.
For example, a rise in energy efficiencywill induce businesses to increase their use of
energy75, possibly leading to a “rebound” or “backfire” effect from efficiency
improvements, as shown inChapter 8.5.

• Businesses evaluate the attractiveness of investments in energy efficiency by considering the
net present value (NPV) of such investments, i.e. the difference between discounted benefits
and costs over time. Investmentswith a positiveNPVwould be expected to be undertaken.
However, we know that there are examples of positiveNPV investments in energy
efficiencywhich businesses do not take up.Whymight this be?

Possible explanations are:

• Gaps in businesses’ information regarding options and their likely future costs and benefits.
Evidence fromSMEs, local authorities and individuals, indicates a lack of understanding
regarding the bewildering variety and complexity of adaptation andmitigation options
available. The information provided is often conflicting and product labelling insufficient
at the point of purchase.
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• There appears to be lack of financial incentive to undertake investment in energy efficiency.
Businesses are primarily focused on short-term economic benefits and costs and so
investment spending is biased in favour of current growth, rather than cost-savingmeasures
thatwill accrue in the future. In particular, if energy costs are small relative to total costs,
managersmay rationally choose to defer consideration of energy saving options.

• Scarcemanagerial resources lead to an allocation ofmanagement effort to decisions over
inputswhich account for the largest share of costs. It was noted during the Inquiry that
small businesses in particularmay lackmanagerial resources and expertise in the area
of carbonmanagement and energy efficiency.

• Competing budgetary prioritiesmean operational requirements are often prioritised above
carbonmanagement. This issuewas highlighted during the Inquiry particularly in the
context of local authorities. Furthermore, when compared to other legislation affecting
business, carbonmanagement is not always deemed a top priority.

• Capital constraints arising from imperfect capitalmarkets. Businessesmay be unable to raise
funds for initial investment costs even in projectswith a positiveNPV. Thismay be
particularly truewhere revenues from such investments are distant in time. The one-off
capital cost of installationwas frequently cited during the Inquiry as a barrier to
undertaking energy efficiency projects. This recognition is coupledwith a strong belief
that government ought to provide the initial finance required for investment in carbon
reduction schemes, because of the lack of clear economic benefits in the short run.
Suggestions for government-led incentives include loans for energy efficiency projects
and renewable technology for businesses. The ScottishGovernment’s “GreenBus” scheme,
which provides up-front assistancewith capital costs for purchasing low-carbon buses, is a
response to this type of problem.However, decreasing budgets at all levels of government
make public funding problematic,meaning thatmuch of the financewill have to come
from the private sector.

• Theremay also be issues of economies of scale in energy efficiency.Many SMEsmay find it
unattractive or difficult to realise the potential savings in energy usewhich larger businesses
would be able to realise. This suggests a niche for energy saving specialist businesseswhich
could identify and then undertake energy efficiency saving investments on a revenue-
sharing basis (i.e. sharing the benefits of energy savings realised over time) on behalf of
SMEs. Such specialists would derive a greater pay-off from investments in learning about
energy efficiency thanwould SMEs in isolation.

In some sectors, learning by example may be an important means of information provision. For
example, demonstration farms have long been seen as an effective means of promoting
technological advancements in the agricultural sector. The same thinking applies to low-carbon
farming in the future.

Households
Households contribute to greenhouse gas emissions through their decisions on travel to work,
home heating and consumption. Again, prices matter: as oil prices rise, people find ways to
reduce their petrol or diesel purchases for driving, or turn down their central heating
thermostats. However, research shows that many other factors matter to the impact households
have on net emissions, pointing to potential barriers to changes in behaviour. These issues are
taken up inChapter 5, wherewe contrast different approaches to understanding behaviour.
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• Aswith businesses, informationmatters. Acquiring new information is costly (e.g. in terms
of time), and has uncertain pay-offs. Improving information flows to households on how
they can reduce carbon emissionsmay be effective in changing behaviour. There is evidence
of considerable ignorance amongstUKhouseholds of the costs and benefits of possible
home energy efficiency improvements, and a lack of understanding of appliance rating
schemes75. It was frequently reported throughout the Inquiry that the public lacks
information and understanding on the full range of energy saving options and their relative
advantages and disadvantages. Awareness raising on the options available and their net
benefits over time is very effective in encouraging uptake74. The Inquiry sees an important
role for government and the energy industry in raising awareness and providing
information to the public regarding the environmental and economic benefits associated
with investing in renewable energy and reducing emissions. Another issue that appeared
during the Inquiry concerns the confusion people feel regarding the variety of different
energy saving options available.

• Appropriate and accurate information on energy consumption at the household level is
crucial, with studies inNorway and Finland showing that information on domestic
electricity consumption can decrease demand. The Inquiry revealed that information on
the carbon content of electricitywould help emissions reduction planning (i.e. the
government needs to place amonetary value on carbon consumption at the household level,
detailing the costs of various choiceswithin the home). For example, if one puts a television
on standby instead of switching it off completely howmuch extrawill this cost per year?
Asmost people are cost conscious, this information can encourage people to change
their behaviour.

• People also acquire information from the actions of others: the 2006Oxera study showed
that recommendations from family and friendswere important predictors of intended
up-take of loft insulation and cavitywall insulation74.

• Investing in new energy-efficient technology imposes costs, since such investments are
irreversible – consumers cannot change theirminds once a new,more efficient boiler
comes along if they have just purchasedwhatwas previously amarket leader in efficiency
terms. Thismeans an optimal strategy can be to postpone purchasing decisions evenwhen it
would appear rational to go ahead and invest today76.

• Information acquisition is but one formof transaction cost: others include the “nuisance
costs” of having cavitywall insulation installed. Again, disruption of home life during
installation is an important predictor of uptake of home insulation schemes. The
development of a range of cost-effective technologies that can be installedwith little
disruption is crucial forwidespread uptake. It was also noted that some people have rejected
free installation of insulation in their homes.

• Oxera (2006)74 also found that up-front costswere an order ofmagnitudemore important
than the value of future energy savings in evaluating people’s choices. For somehouseholds,
energy saving is too costly. This emphasises the role that investment subsidies (partly or
wholly offsetting upfront costs) can play in improving uptake. Some respondents urged that
the labour andmaterials for installing draught-proofing and insulation should be free to all
households and funded through an increase in council tax. Other suggestions include
rationing deviceswhich allow for the possibility of personal carbon trading certificates.
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Recommendations

At the UK and international level, it is important that a higher price for carbon is established,
through greater use of carbon taxes and tradeable pollution permits. Furthermore, it is crucial that
this policy is projected into the future with certainty, so that businesses and households incorporate
confident estimates of future carbon price trends into their decisions. It is also important that a
target stabilisation level for emissions is determined, as priorities for action depend on the desired
level of stabilisation.

For Scotland the followingpriorities for action by policymakers have been identified:

• encourage energy efficiency uptake amongbusinesses andhouseholds through improved
information and subsidy schemes;

• promote investment in clean technology through temporary innovation subsidies: Scotland
could reap economic benefits in the future from job creation and the export potential of green
technologies;

• encourage adaptation: this is an important component of climate change policy in Scotland
because the benefits of adaptationwill be felt in the short termand at the local level;

• allowamore flexible response tomitigation bywidening the scope of those involved in carbon
trading (to include forestry, transport and agricultural sectors);

• undertakemore research intomarginal abatement costs across sources in Scotland in order to
exploit the cost-savingmitigation options implied by differingmarginal abatement costs.
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CHAPTER 5 SOCIETY AND A LOW-CARBON FUTURE
Key findings
• Although there is increased understanding of the risks to future social prosperity of our

fossil fuel energy infrastructure, andwehave set ambitious targets for change, limited
practical progress has beenmade in reducing domestic emissions. This is due to the social
and cultural values, beliefs and practices, which result in climate change being seen as a
‘back of themind’ issue.

• Current behaviour change policy treats society as a series of individuals, each responding
rationally tomarket incentives tomaximise short-termpersonal gain.Hence the stress on
influencing (nudging) consumer choice towards desired outcomes. The Inquiry Committee
sees dangers in relying on such an approach,which at bestwill only achieve very gradual
change.

• An alternativemodel treats society as comprising historically evolving, dynamic social
systems and cultures that are capable of dealingwith transformational change,when there
is a shared understanding of the reasons for acting. From this perspective, society can
implement step changes in behaviour through collaborative action in the interests of the
longer-term commongood. Politicalmomentum can be gathered for new legislative and/or
taxationmeasures, as for example in the case of the strong programme for tobacco taxation
andno smoking legislation in Scotland, andUK legislation on seat belts.

• The 2011 ScottishGovernment programme for changing behaviour presents an opportunity.
By focusing on infrastructures, the built environment, and local economic activity, rather
than on individual attitudes, government investment can have far greater impact.

• Weneed a distinctively Scottish narrative for a low-carbon society, which creates
momentum for transition through shared understanding of the risks of climate change,
and itsmeanings for social life, cultures, economic relationships and values.

Introduction
Society’s reliance on energy from fossil fuels has a very short history; it is a matter of some 200
years since the Industrial Revolution, powered initially by coal, transformed human life and
living standards. Yet now almost every aspect of production and consumption in the more
affluent parts of the world is fundamentally dependent on fossil fuels77 for electricity, heat,
transport, food and water. In the face of climate change and associated environmental
degradation, the solution is to find a means of dismantling human dependence on fossil fuels,
and enabling transition to a low-carbon society.

Climate change challenges our assumptions about progress, wealth creation and status, all of
which have depended on increasing exploitation of natural resources. European,UK and Scottish
commitments to cut emissions radically, and enable transition to a low-carbon society, will
affect everyone:

‘We will need to radically reduce demand for energy and decarbonise the energy we use in our
homes almost totally by 2050... All householdswill need to play a part in this’78.

In the current UK and Scottish policy models, individuals and households are regarded as
responsible for around half of current UK territorial emissions, with domestic heating and
electricity estimated to be 25% of the total, and private transport accounting for a further 24%79.
The Scottish Climate Change Delivery Plan (2009) sets 2020 targets for a 40% reduction (from 2006
levels) in emissions from energy use in housing, and around 30% reduction in emissions from
private transport. Meeting the early reductions set by carbon budgets in Scotland in the next
decade therefore depends on significant changes in household consumption patterns.
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This chapter considers not only how society may be affected, but also examines what meanings
society gives to climate science, how this shapes the science, and the potential implications for
social action. These questions are important because the interactions of society will influence the
ways that climate change unfolds. If we are able to act constructively to mitigate climate change,
thenwe should suffer fewer damaging consequences and be better equipped to adapt.

The chapter draws on evidence from academic, policy and practitioner literature, as well as
statements and submissions to the Inquiry, and quantitative data from the Scottish
Environmental Attitudes and Behaviours Survey 2008 (SEABS08). The latter is used as a way to
examine current public attitudes to climate change and to government policies aimed at changing
behaviour with respect to household consumption, energy use, waste and transport. The policy
framework is illustrated through analysis of current UK and Scottish Government strategies for
behaviour change, and the emphasis on gradual change.

Society influences climate science
Science itself is not conducted outside society and social understandings. Cultural perspectives
and political values influence the priorities of science, its interpretation and how we respond to
it. Much of the public attention on climate science has focused on political controversy about the
reality of human-induced climate change. This has shaped scientific priorities and evidence in
ways that understate, rather than overstate, the risks80. Society’s influence over science has resulted
in a representation of climate change as ‘reassuringly gradual’ in rate and scale, implying that there
is noneed for radical policymeasures or drastic changes to our patterns of consumption.

Scientistsmake assumptions aboutwhat scientific conclusions can bemanaged by politicians and
policymakers, and what is palatable for the public. Thus the public meanings of climate science,
and “the climate problem”, and the type of society which is supposedly informed by the science,
are already shaped by the science and its framing. There is an element of the self-fulfilling
prophecy at work, such that the cautious framing of the science acts to confirm assumptions that
the public and our elected politicians are unwilling or unable to take informed democratic
responsibility for acting on the human risks entailed in the range of possible futures.

Can Scottish societymanage the transition?
Scotland has considerable financial, educational, technical and operational resources to bring to
bear on mitigating, and adapting to, climate change, but these do not inevitably translate into
effective action. The UK, for example, has made limited progress so far in relation to planned
interventions to reduce emissions, despite policy dating back at least to the 1997 Kyoto Protocol:
the territorial emissions account shows a decline of 15–16%81, but reductions prior to 2002 are
attributable to industry closures and off-shoring of energy-intensive manufacturing. Emissions
increased after 2002, and decreased only with the onset of recession. Measures of the ‘carbon
footprint’ of UK consumption show emissions increasing by around 19% since 199082, and
suggest that per capita emissions are around twice the level reported in the territorial account.
The same holds true in relation to adaptation: in principle, we have sufficient knowledge and
capacity to adapt to current experiences such as heat waves, for example, yet these continue to
result in raised mortality and disruption to infrastructure in European, North American and
East Asian cities. In the UK, recent floods, causing major disruptions in cities such as Hull,
Liverpool and Glasgow, have prompted recognition of vulnerability associated with outdated
drainage and sewage infrastructures, but adequate financial investment in dealing with a
potential higher frequency of extreme rainfall and flooding remains uncertain83.
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Part of the explanation for limited action lies not in the absence of available knowledge,
technology or finance, but in the social, political and cultural values, beliefs and practices,
which reflect diverse views about the state of the world and varied interpretations of the
importance of climate change relative to other public issues. This chapter compares two
different understandings of how society works, emphasising contrasting models of social
values and associated practices and their implications for enabling transition to a low-carbon
future. How we understand society influences how we regard climate change, and how
solutions to it are envisaged.

A common understanding of society is that it consists only of separate individuals, each of whom
is primarily a consumer seeking to maximise personal benefit at least cost. This understanding
underlies the deregulatedmarket-driven economy in which we have lived since the early 1980s.
It shapes government policy which focuses on changing individual behaviour as a means of
reducing carbon emissions. From this perspective, barriers to change reside with individual
consumer attitudes and behaviours. Each of us is regarded as having a natural and unlimited
desire to consume more, whether represented in faster cars, international travel, electronic
artefacts or designer clothes.

An alternative understanding treats society as more than the sum of individual actors, and as
structured by complex institutions which reflect historical norms, beliefs and values. Such
institutions are the result of human interaction and influence on each other, shared interests,
and cooperation as well as competition in pursuing diverse goals. Social practices, such as
tourism, car driving, fashions in clothing, diet and the production of waste, result from the
combination of material culture, equipment, markets, and social conventions. Cultural
traditions, for example, influence how energy is used, the relative energy intensity of
households, what is considered comfortable in heating and cooling, and even the preferred
temperatures of food and drink. We cannot account for activities entailing the use of energy,
food, or other resources unless we situate those activities in their social context. How people act
depends on what is socially valued as desirable, or prestigious, or comfortable, given constraints
of established commitments, debts and responsibilities.

From this perspective, the self-interested consumer is a product of society rather than the
inevitable expression of human nature. Through the production of particular kinds of
knowledge, wealth and specialised divisions of labour, modern industrialised societies, like
Scotland, have enabled the potential for many forms of individual freedom and choice.
Contemporary urban life and relationships are designed to incentivise high levels of
consumption and conspicuous waste, which are critical to the economic performance of the
affluent economies. Barriers to change reside with the institutions of society, societal values,
and understanding of what is ‘normal’, valued or expected within that society. Human-kind
and self identities in this sense aremalleable; we adapt to circumstances.

Evidence about social attitudes and behaviour relating to climate change
Contemporary attitudes, understandings and behaviour in relation to environmental issues and
climate change in the UK have been surveyed systematically since 2006, and the evidence
consistently highlights a number of problems to be faced in transition towards a low-carbon
society.
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One of themost basic problems is limited, andweakly established, public understanding about the
causes of climate change, its impacts and possible remedies. Although public awareness about
climate change is increasing, this is typically accompanied by confusion about its causes and
consequences, the status of the science and the intentions of government 84, 85, 86. Levels of
knowledge claimed vary, with the Defra (2009) tracker survey of attitudes and behaviours87

showing that 61% claim to know a lot or a fair amount about climate change, in comparison
with 53% of respondents to the 2009 ONS (omnibus) Opinions survey88 and 48% of Scottish
respondents (SEABS0889).

Expressions of concern about climate change tend to be higher: the UK Office for National
Statistics (ONS) annual Opinions (Omnibus) survey (2009) found that 76% of the public were very
or fairly concerned, although this had decreased slightly since 2006. In Scotland in 2008, 85%
disagreed that ‘climate change will only have an impact on other countries, there is no need for
me to worry’, although fewer (57%) agreed that climate change is an immediate and urgent
problem84. The design of survey instruments itself reflects assumptions about urban living,
relatively disconnected from the natural resources of land, forests, rivers and oceans, and there is a
general lack of information about public attitudes to low-carbon approaches to farming,
agriculture, fisheries and landuse.

Claims to general knowledge and concern are not reflected in clear understanding of causes and
impacts of climate change, with limited awareness of the contribution of different activities to
carbon emissions. Defra’s commissioned synthesis of evidence on public understanding shows the
patchy understanding of the relationship between routine consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions, with all participants in five independent projects on public understanding of
sustainable behaviours having ‘a poor understanding of the relative impact of different
behaviours on the environment’90. Various forms of superstitious behaviour were evident, with
assumptions for example that a ‘pro-environment’ daily routine such as recycling waste is a
legitimateway to offset occasional high impact behaviours such as international air travel.

Energy use itself, although a common matter of concern because of price, is not necessarily
connectedwith climate change: ‘A littlemore than a third (36%) of respondents said they thought
that climate change was caused by energy use’ 87. Relatively low awareness of energy efficiency
and energy saving is also common: less than half of SEABS0884 respondents, for example, knew
the efficiency rating of recently-bought electrical appliances such as fridges, freezers andwashing
machines. The majority (55% of electricity users and 58% of gas users) estimated that they were
using the same amount of electricity and gas as in the previous year, and among the 21% who
estimated that they were using less, only 16% of electricity users and 13% of gas users cited
environmental concerns as the reason.

Routine reliance on car travel even for short distances is very common in Scotland, such that 44%
of car users livingwithin amile of theirworkplace drove towork.Neither does concern about the
environment translate into less car use87. Indeed unrestricted car use is widely accepted: even
among those SEABS08 respondents who regarded the environment as a salient issue, 45–48%
agreed that ‘people should be allowed to use their cars as much as they like’, and this was even
higher (57%) among those forwhomenvironmental issueswere not salient.
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Table 5.1. Salience of environment as an important issue. Source SEABS088484.

Salience of environment as an important issue

Mention the environment as the singlemost important issue facing Scotland 4

Mention the environment as one of the most important issues facing Scotland 8

Mention the environment as the singlemost important issue facing the world 14

Mention the environment as one of the most important issues facing the world 13

Do not mention the environment at all 61

Base 3,054

Overall confusion about climate change, its connection to carbon emissions and how to reduce
them, plus the fact that over half (52%) of the Scottish sample (in comparison with 40% of the
English sample) claimed to know ‘not very much’ or nothing at all about climate change,
including one quarter of those educated to degree level and 59% of women, highlights the
continuing need for accessible public education about climate change, its implications for ways of
life, and the associated energy, transport and housing policies for low-carbon energy and energy
demand reduction.

Knowledge and understanding are not however sufficient in themselves to prompt change. How
we interpret knowledge depends on personal and societal values and priorities, and experience
amongst other factors. Perceptions of the urgency of risks from climate change, and the need to
take action, differ for example depending on the source of information, and the degree of trust in
its veracity. Popular media are frequently regarded as ‘scaremongering’ and sensationalist, and
therefore as untrustworthy85. Low levels of trust in government alsomean that information from
government sources may be viewed suspiciously or ignored. Annual National Statistics Opinions
(Omnibus) surveys (2006–2009) of adults in Britain show that around 15% of the population trust
the government as a key source of information91. In addition the proportion of respondents not
trusting any sources has increased significantly from6% in 2006 to 12% in 200992.

Media publicity about the practice of climate science, surrounding the 2009 release of emails from
theUniversity of East Anglia Climate ResearchUnit, may have damaged general levels of trust in
scientists, but independent scientists generally command higher levels of trust than government,
business ormedia. In SEABS08, independent scientists were the groupmost likely to be trusted to
provide correct information (cited by 45% of respondents). People also distinguish between groups
of scientists, with government scientists cited by far fewer (9%) asmost trusted. Overall, low trust in
all sources of informationmay be variously associatedwith scepticism about the reality of climate
change, its consequences or its seriousness, and the likely effectiveness ofmitigation.

Even when information about the significance and risks of climate change is trusted, there is no
necessary link to changes in behaviour. This may be for a variety of reasons, not least that people
often prioritise risks according to personal significance. Hence, although general concern about
climate change is relatively high, it is not an immediate priority for most people. Among the
population of Scotland, neither is it typically perceived as of immediate societal or political
importance. In SEABS08, when asked about the important issues facing Scotland or the world,
12% of respondents mention environmental issues spontaneously as important for Scotland, and
27% mention them as important for the world (Table 5.1). Issues relating to the economy, crime
and the Scottish constitution ranked higher; and in the context of the world, international
conflict and economy were regarded as most important84. Climate change is more likely to be a
back-of-the-mind issue.
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Responsibility for climate change and its mitigation may in addition be attributed elsewhere,
perhaps to governments, industries or other countries. In Scotland, slightly less than half (48%)
relate climate change to their own lifestyle, while around one third distance themselves from
responsibility: 35% agree with the statement ‘I don’t believe my behaviour and everyday lifestyle
contribute to climate change’, and a further 17% adopt a neutral position. The belief that personal
behaviour does not contribute is somewhat higher in Scotland than England, where 28% of
respondents to theDefra 2009 survey didnot regard their ownbehaviour as a contributor93.

Overall, evidence from attitude surveys shows that awareness, knowledge and a sense of urgency,
are necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for change. Short-term considerations of practicality,
convenience and cost, in combining work, domestic life, travel and transport, food shopping and
social life, typically dominate over concerns about environmental degradation and climate
change, which are simultaneously regarded asmore remote, and asmatters of such scale that they
are not amenable to solution by families and households. Without thorough-going public
engagement, therefore, capacity for transition to a low-carbon societywill be extremely limited.

Policies aimed at changing attitudes, and behaviour, relating to climate change will be designed
according to the view policy makers hold of society. Where government considers society to be
merely a series of self-interested individuals, policy will be designed to influence individual
behaviour through a slow and gradual approach. If, however, society is recognised to be the
complex sum of its traditions, culture, institutions and values then it is though addressing societal
norms that the behaviour of all those within that society can be changed. These two models of
society are considered in detail below.

Model 1.Behaviour change in a society of rationally self-interested individuals
In the context of a model of society comprised of rationally self-interested individuals,
interacting in a self-regulating market, the main policy response is to rely on influencing
individual choice through micro-economic and social marketing techniques to promote pro-
environmental choices.

Defra’s Pro-Environmental Behaviours Framework (2008)94 is themost systematic guide to current
government models for influencing behaviour, and is being adapted for use in Scotland. The
objectives are to identify ‘behaviours which will have an impact on carbon savings’, and to
uncover ‘mechanisms for stimulating, facilitating and supporting behavioural change at
individual and household level’95. The development of the Framework reflects the belief that
‘behaviour goals’ and ‘“propositions” (linking population segmentation, to behaviours, to a range
of possible interventions) can be identified and addressed through socialmarketing techniques96.

Behavioural economics theory97 is a recent influence on such attempts to ‘nudge’ individual
choice, in the absence of political will to regulate markets through structural means. Techniques
such as identifying ‘behavioural entry points’ or ‘wedge behaviours’ from focus group and survey
data, are used to promote initial changes. An expressed willingness to reduce household energy
use has, for example, been translated into a programme for persuading people to turn down
central heating thermostats by one degree centigrade. Further interventions might include new
product labelling and incentives. Desired changes are positively promoted to encourage choices
designated as pro-environment, while alternatives are discouraged through penalties or ‘choice
editing’. In environmental governance, the latter aims to make the ‘default choice’ (of holiday,
car, electrical products etc) the least environmentally damaging.
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The resulting Framework uses evidence from government surveys of environmental attitudes and
behaviour to delineate 12 ‘headline behaviour goals’ categorised under three areas of consumption:
1. personal transport (usemore efficient vehicles; use car less for short trips; avoid unnecessary
flights);

2. homes (energy – install insulation; better energymanagement; installmicrogeneration),
(waste – increase recycling;waste less food) and (water –more responsiblewater usage) and

3. eco-products (buy energy efficient products; eatmore food that is locally in season; adopt
lower impact diet).

Population segmentation and profiling are in turn used to propose interventions likely to be
effective for different groups. ‘Positive greens’, ‘concerned consumers’ and ‘sideline supporters’, for
example, are seen as likely to respond to ‘interventions that enable and engage… by tackling
external barriers (such as information, facilities and infrastructure...) and engaging through
communications, community action, targeting individual opinion leaders’94. ‘Stalled starters’ and
the ‘honestly disengaged’ are seen as least susceptible to influence, and as requiring ‘interventions
that enable and encourage, for example choice editing in product availability or, where necessary,
regulation’94.

The results of this approach, with its complexity, detail and refinements, are, however, very
conservative. Attitudinal data, not surprisingly, provide no evidence of ‘appetite for radical
lifestyle change’94, resulting in cautious interventions which ‘fit within people’s current lifestyle,
even if one might aim for more fundamental shifts over the longer term’ (p.18). The resulting
small steps approach has focused so far on reducing waste within the parameters of current
consumption, while removing barriers to ‘pro-environmental choices’. Current social marketing
messages, for example, promote the use of low-energy light-bulbs, or driving less, or wasting less
food, as well as offering incentives for loft and cavity wall insulation. Some people do respond to
marketing messages and individual incentives to save energy, or buy a smaller car, but the
problem is that such incentives offer limited gains if we are serious about a step change in
reducing emissions and transition to a low-carbon society.

Howsuccessful is thismodel of behaviour change?
Under this model, where society is made up of rationally self-interested individuals, the absence
of changes in behaviour in response to general concern about climate change is seen to limit the
scope for political leadership and decisive action. Resulting measures are not only very limited,
but frequently self-evident, andmay, in fact, embed existing practicesmore strongly, rather than
disrupting them, undermining the transition to a low-carbon, energy-efficient, zero-waste
society. The small stepsmodelmay suggest to a sceptical public that, if minor changes are all that
is needed, then there is little point in paying attention. Advocating a minor change in driving
habits, such as that advocated under the Act on CO2 campaign to persuade drivers to drive five
miles (eight kilometres) less a week, for example, might work to confirm the perceived long-
termviability of the combustion engine and private car dependence.

Themodel assumes that there is limited need for public understanding of the reasons for change.
Wasting less water is, for example, a behaviour change goal, which has been further broken
down into elements such as turning off the tap when brushing teeth, shaving or washing hands,
or taking a short shower rather than a bath. Defra’s (2009)98 survey of awareness of these
behaviour goals showed that people did not associate the ‘behaviours’ with concern about
environmental damage and water use, or with increased commitment to changing established
habits. Simply communicating the behaviour change targets without explaining why change is
needed may have some effect on elements of conduct, but is unlikely to prompt the wholesale,
sustained change that is needed.
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The behavioural model excludes questions about consumerism as a way of life, based on high levels
of energy and resource use and waste, and so restricts government to using what levers it can to
influence individual behaviour. Treating people as consumers, whose wellbeing depends on
material acquisition of an infinitely growing and diverse array of products and services, is not
commensurablewithmessages informing them that ‘normal consumption’ is damagingwellbeing.

Rather than encouraging a sense of internal responsibility for reducing carbon emissions, such a
behaviour change model allows us to compartmentalise responsibility. Only 8% of survey
respondents, for example, regard households as responsible for change99, and there is a common
belief that little can be achieved by personal change in habits. Engagement in disparate
‘behaviour goals’ such as driving less, or reducing energy use, is likely to produce a ‘wait and see’
calculation ofwhat incentivesmight be offered in future.

The incremental model may also lead people to infer that climate change is a distant concern
which can be dealt with at an unspecified point in the future. The perceived gap between
government behaviour change campaigns and government economic policies, such as airport
expansion plans, is itself interpreted as evidence that the problem is not serious. As an example,
the individual behaviour change model applied as a means to solve increasing rates of obesity,
through ‘healthy choices’ and calorie-counting campaigns, has proved singularly ineffective.
The achievements of the behaviour change model are thus highly circumscribed, reliance on its
techniques means that public understanding of the significance of climate change for current
ways of life is likely to remain shallow.

Model 2.Society as complex institutions, cultural traditions and practices
embedded in social relations
Emphasising individualised self-interest as the basis for human values and social organisation
obscures the complexity and dynamism of modern social systems and cultures. These systems
have considerable capacity, both practical and material, for problems to be faced through
collective recognition of vulnerability, and understanding of mutual responsibility for social
change. In this model, society can implement step changes in behaviour through collaborative
action in the interests of the longer-term common good. Political momentum can be gathered
for bolder legislative and/or taxation measures, as in past examples of the strong programme
for tobacco control through taxation and no smoking legislation in Scotland, and in UK
legislation on seat belts.

This view of human life as more than the sum of individual self-interest is by nomeans absent
from government policy papers, government-funded research and policy consultations, but it
seems to be beyond the scope of what can be openly acknowledged in formal policy
commitments. Background papers informing policy provide a more complex analysis of the
social relations of consumption and its political-economic determinants, recognising the
significance of current economic infrastructures, work/life patterns and social norms, as well
as noting people’s desire to be sufficiently informed to act knowledgeably, and to be part of a
bigger social change with a meaningful impact. The Citizens’ Summit on Climate Change100

highlighted the perceived lack of integrity in government, public scepticism and a sense of
disempowerment, and stressed the importance of building a shared (rather than individual)
responsibility for change.
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In policy-oriented events, understanding of the complexity of human behaviour is also evident.
The Scottish Government (2010) ‘Climate Change Behaviours’ programme, for example, has
reported on the ‘Ten KeyMessages’ emerging from the conference on ‘what works in behaviour
change’. The significance of this is that, although ‘behaviour’ is referred to extensively, the word
‘individual’ does not appear. Moreover the reference to ‘levers’ of change is to integrated
structural changes, including provision of infrastructure and regulation, as central to
engagement. Government leadership, recognition of social norms, shared identities and shared
responsibility are all listed as requirements. The Scottish research programme is not due to be
completed until 2011. Alongside the Public Engagement Strategy, it is a significant opportunity
to build trust between government and public, through responsible community-level and
collective engagement. Given committed political leadership which demonstrates consistency
between government policies, budget priorities and actions, there is an opportunity to take
imaginative and bold action.

Conclusions and recommendations
The apparent ‘gap’ between increasing public concern about climate change on the one hand,
and a degree of inertia on the other, can be understood in the context of the concept of society as
a series of self-interested individuals, which is embedded in current policy on behaviour change.
But basing policy on this approach risks reinforcing inaction. Consumerism results in the debate
about climate change mitigation, and reducing energy use, being framed in terms of ‘self
sacrifice’ rather than in terms of the potentials for human wellbeing, freedom from fear, social
justice and shared responsibility to act. The current framing of debate about climate change
limits the scope for taking into account the benefits the move to a low-carbon society can bring
throughmore equitable sharing of financial and natural resources.

A collaborative, rather than an individualised, approach to changing public attitudes and
behaviour is more likely to be effective in bringing about change. It creates momentum, and
capacity, for transition through informed, substantive, public engagement in shared
articulation of the meanings of climate change, and associated environmental risks, for social
life, cultures, economic relationships and values. Moreover it opens the way to firm actions to
encourage the step changes that are necessary to achieve the government targets.

By focusing on infrastructures, the built environment, and local services, rather than on
individual attitudes, government can have far greater impact on the transition to a low-carbon
society. Government could make greater use of its powers in relation to energy efficiency,
transport and travel and planning, to introduce regulations and policies which work in an
integrated and cohesive way to reinforce desired changes. These need to be as clear and simple
as possible, and demonstrably fair in their application.

The 2011 Scottish programme for changing behaviour presents an opportunity to set in place a
new societal framing of the opportunities for sustainable ways of living and improved quality
of life. Change in public attitudes and behaviour will become more pronounced as a result of
prominent changes in the behaviour of government and public bodies, through publicly-
demonstrated priorities and values.

The eventual policy statements need to incorporate a distinctively Scottish narrative for a low-
carbon society, which provides a basis for concerted public engagement. This needs to
acknowledge Scotland’s history, resources and identities, and explain the benefits of low-
carbon transition as well as the costs of business as usual. A narrative is part and parcel of a
consistent policy and regulatory framework for sustainable economic activity in relation to
energy efficiency, decentralised energy, renewables, planning, land use, agriculture, transport
and tourism, as well as education, social justice andwelfare.
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CHAPTER 6 LAND USE AND A LOW-CARBON SOCIETY
Key findings
• Landuse, soils andwater offer opportunities to sequester carbon andmitigate the effects of climate
change by changing production systems and themanagement of soils, especially peatland.

• Actions on forestry, soil carbon and restoring peatlands eachhave the potential to reduce
emissions in 2020 byhundreds of thousands of tonnes.

• All actions to reduce emissions from landuse have beneficial effects on ecosystem services –
ifwe can cut emissionswe improve the environment.

• The cost of reducing emissions through landuse change is low in relation to othermeans
of cutting emissions.

• The Scottish LandUse Strategy and theEcosystemApproach it calls for, employing the concept
of ecosystem services, offers away of balancing environmental, social and economic demands
on the land.

As noted in Chapter 3, Scotland’s land, soils, forests and waters are all likely to be significantly
altered by future climate change. Each of these components of the land-based environment offers
opportunities for mitigation and adaptation to climate change. The emerging new imperatives for
securing food, water and energy at a global level are equally important for Scotland, and interact
with the need for environmental security and dealing with climate change. In this chapter we
outline the current status of the land-based environment, and identify opportunities and challenges
in the shift to a low-carbon society. We also outline current threats to Scotland’s biodiversity and
assess the potential role of ecosystem services in landmanagement.

Land use, soils andwaters: current status
Land use – agriculture and forests
Land is under pressure. Asmore land is developed, that available for other uses is being reduced – in
particular agriculturally-productive land and the associated ecosystem services it provides. Scotland’s
population of 5.2 million in 2009 has increased by 1% since 1997 and is expected to increase to 5.54
million by 2031101. Over the period 1997–2004, the area of land taken into the built environment
averaged 1,200 ha y-1. This occurred at a time of relatively stable population102 andmay be linked to
lifestyle changes (e.g. single occupancy) and other infra-structural development (e.g. over 1994–2007
road lengths increased from 52,346 to 55,089 km). Not only do developments seal most of the soil
they replace, they can also fragment land.

Facing up to climate change brings additional pressures
on land. Infrastructure for renewable energy projects,
such as on-shore wind farms utilise land. In August
2010 there were 1162 wind turbines already installed,
with 2,779 more planned and at different phases of the
planning process103. Assuming an average of 20 turbines
per km2, on-shorewind farms currently occupy~58 km

2

of land. While not all development is on greenfield sites
(55% of new house builds were on brownfield sites in
2007), some expansion will take place on greenfield sites
in response to net migration out of cities towards smaller
andmore rural settlements. Historic settlements and their
expansion invariably coincide with the best agricultural
land and thiswill bring potential losses of food-producing
land, puttingpressure on ecosystemservices.
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Figure 6.1
Land Capability for Agriculture (1980s),
classification of Scotland’s land
© MLURI

By contrast, evidence gathered in Glasgow from the Clyde Gateway and redevelopment of the East
End showed how brownfield developments can generate integrated solutions which offer energy
efficient housing and restoration of contaminated land, and reduce carbon footprints and create
amenities close to theheart of our cities.

Agriculture
Agricultural use of land covers about 60% of the land area. It is dominated by livestock systems
on enclosed or free-ranging land – typified by improved grasslands and rough grazings on
heathermoor. Arable agriculture covers only 11.2% of the land area. There is an interdependency
between upland and lowland systems, with the latter used for fattening upland livestock and
growing lowland cereals and grass for feed and fodder for the livestock industry. Cereal crop
yields in Scotland have increased since 1960 without increasing the land area under cultivation.
About 50% of wheat and 33% of barley is used in distilling and malting, with significant
quantities (13.8%wheat, 64.2% barley between 2000–2008) used as livestock feed104.

The Land Capability for Agriculture (LCA) classification system is widely used by planners, land
managers and policy makers. LCA is based upon the physical constraints on land use: soils,
climate, topography and vegetation. The original guidelines and maps were published in the
early 1980s (Fig. 6.1), with the top classes (1, 2 & 3.1) identified as ‘prime land’ and having a
presumption against development in the planning system. As climate is a key component
determining the LCA class, a change in climate has significant implications for land capability
and therefore how we plan and manage land use. Climate is represented by metrics such as
accumulated temperature and soil moisture deficit that are closely associated with the viability
and productivity of crops or livestock. The LCA system therefore provides a way to consider
climate change alongwith themanagement options at local, regional and national scales.
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Forests
The current woodland in Scotland covers 1,342 kha – approximately 17% of the land area. The
Scottish Government has an ambitious target of increasing this to 25% by 2050, with a target
planting rate of 10–15 kha per year. This is ambitious, as planting rates have been declining for
some time and are well below this target rate (Fig. 6.2). In 2006, native species comprised 29% of
the total forest area and the Forestry Commission Scotland estate (predominantly spruce and
non-native conifers) and 35% of all woodlands. Just over 65% of woodlands are in private
ownership and 28% aremanaged under approved long-term forest plans.

Soils
The diverse geology and climate of Scotland has given rise to a wide variety of soil types (Soil
Survey of Scotland, 1984105, Fig. 6.3). Variations in topography have caused further local-scale
variation in soil types associated with slope and landform. The strongly maritime climate with
cool temperatures, and rocks that are generally resistant to weathering, has resulted in soils that
are more organic, more leached and acidic and wetter than those of most other European
countries. There is a contrast between soil types in the Midland Valley (primarily mineral soils)
and those in theHighlands and SouthernUplands (primarily peaty soils).

Scotland’s soils are at the heart of the primary production industries of agriculture and forestry
(Fig. 6.3). Soils also deliver less tangible benefits by way of ecosystem services, for example by
storing and filteringwater. Scotland’s soils hold 40 billion cubicmetres of water in the topmetre
when fully wet, which is more water than is in all the fresh water lochs. This ability to store
water helps prevent flooding. Soils also filter, transform and break down the hundreds of
different acidifying, potentially toxic elements and compounds that enter ecosystems from
polluted rain. Soils are also an important store of carbon. Even though Scotland is only one third
of the UK land mass, its soils contain ~3000 Mt of carbon (~50% of total UK soil carbon). The
peatlands are an especially large carbon store, accounting for 53% of the total and comprising
1,620 Mt Carbon106. The carbon stock reflects the depth of peat. Locally highly variable, a mean
peat depth across the country of 2m represents 3,000–9,000 years of accumulation.

Figure 6.2
The type and planting rates of trees in Scotland 1976–2010. The new planting and restocking figures come from Forestry Commission.
(FC = Forestry Commission; Non-FC = All other woodland, including some other publicly-owned woodland). Note the dramatic reduction
in planting rate following the removal of tax incentives in 1989. Source: Forestry Commission Woodland Statistics 2010

105 Soil Survey of Scotland, 1984, Organization andmethods of the 1:250 000 Soil Survey of Scotland, TheMacaulay Institute for Soil Research, Aberdeen.

106 Chapman, S.J., Bell, J., Lilly, A., Donnelly, D., 2009, Carbon stocks in Scottish peatlands. Soil Use andManagement 25, 105-112.
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Figure 6.3
Soils of Scotland, showing the large extent of peat, peaty gleys and peaty podzols, mainly in the uplands. © MLURI
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107 The EUWater Framework Directive requires all water bodies to have achieved ‘good ecological status’ by 2015.

108 SEPA, 2009, The River Basin Management Plan for the Scottish river basin district 2009–2015, Summary.

109 SEPA ,2009, Trends in organic carbon in Scottish rivers and lochs.

Table 6.1. Status of surface waters in the Scotland River Basin District in 2008. Source: SEPA, 2009108.

Waters

In SEPA’s inventory of water bodies, reported to the European Union under the Water
Framework Directive, there are 2,012 river, 309 loch, 284 groundwater, 40 estuary and 449
coastal water bodies within the Scottish River BasinDistrict. Of these, 65%were classified in 2008
as having good or better status in terms of their ecology and water quality107 (Table 6.1).
Collectively these water bodies provide a crucial link between the land-based and marine-based
components of the carbon cycle.

Carbon released from the soil by tillage, forestry operations, disturbance and erosion is constantly
being transported via rivers and lochs to estuaries and coastal waters (Fig. 6.4). The current
estimate of around 2 Mt CO2e yr-1 transfer of land-based carbon to the marine environment is
based on SEPA’smonitoring of total organic carbon in rivers and lochs from catchmentsmainly
dominated by organic-rich soils and peatlands109. Over the last two decades, the concentrations
(3–10 mg l-1) and loads (10–100 g m-2 yr-1) of total organic carbon (TOC) in many of Scotland’s
rivers has roughly doubled (Fig. 6.4), reflecting increases in temperature and rainfall, with soils
being themost likely source.

By contrast, TOC in lochs appears to have decreased over the last five years. The environmental
impacts of these trends include a darkening of water colour, which increases treatment costs for
Scottish Water and reduces light and energy impacting on the flora in lochs. Increasing TOC
levels in water bodies may also reflect changes in the rate of exchange of CO2 and methane
between soils and the atmosphere, with consequent impacts on land-based carbon stocks. In
addition to the carbon in transit (in the water column) from land-based to marine-based stores,
significant amounts of carbon are locked up in sediments which have accumulated over years
and decades (streams or small ponds), and centuries and millennia in the case of larger water
bodies (reservoirs, lochs and estuaries).
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Figure 6.4
Trends in total organic carbon loading in Scottish rivers. Source: SEPA, 2009109

Opportunities and challenges in the shift to a low-carbon society
Land use, soils and waters are likely to be significantly altered by future climate change and this
is the focus ofmuchwork on adaptation. But they also play a crucial role inmitigating emissions,
as by skilfulmanagement they can be used as to sequester carbon on a large scale at relatively low
cost.Moreover the effect can be brought into playwithin a few years.

The Land Capability Assessment for Agriculture has recently been re-assessed using the UK Climate
Impacts Programme 2002 predictions of future climates. Large increases the areas of ‘prime land’
and ‘improved grassland’ in the uplands are anticipated (Fig. 6.5).
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Figure 6.5
Land Capability for Agriculture showing the predicted increase in the area of Prime Land (Class 1–3) and: improved grassland (Class 5) (a)
Early 1980s published map; (b) 2050s scenario (UKCIP02 Med-High) excluding soil-climate interactions. © MLURI

110 Joanna Jackson, Yvonne Li, TimMurrells, Neil Passant, Stuart Sneddon, Jenny Thomas, Glen Thistlewaite, Kirstie Dyson and Laura Cardenas, 2007,
Greenhouse Gas Inventories for England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland: 1990 – 2007, Defra, The Scottish Executive, TheWelsh Assembly Government,
The Northern Ireland Department of Environment.

111 Lilly, A., Ball, B., McTaggart, I., DeGroote, J., 2009, Spatial modelling of nitrous oxide emissions at the national scale by upscaling using soil, climate and land use
information, Global Change Biology, 15, 2321 – 2332.

While caution must be exercised in interpreting these findings, it clearly shows there may be
new opportunities for agriculture, but also that habitats we currently value for biodiversity and
for storing carbon in their soils may be vulnerable to change even without a change in
management.

Land use – agriculture and forests

In 2007, agriculture contributed about 10.2% of Scottish greenhouse gas emissions out of a land
use total of 13.2%. By contrast, forests and grasslands have the potential to act as carbon sinks,
with about 19% of the gross greenhouse gas emissions being offset by forests, grasslands, and
other land use activities110; see Fig. 6.6.

Methane and nitrous oxides are also significant contributors to agricultural emissions. Methane
comes primarily from livestock which deliver greater emissions of greenhouse gases per unit of
product than other agricultural commodities, while nitrous oxides are primarily derived from
adding fertilisers and manure to the soil. Nitrous oxide emissions are currently estimated at ~ 6
million kg of nitrogen per year111.
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As the Farming for a Better Climate initiative articulates, several management options exist to
lower nitrogen emissions and reduce farmers’ costs:

• optimising the timing of fertiliser application;

• substituting legumes for artificial nitrogen;

• livestockmanaged inways that reduce the amount ofmethane they produce;

• undertaking lowdisturbance tillage of soils tominimise carbon loss;

• reducing the number ofmachinery passes in arable cultivation;

• increasing sequestration (in soils and in above-ground biomass) e.g. by conversion of arable
land to trees and grasslands, peat restoration;

• use of carbon-neutral energy crops;

• increasing density of forest stands;

• managing forests inways that increase sequestration and reduce ‘leakage’.

Forests contribute to reducing CO2 emissions by carbon uptake in growing biomass, vegetation
and in soils. Substituting wood fuels for fossil, field and timber and wood products for more
energy-intensive materials such as concrete and steel, further reduces Scotland’s use of carbon.
Short-rotation coppice or short-rotation forestry, supplied to nearby bio-energy producers, can
contribute to community energy and renewable heat strategies. Given that tree crops take many
years to mature, planned rather than reactive adaptation in woodland creation is needed113. In
the short term, creating new woodlands and restocking existing ones can be done using species
currently in use. In the longer term, new species may need to be considered, raising difficult
questions in terms of protecting Scotland’swoodland biodiversity.

Figure 6.6
Greenhouse gas fluxes (Mt CO2e y-1) from Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Uses in Scotland. Figures for 2008.
(Data from Greenhouse Gas Inventories for England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland 1990–2008).
Notes: CO2 comes from cropland when forest/grassland is converted to arable. Source: Cannell et al., 1999112

112 Cannell, M., Milne, R., Hargreaves, K.J., et al.,1999,National inventories of terrestrial carbon sources and sinks: the UK experience, Climatic Change 42, 505-530.

113 Reed, D.J. et al (eds), 2009, Combating climate change – a role for UK Forests. An Assessment of the potential of the UK’s trees and woodlands tomitigate
and adapt to climate change, The Stationary Office, Edinburgh
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The greenhouse gas mitigation potential from UK agriculture, land use, land use change and
forestry sectors has been analysed114 using marginal abatement cost curves (see Chapter 4, Fig.
4.1) to assess the efficacy of different abatement strategies. The results indicate that in 2022
around 6.36 MtCO2e could be abated at negative or zero cost. Further, over 17% of agricultural
greenhouse gas emissions (7.85 MtCO2e) could be abated at a cost of less than the estimated 2022
Shadow Price of Carbon (£34/tCO2e). Thus, managing land use to abate greenhouse gas
emissions is an attractive policy option. However, pressures to producemore food and energy are
most easily achieved by activities that increase emissions, for example by applyingmore fertiliser
or employing increasedmechanisation.

Growing more food will put pressures on prime agricultural land and thus will be difficult to
achieve without intensive cultivation, especially if the area of good land is reduced. Another
pressure comes from the desire to increase the area under forest and arises from the Scottish
Forestry Strategy with its target of 25%woodland cover by 2050115. The Inquiry learned that the
land best suited to growing trees is the same as used for the beef cattle industry, anothermainstay
of the Scottish agricultural scene and the rural economy. This illustrates the complexity of
dealing with competing pressures on land and achieving an overall reduction in land use
emissions. This need for integration is beginning to be addressed in the Scottish Government’s
proposed LandUse Strategy (see Chapter 8.6)

Soils
Existing policies and strategies fully recognise the need to protect land that has carbon-rich soils,
such as peatlands and upland organo-mineral soils. However, many peatlands are no longer in
pristine condition and there is uncertainty about their rate of growth and the balance between
emissions and sequestration. There is clearly a large gap in knowledge here that is a barrier tomore-
informeddecisionmaking about protecting or restoring peatlands. This is recognised in the Scottish
Government’s 2010 Report on Proposals and Policies underpinning the Climate Change (Scotland) Act
2009. Another important unknown is a lack of knowledge about how peatlands will adapt and
respond to future climate change. Without such knowledge it is difficult to understand how and
where peatland restoration should be undertaken. Peatlands in good condition should continue to
accumulate carbon and, assuming all peatlands are in good condition, this could amount to 0.4 Mt
per year. However, there are concerns that climate change, and in particular drier summers, may
reverse this and cause peatlands to become a source rather than a sink of carbon. Bearing in mind
the size of the peatland store, any switch from present trends of sequestration to future emissions
would impede progress towards overall Scottish and UK reductions in emissions. Although other
factors such as over-grazing, fires (including muirburn), trampling, drainage (or gripping), peat
cutting and other land management practices are probably involved in maintaining the health of
peat bogs, thesewill only be exacerbated by future climate change.

Waters
The water environment provides both challenges and opportunities in the shift to a low-carbon
future. In terms ofmanaging organicmatter in transit, it is important tomanage tillage, forestry
operations, and the installation of on-shore wind turbines, so that the export of carbon into
water bodies isminimised and, ideally, the recent upward trend in loads reversed. The amount of
particulate carbon locked away in the bed material of rivers, lochs, reservoirs and estuaries has
only been quantified at a limited number of sites (e.g. Loch Creran116) and an overall budget for
Scotland has yet to be determined. But unless these bedmaterials are physically disturbed (e.g. by
the flushing of reservoirs or dredging of river or estuarine channels), they are unlikely to
significantly alter the export of c. 2Mt CO2 eq yr -1 from land- tomarine-based stores. However,
carbon stored in farm ponds is potentially more mobile and could represent a more vulnerable
store of land-based carbon should the ponds be dredged or removed.
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Using river catchments to improve water quality and reduce flood risk

As reported in Chapter 7.3, at present water quality is regulated by SEPA and the Water Quality
Regulator for Scotland. SEPA regulates discharges intowater bodies (mainly industry, farms and
sewage treatment plants) and the Water Quality Regulator for Scotland monitors compliance
with drinkingwater standards. Currentmethods for ensuring compliancewith these regulations
result in high energy costs for water treatment. Alternative ways of achieving compliance have
been developed in recent years based on natural processes of filtration in river catchments and
changes in farming practice (especially the use of fertilizers and pesticides and the management
of livestock and their wastes). These opportunities for improving water quality are examined in
more detail in Chapter 7.3.

Measures for flood risk management have similarly embraced a river catchment approach in
recent years with the Flood Risk Management (Scotland) Act 2009 explicitly requiring SEPA and
local authorities to explore options for using natural processes in river catchments to reduce
flood risk. The options available are explained inmore detail in Chapter 7.3.

Current status of Scotland’s biodiversity
Biodiversity is a key component in Scotland’s land-based environment, the health and future of
which is subject to numerous international and national treaties and regulations. The plants and
animals of Scotland and the Nordic countries have many common elements, reflecting similar
geology and soils, glacial history and cool maritime climate. Scotland’s plant and animal species
comprise a diverse mix of Atlantic, Arctic, Arctic-alpine and boreal elements, withmany species
at the extreme of their global range. Thus the species assemblages of boreal-Arctic peat land birds
and birds of the montane plateaux are unique. In addition, the natural range of 31 species is
restricted to Scotland. Approximately 370 species of national and international importance in
terms of conservation occur within 1,451 protected areas in Scotland (Sites of Special Scientific
Interest, Natura sites, and National Nature Reserves), which collectively cover around 12% of
Scotland’s land area117.

In 2004, Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) set out a long-term vision and framework for action
to protect Scotland’s biodiversity. The first of five key objectives related to species and habitats
with the aim “to halt the loss of biodiversity and reverse previous losses through targeted action
for species and habitats”118. Six years later, SNH (2010)117 published an update on progress to
2008. Encouragingly, there was a positive overall trend for 29 priority habitats. However, this
contrasted with an overall negative trend for 181 priority species. Noteworthy changes in broad
habitat extent between 1998 and 2007 underpinning these trendswere:

• 6% increase in the number of ponds;

• 13%decline in arable and horticultural areas;

• 8%decrease in linear features (hedges, walls fences etc);

• 10% increase in broadleafwoodland;

• 7%decline in coniferouswoodland (felling cycle producing temporary openhabitats);

• 8% increase in acid grassland in uplands.
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Turning now to the challenges posed by climate change inmanaging biodiversity, SNH (2010)117

has itemised the following as being especially significant:

• differentiating changes that can bemanaged (e.g. allowing or preventing natural succession
by altering grazing rates) from those that cannot bemanaged (e.g. reduced snow lie);

• taking into account the changing ‘climate space’ for each species and habitat and accepting
that the loss of a species froma region, or even fromScotland,may have to be accepted;

• promoting ecological networks and connectivity, whichmayhelp species disperse as they
find new ‘climate spaces’. This requires action to prevent fragmentation of habitat and
promoting ecological connectivitywherever possible;

• considering the translocation of species from siteswith inadequate ecological networks to
new sites. This implies that the current locations of nature conservation siteswill also need to
be reviewed;

• undertaking a risk assessment of the threats posed by colonisation by non-native species
(including pests and diseases).

Throughout all the above challenges inmanaging biodiversity, maintaining ecosystem resilience
is a key goal alongside the promotion of ecosystem services.

Role of ecosystemservices
As a primary natural resource, land not only supports primary industries (agriculture, forestry),
but also supports wellbeing through the provisioning of clean and nutritious food, clean air and
water, energy and flood management, as well as health and fitness through recreation and
enjoyment of the outdoors. These wider benefits (or ecosystem goods and services) are nowmore
widely recognised and are seen as part of the land’smultifunctional uses. Land and landscapes are
also major factors in Scotland’s largest industry (tourism) and the use of rural land for
ecotourism is growing rapidly. Furthermore, land supports aworld-class food and drink industry
(e.g. whisky) which strives to compete on quality, authenticity and association with an iconic
landscape. A recent SNH-sponsored study showed 11% of our total economic output depends on
the natural environment which was valued at £17.2 billion119. A changing climate will clearly
affect that natural environment.

The Ecosystemapproach
In order to manage the natural environment, the Scottish Government and its agencies now
favour the Ecosystem Approach, which is governed by the principles of the 1993 UN Convention
on Biological Diversity (CBD) and places people at its heart. The growing interest in the Ecosystem
Approach to strategic planning and management of natural resources reflects the inter-
dependence between human wellbeing and the health of ecosystems120. There is a raft of
international and national experience and outcomes, in particular the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment121, Intergovernmental Platform for Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), the UK’s
National EcosystemAssessment122 (NEA) and Scotland’sModel Ecosystem Framework123(MEF) that all
build on theCBD and underpin thismovement towards an EcosystemApproach.
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The Ecosystem Approach is a strategy for the integrated management of land, water, and living
resources that promotes conservation and sustainable use. Delivering an Ecosystems Approach
requires the potential of ecosystem services to be fully realised. The Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment identified the following four categories of benefits that humans receive from
ecosystem services:

• Supporting services: the functions that are necessary for the production of all the other
ecosystem services including soil formation, photosynthesis, primary production, nutrient
cycling andwater cycling;

• Provisioning services: the products obtained from ecosystems, including food, fibre, fuel,
genetic resources, biochemicals, naturalmedicines, pharmaceuticals, ornamental resources
and freshwater;

• Regulating services: the benefits obtained from the regulation of ecosystemprocesses,
including air quality, climate, water supply and purification, disease and pest control
pollination, and protecting against erosion andnatural hazards;

• Cultural services: the non-material benefits people obtain from ecosystems through spiritual
enrichment, cognitive development, reflection, recreation and aesthetic experiences – i.e.
taking account of landscape values.

An Ecosystem Approach thus examines how environmental assets deliver against each of these
four categories, which in turn deliver human wellbeing and economic prosperity122. The
Ecosystem Approach has potential to help make strategic decisions more informed, efficient and
transparent such that management of natural resources is more equitable, sustainable and
profitable. Multiple policies seek to protect and enhance the environment and promote economic
sustainability, but these often address different components of natural resources, drivers and
scales. A systems approach that takes an integrated view of the interactions between ecosystem
services, offers potential tomore fully evaluate potential consequences of decisionmaking.

Table 6.2 is an attempt to link measures to reduce carbon emissions with the wider ecosystem
services. The columns on the left illustrate themitigation potential in terms ofmagnitude of the
potential cut in emissions and the cost-effectiveness of such actions. The columns on the right
reflect different sets of ecosystem services concernedwith provisioning, regulating or supporting
society. A plus orminus is scored for each service within each category. Such a table is difficult to
quantify and cost, but the approach, even at this early stage of development, gives useful insights.

For example, Table 6.2 points to several important conclusions:

• Actions on forestry, soil carbon and restoring peatlands each have the potential to reduce
emissions in 2020 by hundreds of thousands of tonnes.

• Many of the actions to reduce emissions from land use have beneficial effects on ecosystem
services. In otherwords, ifwe can cut emissionswe improve the environment.

• The cost of reducing emissions through land use change is low in relation to othermeans of
cutting emissions (Chapter 4).

• In view of the large potential store of carbon in soils, it would bewise to knowmore about the
link between farmingmanagement and soil carbon.A crucial unknown is the relative
importance of low-till cultivation in relation to normal deep ploughing and the relative costs.

• Anaerobic digestion has an important niche role, since it can be deployed at the scale of
individual farms.
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Conclusion
This chapter has explored the wider context of land use in relation to greenhouse gas emissions.
The key message is that management of land use can help in the adaptation to climate change
and in mitigation through sequestration of carbon, and this is mostly compatible with making
businesses more cost-effective. It can also work to improve the environment. The magnitude of
the quantities involved and the sensitivity of the emission/sensitivity switch highlight its
importance to future plans. It is clear that land use is driven by a complex array of natural, social
and economic factors. In order to achieve effective change, it is important to develop a land use
strategy that optimises both carbon reductions and ecosystem services.

Figure 6.2
Sample information on abatement potential and cost effectiveness of mitigation options for selected land use and management options
with illustrative impact on ecosystem services (co-benefit/dis-benefit or unknown as +/- or 0, respectively). The latter are grouped under
the categories provisioning, regulating, supporting and cultural services. Each bulleted service within these categories is scored in the
listed order as positive (+), negative (-) or neutral (0, or else unknown).

Source: data from Moran et al. (2008)124, unless stated otherwise. NYQ = Not Yet Quantified.

1 Moran et al. give 48 while IUCN (201) gives 2700 (geometric mean of 360)

2 IUCN gives 27 – 68 but assumes one-off costs spread over 10 years.

3 Chapman, S.J., 2010, In Carbon Capture: Sequestration and Storage (eds. R.E. Hester and R.M. Harrison). Issues in Environmental
Science and Technology 29, The Royal Society of Chemistry, Cambridge.

Option Mitigation
potential

Maximum Cost-effectiveness Provisioning Regulating Supporting Cultural
abatement (£/tCO2e abated) Services: Services: Services: Services:
potential
(ktCO2e)
in 2020

food climate biomass spiritual enrichment
fibre noise oxygen cognitive development
fresh water water soil formation reflection
energy diseases nutrient cycling recreation

water cycling aesthetic experience
habitat revision

Increase 117 20 -+0+ +++0 ++++++ +0+++
woodland (in addition
planting to to 337 from
15,000 ha./yr. planting at

0,000 ha/yr)

Supporting 16 21 000+ +00+ +0+++0 00000
Anaerobic
digestion

Increase 162-23343 NYQ ++++ +0++ ++++++ 00000
soil organic
matter
(stubble,
manure etc.)

Restoring 48-27001 27-682 0 - +- +0+0 ++++++ +++++
peatlands

124 Moran, D., MacLeod, M., Wall, E., Eory, V., Pajot, G., Matthews, R., McVittie, A., Barnes, A., Rees, B., Moxey, A. andWilliams, A., 2008, UKmarginal abatement cost
curves for the agriculture and land use, land use change and forestry sectors out to 2022, with qualitative analysis of options to 2050. Final Report to the Committee
on Climate Change, Report No. RMP4950. SAC Commercial Ltd, Edinburgh, 152
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125 Four local authorities submitted written evidence to the Inquiry (Aberdeen, Argyll and Bute, Glasgow andWest Lothian Councils). Representatives
of Aberdeen, Dumfries and Galloway, Dundee, Edinburgh, Fife, Glasgow, and Highland Councils gave oral evidence. In addition, ameeting with COSLA’s
Climate Change Task Group took place.

CHAPTER 7 DELIVERING A LOW-CARBON FUTURE: PUBLIC BODIES

Key findings
• Local authorities are expected to take a lead in the transition to a low-carbon society,

but they experience a gap between their responsibilities and their powers to deliver.

• Effective action is held back by a lack of an integrated response, reflecting problems
of leadership, capacity, training, committee structures and practices.

• Present arrangementsmake it difficult to finance long-term infrastructure changes to
reduce carbon emissions (local authorities andwater).

• The education sector is alert to the opportunities of a low-carbon society, butwork is needed
to develop theCurriculum for Excellence in schools, undergraduate and graduate courses in
higher education, and awareness in the professions.

• Some existing regulation, for example overwater quality, impedes themove to a low-carbon
society.

Introduction
The Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009 places many duties on public bodies in its roadmap for
delivering substantial reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and at the same time adapting to
the inevitable impacts of climate change reported in Chapter 2. But, throughout the Inquiry, it
was also clear that neither goal could be realised without a major engagement of public services.
In this chapter we take examples from the public sector and examine the way in which local
authorities, education and the water sector are responding to the challenges posed by climate
change. Within each sector we describe the policy context, the findings of the Inquiry, and the
implications of these for themove to a low-carbon society.

7.1Scottish local authorities125

Key points
• Local authorities are expected to lead theway in the transition to a low-carbon Scotland.

But, despite ambitious policies and positive intent, local authorities remain uncertain
of the powers and resourceswhich they could deploy.

• Considerablework remains to be done by central and local governments to embed action
on Scotland’s emissions targets.

• Local powers and general competencies for authorities to take direct action tomeet
responsibilities are the necessary adjunct to clear, consistent direction from the Scottish
Government.

• There is a need for systematic capacity building, through training for councillors and
officers, and realignment of committee structures to ensure that budgetary and line
management priorities areworking to drive energy efficiency and carbonmanagement
plans.

• Budgetary constraints should be used to ensure a sharp focus on all forms of energy
efficiency, resulting in cost savings over short time periods.

• As amatter of urgency, the ScottishGovernment should integrate into the terms
of reference of its Commission onPublic Services the requirement to recommendmeans
of restructuring to integrate action on energy efficiency, carbonmanagement and low
carbon transition.
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126 Climate Change Declaration, http://climatechange.sustainable-scotland.net/

127 http://climatechange.sustainable-scotland.net/index.asp?pg=3

128 Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009, Section 65

129 The CRC (Carbon Reduction Commitment) is amandatory energy efficiency scheme aimed at improving energy efficiency and cutting emissions
in large public and private sector organisations.

Policy context
The role of Scottish local authorities in climate changemitigation and adaptation
Scotland will not meet targets set under Climate Change legislation without significant
leadership, initiative, innovation and commitment from every facet of local government, from
the technical issues of building standards, to the achievement of zero waste, to the social issues of
local democratic participation. Local authorities influence emissions not only from their own
activities and estates, but also their entire areas. They also have political responsibility for local
democratic participation and can be highly influential as community leaders. Action by local
authorities confers visible local benefits, in relation to jobs, reduced energy bills, better health
and better quality of life. Nor is there any doubt of the intent of local authorities to play a leading
role, as demonstrated by Scotland’s Climate Change Declaration, and Annual Reports on progress.
Publicly-stated intent is moreover strongly reinforced through the policy measures of the
Scottish andUKGovernments.

Scotland's Local Authority Climate Change Declaration
By spring 2007, and predating the climate change legislation by two years, all 32 local authorities
had signed theClimate ChangeDeclaration,with progressmonitored through the Sustainable
ScotlandNetwork (SSN)126. TheDeclaration commits every Council to:

• workingwith Scottish andUKgovernments to contribute to climate change programmes;

• producing public plans, with targets and timescales, to achieve significant reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions from their own operations, including energy use and sourcing,
waste production and disposal, estatemanagement, procurement of goods and services and
improved staff awareness;

• ensuring that emissions reduction and climate change adaptationmeasures are incorporated
into all strategies, plans and programmes;

• assessing the risks and opportunities for services and communities of climate change
scenarios and impacts;

• encouraging andworkingwith the local community to adapt to the impact of climate
change, to reduce emissions, and tomake public their commitment to action;

• publishing an annual statement on progress and further actions127;

• collaboratingwith other organisations to promote good practice onmitigation and
adaptation.

Duties and responsibilities of local authorities
The Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009 adds legislative teeth to the responsibilities of local
authorities, in that theymust consider the delivery of Government emission reduction targets in
all that they do. The detail is outlined in Chapter 2 (Box 2.7). From January 2011, the Public Duty
guidance gives explicit detail to the requirements. Legislation has already created accountability
measures, including Public Authority Carbon Management Plans and reports. Local authorities
are also required ‘to establish a scheme for reducing the amounts which persons are liable to pay
in respect of council tax where improvements are made to the energy efficiency of chargeable
dwellings’128. From 2011, councils are themselves subject to the UK-wide CRC (Carbon
Reduction Commitment)129 in relation to energy efficiency in their own estate. The financial
penalties from the Scheme provide motivation for low-carbon management plans, as noted in
evidence from councils inWest Lothian and Fife.
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130 SPICe Briefing (Herbert, S.), 2010, Single Outcome Agreements 2009-2010, http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/research/briefings-10/SB10-18.pdf
131 Scottish Government, 2009, Scottish Sustainable Procurement Action Plan
132 Scottish Government, 2010, Energy Efficiency Action Plan
133 Scottish Government, 2009, Climate Change Delivery Plan
134 Scottish Government, 2010, Draft Report on Proposals and Policies for a Low Carbon Scotland
135 Scottish Government, 2010, Low Carbon Economic Strategy for Scotland
136 The Scottish Government’sRenewable Heat Action Plan 2009 requires councils to ‘Give serious consideration to installing one ormore of themost relevant

renewable heat technologies’.

Under the current ScottishGovernment, local authorities areworking towards fifteen ‘National
Outcomes’, with three notably relating to climate change action:
• National Outcome 10 –We live inwell-designed, sustainable placeswherewe are able

to access the amenities and serviceswe need;
• National Outcome 12 –We value and enjoy our built and natural environment and protect

it and enhance it for future generations;
• National Outcome 14 –We reduce the local and global environmental impact of our

consumption and production.

The SingleOutcomeAgreement (SOA) briefing paper130 sets the context for Scottish governance,
with the aim of formulating a strategy to meet each National Outcome. The environment is
treated as an ‘area profile’, but environmental actions are not always explicit within SOAs. Under
these arrangements, council tax levels have been fixed for the duration of the government period
of office, until 2011, but within the overall budget local authorities exercise some discretion over
allocation of resources. This confers some flexibility, and allows for emissions reductions to be
achieved via different pathways.

In addition to wide-ranging responsibility for welfare services, community wellbeing, and
enforcement of planning and building standards, all of which are implicated in, and subject to
impacts of, climate change, councils are also critical to:
• education, through theCurriculum for Excellence in schools;
• skills development through Further EducationColleges;
• delivery of the Scottish Sustainable Procurement Action Plan131;
• developing amethodology for ‘energy saving targets and setting a single overarching energy

saving target for the sector as awhole’132;
• work under theClimate Change Delivery Plan133 (4.20) noting the need for ‘A broader

coalition of civil society and local communities, in part encouraged by theClimate
Challenge Fund’whichwill create the basis for changing normative practices of energy use
and instilling understanding of energy efficiency;

• the design and implementation ofmeasures currently being finalised under the 2010Draft
Report on Proposals and Policies for a LowCarbon Scotland 134. The report also indicates the
likely extension of duties for local authorities in relation to regulatory and enforcement
powers, and engagementwith public and businesses.

Leadership in economic development tomitigate and adapt to climate change
Realising the potential for Scottish economic development, under the Low Carbon Economic
Strategy for Scotland 135 also requires proactive work by local, as well as central, government to
exercise leadership in the transition to a low-carbon society. The public sector is charged with
creating a reliable framework to reduce business risk and uncertainty, and hence to encourage skills
and capacity development, investment and innovation for the long term. The National Planning
Framework, which underpins economic infrastructure in energy, transport, built environment and
landuse, is itself governed through local planning in StrategicDevelopment Plans.

Councils have significant responsibilities in relation to ‘Conserve and Save’, the Energy Efficiency
Action Plan 2010132, especially for public buildings and housing, better local energymanagement,
retrofitting of buildings and regulation of private rented housing. This includes the potential for
developing decentralised, municipal energy, and community, or district, heating136 through local
heatmapping and feasibility projects,which in turn boost local economic development.
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Achievements of local government

A number of councils have already demonstrated notable leadership, with pioneering examples
presented to the Inquiry in written and oral evidence. These relate to insulation and energy
efficiency in social housing and council properties, housing renovation and improvement of
heating systems through local Combined Heat and Power and community heating, active travel
and transport, rationalisation of office space, flexible working, sustainable urban drainage
systems, coastal adaptation measures, and so on. The SSN Annual Conference 2010 focused on
local government leadership for a low-carbon society and SSN provide many valuable
illustrations of best practice137.

Inquiry findings
Evidence submitted to the Inquiry illustrates some common themes in relation to opportunities
and achievements.

Perceived opportunities

• Improving housing standards through use of theRenewableHeat Incentive 2011.
Thiswas cautiouslywelcomed by councils such asWest Lothian,Highland andGlasgow.

• Potential for developingCHP and community heating systems as ameans of improvement
in low-carbon and energy efficient heating in densely populated urban areas.

• Projects such as the 2014CommonwealthGames inGlasgow and the EdinburghTrams
providemajor opportunities to construct new low-carbon infrastructure.

• Investing in ‘greener’ transport technology such as hybrid electric cars and charging
infrastructures.

• Walking and cycling initiatives have the potential to solve problems of congestion,
public safety and health, aswell as reducing emissions (AberdeenCouncil).

• Decentralised renewable energy production,with shared community ownership.

Perceived achievements

• CHP schemes and planned extensions are ongoing, includingAberdeenHeat and Power Ltd
(Box 7.1), andCastlemilk-Glasgow.

• Pilot procurement of low-carbon public vehicles and buses.

• Housing insulation. Degrees of success varied however, withHighlands Council citing
good insulation and energy efficiency of council housing stock as an achievement, but
inefficiencieswithin private housing. Therewere numerous references to hard-to-treat
homes and buildings, including tenements, and continuing levels of fuel poverty.

• Successful travel planswere identified, for example inWest Lothian, Fife andDundee,
the latter being assisted by low rates of car ownership at 50% of the population.

• Community groups financed under theClimate Challenge Fundwere succeeding
in local renewable energy projects.
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Box 7.1 Examplesof council-led innovations to reduce carbonemissions

AberdeenCouncilhas developed threeCombinedHeat andPower (CHP) district heating
schemes and approval has been granted to extend the SeatonCHP. There are plans to change
the fuel supply fromnatural gas to biomass. Further plans include the development of a city
centre network to linkwith other blocks of flats andpublic buildings. The longer termaim
is to develop a ‘ringmain’ ofmultipleCHP stations run on a variety of fuels.

EdinburghCityCarClubhas 3,500members and 100 cars, and is the largest scheme
outside London (www.citycarclub.co.uk). TheClub is no longer reliant on theCouncil for
membership support – council staff nowmakeup 16%of the totalmembership, compared
to 37% in 2001. TheCityCarClubhas recently expanded toGlasgow,working closelywith
the LocalAuthority there to replicate the success of Edinburgh.

In 2009FalkirkCouncil commissionedMWHConsultants to assesswork required for it
to be able to deliver on climate change duties andpriorities. The report included a detailed
carbon footprint of theCouncil’s activities over the last three years. These data,which
demonstrated a 3% reduction inCO2 over three years, enabled a successful bid to attain
CarbonTrust Standard. The school estate accounts for 40%of theCouncil’s overall energy
use. TheCouncilworkedwith theCarbonTrust to produce specialist school surveys that
identify individual actions that school communities themselves can take over and above the
recommendationsmade for energymanagers.With smartmeters being currently installed
across the school estate, theCouncil intends to start devolving school energy budgets in the
near future.

FifeCouncildeveloped aWhole LifeCostingProcurementTool to assist carbon-efficient
purchasing decisions and reduce theCouncil’s carbon footprint. The initiative arose from
corporate discussions about practicalways to enhance and improve their “green credentials”.

GlasgowCouncil, as one partner in SustainableGlasgow, isworking to achieve
environmental sustainability at the 2014CommonwealthGames through:

• remediation of contaminated land at all newvenues;

• upgrading existing stadia and venues;

• constructing a Sustainable EnergyCentre for theAthletes’ Village andVelodrome;

• using sustainable building techniques to ensure 60% reduction in emissions over
2007 building standards.

These are an example of innovative local authority projects,manymore are given at
www.sustainable-scotland.net.
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Uncertainty about capacity tomeet targets
Despite the high quality of published plans, targets and ambitions, Inquiry evidence shows that
officers and councillors experience considerable uncertainties in relation to the actions needed to
achieve emissions reduction targets, and confusion over how best to use the options available to
them. Uncertainties were marked throughout the evidence, with authorities highlighting a
number of problems, including:
• lack of accessible information about ‘whatworks’ in reducing emissions (‘access to

information, advice and affordable systemswhich are appropriate for their environment’
were identified as key issues byGlasgowCity Council, and this opinionwas echoed in other
local authority areas);

• lack of transparency inmeasuring emissions baselines and change over time;
• the need for standardised, universal ‘footprint’measurements toworkwith;
• lack of support at seniormanagement level;
• lack of clear lines of reporting responsibility tomonitor progress;
• lack of infrastructure for decentralised, renewable energy generation. (The target for one

in ten buildings to be heated by renewable heat technologies by 2020was regarded as
particularly challenging).

Themost significant issue hampering progress in overcoming such perceived obstacles is likely to
stem from the lack of a clear line-management responsibility for energy efficiency, carbon
management and low-carbon transition policies. SOAs increasingly determine funding priorities,
which suggests that prioritising financial investment for climate change mitigation and
adaptation will require considerable political, and officer, determination to drive necessary
restructuring of committees and budgetary responsibilities. At present this is likely to mean that
the more ambitious aspects of carbon management plans are not implemented, because they fall
outside, or ‘between the gaps’ in, major spending commitments and responsibilities of local
authority structures. Plans may lack strong direction through lack of nominated senior
management figures with control over budgets. Moving ahead with projects such as universal
housing and building insulation, development of low-carbon, decentralised energy systems,waste
management, transport planning and so onwill thus rely on the entrepreneurial commitment of
a few officers and local politicians who are willing to work outside their specified remit to
capitalise on any timely funding opportunities, which may, with imagination, give momentum
to low-carbonprojects.

In the face of economic recession, significant budget reductions and multiple demands on fixed
resources, the result is likely to be inertia over many policy areas. These issues were raised
repeatedly throughout local authority evidence. The Convention of Scottish Local Authorities
(CoSLA) emphasised that local authority option appraisals result in short-term cost considerations
outweighing the more challenging climate change mitigation or adaptation targets. Dundee
Council, for example, were unsure about how national commitments could be translated locally,
and perceived ambitious energy reduction targets as unrealistic for them, despite the formal
requirement that the ‘public sector must aspire to a target which is at least as ambitious as any
overall national energy efficiency target covering all sectors’130. In some instances, councils
regarded themselves as constrained by the absence of a strong global and national response to
drive emissions reductions. In contrast, CoSLA’s Climate Change Task Group regarded the
absence of major local support from the public as hampering progress. They viewed concerted
grassroots action, led by community organisations, to win over hearts andminds, as crucial to any
reorientation of council spending priorities.

Consequently capacity is likely to be poorly developed and experience limited, withmany lacking
knowledge, resources and incentives to act in a concertedway.
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Perceived Barriers
• Priorities specified around legislative duties, rather than general competencies (CoSLA);

‘transport and the promotion of alternatives is not a statutory requirement for any Local
Authority – unlike south of the border’ (Aberdeen).

• Operational requirements, and short-term cost, are prioritised above carbonmanagement,
due largely to perceived financial constraints and a pressure tomaintain economic and
population growth.Hence planning continues to prioritise area-based economic growth
over sustainable, low-carbon developments in local infrastructure.

• The cost of implementing low-carbon technologywas amajor issue, for example:

‘New schools being built were built to low-carbon specifications, but if they tried to include
things like ground source heat pumpswithin the fixed budget, theywere told that they
would not then be able to include a gym.’ (CoSLAmeeting)

‘There is no strategic investment, similar to thewaste fund, being offered to local authorities
for carbon reduction’ (West LothianCouncil).

• Pay-back periods for renewable technologieswere too long for conventional financial
models, e.g. inDundee a four-year pay-back period for a CHPplantwas highlighted as
unacceptable.

• Council tax rebates for energy efficiencywere too small (predominantly set at £50) and
administratively burdensome.

• Contradictory regulatory or administrative frameworks, creating perverse incentives
and frustrations – for example:
• procurement criteria derived fromnational frameworks for ‘best value’ are perceived
as emphasising short-term financial cost, and as conflicting at least partiallywith
sustainable procurement;

• where agricultural buildings are used for drying timber for biomass, the local council
re-classifies themas non-agricultural, resulting in new rate charges;

• for delivery ofwood fuel, vehicles are required to use taxedwhite diesel rather than
untaxed red diesel (used in agriculture) (HighlandCouncil);

• Fife area is part of the SESTRANS regional transport authority, but none of Fife is in
TACTRAN, the Tayside region authority. The planning authority divided Fife, but the
police andNHSdid not (Fife Council);

• environmental protection regulationsmaywork to hamper rather than facilitate
sustainable resource use, for example in relation to operations of SEPA and projects
for small hydro-schemes (HighlandCouncil).

• Lack of alternatives to road and car travelwere repeatedly highlighted, for example
particular attentionwas drawn to rural communities’ dependence on car use, due to poor
public transport to urban centres and onward travel connections.

• Poor availability of broadband internet connections limited the feasibility ofmore use
of videoconferencing to avoid travel (HighlandCouncil).

• Lowpublic awareness, and/or negative cultural attitudes towards low-carbon transitions,
continuing scepticism about the science and derogatorymedia coverage all contributed to
lack of popular demand for action at local level, and reluctance of local politicians to engage
with their communities in relation to low-carbon transition.
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Implications of the Inquiry findings

Implementation

The public sector, and local authorities in particular, are expected to lead the way, through
exemplary performance, to a blueprint for a low-carbon Scotland. While legislation and policy
clearly stipulate the need for the Scottish Government to work with local authorities, the
translation of policy commitments into practical means by which targets can be achieved has a
longway to go. Local authorities remain uncertain of the powers and resources which they could
deploy as a stimulus to low-carbon transition. Considerable work therefore remains to be done
by central and local governments to embed action on Scotland’s emissions targets. Each local
authority has to devise policieswhichmatch its area needs and resources.

Integration

Evidence of uncertainties and confusion about powers and responsibilities highlights the fact
that effective, thorough-going carbonmanagementwill not be implemented by local authorities
in the absence of more directive, supportive and cohesive policy and regulatory frameworks
from UK and Scottish Governments. Local powers, and general competencies for authorities to
take direct action to meet responsibilities are the necessary adjunct to clear, consistent direction
prioritising low-carbon transition.

Energy efficiency

Using a basic energyhierarchymodel for guiding transition, themost cost-effectivemeasures are:

1 cut thewasteful use of energy in public estates and buildings, local areas, and transport
and travel;

2 maximise efficiency of energy supply throughmeasures such as combined heat/cooling
and power generation;

3 meet residual demand throughnewdevelopment of renewable energy sources.

In the context of budgetary constraints, this means a sharp focus on all forms of energy
efficiency, resulting in cost savings over relatively short time periods. The task of central
government is to ensure that local authorities are required to adopt this focus, and are enabled to
do so effectively. Learning from what has worked elsewhere is critical to efficiency of resource
use, and limits the perceived risks and uncertainties facing authorities. Best practice analyses
demonstrate that technical barriers tend to be minor, in comparison with the challenges of
leadership by politicians and/or officers. Few, if any, councils in the UK have as yet developed
genuinely comprehensive strategies for implementing climate change policies, but there are
many examples of progressive change in specific areas. Such examples have almost always relied
heavily on the determination and commitment of a few people, politicians and/or officers, who
have been willing to use existing powers, and funding opportunities, in unconventional ways, to
carry through innovations in areas such as universal home insulation (Kirklees), combined heat
and power systems (Aberdeen, Tower Hamlets, Southampton, Birmingham), community
renewables (Gigha), and integrated bus services (Edinburgh). The challenge now is for central
and local government to make this kind of action a matter of universal routine. This might be
done by recalling, and rebuilding, the historical strengths of municipal government in
improving public life and wellbeing for an era where the problems of climate change and
environmental degradation, rather than those of industrialisation, are foremost.
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Capacity
To address problems of capacity, we recommend:

• that Scottish andUKgovernments need to establish effective regulatory and financial
powers, enabling local authorities to invest in area-wide energy-efficiencymeasures,
decentralised combined heat and power systems, and coherent passenger transport services;

• systematic capacity building through training for local authority councillors and officers,
the realignment of committee structures to ensure that budgetary and linemanagement
priorities areworking to drive energy efficiency and carbonmanagement plans;

• that new forms of investment be examined and agreed; this could include powers to raise
money from local ‘green’ bonds, or tax increment finance (used in theUSA to pay for
community developments expected to cover their costs through increased future tax
revenues), ‘bed taxes’ such as those used in France, or similar financial instruments;

• that performance frameworks such as SOAs set common energy efficiency objectives
and require area-wide energy planning; the agreements should include specific
requirements in relation to energy efficiency, decentralised and renewable energy and
heating and transport;

• enforcing requirements for Strategic EnvironmentalAssessment of all local development
plans and proposals;

• ensuring that there is a legally-enforceable requirement, under theClimate Change
(Scotland)Act 2009 duties of public bodies, for annual reporting on progress in emissions
reductions and adaptation planning;

• that the use of prudential borrowing powers, and generation of revenue fromany
investment, needs to be incentivised, throughmeasures to ensure that there are no hidden
financial penalties, associatedwith energy efficiency or decentralised energy services, for
councils, local businesses or households;

• that standard business, planning, financial and legal templates for energy efficiency
investment, transport partnerships and energy services companies need to be available
‘off the shelf’, so that existing knowledge is effectively shared;

• that the Improvement Service, togetherwith SSN, could be themain practical focus for
improving capacity through developing best-practice training and dissemination of
knowledge and experience between councils;

• that as key intermediaries in public engagement, local authorities canmake themeanings
and implications of climate change real at local level, but this requires investment in
systematic knowledge exchange and developmentwith local councillors and officers to
develop priorities for local action. CoSLA,workingwith the ScottishGovernment, needs
to ensure that all Councillors receive appropriate, coherent education and support for public
engagement and community leadership in local carbon transitions.



Commission on Public Services
Public expenditure constraint has resulted in the creation of the Commission on Public Services,
charged with examining how Scotland’s public services can be delivered in future to secure
improved outcomes for communities. The Commission will report its recommendations by the
end of June 2011. The scale of budget reductions means that there is expectation of significant
restructuring, creating the potential for innovative integration of energy and carbonmanagement
into all areas of local authority governance, rather than leaving it as an additional function to be
covered at the margins. In its present composition, the Commission is not charged explicitly with
fulfilling this requirement. There is reference to the sustainability of Scotland's public services, and
the need to improve outcomes and redesign services to fit local needs. The Commission is also
asked to focus on the underlying causes of problems as well as symptoms, and to take a long-term
view without being constrained by current practice. There is no explicit recognition however of
the leading role of public bodies in climate change mitigation and adaptation, and transition to a
low-carbon society. This is an opportunitywhich should not bemissed. As amatter of urgency, the
Scottish Government should integrate into the Commission’s terms of reference the requirement
to recommend means of restructuring of public services to integrate action on energy efficiency,
carbonmanagement and low-carbon transition.

7.2Education
Key points
• Climate change and the transition to a low-carbon society are being used inmany schools

to address the inter-disciplinary learning context of theCurriculum for Excellence and actions
under the ScottishGovernment’s Learning for Change.

• Eco-Schools Scotland, active in virtually all local authority schools, is successfully promoting
reduced energy andwater usage, recycling ofwaste and raising awareness of the impacts
of climate change amongst pupils, parents and local communities and of how a low-carbon
societymight operate.

• Learning andTeaching Scotland’s website has a useful range of resources for schools to
engagewith climate change and a low-carbon future.

• Scotland’s universities and colleges are delivering on the tasks in Learning for Change,
but further progress is needed on embedding climate change and a low-carbon society
in the undergraduate curriculumand agroforestry at theMasters level.

• In general, Scotland’s professional bodies have yet to engagewith the challenge posed
by climate change and the transition to a low-carbon society.

Promoting behavioural change in individuals and communities is a major challenge in the
transition to a low-carbon society. Here we explore the contribution provided by the education
sector in raising awareness and understanding of this challenge.
We beginwith education in primary and secondary schools and focus on pupils’ awareness of the
issue of climate change and understanding of the obstacles to a low-carbon society. We conclude
with a brief assessment of how well the university and college sector is addressing these issues,
and comment on the role of professional bodies.

Policy context
The Scottish Government’s key policy in this area is Learning for Change: Scotland’s Action Plan for
the SecondHalf of the UNDecade of Education for Sustainable Development138. At themid-point of the
decade 2005–15, the Scottish Government aims that by 2014 people in Scotland will have developed
theknowledge, understanding, skills andvalues to live sustainable lives. Thismeans aScotlandwhere:
• learning for sustainable development is fully integrated into all stages of the formal

education system;
• there are lifelong opportunities to learn;
• the sustainable developmentmessage is understood and acted upon;
• we share our skills, expertise and resources through strong networks and partnerships.
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139 Sustainable Development Commission Scotland, 2010, Fourth Annual Report of the Sustainable Development Commission Scotland, 39.

140 Learning and Teaching Scotland (LTS), 2010, Curriculum for Excellence through outdoor learning , and a series of Outdoor learning CPD opportunities
hosted by LTS in the early part of 2011.

The remit of this policy extends across thewhole educational sector – schools, universities and
colleges, and community learning and development.

The other main policy driver, targeted on primary and secondary schools is the Curriculum for
Excellence, the goals ofwhich have been summarised as:

“Within a broad framework of experiences and outcomes, it (Curriculum for Excellence) aims to
provide the space and incentive to develop the capacities of our young people as successful
learners, confident individuals, effective contributors and responsible citizens” .
Graham Donaldson HM Senior Chief Inspector, Improving Scottish Education HM Inspectorate
of Schools, 2009

Inquiry findings
Schools
Curriculum for Excellence
The launching ofCurriculum for Excellence in secondary schools inAugust 2010, following earlier
implementation in primary schools and pre-school centres, has provided an opportunity to take
up the Learning for Change action that schools embed sustainable development education (SDE)
within the curriculum.

Inter-disciplinary learning, one of the four educational contexts of Curriculum for Excellence, is
especially well-suited to tackling the issue of climate change and the move to a low-carbon
society in secondary schools. Most subjects, but especially the social subjects (geography, history
andmodern studies), literacy, science, mathematics, technical subjects and health and wellbeing,
should use their combined skills and knowledge to encourage greater understanding of climate
change and a low-carbon future. Indeed it can be argued such a development could become the
‘duct tape’, promoting the context of inter-disciplinary learning in secondary schools, as it
requires inputs from a wide range of subject specialists for successful understanding by young
people (Table 7.1). It is important that such inter-disciplinary learning is properly integrated,
rather than being assumed to arisemerely fromdisciplinary subject combinations.

The other contexts for learning in Curriculum for Excellence are: curriculum areas and subjects;
ethos and life of the school as a community; and opportunities for personal achievement. The
study of climate change and a low-carbon future (as a component of SDE) can also help schools
meet these other learning outcomes through activities such as inviting speakers into schools,
arranging visits for pupils out of school and taking part in outdoor learning. By doing so, young
people can see that they are able to make a difference to their own, their parents’ and their
communities’ behaviours. In addition, via these activities, pupils will have opportunities to
discuss their learning and attainment with their teachers and plan and set goals for their future
learning and development – all ofwhich are at the very heart ofCurriculum for Excellence.

Delivering Curriculum for Excellence
The Sustainable Development Commission Scotland’s fourth report notes that “Curriculum for
Excellence presents an excellent opportunity formaking schools hubs of sustainable development
learning and engagement with their communities”139. We concur with that view and commend
the embedding of SDE in the work of HMIE and in the National 4 and 5 courses being
developed by the Scottish Qualification Authority (SQA) to replace examinations at Standard
Grade and Intermediate levels. We also endorse the Commission’s recognition of outdoor
learning in Learning for Change as a key component of SDE140.
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By exploring climate
zones around the
world, I can compare
and describe how
climate affects
living things.

SOC 1-12b

I can discuss the
environmental
impact of human
activity and suggest
ways in which we
can live in a more
environmentally-
responsible way.

SOC 2-08a

Having explored
the ways journeys
can be made,
I can consider the
advantages and
disadvantages of
different forms
of transport,
discussing their
impact on the
environment.

SOC 2-09a

I can identify the
possible consequences
of an environmental
issue and make
informed suggestions
about ways to manage
the impact.

SOC 3-08a

I can identify threats
facing the main
climate zones,
including climate
change, and analyse
how these threats
impact on the way
of life.

SOC 4-12a

I can carry out a
geographical
enquiry to assess
the impact and
possible outcomes
of climate change on
a selected region
and can propose
strategies to slow or
reverse the impact.

SOC 4-12b

Table 7.1. Curriculum for Excellence: a selection of ‘experiences and outcomes’ which relate to Climate Change and Sustainability.
The codes provide a unique identification for each statement, purely for ease of reference. As an example:MNU0-11a
MNU 0 11 a
is the three letter code indicates that the statement indicates that the statement The final letter indicates
for numeracy is within early level. sits within the 11th line the position of the statement

The others are 1, 2, 3 and 4 of development in numeracy within the line of development
In this case ‘a’ shows that it
is the first statement.

SOC = Social subjects, HWB = Health and Well being, SCN = Science, TCH = Technical, LIT= Literacy

This example shows progression through levels in Social Subjects

This shows examples of ‘experiences and outcomes’ across various subjects at different levels which relate to SDE

I am aware of different
types of energy
around me and can
show their importance
to everyday life and
my survival.

SCN1-04a

Through exploring
non-renewable
energy sources, I can
describe how they are
used in Scotland
today and express an
informed view on the
implications for their
future use.

SCN2-04b

To help me develop
an informed view,
I can identify some
of the techniques
used to influence or
persuade and can
assess the value
of my sources.

LIT 4-08a

I can investigate the
use and development
of renewable and
sustainable energy to
gain an awareness
of their growing
importance in
Scotland or beyond.

TCH2-02b

I can examine a range
of materials, processes
or designs in my local
community to consider
and discuss their
environmental, social
and economic impact,
discussing the possible
lifetime cost to the
environment in
Scotland or beyond.

TCH4-02a

I am developing the
skills and attributes
which I will need for
learning, life and
work. I am gaining
understanding of the
relevance of my
current learning to
future opportunities.
This is helping me
to make informed
choices about my
life and learning.

HWB3-19a
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141 http://www.ltscotland.org.uk

142 For further details and information on the talks programme see http://www.rsgs.org/

143 Royal Society of Edinburgh, 2010, Briefing Paper for Scottish Government Parliamentary Debate: Curriculum for Excellence

We note the valuable contribution being made by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate for Education in
assisting local authorities, clusters of schools, individual schools and departments plan their
curriculum effectively. This should enhance the delivery of Curriculum for Excellence and help
share good practice throughout Scotland. We also commend local authorities such as Angus
Council and North Lanarkshire who are collaborating in the project On Track with Learning in
further developing planning and tracking using ‘experiences and outcomes’ such as those
illustrated in Table 7.1.

In terms of resources to help deliver the Curriculum for Excellence, the Learning and Teaching
Scotland (LTS)website141 is a valuable source, especially the sections on Sustainable Development
Education, Exploring Climate Change, Weather and Climate Change and Schools’ Global
Footprint (see Chapter 11 for further details). The Royal ScottishGeographical Society, following
its recent move to Perth, also provides useful materials and, via its annual series of talks at 14
centres around Scotland, can assist school pupils and adults to engage with the challenges posed
by climate change and themove to a low-carbon society142.

Butwe are concerned over the delivery ofCurriculum for Excellence.

• Budgetary constraints on local authorities are already impacting on the provision of
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) for teacherswith supportive, seconded posts
under threat. Local authorities and schools need to increase, or at least retain, existing
investment in high quality CPD.

• Timetabling issues in secondary schools need to be addressed to allow for an appropriate
balance between inter-disciplinary and discrete subject learning.

• Weurge the ScottishGovernment and SQA to use the newNational 4 and 5 examinations
and the revision ofHigher andAdvancedHigher courses to embed climate change,
sustainability, global citizenship and biodiversity in the school curriculum right up
to the end of secondary education.

In addition, we re-iterate the concerns in the RSE’s November 2010 Briefing Paper143 in terms of
delivering the Curriculum for Excellence. In particular we note the need for an overall
management plan, effective communication of the fundamental vision and purpose of the
programme, a plan for continuing development, improvement and communication of the
programme, and formal monitoring to assess the impact of the introduction of this radical
curriculum reform.

Eco-schools programme
Eco-Schools Scotland (managed by Keep Scotland Beautiful on behalf of the Scottish
Government) is a highly successful programme. By linking learning and extra-curricular
activities to the interdisciplinary themes of citizenship, SDE and health education, Eco-Schools
not only promotes increased awareness of climate change and a low-carbon future, it also
develops decision-making skills and raises the awareness of young people of other cultures and
societies. As a result, many successful Eco-schools have well-established links to other schools in
the UK, Europe and Africa, adding a global dimension to school life. In assisting the delivery of
Curriculum for Excellence, the Eco-Schools programme has developed outcome maps to assist
teachers in lead curricular areas develop inter-disciplinary learning focused on climate change
and sustainable development.
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144 http://www.ecoschoolsscotland.org/

145 A video illustrating how the school has reduced its consumption of water and energy, production of waste and reliance of car-based transport can be found
at the Learning and Teaching Scotland website http://www.ltscotland.org.uk/mp4/climatechange/LawthornPrimarySchool.mp4

146 Sustrans “Safe Routes to Schools Scotland” (Summer 2010 Issue 15) and “Routes2Action” (Autumn 2010 Issue 22)

Box 7.2 GrantownGrammarSchool’s “MakingConnections”

Throughout the development of “MakingConnections”,wehave built in co-operative learning
strategies, enabling all pupils to have an impact,while building their academic and social skills,
in particularworking effectively in groups.

Thisworkhas resulted in our involvement in anational pilotwithSkills Development Scotland,
who areworking on embedding careermanagement skills into the curriculum.This led to the
development of a renewables project linked to the localwind farm, involving design and
technology, outdoor learning and science.

As a result of the dedication andhardwork of the pupilswewere able to have a photovoltaic
array installed andmade a successful bid to theClimate Challenge Fund (CCF). CCF fundswere
awarded for ourGrantownEnergyAwarenessNetwork (GEAN)Project. Based upon a transition
townmodel, our pupils, staff and local partner organisations are engaged in carbon emission
reduction projectswithin the school and local community. These projects have an educational
focus, from individual pupils taking electricitymeters home tohelp identify opportunities for
replacing inefficient appliances, to community energy efficiency education events. Pupils
measure the energy usage of the school campus andprovide evidence to the council to help
improve our energy efficiency.

TheGEANProject involves pupils across the school: inMakingConnections,Award Scheme
Development andAccreditationNetwork (ASDAN), Science,Art andmore.

CCF fundinghas allowedus to really start tomake an impact locally,while at the same time
providing opportunities for pupils to embrace new technologies thatwould otherwise not have
been so readily open to them.Wehavenowembedded animation and video as core assessment
methodologieswithinCfE classes.

Projects in S1 andS2 such as PeakOil, Janeemo (an agro-forestry enterprise initiative inMalawi),
Fairtrade, Renewables, Community Links andConflict link into sustainable development,
climate change, and global citizenship atmany levels. Rather thanmerely learning about these
issues, pupils are actively engaged inmaking changes,making links across subjects, issues and
across the globe.

DugalMcCrow,GrantownGrammarSchool

Currently, over 3,500 public and private schools in Scotland (including 98% of local authority
schools) are participating in the programme, with a third having achieved the prestigious Green
Flag award144. Successes in individual Eco-schools have included funding from the Climate
Challenge Fund (see Box 7.2), school carbon-footprinting, signingup schools grounds to theGrounds
for Learning initiative supported by SNH, together with awards from the RSPB, Forest Schools and
the JohnMuirTrust.Anexample ofwhat canbe achievedby an individual school is given inBox 7.2.

At present, Eco-School initiatives often register greater success in villages and towns rather than
in large urban areas, with Lawthorn Primary, Irvine, Ayrshire named as Scotland’s most
sustainable school in 2010145. But success can also be achieved in large urban settings, as evidenced
by the Caledonia Primary School, Gorbals, which used climate change as the focus for its School’s
Green Flag application. Whilst the uptake in secondary schools has tended to lag behind that in
primary schools, this is now being addressed by CPD promoted by an Eco-Schools Scotland
SecondaryDevelopmentOfficer.

Reducing reliance on the car-based ‘school-run’ is a major challenge for Eco-Schools and low-
carbon pupil travel plans (walking and cycling) such as those promoted by Sustrans are
commended.However, the take up of such plans is still disappointingwith only a half of journeys
to school beingmade by foot, bike or scooterin 2010146.
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147 Sustainable Development Commission, 2010, Fourth Annual Report of the Sustainable Development Commission Scotland, 38

148 http://www.careers-scotland.org.uk/GreenJobs/News/News5_tpg.asp

149 EAUC Scotland Branch Committee Meeting, 4 November 2010

150 But note that this is partly negated by a high carbon footprint resulting from a peri-urban location

Given the need for local authorities to reduce their carbon consumption, schools can offer amajor
contribution, especially in terms of energy andwater consumption, waste recycling and the use of
locally-sourced food. However, it is disappointing to note that in some instances the accrued
savings are not retained by the schools involved.

Overall, the Eco-Schools Scotland programmehas proved to be a successful vehicle for promoting
awareness of issues related to climate change. We commend this programme and agree with the
Sustainable Development Commission Scotland that it should be more closely linked with wider
sustainable development education in the community147.

Universities and Colleges

One of the key areas of overlap between the secondary and tertiary sectors in education is that
of careers guidance. At the school level, careers advisers and guidance staff need high-quality
information on opportunities in the emerging low-carbon society. Similar information needs
to be available to pupils considering applying to courses and degree programme in Scotland’s
universities and colleges. There is emerging evidence that prospects of ‘green employment’ are
increasingly popular for school pupils with, for example, Banff and Buchan College’s new
Skills for Work Energy course (sponsored by the oil company Schlumberger) proving especially
attractive148. University and college careers services also need to ensure that graduates have
been familiarised with employment opportunities in the newly emerging low-carbon society.

Scotland’s universities and colleges, along with other public bodies, have duties under the
Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009. The Environmental Association for Universities and
Colleges (EAUC) provides useful information on compliance with these new duties alongside
those required under the Scottish Government’s Learning for Change initiative. As of
November 2010, 56 institutions (89% of the sector) have signed up to the Universities and
Colleges Climate Commitment for Scotland (UCCCfS) and 59% of the due Climate Change Action
Plans have been registered with EAUC149. The pilot project on Behaviour Change
Management is producing useful outputs in terms of National Union of Students Green
Impact accreditation, Leadership in Sustainability training for senior management teams and
Communicating Sustainability Training for practitioners, but converting the pilot into cross-
sector compliance is still some way off. In response to the consultation on Public Body Climate
Change Duties, EAUC urged for clearer guidance on a consistent carbon footprint reporting
framework (including annual targets).

Evidence collected during the Inquiry confirmed increasing compliance with the Scottish
Funding Council’s Estate Management Guidance, including combined heat and power schemes in
Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Dundee Universities, Lauder College’s EcoSpace Facility, the Queen
Margaret University’s new campus (with its excellent rating under the Building Research
Establishment Environmental Assessment Method150) and Strathclyde University’s ambitious
plans to reduce emissions by 30% by 2020 under the ‘Sustainable Glasgow’ initiative. But retro-
fitting existing buildings to comparable levels in terms of energy efficiency and building
regulations will be very demanding, especially given anticipated reductions in capital
programmes over the next few years.
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‘Greening the curriculum’ has proceeded rapidly at theMasters level (see Box 7.3 for details) with a
significant development of programmes in renewable energy, carbon management and
sustainability. By contrast, existing provision forMasters degrees in land-based environment tends
to focus on specific sectors (agriculture, forestry, soils and rural management), with minimal
provision on the challenge of multi-functional land use, and specifically the field of agroforestry.
At the undergraduate level, modules in Geography, Environmental Science and Engineering
programmes often includematerial on renewable energy, carbonmanagement and sustainability.
But more universities need to follow the example of St Andrews, Strathclyde and Edinburgh in
developing programmes on sustainable development at the undergraduate level across colleges and
faculties which are truly inter-disciplinary. As in schools, the traditional emphasis on strongly
discipline- or subject-based provision appears to impede suchdevelopments.

We concur with the Sustainable Development Commission’s generally favourable report on the
higher education and college sector’s embracing of SDE and endorse the tasks and targets in
Learning for Change as a “good framework for further progress in tertiary education”151.

Professional bodies
Over twenty bodies representing and regulating the professions were invited to submit evidence
to the Inquiry. It is noteworthy that only the Society of Actuaries responded. Since June 2010, the
Society has targeted resources, environment and energy as a strategic initiative evidenced by a
November 2010 meeting on Climate change and resource depletion: the challenge for actuaries
attended by around 60 senior actuaries from a range of UK institutions and consultancies. More
generally, the Society’s Resource and Environment Interest Group has been examining the
impact of climate change and the opportunities for actuaries to deal with the financial and
economic consequences, with a particular emphasis on the quantification of risk:
• to raise awareness of the implications for actuaries and actuarial judgement posed

by resource depletion; and
• to foster a dialogue between seniormembers of the actuarial profession, the academic

world and relevant organisations on the significant challenges presented by the issues.

We commend the Society of Actuaries for its positive engagement with the challenges posed by
climate change anda low-carbon society and invite other professional bodies inScotland to follow suit.

Implications of the Inquiry findings
• Local authorities and schools need to increase, or at least retain, existing investment inCPD

if delivery of climate change and a low-carbon society is to be successfully deliveredwithin
theCurriculum for Excellence.

• The ScottishGovernment and the SQA should use the revision ofHigher andAdvanced
Higher courses to embed climate change, sustainability, global citizenship and biodiversity
throughout the secondary school curriculum.

• Non-car-based travel to and from school still comprise under 50% of journeys. Local
authorities and schools should re-enforce the benefits ofwalking and cycling.

• Opportunities for ‘green employment’ should be re-enforced in guidance provided
by schools, colleges and universities.

• Provision of truly inter-disciplinary undergraduate degrees on SustainableDevelopment
(with a strong focus on a low-carbon society) should bemademorewidely available.

• AMasters degree on agroforestry should be developed to promotemulti-functional land use.
• TheScottishGovernment shoulddevelop a consistent carbon footprint reporting framework

(including annual targets) for reporting against PublicBodyClimateChangeduties.
• Weurge professional bodies to engagemore fullywith the challenges posed by climate

change and themove to a low-carbon society.
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Box 7.3 SelectedMScdegreeprogrammeswitha low-carbonsociety focus

CrichtonCarbonCentre (Dumfries)
AppliedCarbonManagement (withGlasgowUniversity)

UniversityofAberdeen
Energy Futures (Renewables)

UniversityofAbertay
Energy&EnvironmentalManagement

UniversityofDundee
Energy Studieswith option of a specialism
Renewable Energy&EnvironmentalModelling
Concrete Engineering andEnvironmentalManagement

UniversityofEdinburgh
CarbonCapture andStorage
CarbonFinance
CarbonManagement
Sustainable Energy Systems

NapierUniversity
Energy andEngineeringManagement
TransportManagement

UniversityofGlasgow
Physics: Energy and theEnvironment

GlasgowCaledonianUniversity
Energy&EnvironmentalManagement
Sustainable EnergyTechnology

Heriot-WattUniversity
Renewable Energy andDistributedGeneration
Sustainability Engineering

UniversityofStrathclyde
Environmental Engineering
OffshoreRenewable Energy

UniversityofHighlandsandIslands
Engineering:Renewable energy

Universityof theWestofScotland
WasteManagementwithEnvironmentalManagement

UniversityofStirling
EnergyManagement
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152 A parasite causing diarrhoea in humans.

7.3Water sector
Key points
• In order tomeet its carbon reduction targets, ScottishWater should focusmore on

catchment-basedwater treatment, rapid reduction in leakage and demandmanagement
(promotingwatermeters and the use of greywater).

• SEPA should review its regulation of thewater environmentwhere it impedes progress
to a low-carbon society.

• River catchments have untapped potential in both reducing the energy costs forwater
treatment and reducing flood risk.

• Effective delivery of sustainable flood riskmanagementwill require strategic and
well-managed partnerships between SEPA, local authorities and ScottishWater.

The water sector is likely to experience some of the most severe impacts and consequences of
climate change (Chapter 3). It is now examined in terms of its potential for both mitigation and
adaptation. Scottish Water and the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) comprise
two public bodieswith key contributions tomake in the drive towards a low-carbon society.

Policy context
ScottishWater
ScottishWater, unlike most other UKwater utilities, is a publicly-owned company and is subject
to direction by Scottish ministers and regulation by the Water Industry Commission and the
DrinkingWater Regulator for Scotland. In promoting progress to a low-carbon society theWater
IndustryCommissionhas allowedScottishWater the following resources for the period 2010–15:
• £20million for increased renewable energy generation;
• £2million to identify sustainable and cost-effective solutions to tacklingCryptosporidium152;
• £15million to identify and operate sustainable landmanagement solutions in river

catchments;
• £2million (investment) and £5million (operating costs) to pilotwatermetering trials.

It has also invited ScottishWater to explore:
• combined heat and power opportunities at ScottishWater assets;
• matching levels of treatment to environmental conditions tominimise use of energy

and chemicals;
• sustainable treatment options including reed beds andwetlands;
• carbonmanagement.

ScottishWater is subject to EU,UK and Scottish regulation in terms of drinkingwater standards,
waste water standards, the ecological status of water bodies it controls and discharges into,
and aspects of flood risk management. Over many years this has produced a great deal of
environmental regulation onhowScottishWater operates as a public utility.

Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA)
SEPA (a non-departmental public body) is themain environmental regulator in Scotland charged
with both protecting and improving Scotland’s environment – air, water and land. Although
much of SEPA’s regulation is focused on the water environment, it is important to view SEPA’s
contribution tomitigating and adapting to climate change across all sectors – water, air and land.
As noted in Chapter 4, whilst SEPA is responsible for regulating greenhouse gas emissions, it has
restricted powers to enforce reductions.
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153 Werritty, A., with Chatterton, J., 2004, Future Flooding Scotland, Foresight Flood and Coastal Defence Project, Office of Science and Technology,
Department of Trade and Industry, p65.

154 ScottishWater Carbon Plan 2010,
http://www.scottishwater.co.uk/portal/page/portal/SWE_PGP_NEWS/SWE_PGE_NEWS/INFO_CLIM_CHANGE/Scottish_Water_Carbon_Plan_2010.pdf

155 Scottish Government, 2010, Delivering Sustainable Flood RiskManagement: a consultation.

Box 7.4 Keystages inproducing flood riskmanagementplans155

(National) Flood riskassessment– tobeproducedby22December2011

The national flood risk assessment will create a broad-scale picture of the causes and impacts of flooding
across Scotland. The assessment will lead to the identification of Potentially Vulnerable Areas (PVAs) and
help target studies action and investment to reduce flood risk.

Flood hazard and flood riskmaps – to be produced by 22December 2013

Flood hazard and risk maps will show the likely extent of different flood events and summarise the
potential impacts of those events. The maps will include information on all sources of flooding, including
rivers, the sea, groundwater and surface water run-off. The information will improve our understanding
of flooding problems and inform the selection of actions to manage flood risk.

Flood riskmanagement plans – to be produced and approved by 22December 2011

Building on flood risk assessment and mapping exercises, plans will be prepared to coordinate actions
across catchments. Flood risk management plans will allow for targeted investments and better decisions
to be made about actions to reduce flood risk.

Managing increased flood risk
SEPA has recently taken on additional duties under the Flood Risk Management (Scotland) Act 2009.
Driven by the requirements of the 2007 EU Assessment and Management of Flood Risks Directive,
this newScottish legislationhas set in place an ambitious timetable inwhich, by 2015, a national flood
risk assessment, national flood hazard and flood risk map and national flood risk management plan
will be in place (Box 7.4). Fundamental to delivering this will be effective partnership between local
authorities, SEPA and ScottishWater.Whilst SEPAwill take the lead on initiating the national flood
risk assessment and national flood hazard and flood risk map, local authorities (assisted by Scottish
Water)will be essential in developing local flood risk assessments and flood riskmaps and developing
local plans that will be embedded within the national flood risk management plan. Building on the
Foresight Project Future Flooding Scotland 153, the Flood Risk Management (Scotland) Act 2009moves
away from ‘defending’ people and properties from being flooded towards sustainable flood risk
management across thewhole river catchment or section of coastline.

Inquiry findings
Scottish Water
Processing water is very carbon-intensive – each megalitre of water generates 1.1 t CO2 eq.
Currently, ScottishWater produces the largest carbon footprint in Scotland – 475,265 t CO2 eq per
year (2008/9). The bulk of this footprint arises in sludge treatment, recycling and disposal, waste
water treatment andpumping, and treating andpumpingdrinkingwater (Fig. 7.1).

In response, the Scottish Water Carbon Plan154 sets out a strategy for reducing the organisation’s
carbon footprintwithmajor contributions based on:

• whole lifecosting (capital programmes andbusiness investment plans to be fully carbon-costed);

• adoptingthemostcarbonefficientoptions in capitalmaintenance and investment
planning (replacing ageing assetswithmore carbon and energy efficient technology);

• reducingcarboninthesupplychain (especially pumps offering ahighpotential
efficiency reward);

• promotingenergyefficiency (energy used permegalitre ofwater andwastewater treated
to be reduced year-on-year);

• delivering25GWhofrenewablegeneration fromhydro schemeswithin the 2010–15
capital programme (small scale hydro generation turbineswithin existing assets representing
12,000 tCO2eq per year).
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Figure 7.1
Scottish Water’s 2008/09 carbon footprint by activity. Source: Scottish Water, 2010155

Drinking water treatment and pumping 25%

Waste water treatment and pumping 34%

Sludge treatment, recycling and disposal 35%

Administrative activities 2%

Transport 4%

156 Appleton, A., 2002,HowNew York City Used an Ecosystem Services Strategy Carried out Through an Urban-Rural Partnership to Preserve the Pristine Quality
of its DrinkingWater and Save Billions of Dollars.

157 http://www.unitedutilities.com/AboutSCaMP.aspx

The Scottish Water Carbon Plan provides a significant milestone in reducing Scottish Water’s
carbon footprint; but effective delivery will require a radical overhaul in three areas of current
practice:

Catchment-basedwater treatment
Before being used for potable public water supplies, raw water must be treated to remove
chemicals, bacteria and Cryptosporidium. Current treatment methods typically involve energy-
intensive filtration and disinfection with eradication of Cryptosporidium presenting major
challenges, especially in rural areas dependent on small water treatment plants. Before waste
water can be discharged back into the environment (often into downstreamwater bodies which
dilute the effluent) it must comply with SEPA’s pollution control regulations. In order to meet
the standards for waste water effluents, Scottish Water relies heavily on energy-intensive water
treatment and pumping. Thus water treatment at both source (for drinking water) and end-of-
pipe (discharge into the environment) are currently very energy intensive.

Catchment-based alternatives in which natural processes are use to filtrate and purify water are
becoming increasing favoured.When some 15 years agoNewYorkCitywater utilitieswere faced
with increasingly expensive filtration-based treatment of raw water, a programme of source
control was initiated in the Catskill Mountains river basins156. Since then rigorous control of
livestock husbandry (often the cause of Cryptosporidium in drinking water) and the use of
fertilizers and pesticides has resulted in dramatic reductions in raw water treatment costs.
Poorly-managed use of fertilizers and pesticides and failures in disposing of organic waste is also
a major cause of diffuse pollution increasing waste water treatment costs. Again, catchment-
based methods (e.g. using reed beds and wetlands) can significantly reduce end-of-pipe
treatment costs in sewage works and save on energy and carbon. Despite being costly on a field-
by-field and farm-by-farm basis and very demanding in obtaining stakeholder consent, such an
approach is already being implemented (e.g. the SCaMP project operated by United Utilities in
northwest England157 ) and can result in significant reductions in energy use.
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158 Water Industry Commission, 2010, written evidence to Inquiry.

Reducing leakage
Reducing leakage is one of the most cost-effective ways to reduce Scottish Water’s carbon
footprint. Leakage of 1,100megalitres per day (Ml/d) in 2005–6 has been reduced to 802Ml/d in
2008/9 (saving around 10,000 t CO2 eq per year), but this is still well above the economic level of
leakage of 612 Ml/d158. The Water Industry Commission now expects Scottish Water to achieve
leakage levels of less than 500Ml/d by 2015 (a target already reached by all the water companies
in England andWales, other than Thames, in 2009–10 and thus not unduly onerous). This would
not only reduce energy costs but also avoid the need for new assets (reservoirs and treatment
plants) with their associated CO2 emissions. Given that the price of carbon is likely to rise during
this period, the current value for an economic level of leakagewill also need to be revisited.

Historically, many water utilities have favoured a ‘predict and supply’ rather than ‘demand
management’ approach to water resourcesmanagement. This has led to steady capital investment
in which new assets (mainly reservoirs, treatment works, pumps and pipes) have been privileged
over demand management (water metering and promoting the use of grey water). The need to
reduce energy costs rapidly poses a serious challenge to this business model. In many parts of the
world, including England, water metering is now operational as a means for reducing demand.
We note that theWater Industry Commission has identified £7million for pilot watermetering
trials over the period 2010–15158. To this, a feasibility study on retro-fitting water efficient
equipment for domestic consumers could usefully be added. Domestic usage could be further
reduced by substituting recycled ‘grey’ water (e.g. water collected from roofs) for gardens and
other uses where potable-quality water is not required. Whilst Scotland has a relative abundance
of high-quality raw water when compared with many other countries, this should not preclude
exploring watermetering and the use of grey water – especially given the very high carbon costs
of pumping drinking water and waste water. Year-on-year reductions in carbon usage towards
the 2050s targetswill not be achievedwithout significant reductions in per capitawater usage.

Managing flood risk
The potential increase in flood risk also has implications for Scottish Water’s business planning.
Assets such as water treatment plants and reliance on electrical energy supplied via sub-stations at
risk of being flooded will require strategic risk assessment should either type of plant be
temporarily withdrawn from service. Similarly the impacts on the quality and available quantity
of rawwater will need to be considered as increasedwinter rainfall increases suspended solids (and
attendant treatment costs) and decreased flows in the summer reduces the availability of some
supply sources. The increased risk of urban flooding (caused by failures in urban drainage),
especially that caused by intense summer rainfall, will pose particular problems for ScottishWater,
with ageing sewerage systems that are costly to replace. However, the Metropolitan Glasgow
Strategic Drainage Plan (a partnership between Scottish Water, local authorities, SEPA and
Scottish Enterprise) provides an exemplar of best practice in addressing the increased risk of urban
flooding. All these direct impacts of climate change will inevitably add to Scottish Water’s costs,
making theneeds for savings fromreduced energy costs andwater demand evenmore crucial.

SEPA
SEPA faces challenges in implementing its Climate Change Action Plan (Box 7.5). A major barrier in
regulatory powers is the limited ability to regulate atmospheric emissions and the threat that decisions
will be challenged by greenNGOs (as too light) and business (as too onerous). The cross-cutting nature
of climate changemitigation and adaptationmakes it difficult for SEPA to regulate comprehensively.
Land use also represents a major challenge in terms of sustainability, suitability and national needs in
terms of food, energy and water security (Chapter 6). The new agendas of carbon storage and
development of renewables need to be integrated into land use planning and especially the Scottish
Government’s Land Use Strategy. In evidence to the Inquiry SEPA is sympathetic to Scottish Water’s
views that current water quality standards should be revisited in terms of energy efficiency. The
development ofmicro-renewables is also viewed positively, but SEPAwill not view token investments
favourably. Finally, in implementing its Climate Change Action Plan, tighter regulation is needed in
managingwaste heat, current planning permits neither facilitating nor rewarding the re-use of waste
heat on site.
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Managing flood risk
Fundamental to delivery of the national flood risk management plan (Box 7.4) is the need to
manipulate land use and agricultural and forestry practices to reduce the rate at which flows are
generated upstream and transferred downstream into urban areas. In detail, this could involve
using flood plains to store flood waters temporarily, restoring heavily engineered channels to a
more natural form, blocking surface ditches and sub-surface drains, reconnecting rivers with
adjacent wetlands, planting woodlands to increase the storage of water in the soil and reducing
stocking densities of sheep and cattle. Although all these measures should, in principle, help
reduce downstream flood risk, the precise benefits have yet to be quantified159. But it is generally
agreed that such land-based basedmeasures will have a role to play, albeit to reduce the impact of
modest, relatively frequent floods rather than rare, catastrophic ones.

Although delivering sustainable flood risk management is not directly focused on advancing a
low-carbon future,many of the individualmeasureswill assist in that task:

• the catchment-based approach (viewed as part of the national LandUse Strategy)will lessen
reliance onhigh-carbon, engineering-based defences (walls and embankments);

• sustainable urban drainage,when combinedwith promoting ‘blue’ and ‘green’ urban spaces,
can formpart of amore sustainable approach to living in cities;

• community groups focused aroundmanaging local flood risk can provide the nexus for
the promoting thewider agenda of promotingmore sustainable, low-carbon lifestyles
(as evidenced in the on-going project on the EddlestonWater in the Scottish Borders160).
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Box 7.5 SEPA’sClimateChangeActionPlan

Actions

• monitoring and analysis (reviewing existingmonitoring and assessment and identifying
gaps relevant to climate change; keeping pacewith evolving climate science and trends
in observations; reviewand analyse existinghistorical data sets; develop better
understanding of the greenhouse gas emissions of Scotland’s regulated industry);

• regulation (assess newand existing regulatory instruments to reduce climate change impact
andpromote best practice in adaptation andmitigation; assist ScottishWater resource use
and efficiency; regulate energy efficiency to further reduce emissions; identify targets
for humanhealth andbiodiversity thatmay be compromised by climate change);

• informing and influencing (review strategic priority areas in energy, land, transport,waste
and air andwater quality assessing their contribution to climate change; build expertise in
assessing and applying carbon tools; develop carbon costing andbalance in decisionmaking;
emphasise climate change risks and opportunitieswhen responding to consultations);

• advice to operators (engagewith planning system to advise and comment on local, regional
andnational development plans; reviewopportunities to include integrating climate change
mitigation and adaptation inRiverBasinDevelopmentPlans under theEUWater
FrameworkDirective; publish statement on energy including environmental andhuman
health impacts of energy use and transport);

• greening SEPA (participate inCarbonTrust’s LocalAuthorityCarbonManagement
Programme; review internal transport and travel; aim for 25% reduction in carbon
equivalents by 2012 against a baseline of 2006/7);

• communicating information (advice andguidance for industry on climate change,
water, energy and resource efficiency; improve implementation of regulatory regimes
to support climate change.

159 Werritty, A., Spray, C., Ball, T., Bonnell, M., Rouillard, J., MacDonald, A., Comins, L. and Richardson, A., 2010, Integrated catchmentmanagement: from
rhetoric to reality in a Scottish HELP basin, in Proceedings of BHS International Symposium, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, July 2010: Role of Hydrology in Managing
Consequences of Changing Global Environmental Change.

160 The Restoration Strategy for the EddestonWater project (funded by the Scottish Government and SEPA and jointly delivered by the University of Dundee and
the Tweed Forum) has achieved a high level of community engagement as it explores flood risk reduction based on the natural characteristics of the catchment.
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Implications of the Inquiry findings
Scottish Water is actively engaged in reducing its carbon footprint and The Scottish Water Carbon
Plan (2010) represents a significantmilestone. But effective deliverywill require:

• energetic implementation of the proposed five pilot catchments to explore sustainable land
management solutions towater quality problems;

• bringing forward theWater Industry Commission’s leakage target of less than 500Ml/d
by 2015 and re-assessing the economic level of leakage as the price of carbon rises.
Current targets on reducing leakage lack ambition;

• immediate implementation of the pilotwatermetering trials as directed by theWater
Industry Commission;

• actively encouraging domestic customers to use greywaterwhenwater of potable quality
is not needed.

SEPA is at the heart ofmuch of the regulatory framework for delivering a low-carbon society and
a key partner in promoting delivery in both the private and public sectors. It is commended for
taking a strategic view in its Climate Change Action Plan and being a member of the 2020 Climate
DeliveryGroup. Its contribution in promoting a low-carbon societywould be enhanced by:

• having its regulatory functions for atmospheric emissions and themanagement ofwaste
heat strengthened;

• more flexible implementation of SEPA’s ControlledActivities Regulations as applied to
micro-hydro schemes.Here the balance between the benefit of local renewable energy
and the cost of adverse impacts on the river environment needs to shift towards the former;

• introducing seasonal variations in discharge consents for effluentswhenno significant
impact on human or ecosystemhealth is likely to result.



161 The Financial Services Advisory Board (FiSAB), 2009, The Strategy for the Financial Services Industry in Scotland – Fourth Annual Report April 2008–March 2009

162 The Scottish Government, 2011, Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for Scotland for the 3rd Quarter of 2010.

CHAPTER 8 DELIVERING A LOW-CARBON FUTURE: ECONOMIC SECTORS

Key findings
• The lack of coherence between different policies as they play out at national, regional

and local levelmakes it difficult to achieve change.

• Financialmechanisms are notwell tuned to support energy efficiency improvements
or initiatives on renewables, despite clear financial opportunities for private investors.

• There is amismatch between the importance ofmaking changes at a local and regional level
and the lack of powers at such levels.

• Existing regulation andhistorical practices get in theway of the change to a low-carbon
society.

• The economic potential of the new industrial revolution for Scotland could be exploited
more effectively.

This chapter looks at the policy background to different economic activities, summarises the
Inquiry findings, and discusses the implications of the findings. We take the various economic
activities in turn and highlight the key points for each in the hope that this may be helpful to
policymakers. However, the overriding impression is of the similarity of the concerns across the
piece, as indicated by the key findings that underpinmost economic activity.

8.1 Finance
Key points
• The juxtaposition of huge renewable energy resources, world-class universities and leading

financial institutions are real advantages for Scotlandwhen theworld faces amajor shift
away from fossil fuel.

• The scale of finance needed to transform the Scottish andUKeconomies to a low-carbon
society is challenging. The finance industry shouldwork proactivelywith government to
create the business environment thatwillmobilise private finance in support of a low-carbon
future. Establishing theGreen Investment Bank in Scotlandwould reinforce this.

• The finance industry has not developed and deployed instruments to invest in small-scale
enterprises and housing renewalwith sufficient urgency.

• The current emphasis on short-term financial returns (three years or less) hampers the flow
of finance to renewables or energy efficiency at every stage of development anddeployment,
since payback periods are longer and there is uncertainty over long-term energy policy.

• What public finance is available should be used to encourage private finance for energy
efficiency and renewables inmarket development, and support for new technologies at
key stages.

• Householders are increasingly exposed to the risk ofworseweather damage, partly because
of changes in flood insurance after 2013.

Policy context
Financial services make a significant contribution to the Scottish economy and account for
around 8% of the country’s GDP161. Scotland is a centre of excellence in investmentmanagement
with total assets under management estimated at around £650bn. However, the global financial
crisis has affected financial services, particularly banking, with significant changes in ownership
and activities. Output in Scotland’s financial services industry is below the level in 2007 and is
now (ThirdQuarter 2010) running at around 8%below its peak162.
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In 2008 there were 95,500 people employed in Scotland’s financial services industry161. The
banking sector forms the largest component, with 50,000 people. The country accounts for 24%
of total jobs in life and pensions in Great Britain and has also been a centre of asset servicing (i.e.
back office administration) for close to 30 years.

The scale of finance needed to deliver a low-carbon society in the UK is massive. In the UK
electricity sector alone, more than £110 billion of investment is needed over the next decade,
double the rate of the last ten years163. UK utilities cannot stretch their balance sheets and, at the
same time, commercial banks have limited resources and government finances are also under
pressure. This situation calls out for ingenuity in bringing in new sources of finance164 165. While
policymakers are taking steps to create a positive environment for financiers, the details of new
arrangements, such as the Green Deal and the Electricity Market Reform, are still to be
confirmed, and the new regimeswill take time to arrive and bed-in.

163 Huhne, C., 2010, Electricity Market Reform (Oral Statement to Parliament)16 December 2010

164 Buglass, A., 2010, Stacking up economically, in Scottish Low Carbon Investment Conference 28th September, 2010

165 Wilson, E., 2010, The capital investment programme to realise the renewables opportunity, in Scottish Low Carbon Investment Conference 28th September, 2010

166 UNEP, 2009, Private Financing of Renewable Energy – A Guide for Policymakers

167 UNEP, 2008, Public FinanceMechanisms to Mobilise Investment in Climate ChangeMitigation

Figure 8.1
The role of public financing mechanisms to address financing gaps in the development of a new technology. Source: UNEP, 2009166

Figure 8.2
The mix of finance required to develop and invest in renewable energy technology. Source: UNEP, 2008167
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168 EuropeanMarine Energy Centre (EMEC), oral evidence to the Inquiry

Figure 8.2 shows inmore detail the public and private financingmechanisms that can be used to
address financing gaps which arise because of the high risk of failure with unproven
technologies. The term ‘Valley of Death’ is often used to describe the difficulties of accessing
commercial finance between the initial investment and commercial roll-out. Essentially, finance
can be provided through loans or selling a share (equity) in the venture, but other tools such as
grants and risk assumption (e.g. insurance) are also important. For example, capital can be raised
through an Initial Public Offering (IPO) on a stockmarket to raise equity from external investors
or project finance debt frombanks to enable further projectwork.

The diagrams show where public grants or specific subsidies are essential in the development of
new renewable technology. One can conclude that the private sector is capable of providing
finance in more mature stages of commercial development, but is less reliable for ‘early-stage’
financewhere venture capital and public sources operate. It demonstrates the need for a potential
sharing of risk at the initial stages between private and public investors, for example, by
providing incentives for private investment in the early deployment of new technologies. A good
example of this is the Government’s £200million investment in the EMEC test facility for wave
power in Orkney. Another aid to private investment could be to supplement the capacity of the
insurance market, for example, by underwriting the insurance on a prototype installation. The
Inquiry Committee heard of the delay in installing a tidal energy prototype for the lack of just
such a facility168.

At present there is often difficulty in accessing private sector capital for technically proven
renewables and this is especially damaging at a timewhen public funds are tight. The problem is
the lack of clear financial benefits in the short term and the perceived commercial risk. For
example, there is uncertainty about the capacity andmanagement of theNational Grid. This was
demonstrated on a local scale inWestray, where there was a ‘constrained connection’ for a wind
turbine to the grid, increasing the chances of it being disconnected. This increased the risk to
financiers over how much energy would be delivered, and therefore how much income the
project would return over a year. This increased the cost to the community of a 900kw turbine
five-fold.

This problem of securing private finance may be eased by the creation of the Scottish
Investment Bank and/or the proposed new UK Green Infrastructure Bank (Box 8.1). In a
report entitledUnlocking investment to deliver Britain’s low carbon future (June 2010), the Green
Investment Bank Commission concluded that, given the state of the public finances, funding
the transition to a low-carbon economy requires private investment on a much larger scale
than hitherto to deliver the required capital. The Commission suggests that the scaling-up
stage for low-carbon technologies and business is likely to continue until 2020, at which point
they will start to become commercial. Public fundingwill need to increase up to 2020.
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Box 8.1 Green InvestmentBank

The bank, proposed by the UK Government, would raise money in a similar fashion
to regular banks but would use the profits to fund clean energy and low-carbon projects.
The bank will initially be funded with £1 billion of public investment and could be a
springboard for mobilising further capital from the private sector. It would be particularly
valuable to Scotland if thenew institutionwere to be locatedhere.

The Green Investment Bank Commission (GIBC) has highlighted that over £50bn per year
could be required for clean energy in UK between now and 2020. By contrast, in 2009 the
entire global spend on clean energy and clean technology was £97 billion, of which the UK
sharewas only £6–7 billion. Themarketwill not be able to finance low-carbon infrastructure
fast enough tomeet greenhouse gas targets. Scaled-up government intervention is vital at an
early stage to facilitate an improved flowof public andprivate capital at an early stage.

GIBC identified the following barriers to investment:

• market investment capacity limits and limited utility balance sheet capacity;

• political risks as government policy determines expected returns and thehistory of policy
changes;

• confidence gaps among investors given technology risks, lack of transparency in
government policy andhigh capital requirements for commercialisation;

• the challenge ofmaking largenumbers of small, low-carbon investments attractive to
institutional investors. The problem is thatmodest local projects, for example requiring
debt of less than£20million, involve the same transaction anddiligence costs as large
projects and compete for the attention of a limited pool of qualified staff. Tomaximise
their effectiveness and the time of their investors, banks focus on larger projects.

GIBC has proposed that the primary focus of the Green Investment Bank should be on
lowering risk for investors, rather than simply providing capital. Its priority would be to
support the areaswheremaximum impact and speed of implementation can be achieved, for
example, scale investment in energy efficiency, investment in enabling technology, such as
smart grids, and support of both proven and high-impact third-round offshore wind. It
would enable aggregation of small low-carbon projects. It would co-invest with the private
sector as an enabler when opportunities are brought to it, where involvement would
acceleratemarket activity andwhere its absencewould leave activity unviable.

With regard to timescales, theCommissionhas suggested:

• 2010–12:mobilisation of large amounts of new investment;

• 2015 onwards: support schemeswill bemore technology-specific and aligned to the
maturity of the sector;

• by 2020: support schemes for certain technologies can start to be phased out.
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169 Scottish Poverty Information Unit (SPIU), 2010, Financial Inclusion: Access to insurance. SPIU Briefings No. 3 March 2010

170 In one scheme, a pensioner can get contents insurance for as little as £1 per week (Crichton, 2009).

171 Hood, J., Stein, W. andMcCann, C., 2009, Low-cost Insurance Schemes in Scottish Social Housing: An Empirical Study of Availability and Tenants' Participation
Urban Studies 46: 1807

172 Scottish Household Survey, 2010, Ad-hoc Excel Analysis, 12 December 2010.

173 Hayton,K. et al., 2007, Financial Inclusion. A Topic Report from the Scottish Household Survey, Scottish Government Social Research

Figure 8.3
Proportion of Scottish Households with Home Contents
Insurance. Source: Hayton et al173, 2007; SHS, 2010172
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Government can address themain barriers to investment in fourways:

• direct investment – this can leverage private investmentmany times over;

• reducing uncertainty of returns – establishing coherent long-term regulatory frameworks
provides clarity on cash flows and investment timescales;

• mitigating risks – providing guarantees and insurance facilities that themarketwill not
provide enables financiers to improve their terms and conditions;

• targeted subsidies – providing themat critical points in a project’s lifecycle to prompt the
market to invest. In addition, removing subsidies for carbon-intensive energy technologies
enables new technologies to establish themselves.

Commercial lenders are beginning to factor in the reputational damage and potential carbon
costs of continuing investment in fossil fuels, but such investment still seems safer than
unproven technologies such as marine power, where there are major issues such as Research and
Development, grid connections and electricity prices. In general, the scale of renewables projects
is still not able to absorb the available capital.

Insurance
With regard to adaptation, it is important to note that there are two insurance issues relating to
climate impacts that will become more pressing: financial exclusion and flood insurance
availability.

Financial exclusion
In terms of financial stress, low take-up of Home Contents Insurance (HCI) is a concern because
in times of emergency, such as flood or storm damage, people without insurance will require
emergency support from the local authorities and this can put pressure on already stretched
services. Additionally, where households have no savings or insurance they may have to use
expensive credit to replace goods that are stolen or damaged169.

Recent years have seen a decline in the traditional insurance distribution channels aimed at low-
income and/or rented-sector households. Despite value-for-money Home Contents Insurance
schemes being available, such as pay-with-rent170, the take-up rates by tenants are low171.

This problem is gettingworse172. PenetrationofHomeContents Insurance rose steadily until 2005/6,
but has now fallen below the level it reached 10 years ago (see Figure 8.3). In themost deprived areas,
just 53% of households have Home Contents Insurance compared to 60% in 2005/6. Previous
geographical analyses have shown that theproblem is concentrated inGlasgowandDundee173.
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174 Crichton, D., 2009, Chapter 7 Personal lines property business in Coping with climate change: risks and opportunities for insurers ed A. Dlugolecki ,
publ Chartered Insurance Institute (CII)

175 Association of British Insurers (ABI), 2010, ABI Flooding Conference, 20 November 2010, Summary

176 Where appropriate, reference was alsomade to expert external information sources and peer-reviewed literature.

Clearly, the policy of both the UK and Scottish Governments to reduce financial exclusion is
not progressing, at least for insurance. One solution could be to extend Housing Benefit to
cover the premium for an insurance “pay-with-rent” scheme. This would help to protect the
most vulnerable people and help the schemes to remain viable by increasing take-up rates. It
would be no less logical than the current arrangements whereby Housing Benefit is calculated
to allow for the cost of pet food for pet owners. There is an emergency loan scheme to help
flood survivors on low incomes to replace their property (the discretionary Social Fund). It is
cumbersome, little-known, with a low take-up and a high default rate. Flood survivors do not
want to take on debt174.

Availability of Flood Insurance
Since 1961, the insurance market has provided flood insurance as an automatic cover within
personal and small business property policies, but this is changing. The Association of British
insurers (ABI) has announced that from 2013, the Statement of Principles on the Provision of
Flood Insurance (2008) will cease. It is no longer sustainable as cross subsidies distort the
insurance market and reduce incentives to invest in flood risk management; already it does not
apply to developments built after 2009175.

The repercussions are likely to be greater in England, since Scotland has managed its flood risks
and urban development better. Less than four percent of Scottish housing stock is at risk,
compared to 9 percent in England, with virtually no new build in hazardous zones since 1995,
compared to 11 percent in England. Scotland has also had a more effective programme of flood
defence and drainage control174.

However, there is a possibility that radical new measures may be introduced to deal with the
flood risk in England, particularly in view of the Government’s announcement that flood
defence budgets will not match the ABI’s expectations175. Since there are no major
independent Scottish property insurers, the temptation may be to apply such solutions
‘broad-brush’ to Scotland. The Scottish Government should be proactive in ensuring that
homes and businesses in Scotland receive appropriate consideration when a new flood
insurance system is designed.

Inquiry responses
The findings of this chapter are based on finance-related evidence from 35written responses and
12 meetings and involved local authorities, business, government organisations, charities,
environmental organisations and individuals. In addition, the Inquiry Committee hosted a
workshop on 8th June 2010 which focused on the problems of financing renewables and energy
efficiency. The latter meeting included representatives from investors, banks, insurers, the 2020
Group and Edinburgh University Business School. To investigate financial exclusion, special
analyses of insurance expenditure were also provided by the Scottish Household Survey, for
whichwe are grateful176.
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177 Stern, N., 2006, The Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change, Cambridge University Press

Policy issues
• Investors, land owners andmanagers are sensitive to uncertainty about changes in future

policy. A ten-year horizon should be the aim, rather than three or five years.

• Policymust remain consistent. The recent change in the subsidy for renewables in Spain has
had a chilling effect on investment, while altering the rules for the use of theCarbon
ReductionCommitment tomake it revenue-generating rather than revenue-neutralwas
damaging and just the type of rule change that undermines business and investor
confidence.

• Are energy policieswell-aimed strategically?As the SternReview (2006)177 observed, it is
much better to avoid the need for energy consumption by improving end-use efficiency,
than simply switching to renewables. Again,microrenewables are less efficient than larger
installations and land-basedwind turbines produce electricity at lower cost thanmarine-
based ones.

• It is often stated that the prime obstacle to cutting energy use is the lack of financial
incentive, but this is by nomeans so. Lack of knowledge and understanding play amajor
part, and the existence ofmultiple-link supply chainsmakes it difficult for single actors to
change behaviour.

• Incentive schemes such as Feed-In Tariffs andRenewableObligationCertificates, subsidies
for insulation and energy efficiencymeasures, renewables, and landfill tax are beneficial. In
addition to economic benefits, theymake practical actions feasible at an individual level and
encouragewider engagement and behaviour change. It is important though that incentive
packages are consistent, joined-up and sustained. The proposed ElectricityMarket Reform
measures andGreenDeal are to be commended.

• There is potential to develop environmentalmarkets in Scotland. The principle of these
markets is that landmanagerswould be paid to provide public goods and services, for
example tomaintain or restore peat in order to sequester carbon,maintainwater quality and
mitigate flood events (SRPBA, SEBG).Work in this area is ongoing and the challenge is to
involve the private sector.

• Consumer advice needs to factor in the need to explain that cheapest now is not necessarily
best now,when life-time costs are considered as awhole.

Opportunities
Institutional investors identified a number of opportunities.
• While a rising carbon pricewill take care ofmany of the issues eventually, in the short term

there is an opportunity to position ourselves strategically in preparation for that situation.

• There is a need to think longer term about investment risk, possibly through longer
mandates and deferred performance bonuses e.g. spread over three years or longer. The
Scottish financial sector iswell positioned in this respect, being distanced from the
pressures frommajor tradingmarkets, and having a large number of pension funds and life
insurance companieswhich have an interest inmanaging affairs over the longer term.

• There are opportunities in forestry, energy efficiency and renewable energy, but there
need to be initiatives to allow investors to capitalise on these.

• The Scottish investment community could build on its familiaritywith emergingmarkets
and its reputation for strategic thinking, to set an example. The fact that the Scottish
Government is recognised as being a leader on carbon reduction targets re-enforces this.

• Whatever the doubts about climate change, energy efficiency is a valid commercial goal in
itself.
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Bankers identified that:
• renewable energy has great potential for the future, but only limited capacity to absorb

investment currently;
• there is a growth path for ‘green banks’ (Triodos , 2011)178. The current conventional cost of

borrowing capital is high, due to banks rebuilding liquidity.However, this alsomeans savers
receive very low returns. A key opportunity could be to channel private savings into green
lending institutions, where the return for the savermight be higher, and the costs to the
borrower lower. Savers also have the additional element of ethical finance, and less risk of
involvementwith volatile international capitalmarkets. This could be part of amove to
finance local communities on green energy projects.

Barriers
Institutional investors and bankers noted a number of barriers.

• It is difficult formainstream investors to invest in promising areas because of factors such
as: (a) the company is not listed; (b) the project is too small; (c) the risk of changes to
government policy/regulation is too high; or (d) the companymanagement is blind to risk.

• Many investors are too small to afford the staff to look into the new investment
opportunities from renewables or to givemuch scrutiny to the climate change credentials of
their investments, given themany other large issues they face.

• There is a chain of actors in the investment process (trustees, consultants, assetmanagers,
researchers and regulators) and each needs to be aware of the opportunities and risks from
climate change. This has implications for training and development.

• The potential for government policy changes connectedwithmarket interventions, not to
mention scientific uncertainty, puts investors off investing inmany low-carbon technologies.

• Expectations of a short-term return on an investment remains a significant barrier. In the
case of renewables the problem is aggravated by the high upfront capital costs compared to
the relatively low running costs of operation.

• There is a shortage of insurance products to cater for the unique risks that face renewable
energy installations due to their novel hardware and resource features179.

These issues mirrored the findings of a previous project180which also identified that the quality
and flow of information on carbon intensity need to be improved. This could be assisted by
regulatory guidance that climate change is amaterial issue for corporate reporting.

Barriers specific to banking are:
• conventional banks are focused on rebuilding their capital and avoiding risk;
• customers arewary of commercial banks offering green products. RBShad piloted a solar

mortgage inNorthern Ireland,with the bank supplying solar PVpanels as part of the
mortgage, but only ever received one customer (RBS).

Barriers to property investment/ownership are:
• lack of clarity in the property sector in respect of the rights of and constraints on landlords

in enforcingmandatory building improvements or emissions standards in propertieswith
tenants. It is not clear that all leases give landlords the right to implement changes. This
landlord–tenant dynamic also affects the CarbonReductionCommitment, with the costs
falling on the owner if it is the named energy customer rather than the energy using tenant
(e.g. Forth Ports).

Importantly, these are the views of people already knowledgeable about climate change and
finance. In the wider investment community these barriers to action are complemented by
confusion about the science and lack of analytical capability181.
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Implications of the Inquiry findings
Investment in energy efficiency
A core challenge for capturing energy efficiency opportunities has been the opportunity costs of
investing in energy efficiency comparedwith other investments with perceived higher returns; there
is a need to improve the availability of capital for efficiency investments. This is likely to involve
financialmodels that share the risks andbenefits betweenasset owners and energy service companies.

We need innovative financial models to drive these investments in energy savings and to generate a
predictable income streamover a given period. This requires newor adapted asset classeswith returns
over 10–20 years; conventional banking finance is largely inappropriate for such investments, since
it is basedonapaybackperiod that ismuch shorter than the life of theunderlying asset.

Such financial models need to separate out the different risk factors (planning, construction,
technology, operating, regulatory) and lower the risk for the investment community. Theremight be
a role for securitised assets (e.g. climate bonds) if theunderlying asset couldbe effectivelymonitored.

There must be a move to a system where property value reflects the running costs in some way. This
could be based on an energy performance certificate, and enforced at the time of construction, sale, or
major modification. Offering grants to buyers and sellers to improve energy efficiency when houses
are bought and sold is likely to be the most effective. Rateable value might be another tool, but not
enoughon its own, since domestic renovations costmany times the annual rateable value of a property.

The new Green Deal proposals under development by the Department of Energy and Climate
Change (DECC)182 have the potential to address many of these problems. There is work under
way in the Scottish financial community to develop financial products (e.g. securitised bonds) to
support commercial Green Deal financing; and to explore large scale roll out of Green Deal-
financed energy efficiency investment for commercial real estate portfolios.

Finally, stronger requirements for carbon disclosure and exposure to future energy price risk by
companiesmight create incentives for investment in energy savings.

Practicalmeasures for energy efficiency
In view of the pressing need to introduce a step change in improving energy efficiency in homes
and small businesses if Scotland is to meet its emissions targets, it is worth focusing on practical
solutions to providing finance. Ideally, whole-life costing would become the recognised
methodology, but this would require a major paradigm shift in accountancy and financial
practice. As a first stepwe recommend focus on the following initiatives:

• Pay-as-you-save facilities provided by local authorities or appointed agencies for energy-
efficiency improvements. The Energy SavingTrust believes that people arewilling to take up
unsecured loans if they are promoted by organisations they trust. InGermany, green banks
used international capitalmarketswith long-term loans, underpinned by governmental
financial support, to invest in upgrading properties. Theremay be an opportunity for a new
partnership of stakeholders to develop thismarket, as for example in theRBS initiative in
Northern Ireland to include energy efficiencymeasures in themortgage.

• Lowor interest-free loans for energy efficiency improvements for SMEs.

• Certification schemes for all levels of property, commencingwith newbuild, but progressing
quickly for existing buildings, possibly at the time of sale, or ofmajor alterations. The private
sector has specific types of need, for example in the case of ex-council houses in private
ownership, and also privately rented accommodation. Tailored programmes fromEnergy
Service Companies (Box 8.2) could address the former,whilemandatory standards for Energy
PerformanceCertificateswould cater for the latter.

• Special treatment of carbon-reduction capital expenditure in budgetary control, for example
by permitting an overspend equivalent to the estimated running costs saved in the first ‘n’
years of operation.

• Longer payback or depreciation periods for public-service expenditure aimed at reducing
emissions.
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The Green Deal proposed by DECC, with a commencement date of October 2012, looks very
promising in this context. The UK Government is establishing a framework to enable private
firms to offer consumers energy-efficiency improvements to their homes, community spaces
and businesses at no up-front cost, and recoup payments through instalments charged on the
consumer’s energy bill. The intention is that the Green Deal provider will offer a Green Deal
plan to customers, which enables them to finance work recommended by an accredited adviser
and undertaken by an accredited installer.

Investment in low-carbon energy technologies
The Scottish financial community has considerable experience of global investment and the
question is how best to harness this capacity to drive low-carbon investment? There are examples
of success in this field, as for example in the work of green banks in Germany that use
international capital markets with long term loans, backed up by €1.5 billion security from the
government a year, to invest in upgrading properties. In the case of Scotland the Inquiry
Committee sawhow long-term, low-interest loans from ‘green banks’ (Triodos, Co-op) triggered
successful renewable initiatives by the Comrie Development Trust and Westray Development
Trust (Boxes 9.3 and 9.4). However, currently this approach is not mirrored in high street banks
in theUK.

Box 8.2 EnergyServiceCompanies (ESCOs)

One interesting policy in USA has been to encourage the private sector to provide energy
efficiency services and products, through specific incentives or regulations around
performance contracting, or programmes supporting commercial utility activities in this
area. ESCOs are generally companies which offer energy demand reduction services, often
financed through so-called ‘performance contracting’, where the energy savings generate
cash flowwhichpays for the installation of the equipment and amargin.
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There are likely to bemany different solutions, but there are clear priorities.

• A continued need for a coherent, long-term framework formarket interventions, since the
relative cost of energy technologies is critical. Opportunities exist to invest in technologies that
lower costs of supply of alternative energy sources, but stable regulatory and pricing
frameworks, such as feed-in tariffs are crucial. A higher andmore stable carbon pricewould
drive investment in low-carbon infrastructure. The recent announcement onElectricity
Market Reform is a positive step to address these issues.

• De-risking the investments by the investment sector is also crucial for new technologies;
investors need amuch clearer idea of the returns theywill receive. The need to separate out
different elements of risk (planning, construction, operating, etc) is also important for
low-carbon technologies. Examples include zoning and land use planning for the distribution
of renewables and for facilitating developments in district heating and combined heat and
power (CHP).

• Agovernment-backed ‘green loan fund’ could address barriers to capital investment and
perceived risks. Some underpinning infrastructure, such as that required to charge electric
vehicles,may emergewithout government intervention throughmarket demand.

• Public-private hybrid finance is likely to be essential to bridge the ‘Valley ofDeath’ from
research base and proof of concept to a scaled-upworkingmodel.

• Setting up local consortia to undertake renewable energy projects. This requires three types
of finance, namely: Start-up, to design in detail and obtain consent (this is risky, so needs
100% local funding); Shareholder finance (possibly as little as 20% of total funding); and
Gearing – bank loans, bonds etc, for the remaining 80% of capital.

• Templates for new financial instruments such as contracts for smaller investments to act
as an enablingmechanism.

Recommendations
Given the confluence in Scotland of both leading financial institutions and world-class
universities, and the huge potential for energy-efficiency measures and renewables, there is a
clear opportunity for the finance industry to take a lead in creating a low-carbon economy.

In the light of these advantageswe highlight the following:

• The finance industry shouldwork proactivelywith government to create the business
environment thatwillmobilise private finance in support of a low-carbon future.
Establishing theGreen Investment Bank in Scotlandwould re-enforce this.

• The correct policy environment is essential to encourage the flow of private capital, since this
is an issue that requires public/private collaboration. In particular, a credible portfolio of
policies is required that everyone agreeswill deliver public emissions targets.Measures like
theGreenDeal and ElectricityMarket reform should be enacted as soon as possible.

• Tactically, we suggest that public finance is best used to lever additional private finance,
rather than formultiple, short-term and small-scale grant schemes, which add complexity.
Two areas are key:

(a) promoting instruments to finance small-scale renewable initiatives and improvements
in energy efficiency for households, returns onwhichmay take a decade ormore.

(b) encouraging private investment in renewables to overcome the high start-up costs,
where itmay take up to a decade to bring financial returns on a project.
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• Institutional investors need to overhaul the assetmanagement process to de-emphasise
short-termpriorities e.g. by setting strategic priorities on the basis of the long-term
environmental, social and governance risks, rather than just short-term factors, and by
developing investmentmandates, performance assessment and bonus arrangements that
support this.

• Commercial banks should seek to develop new climate-responsivemarket instruments, such
as securitised green bonds (to supportwind asset investment), GreenDeal projects and ESCOs,
private finance initiatives and greenmortgages, with productswhich recognise the need to
balance long-term savingswith short-term capital costs.

• Social banks should take advantage ofmarket conditions to grow their business by offering
competitive terms for depositors, whichwill provide attractive terms for finance for
climate-friendly borrowing.

On insurance issues, The ScottishGovernment shouldworkwith theABI and insurers:
(a) to ensure that homes and businesses in Scotland receive appropriate considerationwhen a

new flood insurance system is designed in 2013;
(b) to review its policy to reduce financial exclusion which does not appear to be succeeding,

at least for insurance; and
(c) to promote the development of insurance products for renewables.

Finally, the Inquiry Committee commends the creation of the Finance Committee of the 2020
Groupwhich is examining these issues andwe look forward to their recommendations.

8.2 Energy
Key points
• There is an urgent need to support community efforts to secure local low-carbon

and renewable energy.
• There is amismatch betweennational policy statements and the practical local delivery

of low-carbon initiatives.
• There needs to be impartial information on costs (social, environmental, economic)

and return on investment in different forms of energy generation.
• Scotland should domore to capture the value of its intellectual capacity and research

and development.
• The optimal exploitation of renewable electricity in Scotland requires strategic thinking

about the national grid and particularly links across theNorth Sea; it is not clear that
the different perspectives at Scottish, UK andEU levels are integrated effectively.

Policy context
Approximately 26% of total energy use in Scotland is provided in the form of electricity; the
remainder comprising energy for heat and for transport183. However, public electricity
generation has been in the vanguard of efforts to decarbonise energy supply. The Scottish
Government – like the UK Government – seeks to transform public electricity supply by
decarbonising it over the next 20 years. Themeasures needed to deliver this outcome are184:
• increase in energy efficiency of products and appliances;
• increase in renewable sources of electricity, including large-, small- andmicro-scale

developments; and
• decrease in carbon intensity of any remaining thermal generation, through the use

of carbon capture and storage.
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The public supply of electricity (and other energy intensive industry) is largelywithin the “traded
sector”, which means that fossil-fuelled power stations are within scope of the EU Emissions
Trading Scheme. The “traded sector” is an EU-wide scheme that caps and reduces emissions from
participants in their totality, but deliberately does not specify where the emissions reductions
must take place; this is left up to participants. The EU Emissions Trading Scheme will produce
the biggest emission reduction of any policy tool in Europe, equating to ~500 million tonnes of
carbon dioxide equivalent per year across the 27 member states between 2005 and 2020. In 2008,
the traded sector represented over 55% of carbon dioxide emissions in Scotland, and 43.2% of total
greenhouse gases185.

To provide a fair way of accounting for emissions reductions within schemes such as the EU
Emissions Trading Scheme, annual emissions allowances or the rights to auction annual
emissions allowances are allocated pro-rata to participating countries, instead of measuring
emissions from participants at the end of the year. In terms of emissions accounting, this means
that Scotland is allocated a fixed reduction in “emissions” per year through to 2020, which
reflects the overall reduction in emissions from all participants pro-rata for Scotland. Under the
internationally agreed accounting conventions used in the Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009,
Scotland has no capacity to change the trajectory of the emission reductions assigned to the
traded sector, which is set by rules agreed by the European Commission and Member State
Governments. Shutting down fossil-fuelled power stations will not change this trajectory, which
is set by the availability of carbon allowances across Europe.

One outcome of this internationally-agreed accounting system is that increasing renewable
capacity in Scotland does not, in itself, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, since this process simply
frees up emission allowances which can be used by other industry across Europe. In other words,
the current focus on increasing renewable electricity generation – the target is now 80% of net
consumption from renewable electricity by 2020 – does not help Scotland meet its near-term
emission reduction targets, though it is likely to underpin potential emission reductions from
other sectors, such as the transport sector, in themedium term.

Since large-scale electricity supply already operates under a carbon-capped framework set at
European level, as well as renewables pricing frameworks set at UK and Scottish levels
(Renewable Obligation Certificates and Feed-in Tariffs), the focus on electricity supply in
Scotland has been on developing the renewable electricity supply chain; innovation around new
renewable electricity technologies; and developing the planning and operational framework for
carbon capture and storage. Provisions for future nuclear power stations are not part of current
Government plans, but are being taken forward atUK levels.

Scotland currently sources its electricity from two nuclear plants, two coal plants, one gas plant
and assorted renewables, dominated by hydropower and onshore wind. In 2009, Scotland
produced over 51 TWh of electricity, though it only consumes around 40 TWh, the remainder
being exported186. One of the two nuclear plants –Hunterston – and one of the two coal plants –
Cockenzie – will close by 2016, with a proposal to repower Cockenzie as a Combined Cycle Gas
Turbine (CCGT) power station. Major developments that are occurring at present include the
planned fitting of carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology to Longannet. Longannet is the
only remaining bidder for UK Government funds of around £1bn to support the first full scale
pilot project of CCS in theUK.

Scotland has also seen a rapid rise in renewable-sourced electricity, largely from onshore wind,
currentlywith over 4.3 GWof installed renewable capacity. In 2009, this equated to ~21% of total
electricity generation and over 27% of Scottish electricity demand. With a further 1 GW of
renewable electricity generation under construction, 6 GW in planning or having been granted
planning consent, and another 10 GW proposed capacity, the focus has shifted to the
opportunities for offshore wind, and other marine technologies. It is currently anticipated that
up to 1.6GWof tidal andwave power generationwill be available by 2020187.
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Inquiry responses

Since the development and deployment of large scale renewable electricity supply has been at the
heart of government efforts to establish a low-carbon society, it is not surprising that this issue
was widely discussed by Inquiry respondents. These responses reflect on the challenges associated
with a large scale transition from fossil fuel and nuclear generation of electricity to renewables
and carbon capture and storage technologies, but also on the opportunities that are currently
beingmissed at smaller, local or community scales.

A number of respondents conflated electricity use with energy use, though electricity comprises
only around one quarter of total energy consumed in Scotland, substantially less than both heat
and transport energy consumption. Inquiry responses on large scale public electricity supply
suggested key concerns about:

• the (in)ability of intermittent renewable sources of electricity to replace the current fossil-
fuel and nuclear power stations; thiswas often expressed as concern at the impending
“energy gap” between future intermittent supply and expected demand for electricity in
coming years, as thermal and nuclear power stations came to the end of their planned lives;

• the overall cost of the transition to an electricity systemdominated by renewables;

• the effect of renewable infrastructure on the visual amenity of the Scottish countryside; and

• the removal of nuclear power fromamong the possible options available to Scotland to
decarbonise its electricity supply.

The leading role assigned towind-generated power in the future Scottish electricity systemwas a
particular issue to a number of respondents. These concerns reflected:

• distrust in the ability ofwind-generated power (in particular) to lead to effective reductions
in greenhouse gas emissions. Thiswas both because of the perceived need for substantial
backup generation using fossil fuels and because of uncertainty about life cycle costs ofwind
farms,whether in terms of locating themon carbon-rich (peaty) soils or the carbon costs of
manufacturing the turbines;

• contested views about the overall costs ofwind power versus other sources of electricity
production. Quoted figures rarely compared likewith like, reflecting diverging views about
capital and operational costs; future fossil fuel prices; the scope of life cycle costs; and future
cost reductions in renewable infrastructure;

• concern at the detrimental impact of renewable electricity infrastructure on the
‘industrialisation’ of the Scotland’s landscape. Anumber of respondents related this
detrimental impact to the lack of a locational strategy for renewable energy, leading in their
view to opportunistic and ad-hoc developments thatmay erode Scotland’s landscape assets.

Responses regarding thermal power generationwere largely concernedwith:

• the absence of nuclear power from the Scottish electricitymix;

• the likelihood (or not) of carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologies being ready and
implemented at an acceptable cost by the 2020s.
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Whilst some respondents articulated concerns with current plans for moving to a near-zero
carbon electricity system dominated by renewable sources of electricity, many other respondents
focused on the opportunities associatedwith this transition. These comments reflected on how to
overcome barriers and on the current missed opportunities for implementing renewable
developments more quickly. In terms of overcoming the barriers to delivery of a near-zero
carbon public electricity supply, inquiry respondents suggested that:

• improving the grid infrastructure andmanagementwas critical tomeeting such targets;

• financing remained a core concern, particularly how to encouragemobile international
capital to be invested in Scotland;

• planning issues continued to constrain effective development of new infrastructure;

• the opportunity for communities to benefit from renewable electricity developments
was poorly communicated and understood: indeed, a common thread from respondents
was that local communities need to derive direct benefits fromany local renewable
electricity infrastructure through, for example: community funds; changes in local business
rates (to benefit the local council); community investments; and employment benefits.

• Energy efficiency remained the poor cousin of renewable electricity generation.
Yetmanaging demand is critical for delivering a low-carbon smart grid.

Implications of the Inquiry findings
The implication of these Inquiry responses strongly suggests that while the development of
renewable electricity in Scotland can be regarded as a success story of recent years – with >27%
electricity consumption from renewables in 2009188 and rising fast – future development
requiresmore nuanced focus on specific barriers.

Vision
The vision for a zero-carbon smart electricity grid, built on extensive exports of renewable-
sourced electricity, with effective demand management and effective energy storage (using
electric vehicles, enhanced pump storage and/or other solutions), is often asserted; the specific
steps to delivering this vision remain obscure. In particular, there is a need to articulate more
clearly the year-to-year implications of the chosen pathways towards low- or zero-carbon
electricity supply. This includes explaining what generation options are available to match
supply with demand (including the role of imports and exports in a grid dominated by
intermittent supply); cost and financing options; the carbon implications and benefits; and the
necessary changes required in the grid and in national planning frameworks. The issue of
whether we are building a grid for achieving the UK reduction targets or one that permits the
optimal development of Scottish renewables is an issue returned to in Chapter 10.

Local Communities
Ensuring much clearer benefit to local communities of renewable electricity developments is
poorly articulated. The Inquiry heard from individuals who had successfully installed a turbine
or a small number of turbines near their community and from individuals who had failed to
overcome barriers to installing turbines near their community. In the latter case, it was clear that
barriers to development included (a) transaction costs, such as the number of legal documents
required for a community development; (b) disagreements within communities; and (c)
opposition from environmental groups and organisations.
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Figure 8.4
The turbine installed by Westray Development
Trust provides electricity and income but it
involved 800 legal documents.
Source: Westray Development Trust.

A clear outcome of the Inquiry is that the regulatory and legal frameworks for developing
community electricity generation, such as seeking to install one or a small number of wind
turbines, must be refashioned around the needs of communities, if they are to benefit from the
emerging energy revolution. Community cohesion over these issues is hard won and temporary.
Objectors, whether individuals within communities or external organisations, know that they
can blockmomentum and ensure nothing is done by stalling agreement for periods as short as a
few months. As a result, once assent has been secured, communities need to move fast to take
advantage of this temporary situation. Unfortunately, the system is stacked against speed. The
regulatory system needs to work to favour of communities who achieve cohesion over these
issues. Figure 8.4 showswhat can be achieved at a local level.

Microgeneration
Whilst respondents noted many opportunities for community-scale renewable electricity
developments, many also commented on the need not to oversell microgeneration. The payback
for household electricity production is often long, and not necessarily economic at delivering
low-carbon energy (for example, some micro-wind turbines). Conversely, the financial
attractiveness of the current Feed-in Tariff suggests that it might create asset bubbles in
particular technologies, as has been demonstrated in Spain with solar technology, making it
unsustainable in the longer term. The need for effective, simple calculators to bewidely available
for understanding cost/carbon payback is crucial. Often, one of the key challenges for
microgeneration is reducing the transaction costs of purchasing and installing such
infrastructure. In the words of one respondent, we need “plug and play” technology. This will
require revisiting regulations to ensure de minimus limits belowwhich developments are assured
to go ahead, coupledwith technology innovation to reduce installation costs.

Energy efficiency and demandmanagement
There is widespread perception that successes in developing renewable electricity production are
hiding failures in delivery of energy efficiency and demandmanagement.Whilst plans are afoot
to deliver smart meters to homes, there appears to be amismatch between the anticipated rate of
roll out and use and the expected benefits arising from their effective application. In particular,
the need to be able to manage demand from household appliances, either locally or remotely,
appears to remain some way off. The planned role out of demand management tools, such as
smart meters, must be coupled with effective information about pricing and the financial
benefit to householders.
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Grid
Delivering a near-zero-carbon public electricity supply will require a major overhaul of our
current electricity grid system. It is well understood that we need to improve and enhance the
grid to make it fit for two-way distributed flows of electricity. OFGEM recently announced
plans to invest £6.7 billion in grid upgrades to 2015, paid for by a levy on consumer bills of £4.30
per year189. Wider EU plans to create a super-grid across the North Sea are also being discussed:
the European Commission proposes to establish a plan for the development of “electricity
highways”, the first of which could be commissioned by 2020. These would include lines to
transport offshore wind power from the North and Baltic Seas to major consumption
centres190. However, it is unclear whether there is serious effort at UK level for planning,
financing and constructing a grid which simplymeets the UK’s renewable electricity targets, or
permits the optimal development of Scottish renewables for export to the European mainland
with access toNorwegian pump-storage generation in times of intermittent calm.

Finance
A key element for delivering the vision of a zero-carbon grid is that the national policy
framework must be sufficiently attractive to secure mobile international finance. The need to
attract international finance was addressed in a recent Scottish LowCarbon Finance conference
in Edinburgh and is considered in more detail elsewhere in this report (see Chapter 8.1). The
Renewable Obligation Certificate scheme has provided sufficient incentive to finance onshore
wind; it remains to be seen whether it, or its successor, will be sufficient to deliver the huge
potential offshore wind resource. Similarly, Feed-in Tariffs appear an effective means of
attracting private finance into domestic renewable electricity generation; the challenge will be
to ensure it is a viable long-term optionwhich does not create asset bubbles.

Planning
The perceived hindrances of the planning system both for and against the delivery of
renewable targets were discussed by many Inquiry respondents. Some complained that
Government agencies, such as Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH), had a presumption against
development, or that the planning process hindered progress in delivering a low-carbon society.
Conversely, agencies, such as SNH, advised the Inquiry that it offered conditional approval for
three-quarters of all planning applications for onshore wind farms; objections were typically
based on conflicts between development and specific land use classifications. Government
agencies suggested that a system of prior engagement with developers was leading to much
more effective processes for delivering appropriate renewable electricity developments.

While the balance between renewable infrastructure and visual amenity of our environment
will always remain contested, we clearly need a planning system that encourages and enhances
effective exploitation of Scotland’s renewable resources. Respondents suggested that some of
these conflicts could be resolved by much more effective “buy-in” by local communities,
through ensuring that local communities benefit extensively from local renewable
infrastructure in the form of equity stakes or revenue generation. This also presaged a wider
issue concerning the mismatch in views between the impact of climate change in Scotland and
the likely “costs” associated with an energy transformation. Many respondents argued that we
need to stop presenting climate change as a challenge and instead present it as an opportunity
for communities, for jobs and revenue. The concern of some respondents was that attempts to
keep rural Scotland conserved would damage the social fabric inexorably where the “…city
dwelling naturalist community will visit utter destruction on the rural economy” by stopping
development191.
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Thermal and nuclear power generation
The Inquiry responses on thermal generation reflect the fault line around use of nuclear
generation in Scotland. Different respondents argued for the need for nuclear power, either as a
key component of Scottish-base load electricity generation, or because it is perceived to be amuch
cheaper way of generating low-carbon electricity than renewable forms of electricity. This debate
suggests the need for provision of clear, trusted information on overall costs of energy generation
(and waste removal) and return on investment. One opportunity for introducing clarity into the
debate arises by seeking to ensure that like is compared with like: often quoted figures did not
compare life-cycle costs, or made presumptions that costs of fuel would be static through time,
despite recent volatility. Seeking to make clear what assumptions are involved in different cost
estimates would be helpful. DECCis experimenting by putting on the web a tool for examining a
range of paths to a low-carbon society (DECC2050Calculator Tool).

The role of carbon capture and storage was less contentious in Inquiry responses, though a number
cautioned against the current expectation that the technology’s technical and cost uncertainties
would be overcomeby 2020,with roll-out to all fossil-fuelled power generation by 2030.

8.3 Other industry
Key points
• Progress of large organisations towards a low-carbon societywill acceleratewhen

theCarbonReductionCommitment begins to bite in 2012.

• SMEs are responding bi-modally. A few are building adventurously on the new
opportunities, but others regard action on climate change as a distant or lowpriority,
evenwhen itwould reduce costs.

• Scotland’s strong research base could be exploitedmore effectively.

• Tourismwill benefit from the view that Scotland is ‘green’ and successfully implementing
a low-carbon society.

• Public antipathy to genetically-modified crops is holding up progress in agricultural
businesses.

Policy context
The underpinning drivers to reducing carbon emissions from industrial enterprises are reducing
energy costs and the reputational/sales advantage of being seen as environmentally aware and
green. This applies to all sizes of companies in all spheres of business. The Inquiry Committee was
impressed by the activity of several organisations, ranging in size fromBritish Telecom to a single
bed andbreakfast establishment, that had been improving energy efficiency for years (Box 8.3).

A step change will occur in 2012–13 with the full application of the Carbon Reduction
Commitment (CRC), theUK’s firstmandatory carbon trading scheme. The scheme covers ~5.000
large non-energy-intensive businesses and public sector organisations, involving industry,
retailers, banks, water companies, hotel chains, local authorities and universities. The scheme is
compulsory for organisations usingmore than 6,000MWh/yr of half-hourlymetered electricity,
which is the equivalent of annual electricity bills of ~£500,000. In 2012–13 companies will be
required to buy carbon allowances to cover their electricity consumption and will measure and
record their energy use and calculate their CO2 emissions (excluding transport). The scheme will
be backed up by the creation of league tables comparing the performance of different
organisations,with the express aimof encouraging those lagging behind.When first designed, the
schemewas revenue neutral, but in the light of the Comprehensive Spending Review of 2009, the
proceeds nowgo to theExchequer.
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Inquiry responses
It is particularly relevant to discover the barriers from organisations where there are strong
economic reasons for moving to a low-carbon society. In the words of the Scottish Council for
Development and Industry (SCDI), “Most businesses can reduce consumption CO2 and costs by
around 30% through low- or no-cost improvements.”192 Given such an economic advantage,
what are the barriers preventing or slowing down change? Below we list the barriers identified
as affecting society in general and then those affecting large organisations, and SMEs.

General issues raised include:

• the difficulty of getting investment in infrastructure of long-term environmental value,
such as high-speed broadband (BT), and such common-sense energy-saving arrangements
as freight consolidation centres on the outskirts of cities (RoadHaulageAssociation);

• avoiding gold plating standards for goods and serviceswhich have been set by theUKor EU.
“Industry is forced to devote significant resources to complyingwith awide range of
schemes, which, through amore enabling approach,would be better directed to carbon-
savingmeasures.” (SCDI). For example, the co-products of the food and drink industry
should be classified as renewable fuel and not aswaste.

• Society attitudes. The public distrust of geneticmodification (GM) is delayingmeasures
to cut agricultural emissions, for example, in crop breeding andminimising the emission
ofmethane from livestock (QualityMeat Scotland).

Therewere barriers specific to large organisations:

• an important difficulty ariseswhen theCRC liability for electricity is applied to a company
that has limited control over the electricity consumption of its tenantswhohave
responsibility for their buildings. This arises in the case of the Forth Ports PLCwhichwill
incur the costs of electricity used by its tenants. These costs are four to five timesmore than
those of the host company and yet the energy efficiency of the buildings and practices are in
the control of the tenants. Clearly, there is a danger that the ranking and reputation of the
host company suffers because of the practices of the tenants.

• Another barrier is the fear of losing themanufacturers’ warranty on large plant and
machinery. Often there is potential to retrofit energy saving devices, for example to ship
engines, top lifters, straddle carriers, but the effect is to lose thewarranty cover (Forth Ports
PLC). This barrier preventsmoves towards greater fuel efficiency.

• Lack of sufficientmeaningful incentives for industry to decarbonise or becomemore
resource efficient. For example, we heard of a scheme inwhich Sainsbury’s installed
state-of-the-art refrigeration in order to reduce carbon emissions in stores across theUK.
Thiswas part of their plan to design stores fit for purpose in 20 years time. The technology
and installation had to be imported fromoverseas and the company had to invest heavily
in training their own engineers for futuremaintenance. This example raises doubts
“around theUK’s ability to service a new and growing ‘green’ economy” (Sainsbury’s).

The Inquiry found that the response of SMEs to the reduction of carbon emissions was bi-modal.
Some SMEs are models of how small companies have the agility to respond quickly and
innovatively to an emerging opportunity. In other cases climate change has yet to register. Here
we highlight two examples of how SMEs have taken advantage of the opportunities opened up
by the move to a low-carbon society. One is a new business, the other a long standing farm
business. There are other examples we could have used, but these serve to flag the scale of the
opportunities available.
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An example of a new small hi-tech enterprise is Scottish Bioenergy (Box 8.4). It holds a patent on
a method of using algae to consume CO2 in order to produce proteins and biofuels. This is an
excellent win–win example of taking an unwanted product (CO2) and using it to produce
something we need (fuel and protein). The process can be free standing or coupled to an existing
source of CO2 and, for example, in this case it has been linked to a whisky distillery. In the
conclusion to a presentation in 2010 the company recommended that small companies work
with “…grossly underutilised universities…”.

Another inspirational example is of a farm business adapting to change and opening up a new
way forwards. Mackie’s is an example of a dairy farm that decided to use surplus cream to make
ice cream on site (Box 8.5). Constructing three wind turbines, the business was able to expand its
business whilst at the same time transforming its previous electricity costs into a source of
income. In yet a further win–win situation, the business then holds the advantage of being able
to sell its products as being genuinely green.

In other fields, SMEs are finding it harder to implement the cost savings that come from energy
efficiency. In the field of road haulage, 95% of businesses have less than ten vehicles and we
heard that their economic survival in the face of rising fuel costs is likely to remain the top
priority for some time. Indeed, “Climate change issues will only come to the top of the pile when
the majority of customers demand carbon footprint adherence in awarding haulage contracts,
and are prepared to pay extra for it!” (RoadHaulage Association). The Chamber of Commerce in
Inverness told the Inquiry that low-carbon issues were not seen as a priority among Highland
SMEs and that it was even difficult to attract people to events on how to best to implement
change when there was so little interest. This is especially important in the Highlands and
Islands, since somuch business is carried out by SMEs. One barrier that came up in theHighlands
was the difficulty of running a small businesswithout access to high broadband speeds.

Implications of the Inquiry findings
The progress of large organisations towards greater energy efficiency will accelerate when the
CRC begins to bite in 2012. The main implications from the Inquiry is that there is a case for
ensuring that organisations are in control of the resources and actions required to adapt to the
legislation (and this does not seem to apply in the case of Forth Ports PLC and possibly other
organisations). And it was notable that once again, we came across the risk-averse nature of
society, in this case in terms of not permittingmodifications to existing engines underwarranty.

There are several implications for the role of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). SMEs
are the life blood of the economy and have the potential to adapt quickly and to innovate.
Moreover, they arewidely distributed and offer jobs throughout the land. Perhaps there are three
main implications to arise fromour findings:

• Scotland has the sort of research base that competitor countries envy. There aremore
universities than is normal for the population size, the universities rankhighly in theworld
league tables, and, through the various university pooling initiatives, new companies have
access to the best research,wherever it is in Scotland. The Inquiry felt thatmore could be
made of this to attract innovative start-up companies fromoverseas andwithin theUK.

• The example ofMackie’s opens up a vision of a future rural and urban Scotland of profound
importance. In essence, the company has shownhow renewable energy can be used as a
money spinner for rural areas. Not only does the electricity come at half the cost of offshore
wind, but local involvement offers away of overcoming planning difficulties. This is taken
up inmore detail in Chapter 10 and in the principal recommendations of the report.
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Box 8.3 BTa large company that hasworkedonreducingemissionsover several years

British Telecom is a British based global telecommunications company that is amajor consumer
of electricity within the UK, responsible for 0.7% of the UK’s total consumption. BT aims to
reduce its carbon emissions by 20% from 1996 to 2016 within the UK and seeks to ‘Reduce,
Influence andEngage’ as stipulated as part of its carbon cutting strategy.

Obstacles/Barriers:
• the public sector in Scotlandneeds to take a leadership role in order to initiate change;
• the carbon impact of products, relating to production and travel costs is poorly understood;
• in relation to SMEs, cost reduction is the primarymotivation for instigating carbon-cutting
measures;

• confusion exists relating to the variety of climate change initiatives available to the consumer,
leading to a lack of clarity inhibiting environmental best practice.

Actions/Opportunities:
• schemeswithin the company are in place to encourage employee and consumer interaction
aimed at carbon reduction (Carbon ImpactAssessment service, carbon clubs, promotion of
walking, cycling and conference calling);

• a greater, faster broadband coverage requires government support, as construction of the
required infrastructure is not financially viable thoughwould be environmentally beneficial;

• green energy, flexibleworking, video conferencing, data centre virtualisation, cutting back on
air conditioningwere all identified as ‘quickwins’,where as retrofittingoldbuildings, changing
staff behaviour, reducing vehicle emissions, and reducing emissions aremore challenging;

• prosperitywithout growth is a consideration, and climate change could act as a driver
to achieve this.

Box 8.4 ScottishBioenergy: an innovativenewSMEstarted in2007

Scottish Bioenergy highlights the potential for CO2 to be used as a resource and specialises in the
production of biofuels from the activities ofmicro-organisms.

The company utilises the work of micro-organisms to produce products such as oil, minerals,
protein and oxygen. Scottish Bioenergy builds, sells and operates reactors that allow the
production of by-products to be utilised by industrial producers of CO2. The reactors operate as a
closed system and are operational regardless of the external climate. CO2 becomes an asset which
can be beneficial in the production of energy, nutrition, bioplastics, protein and pharmaceuticals.
The company is undertakingworkwith theGlenturret ScotchWhiskyDistillery thatwill reduce
the carbon footprint and save costs. Additional benefits to the distillery include post-harvest
water being recycled, reliable energy production, and copper removal frompot ale.

Scottish Bioenergy leverage finance from the Scottish Government, EU and Carbon Trust and
allows organisations, such as the Glenturret Distillery, to make carbon savings over a prolonged
timeperiod.
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• Tourism, a foundation of the Scottish economy, can benefit from themove to a low-carbon
society.Much of the benefitwill come to small enterprises throughout rural Scotland.
The Inquiry heard fromVisitScotland that visitors to theHighlands are increasingly
interested in green issues and undertaking outdoor activities. Unlike 20 years ago,when
touring by carwas in vogue, visitors today aremore interested in visiting particular areas
and participating in local activities andwalks.



8.4 Heat and the built environment

Key points
• There is a pressing need for “regulatory retrofitting”, to ensure policies support rather than

hinder the development of a low-carbon society.

• Low-carbon and renewable energy technology is seen as complicated and challenging to
install.Weneed to develop the energy technology equivalent of “plug and play” IT
technology.

• There is a need to createways ofmobilising private finance to support energy efficiency
and small-scale low-carbon energy generation.

• Weneed to enhance the provision of professional and technical skills concerning carbon
management and carbon accounting.

Box 8.5 Mackie’s of Scotland: anexampleof a long-standingbusiness seizingopportunities

Mackie’s farm is a 1,600-acre largely dairy farm in Aberdeenshire that employs 70 staff and
prides itself on becoming ‘the greenest company in Britain’ through the sale of its ice cream and
other products.Mackie’s owns threewind turbines,with a total capacity of 2.5MW,which supply
power to the company, with surplus energy being sold back to the grid. It also uses by-products
from a local whisky distillery to feed cattle and act as a natural fertiliser, maximising efficiency
and reducing potential waste. Mackie’s farm has received a Scottish Food & Drink Excellence
Award for its economic growth and environmentalmanagement.

Obstacles/Barriers:
• lack of political impetus towards implementing change toward an effective environmental
agenda;

• planningprocedures can be oppressive and expensive and amore positive approach from
the planning authority is required;

• thenational grid requires upgrading to cater formultiple increases in the use of electrical
energy.

Actions/Opportunities:

• development of renewable energies offers land owners the opportunity to save energy costs
and generate profit by selling excess energy;

• community involvement in renewable projects facilitates project development andgenerates
a collective spirit to achieve an environmentally sustainable goal;

• fund the creation ofREDIT (Renewable EnergyDevelopment and InstallationTeam) to aid
newentrants, the cost ofwhichwill be offset by the potential returns;

• major economic and social benefits to be derived from investing in local renewable energy
developments andnational grid improvements.
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Policy context
Approximately 44% of Scotland’s energy use is for heating purposes, much larger than energy use
for transport or electricity193. The ScottishGovernment has set itself targets to reduce final energy
consumption, which includes electricity and transport energy, by 12% by 2020. The key heat target
is to ensure 11% of heat energy is delivered by renewable sources194 195. Heat energy (excluding the
traded sector) produces ~9 million tonnes of carbon dioxide each year, equivalent to 1.8 tonnes
carbondioxide per personper year196.

The commercial and household sectors have a range of policies to deliver efficiency
improvements and renewable heating in buildings. In the residential sector, these are focused on
imposing obligations on suppliers of energy services; on providing the tools to support
behavioural changes by individuals and families; and on tightening up building regulations. The
residential sector contributed 14% of total greenhouse gas emissions in 2008. Direct emissions
(which exclude electricity use) were 7.6MtCO2. There has been a general downward trend in
residential emissions since 2000, but year-to-year variability is high because of external factors
such as weather conditions. In the small andmedium-sized enterprise sector (SMEs), efforts have
largely relied on communicating the beneficial cost implications of reducing emissions, coupled
with cheap loans and other tax breaks through entities such as the Carbon Trust and the Energy
Savings Trust.

An important distinction can be made between policies that encourage technical energy
efficiencies for a given lifestyle, and policies that attempt to induce a change in behaviour and
lifestyle choices. In the household sector, the main focus of policies has been on developing
technical (energy) efficiencies. Policymakers have largely shied away from the difficult challenge
of tackling individual behaviour, though efforts to encourage behavioural changes, such as
provision of smart meters to help household energy management, are increasing. It is clear that
there is a gap between what is believed to be technically possible to reduce emissions for a
particular lifestyle and that whichmight be delivered by changing lifestyles. TheReport on Policies
and Proposals suggests that emissions from the residential sector could be reduced through
renewable heating and energy efficiency to less than 5MtCO2 by 2020197.

Inquiry responses
Inquiry respondents addressed a suite of issues that are hindering Scotland in reaching its energy
efficiency and renewable heat targets. Unlike issues concerning public electricity generation, the
delivery of heat and energy efficiency improvements is inherently local. There were a number of
common concerns.

• The lack of finance and investment to deliver energy efficiency improvements.While the
proposedGreenDeal,which links energy efficiency costs and savings to thehouseholdmeter
rather than thehouseholder, provides an opportunity of overcoming the cost barrier of
residential energy efficiency improvements, respondents remained concerned about the sheer
amount of upfront investment required andwhowould finance it. Respondents suggested
that itwould result in longer-than-expected time to revamp the country’s heat infrastructure.

• Theneed for community engagement,which is crucial to show local benefit of renewable
heat and overcomenatural resistance to change. The InquiryCommittee saw the success of
area-based insulation schemes in using the community dynamic to encourage rapid social
change (Comrie).
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• Thehigh transactions cost of deciding on and installing effective systems. This issuewas best
addressed by respondentswho suggested thatweneeded “plug andplay” opportunities, akin
to the IT revolution of the past 20 years, coupledwithmuchbetter carbon accounting and
cost tools to support decisionmaking around appropriate renewable or low-carbonheat
technology (Box 8.6).However, other respondents noted thatweneed to demonstrate that
domestic renewable energyworked andwas cost- and carbon-effective.

• The lack of capacity in the renewable energy installation industry. Thiswas seen by some,
such as theEnergyAgency, as the singlemost important barrier to delivering the renewables
targets over thenext ten years.However, others felt that themarketwould deliver the
trainingneeds as soon as the regulatory frameworkswere clearly laid out and the financial
advantages of up-skillingwere apparent.

• Themultitude of small grant schemes offering small inducements over short time scales.
Respondents suggested that the success of other countries’ investments in renewable energy
has been through “de-risking” of the investment landscape for future years. In otherwords,
there are clear returns on investment overmany years (e.g. Feed-InTariffs). As theNational
Trust for Scotlandnoted in evidence to the Inquiry, the “complexity of existing systems/
balance of support donot give the impression of needing tomakehaste”.Akey problem is
the complexity and short-termnature of grant funding,whichhindered decision-making
around investment opportunities. A secondary problemwas the lack of focus onwhole-life
cost, rather than the upfront capital cost.

• Theneed for legislation to support efficiencymeasures in commonownership properties
in typical Scottishhousing such as tenements: it remains to be seenwhether the enabling
powerswritten into theClimate Change (Scotland)Act 2009 are sufficient to deliver the
necessary step change.

• The implications of passive house type building standards due to come into force in 2016/17.
Wewere advised that thesewould require fundamental shifts in lifestyle patterns of those
living in themunfamiliar to typical households in Scotland.

• The inability of banks and othermortgage lenders to value property, at least in part, by its
carbon/energy usage. This issue reflects frustration that energy-efficient properties are not
valued anymorehighly than similar but inefficient properties. Respondents suggested that
one unanticipated consequence of higher building specifications in Scotland, compared to
the rest of theUK,was that developerswould prefer to build inEngland andWales.
Differences in standards could also result in the sameproperty being given anEnergy
PerformanceCertificate rating of F inEdinburgh, but aC inNewcastle.
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Box 8.6 Decisionmakingaroundrenewableor low-carbonheat technology

“The current grant schemes are far too cumbersome, there needs to be amore accessible form of
subsidy. The feed-in tariff for PV is a good move, as the guaranteed income will make it easier
for owners to obtain loans to do the installations. Due to the large number of peoplewho need to
upgrade their homes, there will not be enough specialists to do the work, so DIY improvements
must be made easier to do. For example I should be able to pop down to B+Q and buy a 3Kw PV
system in a box, take it home, install all of the equipmentmyself, requiring only an electrician to
do the final connection, saving thousands of pounds and a lot of time.

We don’t have time for the current web of regulation if we are to achieve the targets
wehaveset.”

From:JohnPearson,written evidence to the Inquiry



Interestingly, given the wide spread of backgrounds of respondents, there was considerable
agreement about how particular barriers in delivering low-carbon, efficient heat could be
overcome.

• Investment
Buildings comprised the biggest component of a local authority’s emissions footprint, but
limited public funding would make meeting their emission reduction targets challenging.
It is clear that external investment is required, using innovative mechanisms which
encourage mobile private capital to be invested in Scotland. Similarly in the private
residential sector, while the Renewable Heat Incentive was welcomed, it was seen as
necessary but not sufficient to deliver radical change. Respondents believed we also need
other supporting policies, inducements, sticks and regulatory frameworks. To ensure
effective take-up, we need to combine policy tools like the heat incentive with loan
packages, or pay as you save facilities, to ensuremore equitable take up (Chapter 8.1).

• Skills
A big pinch-point was perceived to be the number of skilled installers. The Micro-
generation Certification Scheme (MCS) came under particular fire for its inappropriate
certification requirements in rural low density population areas in Scotland. However,
there was also a strong sense that Scotland needed to improve its broader skills base both
professionally and technically to deliver such targets.

• Technology and its take up
Respondents suggested that there is a need to find a better way of delivering solid wall
insulation and combed ceiling insulation, street by street, in Scotland. There is too much
focus on micro-renewables in domestic housing and not enough on better insulation.
Various respondents noted that the return on investment of micro-renewables is often
small, so grants or policy frameworks for reducing emissions should integrate energy
efficiency more effectively with renewable energy. Respondents flagged the role of UK
policies where take-up was considerably lower in Scotland than elsewhere, such as the
Carbon Emission Reduction Target (CERT), because of differences in housing stock, with,
for example,more solid-wall and tenement buildings.

Solar thermal heating and biomass heating offer real opportunities for renewable heat in
Scotland, but there will be limits on biomass in cities because of air quality considerations.
In addition, while district heating schemes should be cost- and carbon-effective, the high
levels of capital investment and other planning and behavioural issues make widespread
take-up unlikely.

Energy technology is currently perceived to be complicated and challenging to install.
There is a need for better comparative information on carbon value andmonetary savings:
for example, comparing the monetary value of old light bulbs costing 5p/hour and new
ones costing 0.5p/hour and equivalent information for all electrical and heating goods.

• Planning
There is a need to find a better balance between restrictions on permitted development
rights in households for solar panels and air source heat pumps, since this is a serious
hindrance to take-up. Local planning guidance to developers needs to be enforceable with
national standards, so developers cannot simply offer inducements to neighbouring
authorities to avoid costly developments in an authority.

There is insufficient attention to infrastructure planning for heat and power: too much ad
hoc development without making use of waste heat from industrial or commercial sites.
There is a need for an effective local strategy. The response from one local authority official
suggested that there are few technical problems about what and how to make a difference
with newhousing (Box 8.7).
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Implications of the Inquiry findings
The Inquiry responses suggest strongly that while the current policy framework is a necessary
condition for delivering a low-carbon heat future, it is not a sufficient condition (Box 8.8). Four
elements in particular must be addressed. These are the investment models; creating regulatory
frameworks in which the necessary professional and technical skills are highly desirable and
delivered by the market; the ability to simplify technology take up (both through information
and regulatory alignment as well as development of simpler “plug and play” approaches to
reduce transaction costs); and alignment of local and national planning frameworks and
associated valuation of houses or land.

Box 8.7 Ananswer toaquestionaboutnewhousingdesign

Q. What do you think are the key issues that the Scottish Government should consider
in the design and location of new housing and themaintenance and improvement
of the existing housing stock to ensure they are adapted to future climatic
conditions?

A. There are no new ideas in this. Housing should be built on brownfield land and at a
higher density with excellent nearby transport links. Sufficient infrastructure
should be inbuilt to allow for themains charging of electric cars. All driveways and
roads should be permeable, with substantial attenuation potential. All houses should
reach at least Sap 100. All schemes should have communal heating that could link to
district schemes if these arose. All gardens should be fully drained to attenuation to
prevent waterlogging over several months with higher rainfall. All service contracts
should includemaintenance and replacement of the drainage. Floor levels should
be carefully considered on a site-to-site basis, and this should be considered in
tandemwith solum depth. All houses should be built with the lowest-possible
embodied energymaterials that will meet the performance specification. The
sound insulation in and between flats should be themaximumpractically possible.

West Lothian Council response to Energy Efficiency Action Plan Consultation,
12 January 2010.
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Box 8.8 Respondents’ viewson financingenergyefficiency

Consumer demand must be actively driven by effective financial and fiscal incentives and with
strong enforcement of both today’s and tomorrow’s energy standards for all buildings;
• Strong and consistent communications are needed to engage consumers, and once interested,
the process for taking action should be simple;

• Attractive consumer finance packages are needed;
• Delivery partnerships between local authorities, energy companies, and otherswill be important,
with a coordination body potentially enabling a strong and trusted brand for the delivery
programmeas awhole.

• Government should lead by example by decarbonising its ownbuildings and through its
procurement policies; and the

• Various policies should fitwell together and thework of differentGovernment departments
must be effectively coordinated.

From:BritishCouncil for Sustainable Energy,Delivering carbon savings in the domestic sector

Scotland could meet its heat targets “…by providing a suitable range of cost-effective technologies to
suit a variety of applications, and capable of low-disruption installation on a reasonable payback period
supported by a readily understood set of financial incentives. Due to lack of capacity in the renewable
energy installation industry,we cannot see this target, requiring an average of over 20,000 installations
per annum, being achieved. If the figure is roughly equivalent to a third of all Scottish dwellings off
the mains gas network, this take-up would require virtually all non-mains-gas boiler replacements to
be renewable energy systems, although a great many homes would require major energy-efficiency
improvements including solidwall insulation for them tobepractical. Themost likely scenario for this
being achieved would result from the very fast acceptance by the heating industry and the on-gas
population, incentivised by the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) supported by a state-supported
technology-specific loanpackage, together providing a ‘pay-as-you-save’ facility.”
From:PeterConvery,written evidence to the Inquiry

A core challenge for capturing energy efficiency opportunities has been the cost of investing in
energy efficiency compared with other investments with perceived higher returns; there is a
need to improve the availability of capital for efficiency investments. This is likely to involve
financial models that share the risks and benefits between asset owners and energy service
companies. We need innovative financial models to drive these investments in energy savings
and to generate a predictable income stream over a given period, an issue highlighted in
Chapter 8.1.

The need for a step change in skills – both technical and professional – coupledwith the need to
ensure integration with either the reality of operating small businesses or the complexity of
decisionmaking in local authorities is apparent. This is a challenge that needs to be addressed by
government certification requirements and relevant skills councils, as well as by higher
education establishments, which have been slow to see these opportunities.

At present, individuals and businesses appear to be swamped with (often contradictory)
information about relative merits of different efficiency and renewable systems. Clear, simple
decision-support tools, widely advertised, appear to be a key informational element of effective
technology take-up. The need for better integration between technology and existing systems –
to drive down transaction costs and installation costs – is an area of potential technology
innovation. The problems at the scale of an individual householder are illustrated by Box 8.9.

Finally, the oft-repeated need to align better the local and national planning frameworks behind
common cause – of delivering a low-carbon society – is apparent. This topic is so fundamental
that it is taken up fully in Chapter 10.
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Box 8.9 An individual’s experienceof fitting solarpanels

In order to test the complexity of the various household initiatives from the point of view of an
individual, one member of the Inquiry Committee first fitted extra loft insulation, and then
decided to install solar thermal and solar voltaic systems. The exercise was useful in highlighting
practical barriers facing someone living in an old property. Several telephone calls to the Energy
Savings Trust, involving navigation of an automated telephone answering service, yielded helpful,
if general brochures, and the news that there was no grant aid. The real breakthrough came
when one solar panel company followed up an enquiry and arranged a visit. After assessing the
orientation of the house and the existingheating systems, they produced an estimate and timetable.
The panels were installed on the agreed date and involved two days’ work. Finally, there was
another form to the electricity supplierwhich finalised a 25-year contract to pay the Feed-InTariff

The process was less complex than feared and fairly straightforward, as summarised in the
following quotes by the individual:

• “I discovered that by the time I got around to doing anything, a particular grant scheme
had expired.”

• “The breakthroughwith insulation camewhen I saw large rolls of insulation subsidised by the
Energy Savings Trust at £5 each in a local superstore. Itwas too good anopportunity tomiss.”

• “Thekey for uswas thatwe could bolt the systems onto the existing gas hotwater system
withminimumdisruption.”

• “It is complex. Youhave to get used to the jargonof thermal, voltaic, inverters etc and fill in a
six-page formwhich asks you to do things like record yourMCSCertificateNumber or
ROO-FITNumber, or yourMPANdetails on the import and exportmeters. But the installer
helpedwith all this.”

• “It is a great feeling to comehomeon a sunnyday and see howmuch electricity youhave
generated!”

• “Planningwas noproblem, since the installationdidnot affect the front elevation of thehouse.
Butwehad to check the ‘nail-sick’ slates before installing the panels, arrange the trimmingof
ourneighbour’s trees, and fit a dedicated electricity supply for the inverter.
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8.5 Transport
Key points
• There remains a pressing need to align local and national planning frameworks to focus

building in urban centres rather than around their perimeters.

• The disconnect between day-to-day transport concerns of individuals and the need to reduce
dependence on fossil fuels needs to be at the heart of efforts to deliver a low-carbon society.

• The rapid technological developments in vehicles emphasises the need for impartial
information about relative capital and operating costs in a formaccessible to individuals
(e.g. running costs in pence per km).

• Newbusinessmodels (e.g. car clubs)which reduce the costs of car use and ownership should
helpmake amore rapid transition.

Policy context
In Scotland, we use over 40 TWhof energy per year for transport purposes198, equivalent to some
29% of total energy use199.We are heavily reliant onmineral oil products such as diesel and petrol
to supply this energy. Approximately two thirds of this energy is used in cars, with the remainder
in light or heavy goods vehicles, trains, ferries and aircraft. In 2008, this transport energy
produced~14.5million tonnes carbon dioxide equivalent

200.

Political levers for applying economic instruments in transport, such as engine efficiencies and
fuel taxation, are largely held at EU orUK level. However, Scottish authorities do have a range of
powers over policy options such as land use planning, road user charges, speed enforcement,
traffic management and parking charges201. Options for reducing emissions and at what cost
were discussed in detail in the recent “Mitigating Transport’s Climate Change Impacts in Scotland”
report from 2009. Many of these policy options have not been used to date, though some are
defined as possible policy options in the recently publishedReport on Proposals and Policies200.

In the transport sector, themain focus of policies in recent years has been on achieving technical
efficiencies in vehicle engines. One outcome of this approach is that while the transport sector
has delivered substantial efficiency improvements in engine technology, it has failed to deliver
meaningful emission reductions across vehicle fleets, as engine sizes and/or vehicle weights have
increased and individuals have tended to react to more efficient vehicle engine technologies by
driving further. The recent mandatory EU emission targets for new vehicle fleets will begin to
tackle fleet-wide transport emissions, but will not guarantee emission targets from the sector,
since these depend on individual behaviour. The recent efficiency targets for total energy
consumption in Scotlandwill seek to address thesemore difficult behavioural traits.

The two largest contributors to anticipated reductions in emissions from the road transport
sector are themandated EU targets for biofuels and for vehicle fleet emission reductions.

The key policy for the air transport sector is the EU Emissions Trading Scheme, which will cap
emissions from European passenger air transport, to 95% of their average sector emissions from
2004–2006202, through to 2020. This will bring air transport emissions within the emissions cap
of the “traded sector”. Depending on the actions of the International Maritime Organisation
(IMO), shipping might also be brought within the traded sector from 2013. Both these actions
will support delivery of the Scottish targets which, in contrast to the UK Climate Change Act
(2008), include aviation and shippingwithin the scope of the emissions reductions.
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Inquiry responses
Responses about transport issues came fromawide variety of respondents, including haulage
associations, local authorities and individuals. A number of common themeswere apparent.

• A fundamentalmismatch between day-to-day concerns of individuals and transport
organisations concerning issues such as congestion, parking, cost of fuel and air quality does
not fit with national targets for emission reductions.

• Fringe effects, where transport planning of one authority or city interactswith the planning
of another authority or city. These are amajor hindrance to effective transport policy.
This fringe effect affects buses, trains, cars and haulage concerns at geographical junctures
between planning authorities (local authorities).

• The prescription for change in transport is radically different between urban and suburban
areas (city states) and rural areas: rural areas are totally reliant on cars and on technical fixes,
in the formof new technology or alternate fuels that deliver similar energy services,
to deliver emission reductions. In contrast, urban and suburban areas could provide efficient
transportwhilst at the same time reducing emissions (HighlandCouncil).

• The lack of effective carbon and costmetrics to support decisionmaking about choices
of vehicles, for example, life cycle costs or cost/kmof different vehicles.

• The issue of sunk capital is particularly acute for car ownership,meaning that vehicle
acquisition rates is a key determinant in how rapidly new,more efficient carswill be taken
up in Scotland. The “chicken and egg” issue of the appearance of electric vehicles and the
necessity for nationwide charging infrastructurewas also noted (local authorities).

• Attempts by organisations to trial alternative fuels in vehicle or shipping fleets have been
hindered by enginewarranty issues (e.g. Forth Ports).

• The need for coordinatedmeasures, both policy “carrots” and “sticks”, applied
simultaneouslywithin and around cities, to encourage a shift to lower-carbon alternatives
(local authorities).

The inherent conflict betweennational and local priorities and between public and individual
priorities in variousmodes of transport (cars, trains, buses) needs attention. For example, howdo
you balance the need for fast intercity timeswith the need formore commuter stations around
cities (local authorities)?

Implications of the Inquiry findings
The implications of Inquiry findings is that the emission reduction targets for the transport
sector will be difficult to achieve without bold moves. Scotland can achieve a great deal more
than it has done in reducing emissions from the transport sector by applying devolved regulatory
powers. Such approaches include integrating planning more effectively between local
authorities to reduce “fringe” effects; integrating policy of both carrots and sticks in relation to
city regions; providing more accessible information about carbon/cost implications of transport
options; and exploringwith the private sectormore innovative financing and ownershipmodels
for vehicle use. Specific opportunities are outlined below.
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Planning and coherent transport strategy
A telling difference in perception exists between planning authorities and those who expect
planning to deliver sustainable communities. The Royal Town Planning Institute argued that
planning had a “ringmaster seat”, influencing other stakeholders, but “land use allocations will
not, in themselves, make a huge impact on emissions levels”. This latter assertion was strongly
at odds withmany respondents, who argued that planners did have a huge impact on emissions
levels, in particular, questioning whether sustainable communities could be developed that
were entirely reliant on car transport. Time and time again, we were advised that a more
coherent transport strategy would be beneficial both for individuals and communities,
reducing congestion, air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. The continuing mismatch
between national statements about the need to reduce emissions and local planning decisions,
supporting out-of-town shopping centres or housing estates situated far from community
amenities, simply adds to the current incoherence in strategy.

Making it real
There remains a fundamental disconnect between typical day-to-day transport concerns of
individuals or organisations – such as parking issues, city congestion and air pollution – and the
overarching need to reduce our transport dependence on fossil fuels over the next 20 years.
Reconnecting these issues should be at the heart of efforts to provide the transport needs of
society. This will require more coordinated transport responses – through consistency in car
park pricing; investment in bus and coach park and ride; use of workplace travel work plans
which reduce business costs, reduce commuting and improve quality of life; and such actions as
green scrappage schemes to encourage rapid transition tomore efficient buses and coaches.

Information
Vehicles with different motive power systems change the relative costs between upfront capital
and operating costs. Electric vehicles currently have higher capital costs but lower operating
costs. Competing claims about running costs and environmental impact, which are rarely
calculated on a like-for-like basis, will be common. There is a need for impartial information
by trusted sources to support decisionmaking by individuals and by organisations. In particular,
it is important to support understanding of the total cost per kilometre or per mile of vehicles,
rather than simply upfront costs. The carbon cost of vehicles – in terms of grams of carbon
dioxide per kilometre – is already being advertised under EU rules and needs to become
benchmarked against “best in class” examples.

Innovativemodels of ownership and financing
A key barrier to changing the vehicle fleet is the sunk cost of ownership of vehicles and the
upfront cost of new, efficient vehicles. Innovative approaches to ownership and financing
already exist. For example, the City Car Club approach of leasing cars for short (hours) periods
of time, coupled to an annual membership fee, creates opportunities to introduce highly
efficient cars more rapidly. Other approaches such as owning the car body but leasing the car
battery of electric cars, where the battery cost largely determines the capital cost of the car, look
promising in other countries. Encouraging innovative models of ownership and financing will
help overcome this barrier.

National frameworks to support local authority delivery
The need to reduce emissions from transport places a huge onus on local authorities. At present,
a dominant concern is the fringe effect that occurs at local authority or city boundaries,
between different transport modes and between different planning authorities. A key
requirement is to ensure that the national framework supports the removal of these fringe
effects – such as developers offering inducements to neighbouring authorities to support
development on the fringes of cities or towns which lead to high car dependency. This central
issue is taken up inmore detail in Chapter 10.
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8.6 Land use
Key points
• The strategy to increase forest cover to 25% of the landwill sequester carbon, but it will

competewith agricultural land used for livestock, and planting targets are not yet beingmet.

• Newpractices in agriculture and forestry andmovement tomulti-objective land uses and
the newCAPpost-2013 offer a real opportunity for rural land to contribute to a low-carbon
society. Spatially-referenced indicative plans are needed to deliver the land use strategy and
bettermeans of carbon accounting are necessary to achieve the full potential.

• The lack of a spatially-referenced land use strategymakes it difficult to achieve the full
potential of land use change to reduce Scotland’s emissions.

• The lack of integration between agriculture and forestrymakes it difficult to exploit
multi-objective land use and in particular the combined agriculture-forestry approach
common in Scandinavia. Culture and education play a part. Revealingly, there are no
multi-objective landmanagement courses in Scotland,with Scotland’s universities still
teaching forestry and agriculture as specialist courses.

• Soils have the potential to store huge quantities of carbon, but there is a lack of quantitative
data on the relativemerits of different cultivation practices on carbonheld in soils.

• Demonstration low-carbon farms are an effectiveway of encouraging change but need
to embracemore radical objectives to be effective e.g.more trees on farms.

Policy context
The land use sector has an important role to play in a future low-carbon society. Since the Hills
and Islands Inquiry of the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 2008203, a land use strategy (LUS), as
called for by that Inquiry team, has been consulted on by Scottish Government. With publication
planned forMarch 2011, the LUS advocates greatermultifunctional uses of land and the use of an
ecosystem approach. The latter approach is consistent with the Decisions of the Parties to the
Convention on Biological Diversity, held in Japan, October 2010. Additionally, new policies now in
place include a Scottish Soil Framework (SSF), a newWildlife andNatural Environment Bill (WANE),
and reforms to the systems of payments for landmanagement are under active consideration for
theCommonAgricultural Policy post-2013. TheReports on Proposals and Polices (RPP)204 underpin
the legislation and strategies. Various codes of good practice and major new initiatives such as
Farming for a Better Climate205will lend support to the LUS.

Practice arising from policy context
As demonstrated in Chapter 4, the land use sector offers significant opportunities formitigation
and abatement. However, it is important to ensure that the most economically-efficient ways of
reducing greenhouse gas emissions are prioritised. Carbon budgets for UK agriculture, land use,
land use change and forestry sectors have been analysed206 usingmarginal abatement cost curves
(MACCs) to assess different abatement strategies. The results indicate that in 2022 around 6.36
MtCO2e could be abated at negative or zero cost. Further, over 17% of agricultural greenhouse gas
emissions (7.85MtCO2e) could be abated at a cost of less than the estimated 2022 Shadow Price of
Carbon of £34/tCO2e.
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208 www.agriculture.gov.ie/farmerschemespayments/crosscompliance/soilorganicmatter/

209 http://www.farmingforabetterclimate.org

Incentives and abatement strategies
Critical to an effective response at farm level in reducing emissions is (a) the incentive structure,
and (b) the farmer’s technical/economic knowledge of where the abatement costs are lowest.
To date there are modest incentives to support reduced emissions and, unlike larger businesses,
there are no requirements such as carbon reduction commitments. It also appears that farmers
are mostly unaware of where emissions can be reduced with least economic impact on the
business. In essence, farmers do not know their farm-specific marginal abatement costs of
carbon and are thus unable to respond efficiently. However, were carbon to be more effectively
priced (for example, by carbon taxation of fertilisers or diesel), then it would pay farmers to
becomemore aware of theirmitigation options and to reduce on-farm emissions.

Carbon trading is another way to incentivise land managers to mitigate greenhouse gas
emissions, and many informal markets already exist worldwide for mitigation in the forestry
sector207. Extending such markets to agriculture would be a possible way forward, as in
Australia, which is examining how a carbon tax or carbon trading scheme can help bring about
change in the land use sector. Emissions from fertiliser use could also be cut via a climate
change tax on inputs. These approaches can be contrasted with cross-compliance requirements
related to carbon and greenhouse gas management on farms. If farmers were faced with the
loss of subsidies if they did not comply with “mitigation requirements”, this would require a
monitoring structure to be put in place. However, the costs of monitoring could outweigh
savings in abatement costs elsewhere in the economy.

Currently, farmers are incentivised to protect soil carbon via Single Farm Payments under
which ‘good agricultural and environmental condition’ (GAEC)must bemaintained. But we do
not know the carbon status of agricultural soils in Scotland as farmers rarely measure soil
carbon despite its central role in maintaining fertile, healthy and resilient soils. No specific
mechanism exists for monitoring or setting standards to protect soil carbon directly. By
contrast, more direct coupling of payments to farming methods and measures to enhance and
protect soil carbon (as well as water) are available, e.g. under the new Welsh “Glastir” land
management scheme. Further grants open to all Welsh farmers operate under the Agricultural
Carbon Reduction and Efficiency Scheme (ACRES). In Ireland, the government has just
announced aminimum threshold for soil carbon (2% soil carbon = 3.4% soil organicmatter) and
a necessary condition for Single FarmPayment underGAEC208.

Innovation
Farming for a Better Climate is an action plan to help cut greenhouse gas emissions from across
the agricultural sector. The five-point plan is aimed at helping farmers increase productivity
and tackle climate change. It is funded by the Scottish Government and supported by a
dedicated website hosted by the Scottish Agricultural College (SAC)209. It offers advice on cost-
effectiveways to benefit business and the environment under five action areas:

• using energy and fuels efficiently;

• developing renewable energy;

• locking carbon into the soil and vegetation;

• optimising the application of fertilisers andmanures;

• optimising livestockmanagement and storage ofwaste.
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214 Lilly et al., personal communication

The SAC is currently working with four Climate Change Focus Farms to demonstrate the
benefits gained byminimising greenhouse gas emissions. Many types of farms use a lot of energy
in drying, storing and fuel costs and practical help is available to help reduce this. However, for
many farmers who are part of an ageing workforce and who feel burdened by servicing debts,
market volatility, weather volatility, complex support payments, bureaucracy and regulatory
complexity anddisease threats, climate changemitigation is a lowpriority.

Some farmers are starting to use carbon calculators to inform their operations, but a recent study
sponsored by the Scottish Government found significant differences between the many
calculators currently available and recommended developing a single standard that can be
adopted by all. If farmers receive payments for estimated carbon storage or uptake on their farms,
they might view “farming for carbon” in the same way that they view “farming for food”. Such
payments for carbon storage or uptake could result, for example, from the development of carbon
markets in agriculture, where external purchasers would create a market demand for carbon
sequestration on farms.

Carbon sequestration
In terms of land use opportunities, one of the largest potential gains (but with high uncertainty)
is carbon sequestration, either in agricultural and forest soils or in restoring peatlands. The total
soil-carbon sequestration potential for theUKhas been variously estimated at 30–70MT yr-1210.
These are large numbers relative to emissions and, while it is tempting to think that soils can be
used to remove all the fossil-fuel carbon emitted, this is unlikely. Smith et al (2005)211 showed
that the achievable level of soil-carbon sequestration is far less than the biophysical potential,
depending upon a range of economic, social, institutional and other barriers. In the agricultural
mitigation chapter of the IPCC 2007 report212, the economic potentials at US$20–100 per tonne
CO2-eq. were estimated to be around one-third to one-half of the biophysical potential. The
market value (that realised under the current market conditions) is lower still. Cannell
compared theoretical, realistic and achievable estimates at worldwide, EU and UK levels and
suggests that achievable carbon sequestration is of the order of 1/70 to 1/30 of the theoretical
maximum210.

A preliminary assessment of the amount of carbon losses and gains in Scottish soils using a
simple budgeting approach213 and applied to the Scottish Soils Knowledge and Information
Base214 , shows that either 122 Mt or 213 Mt of carbon could be lost or gained respectively from
the top 30 cm of cultivated mineral soils based on observed minimum and maximum soil-
carbon values for Scottish soils (Fig. 8.5). But even if 1% of either value were achievable in 40
years, it would be a significant amount relative to net emissions. Given these large reserves of
carbon in soil, the single most important strategy should be to protect soil-carbon and ensure it
is not lost, and every effort should be made to enhance soil-carbon where appropriate to the
land use.
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Figure 8.5
Potential for carbon loss and gain in cultivated soils of Scotland using data from Scottish Soils Knowledge and Information Base,
for minima and maxima for Scottish soil types. Source: Lilly et al.214

215 Agroforestry is the growing of both trees and agricultural/horticultural crops on the same unit of land.

Forestry
There is clear agreement about the need formore trees to help sequester carbon. However, there
is evidence that forest planting rates are currently low because of distance from markets and
low returns and/or the opportunity cost of land. In addition, there is a long-standing resistance
by a large part of the farming community to planting trees, whatever the market signals.
Landowners need to receive clearer signals from policy makers and more and better incentives
to plantmore trees. Some of the challenges inmeeting Scotland’s ambitious planting targets are
developed in Box 8.10 and highlight the need for greater focus on integrating trees on
traditional agricultural areas.

Concerns about planting trees on carbon-rich soils and the need to get better yields mean that
afforesting Scotland will require a debate on how agricultural land is used for growing more
trees. Similarly, we also found evidence of cultural barriers, in that farmers are not familiar
with growing trees: a use of land far removed from their experience and interest. This cultural
barrier, which arises from the polarisation of agriculture and forestry plus historic inertia,
needs to be tackled.

Agroforestry215, recommended by the RSE Hills and Islands Inquiry, is an alternative land use
system that should be re-examined in the light of climate change and contemporary issues
(bioenergy). We acknowledge that it is sometimes an approach liked by neither farmer nor
forester, but new ways of integrating tree production on farms are needed if 25% of the
Scotland’s land area is to bewoodland by 2050.
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Much can be learnt from integrating trees on farms in Sweden and other Scandinavian
countries, where land is jointly used for timber, arable crops and livestock. In some
circumstances, ‘farms’ can have up to 50% or more of the land under trees and the resource is
used for long-term financial windfalls and increasingly for on-farm power and heat. Heat is
particularly useful on farmswhere crops need drying, and this is perhaps one of the adaptations
required in a future wetter Scotland. In Sweden, groups of farms purchase drying facilities
cooperatively fuelled bywoodchips generated from trees grown on contributing farms.

In Scotland, more imaginative ideas for using trees on farms are needed; for example as
outdoor over-wintering shelter for livestock, woodchip corrals and flood risk reduction.
Demonstration farms such as those in the Farming for a Better Climate programme are
potentially useful, but perhaps bolder andmore radical ideas would help. A sixth key action for
Farming for a Better Climate should be to optimise the use of woodland in farming businesses.
Preliminary assessments on how livestock and woodland might be more synergistic are
underway byQualityMeat Scotland and this is to be encouraged216.

216 www.qmscotland.co.uk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=540:livestock-and-woodlands-focus-farms&catid=51:monitor-farms

Box 8.10 Wherewill newwoodlandgo?

The planting target is expressed as an annual figure rising up to 10,000 ha/p.a. by 2015. The broader
direction is to move to 25% forest cover by the second half of this century. If we assume that Land
Capability Assessment (LCA) classes 1–3.1, 6 and 7 are largely unavailable for new forestry due to
economic, nature conservation and biological reasons, most of this woodland expansion will take
place on Classes 3.2–5.3. In very broad terms this equates to the LFA cattle and sheep, dairy and
mixed farm types as classified by the Scottish Government of which there were 17,549 in 2009.
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2009/06/16142957/91

If Scotland were to meet its woodland expansion target by 2050, one way of looking at it is to say
that approximately one hectare of each these farm types would need to be planted every year for
the next 40 years. This is based on the relationship of number of farms (17,549) and annual
planting target (15, 800 hectares). Clearly this is a scenario that is very unlikely to happen and
would not serve the agricultural nor forestry industries well, but does provide a useful means of
looking at the scale of the change that is required.

However, farmers’ experience of set aside suggests taking 10% of land out of production might be
acceptable without affecting gross agricultural production too heavily, and detailed farm-scale
planning could be used to minimise loss of productive land, as well as to optimise flood and
drainage control and trees as shelter on farms.

Based on the assumption that these farm types fall broadly in LCAclasses 3.2 –5.3 (many farmswill
also include Class 6 but it has been excluded due to biophysical and planning constraints on
planting), there are approximately 2.23million hectares of agricultural land of these LCA classes in
the national IACS register (Wright et al 2005). Classes 3.2–4.2 are primarily cultivatedmineral soils
whereas much of Class 5, particularly Class 5.3, comprises land with highly organic surface
horizons; the benefits and impacts of newwoodland on these contrasting soilswill differ. Scotland
has substantial potential for forestry development and the role of forests in climatic changes is
recognised as a significant opportunity.

The Scottish Forestry Strategy (2006) proposes amultifaceted approach, using trees andwoodland to
mitigate climate change, including mitigation of the effects of flooding, an increase in the use of
renewable woodfuel, an increase in the amount of timber used in construction and the
development of forest habitat networks to support forest biodiversity. The measures to support
forestry are now embedded in the Scottish Rural Development Plan. However, the evidence is that
planting targets are well below those needed tomeet theGovernment’s woodland cover aspiration
of 25%of the Scottish land area by 2050.

More detailed planning formulti-objective landusewill requiremore information to be available.
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Regulation
New approaches for including all stakeholders in decisions and policy development and the
ability to weigh up the trade offs within a broader strategy are required. Often new initiatives
for facing up to climate change meet old regulations designed before climate change was an
issue, as for example in Box 8.11. As so often in the Inquiry, a systematic review of
environmental regulation in the light of the drive to a low-carbon society could accelerate the
adoption ofmitigation options.

Inquiry responses
The Inquiry team received written evidence from across the land use sector. We also met with
agricultural representatives (in Aberdeen and Inverness) and farmers (Westray, Scottish
Agricultural Society Club, Dumfries) and joined in seminars about demonstration farms and
farm carbon calculators. We also participated in a seminar run by the Scottish Estates and
BusinessGroup.

Anumber of key issues arose.

• The lack of integration between agriculture and forestry. Farm forestry as practised
in Scandinavia, where it is themainstay of rural life, is difficult to achieve in Scotland.
Farmers are culturally unfamiliarwith growing trees as a crop. The problem runs deep, in
that university courses in Scotland offer either forestry or agriculture, but no courses that
combine the two disciplines.

• Concern over the future shape of the EUCommonAgricultural Policy (CAP).
It is important that the relative importance of low-carbon practices be included in the next
re-negotiation of the CAP.

• Frustration by the lack of a coherent land use strategy. Thiswas especially felt by
estatemanagers, who by nature take a long-termview.At present it is difficult toweigh up
the relativemerits of forest, livestock, crops for the food and drinks industry, biomass,
environmental protection, recreation and tourism, and carbon sequestration.
Somemanagers pressed for a nation-wide strategy: others, such as thosemanaging the
Buccleuch Estates, have developed their ownplans.

• Difficult to achieve low-carbon progress on tenant farms. Upgrading the energy
efficiency of the farmdisturbs the tenant but oftenwith no immediate returns. Changing
farmpractices are difficult to achievewhen a tenant farmer has different priorities.

• ScottishGovernment intention to increasewoodlandwelcomed. But it was pointed
out that therewould be competing pressures in that themost suitable land forwoodland is
that devoted to livestock farming. Scotland has a niche in such farming and there is a
danger of damaging prospects unintentionally.

• Contrasting views about the potential of low-till cultivation.We visited a farming
enterprisewith farms being ploughed conventionally and by low-tillmethods (Mackie’s
Dairy Farm). The low-till farm seemed to be less prone towaterlogging andwas apparently
accumulating carbon in the soil. The Scottish CropResearch Institute identified the need
formore research before drawing conclusions.
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Box 8.11 Competingpolicy objectivesand theneed for joined-up
environmental legislation–windenergygenerationon carbon-rich soils.

The highest development potential for wind farms directly overlaps with the soils containing
the most carbon (see map of land capability for wind turbines beside a map of peat distribution
© MLURI) hence there are trade-offs to be considered if care in construction in such new
developments is not taken.

Construction of wind turbines on peatland can result in large areas of peat being extracted thus
removing or diminishing the supply of ecosystem services (habitat for biodiversity; carbon storage,
water regulation) that such land provides. Payback calculations (Nyak et al., 2010) suggest that the
carbon lost during construction can be repaid in relatively short periods of time, depending on the
construction method used and depth of peat and new policy guidelines seek to minimise any
disruption andpayback time.

However, peat removed from such sites can be designated as waste or land-filled on site in borrow
pits rather than reused for restoration. Advice to landfill surplus peat seems to be counter intuitive
to combating climate change principles, as the peat will decompose without the benefits of water
storage and habitat protection. This highlights the mismatch between environmental regulations
and the new opportunities and measures required to face up to climate change. Thus facing up to
climate change presents new challenges to existing legislation. Photo of borrow pit being filled
with peat extracted fromwinddevelopment site.Note truck at base of pit for scale. © SEPA
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217 Biochar is charcoal created as a by-product of energy production by pyrolysis (gasification) of biomass.

• Demonstration low-carbon farms extremelywell received. Thiswas confirmed by the
response to two presentations attended by the committee (Westray, SEBG). Examples carry
weight and are a powerfulway of encouraging change.

• Positive response to efforts to produce a simple farm-based carbon calculator.
A variety of such calculators exists. Convergence on a common set of principles behind
such calculatorswould promote their take up.

• Biochar217could be used to store added carbon in soils. But to optimise this requires
biomass grown in the formof short-rotation coppice orwoodland.

• Lack of leadership a common refrain. This is especially targeted on the Scottish
Government’s LandUse Strategywhich, during the early stages of the Inquiry, was
expected to be spatially-referenced. Therewas clear disappointmentwhen it emerged
that initially the LUSwould not be spatially-referenced. Thiswas amissed opportunity.

Implications of the Inquiry findings
> Further efforts should bemade in Scotland to enhance our knowledge of the land’s capability
for carbon capture and a new look at the subsidy schemes to achieve this more effectively.
Itmay even be possible and desirable to have a national target for soil carbon stock as a future
National Performance Indicator in order to reflect on the importance of this natural resource.

> Use of the land in a changingworld presents Scotlandwith probablymore opportunities
than problems. The land use strategy is amajormilestone in this area, butwe feel there is an
urgent need for the ScottishGovernment to identifymore specific deliverymechanisms, for
example,more spatially-explicit indicative land-use planning information and guides at
regional and local levels.

> Some areaswith an opportunity tomitigate climate change aremanaged by specialists in
farming and forestry, but not in the integrated land usemanagement approach needed to
optimise carbon reductions. Since large areas of our land aremanaged for
multifunctional purposes, there is the opportunity to tackle the cultural and educational
issues involved. Scotland’s land education sector could take this on by recognising the need
for trainingmanagers inmultifunctional land use.
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> Use of decision systems that encompassmultiple objectives and include people in the
decision-making process are desirable, butmore and better quality datawill be required for
effective decisions. Themultifunctionality of land andmultiple beneficiaries beyond
individual land ownersmeanmany people need to be involved. If people benefitmorewidely
by land beingmanaged in less productiveways, then landownerswill need to be incentivised
to do so. The ScottishGovernment should consider further how to use incentive schemes to
bring about real change, for example through payments for ecosystem services, including
sequestering carbon in trees and soils.

> More complex decisions and planning contextsmean there is a strategic need for greater
availability of land use information tomake information available for planners, policy
advisors and landmanagers. Greater information sharing is required so that landmanagers
and their advisors canmakemore informed decisions. Soil and land use information systems
are required to stimulate greater consideration of alternative management strategies.
The ScottishGovernment canmake this happen by coordinating and funding data provision
for all.

> Farming technology in terms ofGPS-driven precision farming, plant breeding (including
GMOs) are starting to focus not just on yield but also on optimising yield and reducing
greenhouse gas losses. Savings in energy and resources (fertilisers) also help combat climate
change and landmanagers need to bemore aware of these double benefits.

> Acommon set of principles is needed for carbon calculators for landmanagers that
encompass not just farms but estates and forestry. If theGovernment is incentivising such
schemes, it needs to define a standard for carbon calculators, or select a single recognised
calculator.

> Several countries are putting specific targets in place to protect soil carbon, and government
and regulating agencies should do so also, after a consideration of the evidence and proper
consultation. The ScottishGovernment could develop furtherNational Performance
Indicators to helpmeet land use and climate change policy objectives. For example, national
targets forminimising losses and increasing soil carbon inmanaged landwould not only
reduce greenhouse gas, butwould enhance the nation’s soil fertility and resilience to future
climate change.

> Farms have great potential to become energy providers and in themselvesmake the land-
based primary industries carbon-neutral and probably carbon-positive, and this should be an
aim for individuals, companies and the nation.
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CHAPTER 9 DELIVERING A LOW-CARBON FUTURE: CIVIL SOCIETY

Key points
• Substantive, deliberative engagement of civil society is fundamental to attaining Scotland’s

carbon reduction targets, and to creating a prosperous low-carbon society. Public
engagementmakes democracymore effective, rebuilds trust in politics, and is a catalyst
for people acting together.

• All civil society organisations, not just the environmentalmovement, can formalliances
tomake demands on governments and businesses for responsible leadership and investment.

• Community partnerships between businesses, local authorities, social enterprises and civil
society groups are a practicalmeans of achieving significant change.

• The starting point for public engagement is political leadership by example through
prominent, consistent action to demonstrate in all spheres of government, the principles
of sustainability. This can overcome public cynicism, and educate people aboutwhat needs
to change in their own lives

Wider context
In its 2010 report, Making Good Society, the Commission of Inquiry into the Future of Civil
Society in the UK and Ireland218 concludes that plausible solutions to the major public issues of
the day, notably political distrust, economic crisis and climate change, are inconceivable without
significant engagement of civil society.

This chapter describes briefly our understanding of civil society, and how it is distinct from the
spheres of state and market. It explores the responses exhibited to understandings of climate
change across some different domains of civil society in Scotland. Evidence from civil society
bodies, gathered during the Inquiry, demonstrated the breadth of, and future potential for,
constructive and progressive public engagement in responding to social, political and economic
implications of climate change. Case studies are drawn from evidence, including that
contributed by social movement organisations such as Stop Climate Chaos, local Transition
Groups, voluntary organisations such as RSPB, SCVO andDevelopment Trusts, faith groups such
as the Eco-Congregations, and bodies which seek to bring different social strata into structured
interaction, notably the Scottish 2020 Climate Group219. Lastly, the chapter considers the
implications for government policy and practice in seeking constructive public engagement over
mitigating and adapting to climate change.

Defining Civil Society
Concerted civil society action develops out of people coming together to articulate and share
concerns about their lives and the lives of others and, more broadly, the state of the world. Its
qualities of spontaneity contribute to making societal change possible. It follows that this is not
something that can be engineered by governments, because social activity is not controlled by
governments. What needs to happen is that people see the point of acting together to express
care for themselves and others, and to make appropriate changes in their lives, attitudes and
behaviour. Governments can interact widely and constructively with civil society, and in the
process work to make democracy more meaningful, to improve the quality of life for many
people, and to enhance social resilience.

This begs a key question: what is civil society anyway? The short answer is that civil society is a
social space between the intimacy of family life on the one hand, and the impersonal power of
government and state institutions on the other. Through this sphere, people interact for
practical and instrumental purposes, as well as spontaneously, in all kinds of settings. Theymay
do so for expressive reasons as well as for practical ones, and often a combination of the two.
Civil society activity plays an important part in understanding and defining ourselves as ‘social’.
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As the late Neil MacCormick, professor of law and political activist, once pointed out, the truth
about human individuals is that they – we – are social products, not independent atoms capable of
constituting society through a voluntary coming together. We are as much constituted by our
society as it is by us. The key point is that we are not at the outset freestanding individuals who then
come together as members of society; rather, how we think of ourselves, and how we act towards
others, is fundamentally a social process. How others see us and treat us is basic to our sense of self
and to howwe behave. Thismeans thatwe are not simply ‘consumers’, creatures of themarket, who
know independently of society what our needs are. Nor, on the other hand, are we simply ‘citizens’,
creatures of the state, who carry out its bidding. This is what makes society ‘social’ – or ‘civil’ – as
opposed to simply political (defined by the state) or economic (defined by themarket).

Civil society action on climate change
The strength of civil society lies in cross-cutting alliances and influences. In everyday life we
interact with other people in a multitude of ways, because it suits us to do so. Many people act as
members of associations and organisations. Voluntary work spans most age groups (apart from the
very elderly) and all social classes. Such activity typically involves working with children, schools,
young people, and neighbourhoods. Most people are interested in the social world around them,
usually the most local and immediate, and probably get involved as a matter of course without
thinking about it toomuch. Through volunteering and other informal social activities, we derive a
sense ofwhowe are andwhat our concerns are, andwe confirm the identity of others in return.

This does not mean that civil society is free from divisions, disputes, competing interests, concerns
about status and so on. In Scotland, diverse interests, different world views and different priorities
co-exist, and are channelled through numerous, and often cross-cutting, civil society organisations,
from arts and cultural groups, through faith groups, trade unions, voluntary organisations,
professional associations and student bodies, to local neighbourhood groups, to globally-networked
campaigning groups such as Amnesty International, Christian Aid, Oxfam or WWF. Modern
societies are associated not only with a wide range of civil society groups, but also with
‘specialisation’ and divisions of labour between groups. Hence there are, for example,
‘environmental’ groups, groups who focus on tackling poverty, or strengthening human rights, or
opposingwars, or raisingmoney formedical research, or copingwith long termdiseases, and so on.

Historically it has been the environmental movement, working internationally through alliances
and networks, which has campaigned for sustainable use of resources, and for accelerated action to
mitigate climate change. Indeed the environmental movement has sometimes been charged with
caringmore about ‘nature’ than about social injustice andpoverty, and conversely environmentalists
have suggested that poverty cannot be tackled without action to protect natural resources. Such
disputes themselves can be interpreted in terms of the modern understanding of society and
economy as spheres which exist independently of nature. Climate change, however, confronts us
with the indivisibility of the social and the environmental. Evidence submitted to the Inquiry by
civil society organisations shows increasing awareness of the impact of this dichotomy, as well as
concern about how priorities may need to be rethought, to create more collaboration between
groups. For example, the ScottishCouncil forVoluntaryOrganisations (SCVO) commented:

‘Two of the underlying themes to SCVO’s work are to promote equality, and to take, promote and embed
a sustainable development approach. We recognise that unmitigated climate change challenges those
values. If we do not carefully nurture our natural environment, the social and economic implications
of climate change will be disastrous for communities around the world. It is the most vulnerable
in society who are already being hit hardest by the impacts of such change and yet it is often those
same groups, living low-carbon lifestyles, who are least responsible for the high emissions levels.’
(SCVOwritten evidence to Inquiry, p.1).

The challenge for civil society organisations then is to find common ground in articulating, to
the widest cross-section of the public, the risks to human prosperity of unmitigated climate
change and rising energy costs, and to engage people in the actions needed to reduce its impacts.
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Case Studies
A key organisation which is prominent in facing this challenge through constructive
collaboration is Stop Climate Chaos Scotland (Box 9.1). The organisation includes groups from
environmental and international organisations, trade unions, faith and other groups with a
combinedmembership of some twomillion people in Scotland.

The work of such voluntary and community organisations is a key constituent of civil society
activity, and their experience is central to engagingwith awide range of people over contentious
and complex social problems: ‘The voluntary sector’s networks reach right across society and
with so much activity at both national and local level, community organisations can promote
engagement on climate change as part of what they do, making it relevant to local and national
audiences’ (SCVO written evidence to Inquiry, p.3). Globally- and locally-coordinated
campaigns, such as those represented by the approach of SCCS, have already influenced
governments, investors and global corporations, in holding them publicly to account and raising
questions about their responsibilities for funding climate change mitigation and adaptation.
Scottish government, local and national, can build on such campaigns in developing systematic
public engagement and shared responsibility for the transition to a low-carbon society.

Given the wide range of groups involved, it is interesting to see that SCCS identifies three main
barriers inmoving to a low-carbon society. The Inquiry teamdiscovered the same three. The first is
the negative thoughts associated with the topic of ‘Climate Change’, basedmainly on the fear that
any moves to address it will cause standards of living to fall. The second is to blame governments
and political leaders, probably because the problem is complex and ‘someonemust be at fault’. The
third is the fear that any attempt to protect the environmentwill damage the economy.

Box 9.1StopClimateChaosScotland (SCCS)

Stop Climate Chaos Scotland is a broadly-based coalition of civil society bodies formed by
trade unions, environmental and international development organisations, faith and
other groups to campaign for international government action on Climate Change, so
that emissions are falling irreversibly by 2015. Launched in 2005, SCCS is focused on
co-ordinating events, community involvement and knowledge distribution and aims to
influence government decisionmaking relating to environmental policy. Their aim is to
make Scotland an international standard bearer in dealingwith climate change.

Obstacles/Barriers:

• common negative associations with the terminology of ‘climate change’;

• the public perception of the responsibility for action lyingwith government;

• actions to support environmental resources are perceived as bad for the economy.

Opportunities/Actions

• working together, through coalitions which build common interests, provides
opportunity to induce significant social change supportive of a low-carbon society.

Further information:http://www.stopclimatechaos.org/scotland
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Local communities
In addition to coordinated action designed to influence public policy, much of civil society
activity focuses on specific places, local practices and relationships. Community action of this
kind, especially where it includes management of shared assets and resources, contributes to
improving the resilience of communities as well as mitigating climate change, as argued by the
IPCC (2007)220 and the Sustainable Development Commission Scotland221.

Groups whose primary purpose includes addressing climate change may commit to the
practical transition to low-carbon living arrangements in their own locale. A notable example
is the Transition Towns movement (Box 9.2). Such groups may be active in international
alliances to lobby governments and/or challenge business practices, but their first concern is to
demonstrate what can be achieved through local collaborative enterprise.

220 IPCC, 2007, Contribution of Working Group III: Mitigation of Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom and New York USA

221 Sustainable Development Commission, 2010, The Future is Local: Empowering Communities to Improve Their Neighbourhoods,www.sd-commission.org.uk

Box 9.2TheTransitionTownsmovement

TheTransitionTownsmovement is an example of a civil society organisation aiming to
stimulate direct change deriving from local concerns, rather than attempting to lobby
governments. Themovement develops its own formulations of how tomove from large-scale
consumerism tomore localised, resilient forms of production and consumption.

The first Scottish group (PEDAL)was inPortobello, and this groupwas instrumental in
forming a support organisation to assist establishment of otherTransition initiatives. PEDAL
is an exemplar project in theClimateChallenge Fund. There are nowaround40Scottish
groups,with a proportion receiving funding from theClimateChallenge Fund. Theywork
on energy saving, food and transport throughprojects devised and controlled locally.

Obstacles/Barriers:

• public inertia and uncertainty;
• media scepticism;
• the focus on short-term economic gain, with climate change perceived as

‘tomorrow’s problem’;
• lack of visible practical political action from Scottish Government;
• planning processes;
• short-term funding under CCF.

Opportunities/Actions

• addressing local concerns allows norms to be changed to support sustainable living;

• the transitionmovement allows everyone to engage in a practical way, whether
growing food, reusing and recycling resources, organising events or working to
improve energy efficiency in the area.;

• bringing different social networks into contact strengthens local community and
enhances shared knowledge about the range of expertise and skills available locally;

• developing a story for Scotland – drawing on historical cultural knowledge about
ways of living, and using land andwater, without dependence on fossil fuels;

• locally-controlled social enterprise asmodel for sustainable economic activity.

Further information:http://www.transitionscotland.org/
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The barriers to change are familiar, with special mention of public uncertainty, partly fuelled
by media scepticism, the concern with short-term economic gain as opposed to ‘tomorrow’s
problem’, and the perception of a lack of coherence of government action, as suggested for
example by plans for new roads. The opportunities of a local approach are well articulated, with
mention of the advantages of practical engagement, bringing together different social
networks and skills locally, and developing a narrative of how Scotland can thrive without
dependence on fossil fuels. The Transition groups demonstrate both the depth of understanding
of the implications of climate change which many people already have, and provide insight
into the potential for change arising out of collaborative action. Within any neighbourhood,
givenwilling labour and appropriate resources,much can be achieved.

Local action to create projects for energy efficiency, community renewables, food growing, or
improving local cycling or walking routes encounters obstacles which often stem from a
combination of complex regulatory requirements, lack of finance and eventual ‘volunteer
fatigue’. Those involved in such projects encounter what they experience as aminefield of cross-
cutting regulations and economic policies, which may erode the commitment of volunteers.
They also encounter the challenges of fundraising, at a time of limited availability of loan or
grant finance accessible to non-specialists. One example of this in a rural context is the Comrie
Development Trust (Box 9.3). On a visit, the Inquiry team learned of the difficulty of applying
planning regulations on land formerly owned by the Ministry of Defence, but also of the
success that can be achievedwhenworking closelywith government and local authorities.

Box 9.3ComrieDevelopmentTrust

TheComrieDevelopmentTrust is highlighted as an example ofwhat can be done to tackle
climate changewithin a locality. TheTrust aims to develop the local area in a financially
and environmentally sustainablemanner that provides benefit for local people, groups and
businesses. Theyhave been recognised as an example to followand are aiming for funding
self-sufficiency by 2014. Examples of environmental goodpractice include local energy
efficiencymeasures, allotment developments, businesses using locally produced food,
ecological building constructionmethods, learning events for all aspects of sustainable
development, providing information to local architects in eco-construction, and renewable
energy sources. Plans are in place for further innovation that includes a heat fromwaste
scheme, a street-by-street energy audit anddemand reduction project, focus onpersonal
responsibility, further development of composting,wormeries and recycling facilities.
TheClimateChallenge Fundhas provided a vital source of financial support.

Obstacles/Barriers:

• lack of future funding threatens to slow current progress;
• planning constraints have provided a number of challenges to be overcome.

Opportunities/Actions

• Comrie Development Trust provided a framework for other community groups
to follow;

• good dialogue with government and planning authorities was fundamental.

Further information:http://www.comrie.org.uk/comrie-development-trust.html
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The Inquiry Committee visited the Westray Development Trust in Orkney to see how a local
group had harnessed the benefits of wind power to reverse population decline and permit
sustainable development (Box 9.4). The community aims to provide all its energy locally and to
use the proceeds from surplus electricity sold to the National Grid to fund other developments.
A critical step forwards was success in borrowing from a ‘green’ bank in order to leverage funds
to cover the initial costs of a 900 kw turbine. Other remarkable barriers were the 800 legal
documents needed to install a community turbine, and the extra borrowing costs involved
because of uncertainty over the capacity of the grid to accept all the electricity generated.

Box 9.4 WestrayDevelopmentTrust

WestrayDevelopmentTrust is a community project onOrkney aimed at ‘developing
economic, social and cultural sustainability’within the island community, the projectwas
initially started to address the issue of populationdecline.Now theTrust includes projects such
as a community turbine, an anaerobic digester, small turbines for community buildings,
and an electric car development programmeand aspires to 100% energy production from
community renewable projects by 2012. Fundinghas been secured fromorganisations such
as theEnergy SavingTrust, and theBig Lottery fund, aswell as a loan fromTriodosBank.

Obstacles/Barriers:

• large volumes of administrative work can be required to initiate a renewable energy
project (800 legal documents were required for a community wind turbine);

• CERT (carbon emissions reductions targets) were seen as less cost effective in
communities with a small dispersed population;

• centralised control over certification of insulation installers prevented island
populations from accessing services or from developing themeans to provide a
local service;

• poormaintenance of theNational Grid leads to communities on its periphery
being overly susceptible to inefficiencies within the network, and down times.

Opportunities/Actions

• Westray Development Trust illustrated what a community could achieve with
collective willpower;

• simplification of the planning application process would facilitate environmental
planning in the future;

• in relation to energy supply, a dynamic activemanaged electricity network,
whichmonitored voltage quality, switched on and off sources tomaximise quality
and re-routed supplies if there were local problems, would be preferable.

Further information:http://www.westraydevelopmenttrust.co.uk/
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Initiatives such as the Scottish Government’s Climate Challenge Fund222 provide critical
infrastructure support for substantive action by enabling local groups to finance projects which
they are able to control and develop. The three-year funding horizon was, however, perceived
by many of those involved as too short-term to embed sustainable changes in local economic
practices. Many also perceived funding criteria as overly-restrictive, because they excluded
society-wideNGOs, with a local presence, from engaging in action to establish local projects.

Implications of the Inquiry findings
Campaigns by civil society coalitions and organisations are evidence of public concern about the
risks to society of unmitigated climate change, and have exerted powerful pressure on the
Scottish Government to create strong climate change legislation and policy. Broadly-based
engagement between civil society, market and state will be the essential requirement for
successful implementation of those policies, and for sharing the costs and benefits equitably. The
Inquiry Committee recommends specific actions thatwill help in bringing this about.

Integration of activities

Whilst there is amajor global dimension to debates about equitable sharing of costs and benefits,
such issues can also be addressed meaningfully at local levels through partnerships between
different strata of Scottish society, including business, financial investors, social enterprises, all
public services and civil society. A systematic approach to developing such partnerships can be
instrumental in overcoming the division between ‘top down’ and ‘bottom up’ approaches to
change, whereby governments pass legislation on the one hand, or, on the other, we rely simply
on grassroots action to set the world to rights. The model we have in mind is exemplified in the
2020 Climate Group223 which is intended to bring business, voluntary and public sectors
together to achieve Scotland’s targets, and the transformational changes required by the Climate
Change Delivery Plan224. It is critical that this group takes seriously its responsibilities for
leadership and substantive action, and goes beyond business as usual to develop substantive
actions across Scotland.

Alliances between civil society organisations, such as that exemplified by Stop Climate Chaos
Scotland, are critical to finding common cause across different social interests, in order to bring
pressure to bear on business and state sectors to implement Scotland’s significant and wide-
ranging climate change and low-carbon transition policies.

Enabling and empowering local communities

Localised economic strategies, including community stakes in sustainable energy developments,
are critical sources of resilience in adapting to climate change, and they provide both symbolic
and material shares in transition to a low-carbon society. We need neighbourhood partnerships
between communities, businesses, landlords, energy companies and social enterprises in every
part of Scotland to achieve significant energy efficiency in buildings, travel and consumption,
and to lead the development of renewable energy suited to local circumstances225. This needs to
be initiated by the Government, as part of its work set out in the 2010 Low Carbon Scotland Public
Engagement Strategy. Once such a framework is established, however, neighbourhood
partnerships can best be facilitated by local authorities, through the nomination of a single point
of contact, a ‘low-carbon transition’ ambassador for every authority, for local groups, businesses
and social enterprises. Some relevant forums already exist, usually as part of community
planning partnerships, but these need to be given more direct powers, and best practice needs to
be rapidly disseminated across Scotland.
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Access to local finance

Making such partnerships meaningful will require predictable, accessible low-carbon finance
for neighbourhood projects, whether in the form of grants or low interest loans, for initiatives
on energy efficiency, renewables, transport, food and waste. Community-scale finance could be
made available from UK central government carbon taxes, use of local authority prudential
borrowing powers, and community infrastructure levies, as well as opportunities for tax-free
investment in ‘green bonds’ or mutual funds (Chapter 8.1). The return on such investment is
measured by the extent towhich itmakes neighbourhoodsmore able to take decisions about how
their areas are managed, more able to use resources efficiently, and to decide where any income
should be invested to improve local infrastructure and long-term wellbeing. Locally-oriented
economic activity contributes to jobs, to understanding of the meanings of low-carbon living
arrangements, and to decentralised forms of organisation, which improve resilience and security
and create a sense of responsibility for local infrastructure.

Public engagement

Meeting Scotland’s emission reduction targets, and creating a prosperous low-carbon society,
will require substantive public engagement, beyond consultation and the limited debate
characterised by sporadic news items, headline messages and short-term initiatives. Civil society
has a critical role, because it provides social space where greater trust can be built through shared
experiences and articulation of common goals. It is the basis for stronger deliberative democracy,
which requires capacity for listening, argument from evidence rather than personal interest, and
action to draw awide range of groups into discussion.While simple agreement is likely to be the
exception, local perspectives need to be heard, in order to achieve some shared understanding of
the relevance of climate change, and the meaning of low-carbon transition for day to day life.
Deliberative engagement is a means to move beyond the limits of individual actions, to enable
everyone to understand their responsibility to act.

Political leadership

The starting point for stimulus to thorough public engagement is political leadership through
prominent, consistent action. This can overcome public cynicism, and educate people about what
needs to change in their own lives:

‘People are looking for stronger leadership which establishes policies to complement the ambitious
emissions targets which Scotland has set and to demonstrate how change will be achieved; at present
there is an apparent hesitancy from government to be bold and concern about the relative popularity of
the necessary measures… Overall, our resistance as a society to thinking long-term represents a
fundamental barrier’ (SCVOEvidence, p.5).

Ministers, politicians and government officials have to lead by example in prominently
changing habits of resource consumption to highlight the key principles of reducing, re-using
and recycling. These principles apply to energy use, energy efficiency, retrofitting of existing
buildings, thorough enforcement of zero-carbon building standards and energy certificate
requirements, innovative flexible working and video-conferencing to cut travel, low-carbon
procurement for all goods and services, and planning decisions which drive low-carbon
transition and local economic development. The reasons for such changes need to be explained
through multiple channels and in multiple forms to suit the audience. Public broadcasters,
popular press, social media, educational institutions, business and employers’ associations,
community planning partnerships and forums and civil society organisations all need to be
drawn in to explaining the reasons for cutting carbon emissions, publicising Scotland’s priorities,
enhancing understanding of the social benefits and highlighting the leadership example being
set by government.
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CHAPTER 10 MULTI-LEVEL GOVERNANCE:
OPPORTUNITIES AND BARRIERS TO CHANGE

Introduction
The main conclusion from our 18 months of collecting evidence is that there is a desire for a
change to a more sustainable lifestyle and a positive vision of what Scotland could achieve in a
low-carbon society. But this enthusiasm is temperedwith puzzlement, or even frustration, that it
is proving so difficult to implement change. The goal of a low-carbon society is clearly putting
strains on our current structures and practices of governance. There is an abundance of
discussion, leading to policy recommendations that affect activities at the level of the EU, theUK
Government, Scottish Government, local authorities, local communities, families and
individuals. However, the integration of implementation strategies at all levels, fromnational to
local, is missing. There is sometimes a clear disconnect between parallel policies in different
spheres of interest and also between different levels of governance. Other problems arise when
seemingly progressive low-carbon/equality policies interact in an unanticipated way with other
existing or newpolicies.

This chapter brings together the findings in previous chapters and identifies priorities for action.
First, we structure our analysis around different levels of governance, further subdividing issues
according to different groups of actors at each level. The purpose is to try to offer a coherent
overview of actions needed from international/national to local level. Identification of these
barriers and the recommendations to overcome them are developed in this chapter and brought
together in the introductory chapter. In the second part of this chapter, we identify barriers that
are specific to particular sectors and are thus relevant to particular groups of policy makers.
These supplementary recommendations are to tackle the barriers within these particular policy
areas. Our hope is that an attempt to tackle these problems at different levels will add coherence
to the drive to a low-carbon society. Such coherence will provide the joined-up approach
necessary to garner the support and trust of the public.

Barriers and principal recommendations

International/UK/Scotland

EuropeanUnion
SincemuchUK and Scottish environmental policy is driven by EU initiatives, it is appropriate to
begin this assessment of multi-level governance with emerging initiatives by the European
Environment Agency, aimed at measuring andmonitoring the progress of its members towards
sustainable economies. Making progress towards a low-carbon society is a key component in
sustainable development. The emerging environmental guidance, which is currently under
consideration, will report on five indicators of environmental quality and wellbeing, and
provide a valuable metric of progress towards both goals. In addition to GDP, there will be
analyses of resource efficiency, including water, natural capital, forests, agriculture and
biodiversity, environmental clean technologies (ECT), greenhouse gas emissions, poverty, and
employment226. This agenda closely matches the vision of a low-carbon Scotland, in that it
integrates environmental, social and economic affairs. It involves the integration of renewable
energy generation, energy efficiency measures, transport (reducing the number of car journeys
to, from and at work) and land use. At the very least, this initiative by the European
Environment Agency is a stimulus for action. The key question for Scotland is how we will
compare with other countries of comparable size in Scandinavia, or other devolved nations such
asWales.
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Electricity
An area of potential difference in energy policy between the UK and Scottish Governments
concerns the future development of the UK national grid. The Inquiry team heard a wide range
of different views and hence our concern that a strategy should be clarified.We listened to views
from industry, SMEs and local councillors in urban areas and rural communities that there was
concern about the future of renewables in Scotland. They were collectively concerned over
problems of access to the grid and its current design andmanagement.

One fear is that the lack of a direct interconnectorwithnorthernEuropewill prevent the optimum
exploitation of Scottish wind, tidal andwave-based renewables. Discussions with officials at DECC
confirmed that an interconnector with Norway would helpmaximise the potential of renewables
in Scotland, since it would allow the use of Norwegian pump-storage capacity to supplement
Scottish supplies when demand peaked or wind-generated electricity periodically dipped. At
present, such a link helps Denmark to optimise its renewable energy generation. Further, it would
increase the opportunities for the export of electricity to theContinent.

The Inquiry teamheard different visions of the future of the grid. For example, the projections for
the UK grid and generation sources outlined at Holyrood’s Delivering 2020 conference in
Edinburgh (June 2010) by the Commercial Director, Transmission, National Grid, seem to imply a
centralised UK grid in the future, relying on renewables from offshore in the first half of the 21st
Century, but returning to a centralised system based mainly on nuclear power in mid-century227.
Such a view would seem to constrain the scale and duration of the renewable revolution in
Scotland and could be particularly damaging in viewof the present Scottish policy of not renewing
nuclear power stations. In contrast, officials at DECC argued that the huge resources of wind, tidal
and wave-based energy in Scotland are needed if the UK is to meet its carbon-reduction targets.
This latter scenario seems to line up with a vision of a smart, flexible grid in Scotland, with long-
term generation from renewables and storage distributed across the grid228. It is this latter long-
termrenewable strategy that offers the economic and social advantages to Scotland.

There are also issues concerning the capacity of the grid to accept renewables, especially in the
more remote parts of Scotland. The visit of the Inquiry team to Westray revealed that restrictions
not only reduced the potential amount of electricity produced from renewables but, because this
reduced the financial payback, made it more difficult to get loans to build a turbine in the first
place. Many of the problems relate to how the grid is managed and the Inquiry heard from senior
advisors that, if the UK adopted different transmission standards, the capacity of the grid could be
increased229.

The range of views about the future shape of the grid, its management, the energy mix, and the
need for, and location of, interconnectors to the continent requires urgent discussions between the
Scottish Government, the EU and UK Government. It is so crucial to the future of a low-carbon
Scotland and the potential gains to come froma renewable revolution thatwe include as a Primary
Recommendation:

1. The UK Government should urgently improve the infrastructure and management
oftheelectricitygrid inScotlandtooptimise thedevelopmentofrenewableenergy,
andtopermit theexportofsurplusrenewableenergy.
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Environmental regulation
The Inquiry discovered that on many occasions, and in different circumstances, existing
environmental legislation implemented in the past was impeding efforts to move to a low-
carbon society. When asked why this was, the response was often to point to EU legislation. The
Inquiry team is notwholly convinced by this argument.

We have discussed this issue with SEPA and welcome their willingness to investigate certain
environmental issues. Since much environmental legislation derives from the EU, it is good to
see SEPA involved in the EU EPA-Network which provides the opportunity to share good
practice directly throughout 34 European countries. Most recent EU environmental legislation is
via Framework Directives, facilitating different national approaches to achieve commonly-
agreed outcomes, with considerable latitude to follow different solutions. With this in mind, we
note in Chapter 7.3 that EUwater quality regulations, generally interpreted in theUK as ‘end-of-
pipe’ solutions, require significant carbon-intensive investment in water and waste water
treatment. An alternative river basin approach using integrated land use andwatermanagement
to improve the quality of inputs to water supply reservoirs and the processing of waste water can
bring wider environmental benefits at lower cost in terms of carbon. Again, the introduction of
any micro-hydro scheme on a river can be viewed as detrimental to the status of the river on
strict hydromorphology grounds and thus we understand SEPA’s preference for fewer, larger
schemes230. And yet it can be argued that a river with micro-hydro schemes is yielding wider
environmental and social benefits. It is the small-scale developments that are often more
valuable to the scattered farms and small settlements typical of the rural community.

SEPA could also take firmer control of the low-carbon agenda when applying environmental
regulations. The example of a whisky distillery supplying its barley waste to a local farmer to
spread on the land to fertilise it provides a telling example231. Because the fertiliser was classified
as waste, there was a charge both to the distillery and to the farm that had to apply for
permission to distribute the waste block by block. If the barley waste is classified as a by-product,
there would be no charge, other than the cost of transport, and less bureaucracy. The operation
would still be regulated by the relevant water quality standards. This issue was also raised as a
problemby the ScottishCouncil forDevelopment and Industry (SCDI).

The Inquiry team believes that this problem affects fields other than the examples we quote. The
transmission standards on the grid seem to be another example. Changes will involve reviewing
cross-cutting regulations at EU, UK and devolved level, but there is scope for immediate changes
in implementationwithin Scotland. Since efficient and effective regulation is of key importance
to the low-carbon strategy, we include as a PrimaryRecommendation:

2. The Scottish and UK Governments need to retrofit existing regulation to achieve
abalancewiththeneedtoreducecarbonemissions.

Scottish Government
During the course of the Inquiry we heard from experts in various fields ways to catalyse change
towards a low-carbon society at a national scale. Many of these ideas involved investment from
private industry and government, and many others pointed to a smarter way of doing things.
These are examples where the Scottish Government has the power to make a difference and not
all require extra costs.
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Energy efficiency (buildings and transport)

Buildings
Improving the energy efficiency of buildings emerges as perhaps the singlemost important way
in which Scotland can make rapid progress in reducing its carbon footprint. Heating buildings
in Scotland produces ~9million tons of carbon per year, equivalent to 1.8 tons per person per year
(Chapter 8.4). In 2008, the residential sector contributed 14% of Scotland’s total carbon emissions.

The Inquiry teamdiscoveredwidespread disappointment, both about the poor quality of housing
and the slow progress being made in improving it, especially in retrofitting the existing 2.4
million properties. This lack of effective progress is a missed opportunity because improvements
would bring important additional benefits: (a) the reduction in demand for energy would begin
immediately and thus help Scotland to reach its carbon reduction targets in the coming decade, a
timewhen the impact of renewables in reducing carbon totals is still limited and yet to ramp up;
(b) it would bring employment to many SMEs (electricians, plumbers, builders) distributed in
settlements of all sizes throughout the land and help increase the level of skills; and (c) the
upgrading of housing is away of supporting initiatives at a community level.

The overwhelming view of many respondents is that the Feed-in Tariff (FIT) and Renewable
Heat Incentive (RHI) are powerful policy instruments, but that they need more incentives
and/or teeth to release pent-up domestic demand. Germany’s impressive take-up of solar panels
combined FIT with the provision of low-interest loans. A particular problem concerns rented
property, where investment by the landlord in energy efficiency does not necessarily bring
returns so long as cheaper, less efficient properties are available for rent. Several responses from
the energy, architectural and building fraternity suggested that teeth could be added to the
legislation by linking the energy heat performance (EHP) of a house to the levels of council tax,
or perhaps to stampdutywhen a property changes hands.

The Inquiry team identified specific bottlenecks which were making it difficult to achieve
change. There is need for: (a) new financial instruments to support specialist businesses in
improving existing buildings; (b) easier lending from banks to help fund private home
improvements; (c) measures to add long-term value to energy-efficient housing; (d) measures to
upgrade the insulation of rented buildings; (e) tighter enforcement of building standards on the
energy use of new build; and (f) improving the insulation of public buildings as exemplars of
good practice.

The effective insulation of buildings would make immediate inroads into Scotland’s emissions
and, moreover, the increase in efficiency wastes less resources. It is also a win–win situation in
that peoplewould live inmore comfortable houseswhilst saving on fuel bills.

Transport
Transport accounts for 29% of the total energy use in Scotland and in 2008 created ~14.5 million
tons of carbon emissions. Approximately two-thirds of this energy is used in cars, with the
remainder used by light or heavy goods vehicles, trains, ferries and aircraft (Chapter 8.5). It is clear
that an effective transport strategywouldmake important inroads into Scotland’s emission targets.

At present, Scottish transport policy is not perceived by the general public to be an integral part of a
low-carbon strategy. They see an increase in spending on trunk roads, while the removal of bridge
tolls and local opposition to urban congestion charges seem to encourage more car journeys. The
lack of rail connections to Glasgow and Edinburgh airports is a source of comment. The view that
the low-carbon agenda has not influenced transport strategy is reinforced by the static or declining
support for existing public transport networks and the small proportion of funding (1% in 2009–10)
devoted to walking and cycling232. Plans to encourage the latter are not backed by the investment
needed to create the continuous and safe cycleways that are commonon theContinent.
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The Inquiry team concluded that transport priorities are not yet integrated into the
government’s thinking on a low-carbon society. In Chapter 8.5 we outline possible approaches
involving smart road-use pricing and links with other forms of transport, especially involving
travel to and fromwork, and atwork. The overall aimwould be to reduce car and van use, whilst
meeting the travel needs of people effectively and efficiently. We note two policies that are
moving in a low-carbon direction and are, or will be, popular. The policy of concessionary bus
fares improves travel options, minimises car emissions and has the additional advantage of
supporting rural bus routes. The electric Edinburgh tram, linking the airport with commercial
centres in Edinburgh, will improve travel options whilst minimising emissions by reducing the
need for car journeys.

The Inquiry team finds itself fully agreeing with the Committee on Climate Change233 that
improving heating efficiency and transport are urgent priorities. Since both spheres lie within
the powers of the ScottishGovernment, we recommend:

3. TheScottishGovernmentshouldworkwithlocalauthoritiesandbusinesses toalign
andsharpenregulationinordertoachieveastepchangeinenergyefficiencyin
buildingsandtransport.

Integrating national and local authority actions
The actions of local authorities, working at the scale most relevant to people’s lives, will largely
determine whether or not Scotland reaches its carbon emission targets. The social and economic
geography of each region affects where you live, how you travel towork, how you shop, how you
heat your house, and how and where you spend your leisure time. Local authorities play a major
role in shaping these decisions via the infrastructure and the services provided for individuals
and communities. The city regions have the potential to make the largest difference, since the
density of populations and activities in cities means that they produce the most carbon and yet
havemore options to cut emissions than elsewhere.

During the course of the Inquiry we met with officials and held public meetings in the main
cities of Aberdeen, Dundee, Edinburgh, Glasgow and Inverness. In addition, we met with
COSLA and officials in Fife and Dumfries. The results of our consultations are covered in detail
in Chapter 7.1. We also held discussions with many organisations involved in building and
maintaining the infrastructure in Scotland. The most important conclusion from these two sets
ofmeetings is that there are startling difficulties in reconciling national and regional goalswhen
trying to implement change. Examples are summarised Box 10.1 and a quick scan of these is
sufficient to show that here is a major barrier impeding Scotland’s progress towards a low-
carbon society. The Inquiry team does not have the expertise or role to develop new policy but we
can at least highlight the issues faced by local authorities as an aid to policy makers. Further, we
can flag up good practice by individual authorities, as indicated inChapter 7.1.
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Box 10.1 Conflict betweennational and regional goals.
Barriers impedinga transition to a low-carbonsociety
identifiedby local authorities

Rail network. The priority of the rail network is to cut intercity journey times, whereas
regions seek more commuter stations and more local trains. This may involve refusal of new
stations for commuting (Glasgow, Edinburgh) or for economic development (Fife) and/or
delay in implementation (Aberdeen). Salary sacrifice schemes designed to encourage use of
public transport counteracted by tax decisions of HM Revenue and Customs (TRACTRAN).
National control of trunk roads and travel concessions can conflict with regional priorities
(Glasgow, Fife). Integrated travel tickets for rail and bus ruled out by competition law
(Edinburgh).

Inability to control car traffic andcongestioneffectively.Transport should be a statutory
requirement as in England (Aberdeen). Cannot control access for green cars as in Germany
(COSLA), on trunk roads in cities (Glasgow) and on new Forth crossing, where 80% car
journeys were single occupancy (Fife, 2006). Limited control of city parking where sold to
private operators (Glasgow). Incentives to use public transport only work in areas of
congestion or limited parking (West Lothian).

Lackoffunds todevelopwalkingandcycling incities. 15% of journeys in Fife are less than
one mile (2006). 20-30% journeys in some European cities are by cycle (Transform Scotland).
Cycling is a low priority (Glasgow). In 2005 in Edinburgh 25% walk and 4% cycle to work or
education. Goal of 15% cycling by 2020. Asymmetry between large budget for trunk roads and
1%of total devoted towalking/cycling in 2009/10 settlement (TransformScotland).

Combined Heat and Power (CHP) difficult to achieve. Clyde Gateway regeneration in
Glasgow has rolling development plan, each piece of which is developed separately without
integrated long-term plan. Grants related to multiple deprivation indices complicate
integrated plans, even splitting blocks (Aberdeen, Dundee, Glasgow). Expenditure requires
payback too quickly (Dundee). UnlikeEngland, business rates are charged onCHP schemes.

Existingpolicies favourquantity over quality ofnewbuildings.Choice is made between
larger number of lower-spec social houses or fewer high-spec houses (Glasgow), or between
highest efficiency standards in new school or a new gym (COSLA). Developers threaten to
build in less suitable areas away from public transport, if adjacent authorities have lower
efficiency standards (Glasgow).

By way of example, it is encouraging to see what is possible at the scale of a local authority by
looking at the case example of Thisted in Denmark (Box 10.2). Here the vision and energy of the
local council over 25 years has blended economic success, social progress and achieved a low-
carbon footprint in a town of 46,000 citizens. Thisted is an example of a town that uses
renewable energy to induce social and economic prosperity. Perhaps the success can be applied to
towns of similar size in Scotland and some lessonsmay also apply to larger cities.
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Box 10.2 Casestudyof the low-carbon townofThisted inDenmark

Thisted in Denmark is a municipality with a population of approximately 46,000 that over a
period of 20–30 years has developed a strategy towards renewable energy production that has
resulted in 100% of electricity and 85% of heat provided to the region coming from renewable
sources, in the process reducingCO2 emissions by 90,000 tonnes.

A vast array of environmentally-sustainablemeasures have beenput in place, for example:
• Biomass for district heating
• Biogas andmanure separation in small- and large-scale facilities
• Geothermic cooling
• Geothermic heat
• Passive house technology
• Next-generation vehicles includinghydrogenpower
• Waste incineration for district heating
• Wave power
• Windpower
• Wind energymanagement

Community and industry involvement is strong, due to consultation at an early stage that
actively engages the public. Planning permission is readily obtainable and private ownership
of renewable energies has facilitated the renewable uptake throughout the region, with 251 of
252wind turbines privately owned.Aholistic strategy incorporating an overall plan forwater,
heat and electricity, energy labelling of all public buildings, in addition to a collective
transport plan, aims to improve environmental sustainability still further.

Thisted is an example of a region that used renewable energy development to induce social
and economic prosperity andprovides amodel for other regions to aspire to.

http://www.eea.europa.eu/atlas/eea/power-to-the-people/video/
power-to-the-people-environmental-atlas-of-europe-2014-denmark/view

Returning to Scotland, the main difficulties of integrating national and regional goals revolve
round regional transport, heating, enforcing new housing standards and retrofitting existing
houses. In each case, apparently sensible policies at a national scale cause local difficulties.

Transport
Even a cursory comparison between Scottish cities and equivalent counterparts in Scandinavia
suggests that we have much to learn about balancing the conflicting demands of car usage and
public transport as an effective way of reducing emissions, whilst also improving environmental
quality (Chapter 8.5). Several local authorities pointed out that there was a conflict between the
goals of the national transport system and those desired by the regions. For example, the priority
of the rail network at a national scale is to reduce intercity journey times, whereas the city
regions seek more commuter stations and rail links to their airports. New commuter stations
have been refused in several authorities, constraining regional transport plans and economic
development as a result. Here is a clear disconnect between goals at different scales, the effect of
which is to limit the actions of local authorities.
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234 Sullivan, L., 2008, A Low Carbon Building Standards Strategy for Scotland, Scottish Government

A similar argument applies to trunk roads and the administration of travel concessions, which
are planned andmaintained nationally by Transport Scotland. Local authorities do not have the
power to control traffic on trunk roads, or to refine travel concessions to help achieve low-
carbon goals. The restriction this puts on local authorities is best illustrated in Glasgow, where
the presence of trunk roads running through the centre rules out any possibility of operating a
traffic congestion scheme. This illustrates how the arrangement, that may seem sensible at a
national level, restricts the ability of a local authority to use the full range of tools to tackle traffic
problems in their cities. We were impressed by the argument that cities should have more
control over car taxation if they are to tackle the issue of congestion and its social and economic
downsides (COSLA). Also, more control would make it easier to plan freight consolidation
centres as sought by the Scottish Council for Development and Industry, whichwould reduce the
number of large lorries in towns (Chapter 8.3).

Boosting walking and cycling in urban areas emerged as an area where there is an apparent
disconnect between national and local priorities. Many journeys are short and local authorities
are responding in different ways. In a compact city like Edinburgh, 25% journeys to work and
education are by foot and 4% by cycle, and here the ambition is to approach Continental levels
and achieve 15% of journeys by cycle by 2020. Comparable cycling plans in Glasgow are as yet
undeveloped. Bearing in mind the small proportion of the transport budget that goes to cycling
as opposed to trunk roads, here is a field where backing at the national scale could make a
difference.

Heating
The Inquiry team was surprised to discover how few District Heating Schemes (DHS) and
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) schemes had been installed in Scotland’s cities. Such schemes
not only reduce carbon, but they are significantly cheaper to run. Such schemes are routine in
Scandinavian cities, and, indeed, in small housing schemes. We talked to those responsible for
the relative success of Aberdeen in this field (Chapter 7.1), and to councils where several attempts
to introduce such schemes had fallen at the last hurdle. One problem is the difficulty of applying
national grant schemes at a local level. For example, grants related to fuel poverty and other
deprivation indices, often on a postcode basis, complicate implementation on an integrated basis
because they can split adjacent blocks and even a single block. Here is a field where national
policy couldmake a significant impact on Scotland’s emissions and reduce the costs of heating, if
it was linkedmore effectively to the priorities of local councils.

Quantity versus quality of newhousing
The Inquiry team concluded the current building standards on new houses in terms of energy
efficiency were too low and that they were indifferently monitored. Such a conclusion is
immediately apparent to a visitor to a Scandinavian country, and it is clear that there is much to
learn from their experience. Existing regulations need to be improved and more rigorously
enforced by local authorities and private developers. It is frustrating to realise that we are still
building new houses which will be contributing to unnecessarily high emissions for years to
come. It is encouraging that a strategy for raising standards, due to come into force in 2016/17, is
now in train234. But even givenwherewe are, local authorities facemajor difficulties in applying
existing national standards.
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Figure 10.1
Headline illustrating the pressure faced by local authorities in enforcing high standards of house insulation.
Source: Midlothian Advertiser 22/04/10

Two problems arise. Firstly, flexibility in the standard of energy efficiencymeans that developers
can play one authority off against another by seeking to build lower-spec houses in another less
suitable location, as has arisen in the case of Glasgow, or by abandoning building altogether
unless the standards are relaxed, as happened, for example, in Midlothian (Fig. 10.1). Secondly,
councils are faced with an impossible choice when working with fixed capital costs that could
provide either fewer high-quality houses or more lower-quality houses. COSLA gave the
example of a new school where an authority might be faced with choosing between an energy-
efficient school with no gym, or a less energy-efficient school with a gym (Chapter 7.1). Glasgow
City Council gave the example of the choice between more social housing built to lower
specifications, or less housing with higher specifications. Clearly, policy on how building
regulations are applied to achieve reductions in whole-life emissions from a building, needs to
find a betterway of linking national goalswith those of local authorities.

Retrofitting existing houses
The 2.4 million buildings in Scotland that will be around in 2050 are a stark reminder of the
importance of effective action in improving the energy efficiency of existing houses. The
response of some local authorities is that the existing funding schemes are ineffective, especially
in relation to the rented sector (Chapter 8.4). If local authorities are to be responsible for their
emissions then, as argued above, it would help to have regulation that councils can enforce with
supporting policies, inducements (such as a meaningful council tax rebates for energy-efficient
houses), sticks and regulatory frameworks that are firm and sufficiently enabling to encourage
private investment.

The city regions are critical to Scotland’s success in moving to a low-carbon society. At present,
local authorities are finding it hard to implement change effectively and one reason is that there is
a mismatch between their responsibilities and the resources needed tomeet them. There is a need
for effective regulatory and financial powers in order to allow local authorities to invest in energy
efficiency, decentralised heat and power systems and coherent transport services. As argued in
Chapter 7.1, “This might be done by recalling, and rebuilding, the historical strengths of
municipal government in improving public life and wellbeing for an era where the problems of
climate change and environmental degradation, rather than those of industrialisation, are
foremost.” For the above reasonwe include as a PrimaryRecommendation:

4. TheScottishGovernmentandlocalauthorities should jointly introducetruly
integratedpolicies inordertoreducecarbonemissionsataregional level.
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Land use
There is potential for land use and soils to be managed in such a way as to reduce emissions
quickly and at relatively low cost (Chapters 4 and 6). Adjustments to the CAPregime in 2013 will
be one way of linking land use to ecosystem services more effectively, for example by rewarding
farmers for carbon sequestration, conservation and cultural services. At present in Scotland, it is
difficult to integrate the separate initiatives within forestry, agriculture, environment and
recreation to achieve an optimal result. For example, the strategy to increase forest cover to 25%
of the land will sequester carbon, but it will compete with agricultural land used for livestock, a
mainstay of the agricultural economy and the Scottish landscape. The lack of integration
between forestry and agriculture makes it difficult for Scotland to follow the integrative
agroforestry approach common in Scandinavia. Further, there is uncertainty about how
different management practices contribute to the maintenance or loss of carbon levels in soil.
We encountered contrasting views about the role of low-till agriculture in sequestering carbon
in soils and conclude that more research is needed in this important area. Encapsulating such
uncertainty, the Inquiry team were struck by the way estate owners, who take a long-term view
by nature, were uncertain how best to balance requirements for recreation, agriculture and
forestry in the future. A mapped indicative land use strategy is one way forward and could be
required in regional strategic plans. Thiswe recommend:

5. TheScottishGovernmentshoulddevelopaspatially-referencednational landuseplan
integratedwithregional strategicplans, inordertooptimisecarbonsequestration.

Finance
Given the confluence in Scotland of both leading financial institutions and the huge potential for
energy-efficiency measures and renewables, there is a clear opportunity for the finance industry.
There are two particular bottlenecks: (a) the need for instruments to finance the small-scale
improvements in energy efficiency for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and
households, returns on which may take a decade or more; and (b) investments tailored for
renewables which involve high start-up costs and relatively low running costs, and take longer
than 3–5 years to bring financial returns. The new Green Deal and the reforms to the Electricity
Market that are currently under consultation at UK level could be a step in the right direction in
addressing these problems. There seems to be an opportunity for the finance industry toworkwith
the Government to create the business environment that will mobilise private finance in support
of a low-carbon society. Establishing theGreen Investment Bank in Scotlandwould reinforce this.

Importantly, we suggest that public finance should also be focused on supporting innovative
technologies at key stages. The investment in the EMEC facility in Orkney for wave and tidal
power has been an effective way of attracting a variety of businesses trialling different ways of
extracting energy from the sea. It has the particular merit of providing support and an enabling
facilitywithinwhich different technologies can innovate. Successful operations evolve and build
up local supply chains, with the potential to involve Scottish business in development and
maintenance. A barrier which caused a delay of a year and a loss of impetus in one case was the
cost of finding insurance for a tidal installation (EMEC). It was suggested to us that a
government guarantee underwriting the insurance of such prototype installations would be a
cost-effective way by which the Scottish Government could encourage progress in such future
demonstration technologies. The case for such an approach is articulated inChapter 4.

We look forward to proposals being brought forward by the Finance Committee of the 2020
Group into the role of finance in supporting a low-carbon society.We recommend:

6. Thefinance industryshouldtakealeadandworkwithgovernmenttocreate
thebusinessenvironmentthatwillmobiliseprivatefinance insupportofa
low-carbonsociety.
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Other organisationswith a national remit
The transition to renewables, and particularly the issue of locating wind turbines, has exposed
some difficult issues for quasi-government and non-governmental environmental organisations.
The issue is how to balance the wider socio-economic case for an increase in renewables against
the local environmental case for or against a particular development. As an illustration, one
respondent writes eloquently about the problems faced by a local community in Assynt, whose
ambitions for three wind turbines were turned down235. The plans were opposed by SNH, The
RamblersAssociation and the JohnMuir Trust.

This, and other examples, suggest, that at present, the balance is tilted towards environmental
protection. A remarkable illustration of this is a map of the Highlands and Islands, dated 2005,
showing the extent of protection against wind turbines for environmental (and low flying)
reasons (Fig 10.2). Virtually all of the windy west coast andwesternHighlands was excluded, and
indeed there were “issues” which trumped the potential of wind power in all but a small area of
the eastern Highlands. With many applications for wind turbines failing to get planning
permission at the time, it is no wonder that developers told us of the acronym BANANA (Build
Absolutely Nothing Anywhere Near Anybody) and have moved offshore, even though it is a
more expensive option for consumers. The estimated cost of terrestrial wind power is 9.4 pence
per kWh compared to 15.7 pence per kWh for offshore wind (Chapter 4), although the latter will
reduce over time.

In retrospect one wonders whether the environmental movement, had it seen climate change as
more of a social issue, could have donemore to support the building ofwind turbines, and to help
local communities build them. We recognise that many environmental organisations are
reviewing their positions over turbines and new electricity lines and it is notable that the former
RSPB policy objection to wind turbines has been reversed, even though the legacy of the earlier
opposition is stillwith us in the formof required bird surveys.

235 Mr Derek Loudon, written evidence to the Inquiry, 2010.

Figure 10.2
Indicative composite map (available in 2005) of the issues affecting wind farm development in the Highlands, showing the small area with
no issues. Note that this unofficial map pre-dates planning changes in Scottish Planning Policy (2010). Source: The Highland Council.
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There are other charities and professions with national reach whose practices impact on progress
towards a low-carbon society. Thus Eco-Congregations Scotland (an ecumenical charity which
promotes more sustainable living and the shift to low-carbon) now has over 240 congregations
registered in its programme. Commended by both the Scottish Parliament and the Scottish
Government for its programme of community engagement, it is a telling example of how
national churches (in this casemainly the Church of Scotland, the Scottish Episcopal Church and
the Roman Catholic Church) with a locally-grounded membership can be effective agents of
change at the individual and community level.

Perhaps the legal profession could improve its practices. The single wind turbine owned by the
community inWestray required 800 legal documents before it could be deployed! Understandably,
participants talked of volunteer fatigue. Surely the law profession could help to streamline
procedures as a contribution to a low-carbon Scotland? The Inquiry team suspects that other
professional bodies could also usefully appraise their practices in light of the need to reduce carbon
emissions. Our efforts to learn of progress among the professions drew few responses (Chapter 7.2).
In the light of the above,we recommend:

7. Allorganisationsshouldappraise theirgoalsandpractices inthelightof theurgency
toachievea low-carbonsociety.

Integrating low-carbon activitieswithin local authorities
It is clear from our discussions with local authorities that it is proving difficult to implement
coherent low-carbon policies. Some of the difficulties arise from the sheer complexity of bringing
together a host of policies and actions in a particular place, whilst responding to initiatives at EU,
UK and Scottish levels, implementing cuts, and adapting to changing demands from the
population. The result is that cuts in emissions are organised within individual departments in
differentways; such a disaggregated approach achieves far less than if integrated across the board.

The lack of coordination was well demonstrated by visits made to two award-winning
environmental buildings, where the energy-efficiency measures were outstanding and fully
justified the awards. However, both buildings were in out-of-town locations, had large car parks
and relied heavily on access by car. It is not difficult to believe that, had the buildings been in the
centre of their respective urban centres, the life-time emissions created by the building and the
travel of their occupantswouldhave been far less.

The lack of joined-up thinking that such examples illustrate was recognised by local authority
officials (Chapter 7.1). The difficulty of linking planning, the electricity grid and decentralised
power generation was highlighted by COSLA. The divisions between architects, building control
and planning within individual authorities is illustrated by the inability of a local authority to
specify the type of heating in a house. Other problems arise at the interface between environment
and transport, especially where development schemes such as road widening or out-of-town
shopping centres have the effect of encouraging car use. Linking development with public
transport is a problem, especially coordinating rival bus companies to achieve an integrated public
transport system. In Edinburgh, there seems to be successful integration of bus services, and
Oxfordwasmentioned as another exemplar.

The overriding problem seems to be that no single person within a local authority ‘owns’ the
problem of transition to a low-carbon/sustainable society. As covered in Chapter 7.1, there was a
tendency to blame lack of powers, or leadership in other departments, or the low priority given to
the issue. The result is delay in implementing change and examples are: (a) the delay in
introducing district heating or heat and power schemes in Edinburgh; (b) the continued building
of out-of-town shopping centres; and (c) the Clyde Gateway project, which could have built in
greater cuts in emissions if it had beendeveloped as awhole, rather than sub-zone by sub-zone.
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The Inquiry teamwas surprised at the low profile of spatial planning within authorities as a way
of achieving integration of the various activities and their impact on emissions. Wemet planners
who had been subsumed in another department (Aberdeen) and others who complained of low
morale in the profession (RTPI). This was a surprise and in complete contrast to our expectations
when perusing the central role of planning as outlined by the Director of RTPI (Box 10.3). The
guidelines provide a comprehensive approach to cutting emissions from transport, housing and
land use.Moreover, they stress the importance of balancing the needs of economic growth. Above
all they stress the importance of integration across all activities and at different scales. To an
outsider, it seems that the problems of integrationwithin local authorities have a solution at hand.
It is to prioritise and give teeth to strategic planning. Interestingly this is similar to a
recommendation of theRoyal CommissionReport: Adapting Institutions to Climate Change 236.

236 Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution, 2010, 28th Report: Adapting Institutions to Climate Change

Box 10.3 Roleof planning: evidence fromVeronicaBurbridge,
NationalDirector,RTPI inScotland

General
“theRTPI considers that spatial planninghas a key role to play:
• in creating, protecting andmanaging energy-efficient communities;
• in reducing emissions and the impacts of climate change; and
• in supporting related actions at national, strategic, local and community levels.

...We consider that planning has both a direct and an indirect role to play and makes a significant
contribution through its direct role in influencing the location, scale, mix and character of
development, and through its coordinating role in settingout the overall framework fordevelopment.”

Key extracts indicating priorities for next 5-10 years
“Planning policies relating to climate change are set out in Scottish Planning Policy (SPP). This notes
the need for development plans to promote both a locational and site-specific pattern of development
which reduces the need to travel and encourages active travel and travel by public transport.
Development plans should also require the siting, design and layout of all new development to limit
likely greenhouse gas emissions. Retro-fitting energy-saving technologies and encouraging public
take-up in existinghousing stockwill also bemajor concerns.”

“Energy-efficient, microgenerating and decentralised renewable energy systems will all be
components in themove towards reducing emissions…”

“Location, siting, orientation, design, materials and insulation are important factors in the energy
efficiency of buildings. Under section 72 of the Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009, Local Development
Plans must require all new buildings to be designed to reduce (by a specified (and rising) proportion)
projected greenhouse gas emissions, through the installation and operation of low- and zero-carbon
generating technologies.”

“Actions should also include further consideration of combined heat and power schemes, heat-
recovery systems, the implications forwaste disposal strategies, and the development of heat networks
and a market for heat. Sufficient energy for electric transport systems and vehicles will require new
macro-generating capacity of abundant clean energy. The National Planning Framework should
address the location of plant and infrastructure.”

“The shift to a low-carbon economy is amajor economic opportunity aswell as a necessity…”

“Climate change adaptation tools for policymakers include Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA).
Most public sector plans, programmes and strategies which are likely to have significant
environmental effectsmust be subject to an SEA.”

Integration
The National Planning Framework and Strategic and Local Development Plans provide frameworks
for the integration and delivery of activities relating to climate change mitigation and adaptation
across all sectors of the economy. Close links between the National Planning Framework, theMarine
Spatial Plan, and the Sustainable Land Use Strategy should be developed to address fully issues
including renewable energy generation, food supply andwatermanagement.
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There is an ideal opportunity to address this issue, since the Commission on Public Services is due
to report in June 2011. As a matter of urgency, the Scottish Government should include the
requirement to integrate action on energy efficiency, carbonmanagement and themove to a low-
carbon society. The Inquiry recommends as a priority:

8. Localauthorities shouldintegrateandembedtheir low-carbonpoliciesacrossall their
variousfunctions.

Local communities
During the course of the Inquiry, we were impressed by many local enthusiasts brimming with
ideas for their local community. Many are active members of environmental and social charities,
local societies and councils and devote energy and time to their community. This is civil society at
it best and we were struck by two things. Firstly, there is the sheer potential of this energy if it is
harnessed towards the goal of a low-carbon society. Secondly, it is a tragedy that at present so
much local energy is consumed in opposing the largewind farms that are seen to damage the local
community. The latter is a classic case where the scale of development and its ownership conflicts
with the goals of the local community. Sometimes a compromisemay be reached, as in the case of
theBlackHillwind farmwhere a proportion of the incomegoes directly to the local community.

Since effective action on energy efficiency or renewables requires local knowledge and local buy-
in, there is a case for sweeping away tiers of regulation and episodic grant schemes and instead
introducing policies to release private initiative and finance. On the basis of our discoveries, there
are clear opportunities for communities to take a lead in: (a) installing community wind turbines
(Westray); (b) housing improvement (Comrie); (c) local transport; (d) school energy savings (Eco-
schools); (e) micro-hydro; (f) bio-fuel heating; (g) waste recycling; (h) building local businesses;
and (i) growing local food andplantingwoodlands (Comrie).

The risk is that Scotland is missing an opportunity to use the move to a low-carbon society to
invigorate local communities. Policies could be designedwhich, at a relatively low cost, bring both
carbon reductions and increased local prosperity. Effective policies would remove local resistance
to large outside schemes, bring profits of wind energy to local communities, and help finance
improvements in housing, schools and other community assets. Above all, the cost of such policies
would bemodest if the power of private finance is harnessed.

There were three particular areas where barriers, perceived or real, seem to be holding back
change at a community level: doubts about wind turbines, certification of suppliers, and
complexity of initiatives.

Wind turbines
Perhaps rural Scotland can take inspiration from the island communities of Westray, Gigha
and Eigg, where renewable energy schemes have been used to drive local development and have
succeeded in reversing population decline (Box 9.4). The involvement of the local community
in the Westray project from the beginning avoided planning objections and the turbine is now
generating income for the island. Two problems of general concern arose. Firstly, it was
difficult to raise the relatively high upfront capital costs. The second problem was the capacity
of the grid. Limits to the power the grid can accept reduces the payback and this in turnmade it
more difficult to raise the initial capital.
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Renewable energy can be harnessed to generate income for a single enterprise and its diffusion
could change the fortunes of rural Scotland. An inspirational example is that of Mackie’s of
Scotland, full details of which are in the evidence submitted to the Inquiry. Figure 10.3 illustrates
the income stream that can be generated from windpower. In a nutshell, the initial cost of £2.5
million for three turbines was recovered in four years, since when they have been earning an
income. The chart shows the power obtained from the grid, the amount used and displaced by the
turbines, and the surplus sold to the grid. The enterprise grew in the period and cut its costs
dramatically. Further, the resultant product (ice cream) benefits from marketing its green
credentials. The significance of this example is that any community, business, school, hotel or
hospital could use the same approach tomeet their electricity demand and to earn extra income.

The Inquiry team feel that small-scale wind turbine initiatives such as that described above could
have a major part to play in the economic future of rural Scotland, and indeed of some urban
enterprises (e.g. theMichelin turbine in Dundee). The trick is to get the local community involved
at an early stage, and for the financial sector to offer financial mechanisms for the community
which are tailored to thehighup-front capital costs of renewables.

Energy efficiency: certification
The Inquiry team found that the national scheme to support the fitting of micro-renewables to
houses can have perverse effects in rural Scotland, reflecting a mismatch between the goal of
national policy and its effects on the ground. In order to qualify for a grant or access to Feed-in
Tariffs, an installationmust be fitted by a supplier who is certified. This has the laudable aim of
preventing installation by incompetent suppliers. But the problem in rural Scotland is that the
cost of certification in relation to the limited number of installations means that it is not viable
for a local supplier (builder/plumber/electrician) to become certified. The result is that rural
homes are improved by companies from larger population centres in response to a particular
scheme. What is being missed is the advantage of a community working on a house-by-house
basis using a local business, a case argued powerfully to us by the Comrie Development Trust
and others. An enabling system to support local rural businesses of this type would be of clear
economic and social value to settlements in rural Scotland and would bring better results. It
would be yet anotherway of improving the links between national and regional policy.

Figure 10.3
Example of Mackie’s of Scotland dairy farm, Aberdeenshire: three Vesta V52 turbines, operating from August 2007 on the farm, provide a total
generation capacity of 2.5MW. The business uses around 40% of energy generated by the turbines, allowing it to significantly reduce energy
purchased from the grid, and sells the remainder to Good Energy (a 100% renewable energy supplier). Provided as evidence to the Inquiry.
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237 Mr John Pearson, written evidence to the Inquiry, 2010.

Complexity
A common barrier to action is the complexity of schemes, organisations and legislation affecting
local communitieswishing to take an initiative. Examples are:
• themultiplicity of bodies such as Energy Savings Trust, Community Energy Scotland,
Changeworks, schemes such as FIT, RHI, CRC, ROC, EHP; forms for householders seeking
information on theirMCSCertificateNumber, ROO-FITNumber orMPANdetails;

• the fact that the admirable Climate Challenge Fundwas terminated in 2010 at a point where
less agile groupswere just getting organised, thus losing impetus. Further it excluded the
participation of nationalNGOs such as theRSPBor StopClimateChaos. It ismembers of such
organisations that are usually active in the local community and this restriction prevented
communities fromemploying the leverage of thenational organisation in a local context;

• restrictions to promotional schemes, for examplewhere they applied only to insulation lying
between beams rather than above thewater tank in the loft, discouraging awhole-house
approach237. Such an examplemay seem trivial but is frustrating to an individual seeking to
optimise the insulation of the house as awhole.

The potential of local community involvement and the current difficulties of implementation
lead the Inquiry team to recommend as a priority:

9. TheScottishGovernmentandlocalauthorities shouldactivelyassist localcommunities
to introduce low-carboninitiatives.

The role of individuals, civil society, business and the state
Individuals are involved in their homes, work, travel to work, membership of local, national and
international organisations in civil society, shopping and holiday preferences, and many other
activities that affect their carbon footprint. If individuals believe in the goal of a low-carbon
society, and have trust in their leaders and the ability to deliver, then they are a powerful force for
change. Individuals can encourage a new, more sensitive and carbon-efficient, approach to all
they do at home, atwork and in recreational andholiday activities.

As argued in Chapter 9, efforts of people need to be part of a wider social action if they are to be
effective, andhere the role of civil society is crucial. The turning pointwill comewhen the various
environmental, social, economic and faith groups appreciate that the challenge of climate change
involves us all in the single endeavour of making a step change in the relationship between
human society and the global ecosystem. Organisations such as Stop Climate Chaos, which bring
together groups representing the environment, society, faith groups and business, amongst others,
are an excellent start (Box 9.1). A prioritywould be an open andmature debate to build support for
joined-up policies, openly grasping such awkward nettles as the balance between economic
growth and wellbeing, and how best to ensure that travel needs of individuals and communities
aremet effectively and efficiently.

In Chapter 9 we argued that for real progress to occur there needed to be certain crucial
developments occurring in parallel. They are:

• true integration of the activities of business, voluntary andpublic sectors,with the clear goal of
achieving a low-carbon society. The 2020Group is a good example of this;

• neighbourhoodpartnerships involving communities, business, energy companies, landlords
and social enterprises in every part of Scotland;

• access to predictable, accessible low-carbon finance for initiatives on energy efficiency,
renewables, transport, food andwaste;

• deliberative public engagement as ameans ofmoving beyond individual actions andhelping
everyone to understand their responsibility to act;

• political leadership throughprominent, coherent and consistent action.
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It is with this background inmind that the Inquiry recommends:

10.Closerengagement isneededbetweenpeople, civil society,marketandstate
inthepursuitofScotland’s low-carbonsociety.

10.1 Detailed Supplementary Recommendations for particular policy areas
The ten Primary Recommendations outlined above focus on the need for integration across
different sectors, in the belief that the lack of coherence is themajor stumbling block to progress
in Scotland. In the following section we make 30 Supplementary Recommendations for policy
makers within individual sectors where a specific change or refinement of policy could achieve
effective carbon reductions. The list of Supplementary Recommendations mirrors the structure
of the report. There are recommendations of more general import arising from the first six
chapters, andmore detailed recommendations arising fromour findings inChapters 7–9.

General Supplementary Recommendations (Chapters 2–6)

1. It is important to involve thepublic indiscussionofScotland’s carbonfootprint,
which includes risingcarbon ‘embedded’within importedgoods.The ambitious
targets for reducing emissions are commendable and progress is beingmade.However, there
is a danger that, if people feel it ismaking no impact in reducing our overall footprint, they
will become demoralised and give up. The reasons for the current approach need
explanation and discussion and the public needs to be alert to the impact of imports ifwe
are tomake further progress. (Chapter 2)

2. Policymakers shouldplanforextremeweatherevents tocontinue toaffectScotland,
andfor the severityof suchevents to increase.There is a risk of becoming lulled into a
sense of complacency because of theway future climate predictions emphasise changes in
average climate. (Chapter 3)

3. Policy shouldfocuson ‘quickwins’ that identify themost cost-effectivewaysof
reducingemissions. (Chapter 4)

4. TheScottishGovernment should introducea temporary innovation subsidy
forcleantechnologies. (Chapter 4)

5. Changing land-usepractice is apowerfulandrelatively low-costwayofreducing
emissions. (Chapters 4 and 6)

6. It ishelpful torecognise thatdifferentmodelsof societypoint todifferent solutions,
whenassessingdifferentpolicyoptions. A society viewed as one of rational individuals
favours nudging behavioural change. The view that society comprises dynamic social
systems and cultures suggests the emphasis should be on full engagement, supplemented
where necessary by sharp legislative tools, as for example in the case of the compulsory use
of seat belts and the smoking ban in public places. (Chapter 5)

7. Theconceptofecosystemservices that support society is apromisingwayof
integrating thecompetingpressureson landuse. This recognises that the land
of Scotland has amultiplicity of functions and values for society. (Chapter 6)
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Sector-specific Supplementary Recommendations (Chapters 7–9)

8. TheScottishGovernment shouldexplorenewformsoffinancial investmentfor
localauthorities.This could include the powers to raisemoney from local green bonds,
tax increment finance (as inUSA), bed taxes (France) or similar financial instruments.
(Chapter 7.1)

9. SingleOutcomeAgreements (SOAs) for localauthorities should include specific
requirements inrelation toenergyefficiency,decentralisedandrenewableenergy
andtransport. (Chapter 7.1)

10. StrategicEnvironmentalAssessments requiredforall localdevelopmentplans
andproposals should includeaneffectivecarbonaudit. (Chapter 7.1)

11. COSLAandlocalauthorities should instigate systematic capacitybuilding through
trainingof localauthoritycouncillorsandofficials. (Chapter 7.1)

12. Localauthorities andschools shouldreinforceCPDprovision toensure thata
low-carbonsociety is successfullyembeddedwithin theCurriculumforExcellence.
(Chapter 7.2)

13. TheScottishGovernmentandSQAshoulduse therevisionofHigherandAdvanced
Highercoursesasanopportunity toembedclimatechange, sustainabilityandglobal
citizenship throughout the secondary school curriculum. (Chapter 7.2)

14. Afull carbonauditandrevisionofScottishwaterqualityregulationandstandards
fordrinkingandwastewater shouldbeundertaken. (Chapter 7.3)

15. Thepublic shouldbemadeawareof the truecostsofproducingdrinkingwater
throughthegradual introductionofwatermeters,with safetynets for low-income
households. (Chapter 7.3)

16. ScottishWater shouldmorerapidly shift from ‘end-of-pipe’ solutions towards
catchment-basedapproachesbasedonreduceduseof fertilisersandpesticides
upstreamandreedbedsandwetlands forwater treatmentdownstream. (Chapter 7.3)

17. SEPAshouldapply itsControlledActivitiesRegulationsunder theWater
EnvironmentandWaterServices (Scotland)Act2003more sensitively to
micro-hydro schemes. (Chapter 7.3)

18. Asa toppriority, thefinancecommunity should introduceeffective instruments
to invest in small-scaleenterprises andhousingrenewal. (Chapters 8.1 and 8.4)

19. Institutional investorsneed tooverhaul theassetmanagementprocess to
de-emphasise short-termpriorities. (Chapter 8.1)

20. Policymakers shouldrespondto the increasingexposureofhouseholders to flooding
followingthepotentialwithdrawalof insuranceafter2013. (Chapter 8.1)

21. Impartial informationoncosts (social, environmental, economic) andreturnsof
different formsofenergygeneration– includingelectricity,heatandtransport
– shouldbemademorewidelyavailable to supportdecisionmaking.At present,
serious discussion is impeded by the range of different views based on different assumptions.
(Chapter 8.2)



22. In itsdrive toa low-carbonsociety, Scotlandshoulddomore tocapture thevalue
of its intellectual capacityandresearchanddevelopment.There are accessible top
universities and research institutes distributed across the country. (Chapters 8.2 and 8.3)

23. Thetourist industry should takeaction tocapitaliseonthebenefits thatwill arise
fromScotlandbeingseenasa ‘green’ society. (Chapter 8.3)

24. Policymakers shouldfocusonhowbest tohelpSMEsachieve theeconomicbenefits
fromenergyefficiency. (Chapter 8.3)

25. Serviceproviders shouldfocusondevelopingthe infrastructure to support the
equivalentof IT“plugandplay” technologyfor small-scale renewablegeneration.
(Chapter 8.4)

26. Theeducational sector shouldenhance itsprovisionofprofessionalandtechnical
skills incarbonmanagementandcarbonaccounting. (Chapter 8.4)

27. Policymakers shouldfocusurgentlyonhowplanningcanovercomethe
inconsistenciesarisingat thefringesofcities andtowns.Out-of-town shopping
centres, the location of boundaries between different local authorities, lack of commuting
stations and freight consolidation centres, and the competition between developers, are all
conspiring to encourage unnecessary car dependency around our urban centres.
(Chapter 8.5)

28. Scottishresearch institutions shouldestablishurgentlyhowdifferent farming
practices inScotlandaffect themaintenanceorbuildupofcarbon insoils.
(Chapter 8.6)

29. Scottisheducational institutions should introducecoursesandtraining in
Agro-forestry. Such integration is akey to low-carbon landuse. (Chapter 8.6)

30. All civil societyorganisations, all spheresofgovernmentandpeople shouldcome
together to implement theoverallprincipleof sustainability. (Chapter 9)

Conclusion
A low-carbon Scotland can offer prosperity in rural and urban areas that is environmentally
enriched and community-based. But if this future is to be achieved, it requires joined-up policy
affecting most aspects of life. We have highlighted examples of where low-carbon policy is not
joined up. Indeed, policy at different scales sometimes brings contradictory outcomes. Once
recognised, these barriers can be removed or suppressed. In this report we recommend actions
that may help to achieve this. Of course, removal of these barriers will not guarantee a path to a
low-carbon society, but they are a step in the right direction. A further conclusion is that,
although we have ambitious and well-publicised targets for significant reduction in our carbon
footprint, we are a long way behind several European countries in implementation. This brings
the advantage that there are tested examples abroad of policies thatwork. Given this, and thewill
remove the barriers, Scotland can use the revolution in energy efficiency and renewables to
achieve its vision of a low-carbon society as outlined in Chapter 1. Economic and social
wellbeing, sustainability and strengthened local communities arewithin our grasp.
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Overall Primary
School Winner:
StMary’s Primary School

CHAPTER 11 INQUIRY SCHOOLS’ COMPETITIONS

As part of the Inquiry’s raising awareness of the barriers in shifting to a low-carbon society, the
RSE sponsored two schools’ competitions; one linked to the evidence gathering and the other to
a public meeting in Inverness held on 2 June 2010. The latter comprised a short response poster
competition open to local schools. The resulting entries were of a high standard and showed
evidence of learning and thinking related to climate change in their own area. They
demonstrated a real commitment to renewable energy projects in their own schools. Pupils,
parents and teachers came to the public meeting in Inverness to see their posters in large format
on display and for the young people to receive prizes.

RSESchools’ Competition
The main schools’ competition was supported by Scottish Association of Geography Teachers,
Ian Menzies, Learning and Teaching Scotland’s Development Officer, Developing Global
Citizens, and the Royal Scottish Geographical Society. Heather Reid also contributed by
presenting the prizes at the RSEAwards Ceremony in Edinburgh on 15th September 2010.

The competition invited groups of pupils in both primary and secondary schools in Scotland to
enhance their comprehension of sustainable development, global citizenship and international
understanding through a study of climate change in Scotland by:

• researching and presenting their findings about how climate change could affect the lives
of people living in their area;

• including both the opportunities offered, and the challenges created by climate change in
Scotland; and

• demonstrating some understanding of interdependency by looking at these local issues
in relation to a countrywhere climate change is already a concern to the lives and
livelihoods of the people living there.
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Overall Secondary School Winner: Gryffe High School

A short self-evaluation from each group was a required part of the entry. This encouraged
reflective thinking about the process of learning, the achievements andhowpupils felt about their
contribution to the group’swork. Examples of this reflective feedback are given in theBox 11.1.
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Box 11.1Feedback fromRSESchools’ Competition

The response fromgroups of pupilwas diverse andhighly innovative.
In terms of reflecting on the process of preparing a submission, groups of pupils responded:

“We had to allocate roles, be adaptable and organized”

“We had to co-operate, brain storm and discuss ideas, show initiative”

“We usedmindmaps for planning”

“We read, asked questions”

“We recognised the different strengths of people in the group.”

Other benefits fromentering the competition includedwriting letters to the PM,MPs andMSPs and
taking part inVoices at Copenhagen inDecember 2009, alongside the development of new skills in
drawing, filming, editing, using amicrophone (for preparing aDVD), plus the useworld-wideweb,
newspapers and local people as sources for the submission.

Feedback from the schools also demonstrated community-wide benefits including:

• Organising local area Eco committees and anEarthHourwere organised and sharing
information on climate change

• Encouraging local communities to use linen shopping bags andhave low-carbondays.

• Holdinghealthweekwithwaste-free, locally-sourced lunches.

• Pupils recycled in school, at home and encouraged the local community to do the same;
they even succeeded inmakingparents turn off lights andwalked to school.

Feedback frompupils involved in the competition included the following fromgroups of pupils:

“Thiswas anamazing opportunity”

“We enjoyed it”

“Wewere excited about anew topic”

“Wehad fun”

“We feltmore confident and successful”

“We sawour teachers in anew light.”

Such comments and the learning experiences described abovematched the aims of theCurriculum for
Excellence. Pupils had becomemore successful learners,more confident individuals,more responsible
citizens andmore effective contributors. It also demonstrates the role that schools can potentially play
in raising awareness of how to adapt to climate change.

The Inquiry also supported a cross-curricular pupil conference on climate changeheld inKirriemuir
TownHouse inOctober 2010, organised by theChurch of Scotland,Angus EducationAuthority and
local RotaryClubs. This further opportunity to engagewith school pupils included a contribution
byHeatherReid (the formerBBCScotlandweather forecaster),whichwas valued by pupils and
teachers alike.
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Resources for schools engagingwith climate change and a low-carbon society
Learning and Teaching Scotland’s recently redesigned website contains a wide variety of
learning resources for schools, especially the sections on Sustainable Development Education,
ExploringClimate Change,Weather andClimate Change and Schools’ Global Footprint. Aswell
as providing information, links to other organisations and teaching resources, it includes
reflective questionswhich can be used to stimulate further thought and discussion.

An example of how LTS has promoted teaching resources on climate change and a low-carbon
society for curriculumdevelopment is illustrated in Box 11.2.

Box 11.2DevelopingGlobalCitizens throughsciences, social studies and technologiesevents

These events, hosted by IanMenzies, DevelopmentOfficer, DevelopingGlobalCitizens, Learning
andTeaching Scotland,were held at various venues in ScotlandduringNovember 2010. The
relevance of climate changewas highlighted and linked to the government’s national agenda,
challenges and opportunities for creatingmore science and engineering graduates to fill the new
‘green’ jobs of the future, the skills agendawhich is also at theheart ofCurriculum for Excellence.

The science background to climate changewas presented, and links betweenGeography andScience,
which a study of climate change canpromote, emphasised.Aworkshopdemonstrated examples of
interdisciplinary learningusing climate change such as “Charlie and theRenewableChocolate
Factory”with StNinian’s Primary. This involved awide variety of background learning
opportunities, followed by a decision-making exercise to relocateCharlie’s factory, given certain
criteriawhichhad to bemet in terms of getting a balance using three renewable sources of energy.

Furtherworkshops demonstrated thewhole-school approach to climate change ofWhitelees
primary school, Cumbernauld and the interdisciplinary climate change project ofMonifiethHigh
School.
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Box 11.3Web sites useful for learning about climate change and a low-carbon society

http://www.ltscotland.org.uk/climatechange/resources/index.asp

http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/causes-of-climate-change/1491.htm

http://www.snh.gov.uk/climate-change/

http://www.sccip.org.uk/4/4/0/Climate-Information.aspx

http://www.sagt.org.uk

http://www.sdenetwork.org/bulletin/

http://www.rgs.org/HomePage.htm

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/ccapscotland

http://www.stopclimatechaos.org/scotland

http://www.sustainable-scotland.net/climatechange/

http://www.transportscotland.gov.uk/road/climate-change-and-the-roads

http://www.sac.ac.uk/climatechange

http://www.airportwatch.org.uk/scotland/index.php/archives/category/issues/climatechange

http://www.shell.com/home/content/environment_society/environment/climate_change/

http://www.rspb.org.uk/climate/

http://www.swt.org.uk/about-us/policy/climate-change/

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Environment/climatechange

http://www.carbon-offset-scotland.com/

http://www.greenpeace.org.uk/climate

http://www.energyefficiencynews.com

http://www.usewoodfuel.co.uk/ClimateChange.stm

http://www.bbc.co.uk/topics/climate_change

http://www.ecn.ac.uk/Education/indicators_of_climate_change.htm

http://www.scri.ac.uk/research/climatechange

http://www.bp.com/retailhomepage.do?categoryId=8040&contentId=7037096

http://www.carboncentre.org

http://www.britishcouncil.org/new/climatechange/

http://www.carbon-info.org/carbonscience/carbonscience.htm

http://www.sepa.org.uk/climate_change.aspx

http://www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org/ccf.asp

http://www.churchofscotland.org.uk/councils/churchsociety/csclimate.htm

http://www.macaulay.ac.uk/explorescotland/cc1.html

http://scotland.wwf.org.uk/what_we_do/tackling_climate_change/

http://www.ukcip.org.uk/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=199

http://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/scotland/Scotland-Welcome-page/About-Us

http://www.sccip.org.uk/3/93/0/Climate-Change-Adaptation-in-Scotland.aspx

http://resource.ecoschoolsscotland.org/information.asp?t=9&c=4
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APPENDIX 1: EVIDENCE PROVIDED TO THE INQUIRY
Written Evidence
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Organisations:
AberdeenCity Council
Aquamarine Power
Argyll andBute Council
The British Ecological Society
British SkyBroadcasting Ltd
CairngormsNational Park
CarbonCapture& StorageAssociation
Children's Parliament
Church of Scotland
CrichtonCarbonCentre
EdinburghConsortium for Rural Research
EnergyAgency
European Parliament InformationOffice in Scotland
Faculty of PublicHealth
Forth Ports
GlasgowCity Council
GrampianRegional Forestry Forum
Mackie’s of Scotland
National Trust for Scotland
NorthAyrshire Council Planning Services
QualityMeat Scotland
RESUK& Ireland Ltd
RoadHaulageAssociation
RoyalMail
Royal TownPlanning Institute in Scotland
ScottishAgricultural College
SAGESGraduate School
Sainsbury’s Supermarkets Ltd
Scottish Engineering
Scottish Enterprise
ScottishWater
Scottish CropResearch Institute
Scottish Council forVoluntaryOrganisations
Scottish Estates BusinessGroup
Scottish Environmental ProtectionAgency
ScottishNaturalHeritage
Scottish Rural Property andBusinessAssociation
StagecoachGroup
StrathclydeUniversity
Tractran
TransformScotland
Unison Scotland
UKBiochar ResearchCentre
UKCOALMining Limited
Water Industry Commission
West LothianCouncil
WoodlandTrust Scotland

Individuals:
Professor JohnBeddington
Mr JohnBerry
MrWilliamBrown
Ms Isla Browning
Professor Richard Byrne
MrPeter Convery
Professor PaulDukes
MrDudley Foster
NigelGriffithsMP
ProfessorMalcolmHorner FRSE
Michael Jack,MP
MrAlanKennedy
Ms JaneAnnListon
MrDerek Loudon
Viscount andViscountessMonckton of Brenchley
Mr FergusMurray
Mr JohnPearson
DrDavidReay
MrHillary Sillitto
Stuart StevensonMEP
TimYeo,MP



TheCommitteealsoheardoral evidencefromthefollowingorganisationsand individuals:

AberdeenCityCouncil (Jan Falconer (Strategist – SustainableDevelopment), AmySmith (Sustainable
DevelopmentOfficer), LouiseNapier (Senior Planner, Transportation Strategy), TobyCoke (Planner),
KevinChristie (SeniorDomestic Energy officer).

AberdeenUniversity (Fraser Lovie (PolicyAdviser)).

AdamSmithLimited (DrDerek JDouglas (Chief Executive)).

AllianceBoots (Richard Ellis, (GroupHead of Corporate Social Responsibility)).

BTScotland (BrendanDick (Director)).

Changeworks (Teresa Bray (Chief Executive), ChrisMorris).

ChurchofScotland (Adrian Shaw (Climate ChangeOfficer), IainMacDonald).

ClimateChallengeFund (JonRathjen (Manager)).

ClimateExchange

ClydeGatewayproject (StephenHope (ProjectManager), GeorgeKirk (Project Director, Scottish Power)).

ComrieDevelopmentTrust (Cathy Tilbrook (Chair)).

COSLA’sClimateChangeTaskGroup

DepartmentforEnergyandClimateChange (DavidMackay (Chief ScientificAdviser), JamesGorie
(Local, Regional&DevolvedGovernment), NiallMackenzie (CarbonMarkets), SarahRhodes (Renewables),
PatrickAllcorn (LocalGovernment andClimate Change)).

DumfriesandGallowayCouncil (JamesMcLeod (Team leader, FloodRiskManagement),
ChrisWood-Gee (SustainableDevelopmentManager)).

DundeeCityCouncil (Rob Pederson (ChiefOfficer forArchitectural Services),Merrill Smith (Head of
Business Development and Support), AlisonAnderson (Corporate PlanningOfficer – Environment), Bryan
Harris (Environmental StrategyOfficer), AlexGibson (TeamLeader – Property Services), Ian Treanor (Senior
EnergyAdviser), Neil Gellatly (Head of Transportation), Peter Sandwell (Section Leader – Environment),
AndyMulholland (PlanningOfficer), JimLaing (Head ofWasteManagement)).

DundeePartnershipfor theEnvironment (DundeeCity Council, SustainDundee, University ofDundee,
Carbon reductionAction& InformationCentre, SNH, Solar Cities Scotland,University ofAbertay,
Friends of the Earth Tayside, Tayside Police EnvironmentalWorkingGroup).

Eco-SchoolsScotland (Kate Campbell).

EdinburghCityCouncil (JohnBerry (Head of Planning), PhilNobel (SeniorOfficer, Transport Planning)).

EdinburghUniversity (David Somervell, (Energy&SustainabilityManager)).

ElphinstoneHoldingsLtd (KennethRoss (Chairman&Chief Executive)).

EnergyActionWestray (ColinRisbridger, SamHarcus).

EnergySavingTrust (Mike Thornton (Director), KarenTitular (StrategyManager for Scotland
andNorthern Ireland)).

EuropeanEnvironmentAgency (Professor JacquelineMcGlade (ExecutiveDirector)).

EuropeanMarineEnergyCentre (EMEC) (Eileen Linklater (MarketingManager), Neil Kermode
(ManagingDirector)).

FirstGroup (Terri Vogt (Head of Corporate Social Responsibility)).
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FirstState Investment (DavidGait (Senior PortfolioManager)).

FifeCouncil (Alistair Clyne, ClareHamilton Sturdy, JohnMitchell).

ForestryCommissionScotland (Dr BobMcIntosh (Director)).

GlasgowCityCouncil (SandyGillon (Transport and EnvironmentManager), TonyHughes (Transport Policy
and PlanningManager), GilMorgan (Principal, SustainableDevelopment), CiaranHiggins (Principal, Carbon
Management), Bill Brown ((Principal,Housing Investment and Strategy), Emil Laiolo (ServiceManager,
Transport)).

HealthFacilitiesScotland (Doug Flint (Sustainable DevelopmentManager), ColinClarke (EnergyManager)).

HighlandEnvironmentForum (HighlandCouncil, SNH,HIE,HighlandBiodiversity,Highland
EnvironmentalNetwork, Community Energy Scotland,HighlandBirchwoods, Forestry Commission
Scotland, SEPA).

HerMajesty’s InspectorateofEducation (JimBruce (Inspector)).

InvernessChamberofCommerce (StewartNicol (Chief Executive)).

LearningandTeachingScotland (LTS) (IanMenzies).

Mackie’s ofScotland (MaitlandMackie).

MaxwelltownHighSchool (Mr Pierce (Head teacher)).

Macaulay Institute (Dr RobinMathews (Climate Change ThemeLeader)).

NapierUniversity (Professor Sean Smith (Institute for Sustainable Construction)).

NorthEastScotlandClimateChangePartnership (Martin Ford (Aberdeenshire Councillor, Chair of
NESCCP); Tom Johnston (Chairman ofNFUScotland in theNE); Fraser Lovie (Uni ofAberdeen, Policy
Advisor); Jan Falconer (AberdeenCity Council, Strategist – SustainableDevelopment)).

ParEquity (PaulMunn, Partner).

RBSLombard (Gavin Forsyth (Corporate RelationshipManager)).

RoyalBankofScotland (Sefton Laing (Corporate Sustainability)).

RSBP (DrAlistair Lavery (Head of Education), LloydAustin (Head of Conservation Policy)).

RoyalTownPlanningInstitute inScotland (Veronica Burbridge (Director), JohnEsslemont (previous
Convenor), Charles Strang (PolicyOfficer), Stuart Tait (Assistant Strategic Development PlanManager),
StuartHay (Sustainable FuturesManager), LesHuckfield (RTPIClimate ChangeChampion).

ScottishCouncil forVoluntaryOrganisations (AndyMyles (Policy Committee), Catriona Prebble (Green
AgendaOfficer)).

ScottishCropResearchInstitute (Professor PeterGregory (Chief Executive)).

ScottishEnterprise (EwanMearns (PolicyManager), Neil Kitching (SustainableDevelopment andClimate
Change), Steven Stocks (ITI Energy)).

ScottishEnvironmentalProtectionAgency (DaveGorman (Head of Environmental Strategy), Peter
Singleton (Environmental Futures andTrends)).

ScottishEstatesBusinessGroup (PollyMcPherson (Director of Research andCommunication), David
Gwyther (The BuccleuchGroup)).

ScottishGovernment (JenniferHamilton (Senior PolicyAdviser, Climate Change), Colin Imrie (Deputy
Director, EnergyMarkets), Kirsty Lewin (Team leader, Sustainable Transport), George Burgess (Deputy
Director, Facilities and Estates), DianeCampion (Facilities and Estates), Sally Thomas (TeamLeader, LandUse
Strategy), ProfessorMaggieGill (Director, Rural and Environmental Research)).



ScottishPower (DavidCampbell (CCS InnovationManager), GordonMcGregor (Energy andEnvironment
Director).

ScottishRuralPropertyandBusinessAssociation (Karen Smyth, RhoderickNoble, PatrickMilneHome,
Janice Cassidy).

ScottishandSouthernEnergy (ColinHood (ChiefOperatingOfficer)).

ScottishWater (RichardAckroyd (Chief Executive), DrMarkWilliams (Business Strategy andClimate
ChangeManager)).

ScottishNaturalHeritage (Professor ColinGalbraith (Director of Scientific andAdvisory Services),
CliveMitchell (Strategy andCommunicationsManager)).

ShellUKLimited (SteveHarris (Head of Communications EPEUK), TanyaMorrison (Government Relations
Manager)).

StandardLife (JulieMcDowell (Head of Sustainable andResponsible Investment)).

StopClimateChaosScotland (MikeRobinson (Chair)).

StrathclydeUniversity (Professor JimMcDonald (Principal), Professor Robert Kalin (Professor
Environmental Engineering), Richard Bellingham (Senior Research Fellow), Professor Robert Rogerson (Head
ofDepartment ofGeography), Professor JaneMorgan (Visiting Professor), Professor PeterMcGregor (Fraser
Allander Institute), Professor Peter Booth (Civil Engineering), Professor StephenMcArthur (Electronic and
Electrical Engineering)).

TransitionEdinburghGroups (Gerri Smyth (Chair, Edinburgh), JohannaCarrie (Chair, Pentlands),
PatAbel (Chair, South),MicheleHipwell (Vice Chair, South)).

TransportScotland (HenryCollin (EnvironmentalAdviser), GrahamEdmond (Head of TrunkRoad
NetworkManagement)).

VisitScotland (ScottArmstrong (Regional Director,Highlands and Islands)).

WestrayDevelopmentTrust (MeganMacEwan).
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Inaddition, theCommittee tookpart in thefollowingvisits andevents:

22October 2009 “The Copenhagen Climate Change Summit, the UKGovernment position and possible inputs from
Scotland”RSE seminar, Edinburgh

28October 2009 “The impact of Climate Change on Scotland”, joint RSE eventwith the Foundation of Science and
Technology, Edinburgh

16–20November 2009 “Scottish Projections in PracticeWeek”, in partnershipwith the Scottish Climate Change
Impacts Partnership, Edinburgh

10December 2009 “The technology-policy challenges to address climate changes and biodiversity”, RSE lecture by
Prof BobWatson, Chief ScientificAdviser, DEFRA, Edinburgh

16December 2009 “Facing up to Climate Change”, RSEChristmas lecture by Prof Paul Jowitt, held at Lochaber
High School, FortWilliam.

14 January 2010 “RSE Inquiry, FacingUpTo Climate Change” public evidence-gathering session, Dundee.

11 February 2010RSE Inquiry Committee visit to Longannet Carbon Capture and Storage Facility, Fife.

16 February 2010 “Energy”RSE lecture by Prof JimMcDonald, Edinburgh

2March 2010RSE Inquiry Chairmetwith Esk Valley Trust, Roslin,Midlothian.

3March 2010 “RSE Inquiry, FacingUpTo Climate Change” public evidence-gathering session, Aberdeen.

4March 2010RSE Inquiry Committee visit toMackie’s Farm, Aberdeenshire.

8March 2010 “UKClimate Change Risk Assessment” seminar, ScotlandClimate Change Impacts Partnership.

16March 2010 “The simplicity and complexity ofwind: an engineer’s tale” joint RSE lecturewith theRoyal
Academy of Engineering.

17March 2010 “New climate change tools and information for decisionmakers in themarine and coastal sector”,
seminar, ScotlandClimate Change Impacts Partnership.

25March 2010RSE Inquiry Committeemeetingwith COSLAClimate Change Task Group, Edinburgh.

13/14April 2010RSE Inquiry Chair discussionwith BCS and Council of Professors andHeads of Computingmeeting,
Edinburgh.

4May 2010RSE Inquiry Committeemeetingwith Energy Saving Trust, Edinburgh.

20May 2010 “RSE Inquiry, FacingUpTo Climate Change” public evidence-gathering session, Edinburgh.

24May 2010 “Can the Green EconomyDeliver for Scotland?” ScotsmanConference, Edinburgh

27May 2010 “RSE Inquiry, FacingUpTo Climate Change” public evidence-gathering session, Dumfries

31May 2010RSE Inquiry Committeemeetingwith Fife Council Transportation Services, Fife

2 June 2010 “RSE Inquiry, FacingUpTo Climate Change” public evidence-gathering session, Inverness.

3 June 2010 “Science-based policy-making:whose evidence is it really?”Macaulay Institute lecture, Professor
JacquelineMcGlade, Aberdeen.

8 June 2010RSE Inquiry Finance SectorWorkshop, held at the RSE. Participants of thisworkshop included:
BaillieGifford&Co:MarianneHarperGow,Head of Environmental, Social andGovernance
University of EdinburghManagement: DrCraigMackenzie, Senior Lecturer
Standard Life: JulieMcDowell,Head of Sustainable andResponsible Investment (SRI)
Par Equity: PaulMunn, Partner
HymansRobertson:DavidO’Hara, Senior Investment Consultant
Eurocaptial Group:Douglas Prentice, CEO
Lloyds BankingGroup Scotland:Dr SusanRice
ScottishWidows: JohnnyRussell, InvestmentDirector, UKEquities
Aegon: Ryan Smith,Head of CorporateGovernance&SRI.



16 June 2010 “Delivering on 2020”HolyroodConference, OurDynamic Earth, Edinburgh.

18 June 2010RSE Inquiry Committee visit to the Comrie Development Trust, Perthshire

25 June 2010 “Public Engagement Strategy” seminar, ScottishGovernment, Stirling.

7 July 2010 “RSE Inquiry, FacingUpTo Climate Change” public evidence-gathering session, Glasgow.

8/9 July 2010RSE inquiry Committee visit to Orkney formeetingswith EnergyActionWestray,WestrayDevelopment
Trust, business community, EuropeanMarine Energy Centre.

14 July 2010 “Climate change during the last 10,000 years” lecture organised by ICMS in associationwith theRSE.

24August 2010 “Global Action on Climate Change: the road to Cancun”, RSE lecture by Lord Stern, Glasgow.

21 September 2010 “Facing up to Climate Change”RSE lecture by LordKrebs, Edinburgh.

22 September 2010RSE Inquiry Chair at Cross Party Group on Climate Change, Scottish Parliament, Edinburgh.

23 September 2010UKClimate Change Risk Assessment Scottish StakeholdersWorkshop. Glasgow.

30 September 2010RSE Inquiry Chair spoke at Scottish Estates Business GroupAGM.

16October 2010RSE Inquiry Chair spoke atmeeting of the Scottish-Swedish Society.

20October 2010RSE Inquiry Committeemember spoke at Eco-congregationAngus Schools’ Conference, Kirriemuir

26October 2010 “Environmental and Clean Technologies – Scotland’s Green Technology Revolution”, Energy Saving
Trust conference, Edinburgh.

6November 2010RSE Inquiry Chair spoke at ameeting of the Scotia Agricultural Club.

11November 2010 “AdaptingUK Institutions to Climate Change”RSELecture by Sir John Lawton,Aberdeen.

7 December 2010 Launch of the UKCommittee on Climate Change’s Fourth Carbon Budget, London

7December 2010RSE Inquiry Chairmeetings at DECC (Chief Scientific Adviser and officials), London
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APPENDIX 2: ACRONYMS AND GLOSSARY
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ABI Association of British Insurers
CAP CommonAgricultural Policy
CBD Convention onBiological Diversity
CCS CarbonCapture and Storage
CERT CarbonEmissions ReductionTarget
CHP CombinedHeat and Power
COSLA Convention of Scottish LocalAuthorities
CPD Continued Professional Development
CRC CarbonReductionCommitment
DECC Department of Energy andClimate Change
EAUC EnvironmentalAssociation forUniversities andColleges
ECT Environmental CleanTechnologies
EHP EnergyHeat Performance
ESCO Energy Service Company
EUETS EuropeanUnionEnergy Trading Scheme
FIT Feed-In Tariff
GAEC GoodAgricultural and Environmental Condition
GDP Gross Domestic Product
GtCO2e Gigatonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent
H++ High ++model
Ha y-1 Hectares per year
IPO Initial Public Offering
Kha Kilo hectares
LCA LandCapabilityAssessment
LTS Learning andTeaching Scotland
MAC MarginalAbatement Cost
MACC MarginalAbatement Cost Curve
MCS MicrogenerationCertification Scheme
MtCO2e Million tonnes carbon dioxide equivalent
NOAA National Oceanic andAtmosphericAdministration
NGO Non-governmental organisation
NPV Net PresentValue
NNR NationalNature Reserves
OFGEM Office of theGas andElectricityMarkets
PgCyr-1 Peta-grams of carbon per year (1 Peta-gram= 1 billion tonnes)
ppb parts per billion
ppm parts permillion
ppmv parts permillion by volume
RHI RenewableHeat Initiative
SAC SpecialArea of Conservation
SCDI ScottishCouncil forDevelopment and Industry
SDE Sustainable development Education
SEABS08 Scottish EnvironmentalAttitudes andBehaviours Survey 2008
SEBG Scottish Estates andBusinessGroup
SEPA Scottish Environment ProtectionAgency
SMEs Small- andmedium-sized enterprises
SNH ScottishNaturalHeritage
SOA SingleOutcomeAgreement
SPA Special ProtectionAreas
SQA ScottishQualificationsAuthority
SRPBA ScottishRural Property andBusiness Association
SSSI Site of Special Scientific Interest
TOC Total Organic Carbon
Twh Terawatt hour
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Adaptation A response to climate change that seeks to reduce the vulnerability
of natural andhuman systems to the impacts of climate change.

Agroforestry The growing of both trees and agricultural/horticultural crops on the
sameunit of land.

Biochar Charcoal created as a by-product of energy production by pyrolysis (gasification)
of biomass.

Bio-energy Renewable energymade available frommaterials derived from
biological sources.

Bio-fuel A range of fuelswhich aremainly derived frombiomass or biowaste.

Cap and trade scheme Amarketmechanismwhereby emissions are limited and can thenbe traded.

Carbon capture and storage Amethod of capturing carbondioxide (CO2) from large point sources
such as fossil fuel power plants and large industry, and storing it underground
so that it does not enter the atmosphere.

Carbonprice The amount it costs a company to buy permission to emit onemetric tonne
of carbondioxide. The price varies depending on the trading scheme
and fluctuates constantly due tomarket forces.

Carbonprice support Proposed changes to the climate change levy (CCL) and fuel duty to support
andgive certainty to the price of carbon in the electricity generating sector.

CarbonReductionCommitment Amandatory cap and trade scheme in theUnitedKingdom thatwill apply
to large non energy-intensive organisations in the public andprivate sectors.

CombinedHeat andPower Theuse of a heat engine or a power station to simultaneously generate
both electricity anduseful heat.

Consumption-based emissions Emissions associatedwith the consumption of goods and services in each
country, taking account of imports and exports of goods and services that,
either directly or indirectly, involveCO2 emissions.

CO2 equivalent Ameasure of howmuchglobalwarming a given type and amount
of greenhouse gas (such asmethane, nitrous oxide)may cause, using
the functionally equivalent amount or concentration of carbondioxide
(CO2) as the reference.

District heating A system for distributingheat generated in a centralised location for residential
and commercial heating requirements.

Ecosystemapproach A strategy for the integratedmanagement of land,water and living resources
that promotes conservation and sustainable use in an equitableway. It recognises
the value of ecosystem services, i.e. the processes bywhich the environment
produces resources utlilised byhumans such as clean air,water, food andmaterials.

EUEmissions Trading System AEurope-wide cap and trade scheme that started in 2005, it is the biggest scheme
of its kind and sets an overall cap on the total emissions allowed fromall
the installations covered by the System.

Greywater Rainwater or otherwastewater generated fromdomestic activities such as
laundry, dishwashing, and bathing,which can be collected and recycled on-site
for useswhere potable qualitywater is not needed.

LandCapability forAgriculture TheLandCapability forAgriculture classificationwas developed by theMacaulay
Institute to describe the agricultural potential of land based on the degree
of limitation imposed by its biophysical properties. It is based primarily on
climate, a number of soil properties, (for example depth and stoniness),
wetness, erosion risk and slope.
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Marginal abatement cost The cost of reducing emissions by onemore unit, for example by onemore
tonne per year.

Microhydro Hydroelectric power installations that typically produce up to 100 kWof power.

Mitigation Action to decrease the intensity of radiative forcing in order to reduce
the potential effects of globalwarming.

Muirburn The practice of burning off old growth on aheathermoor to encourage
newgrowth for grazing.

Nudge behaviour change Anapproach to influencing behaviourwhich assumes to knowwhat is good
for society butmerely nudges individuals towards these objectives bymaking
personal and socially beneficial choices “easier”.

NorthAtlanticOscillation Aclimatic phenomenon in theNorthAtlanticOcean of fluctuations
in the difference of atmospheric pressure at sea level between the Icelandic
lowand theAzores high.

River catchment area The area drained by a river or body ofwater.

SingleOutcomeAgreement Agreements between the ScottishGovernment and all 32 local authorities
and their community partnerswhich set out a series of local priorities for action
in the context of the ScottishGovernment’s national aspirations.

Spatially-referenced In the context of landuse planning, a spatially-referenced landuse strategy
wouldmap types of landuse to specific regions and locations in Scotland.

Territorial emissions Territorial emissions are emissions arising directly fromactivities that take
placewithin a country.
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